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Chapter 1
Emotions. Negative emotions and positive emotions. Managing negative
emotions.
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Introduction

Emotions wield a powerful force on the way humans behave, yet defining
the term emotion is difficult. Whether it is positive or negative emotions, strong
emotions can cause individuals to take actions they may not normally perform or
cause them to avoid situations they might enjoy. Psychologists often define
emotions as a combination of cognitions, physiology, feelings, and actions
(Keltner & Shiota, 2003; Plutchik, 1982). Emotions are a complex state of feeling
that can cause physical and psychological changes in an individual while also
influencing thought and behaviour. The purpose of this chapter is to understand
how emotions work by offering a brief introduction to specific theories of
emotion, as well as understanding the way emotions influence behaviour.
In this chapter the discussion will also include a description of the formation
mechanisms of emotions and it will also consider the influence negative emotions
in behaviour, and if they are linked to instances of violence. A large part of this
chapter will focus on negative emotions; specifically the origins of anger, a prime
negative emotion, and will attempt to show a link between expressing negative
emotions and the emergence of violent behaviour.

Theories of Emotion
When talking about emotions, it is difficult to define what an emotion is
since there are competing theories regarding the formation mechanism of
emotions and their degree of influence on human behaviour. What is more, it
becomes increasingly difficult to measure aspects of emotion, including its
intensity, its relation or effect on behaviour and personality. This chapter will
focus on some of the main theories of emotion as they have emerged in the field
of psychology. The discussion begins by examining the classical view of emotions
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and its inspiration from Darwin’s view, that emotions and their expressions are an
ancient part of universal human nature. It will also look at the theories that
challenge the premises of this classical view by taking into consideration
developments in the study of psychology and studies conducted throughout its
development that have proposed alternative theories for the development of
emotions and their influence of human behaviour.
Competing theories of emotion are the result of a broadened scope of
research being done to understand the mechanisms for their formation. The
classical view of emotions holds that. “Our emotions [...] are artifacts of evolution,
having long ago been advantageous for survival, and are now a fixed component
of our biological nature.” (Feldman-Barrett, 2017). This classical view of
emotions, takes precedent from Charles Darwin’s theory in his book The
Expression of the emotions in Man and Animal, wherein he lays out some early
ideas concerning behavioural genetics. Darwin examines the animal origins of
human characteristics, such as lifting the eyebrows when surprised or the mental
confusion that occurs when blushing. Darwin’s theory is a biological approach to
the study of emotions and culture serves an auxiliary role in shaping expression.
Darwin’s biological emphasis on the study of emotional expressions concentrated
on six “basic” emotions: happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise and disgust. In
Darwin’s view, these “basic” emotions are universal: they occur and can be
recognised in all cultures across the world, without prior training.
This universal view of emotions implies there is a single origin for the entire
human species. Darwin emphasises that there is a shared human and animal
ancestry in the expression of emotions and an evolutionary basis for the
development of these kinds of facial expressions. In his theory, there is a
connection between mental states and the neurological organisation of movement.
By carefully studying the facial expressions produced by humans and other
primates, Darwin concluded that emotional expressions evolve, and since they are
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an evolutionary mechanism it is pertinent to ask how emotions improved our
ancestor’s chances for survival.
One possible advantage of emotions is their contribution to general arousal.
When the brain perceives a situation requiring action, emotions provide the
arousal needed to Trigger a response. The human face consists of forty-two small
muscles on each side. Facial movements we make every day and recognise in
others around us, are a result of a combination of our facial muscles contracting
and relaxing, causing the skin to move. The combinations of these muscles
contracting and relaxing, give rise to facial expressions, all of which are attached
to a certain emotion.
In the 1960s, psychologist Silvan S. Tomkins and two fellow researchers,
decided to test this theory. They created sets of meticulously captured
photographs, each representing one of the six so-called basic emotions: anger,
fear, disgust, surprise, sadness and happiness. These photographs featured actors
who were carefully coached and were supposed to clearly represent each emotion.
The photographs used by Tomkins and his colleagues, represented each emotion
in an exaggerated form, but they believed this would provide the strongest signal
for that emotion. Using these photos they used an experimental technique to study
how well people recognise emotional expression, but also how well they perceive
facial movements as expressions of emotion.
This research technique revolutionised the scientific study of what Tomkins
and his associates called “emotion recognition.” By using this method, scientists
have shown that people across the world were able to consistently match the same
emotion words to posed faces. One famous study conducted by Ekman and his
colleagues in Papua New Guinea, ran experiments with the Fore people, a local
population, who had little contact with the Western world. Even this remote tribe
could consistently match the faces to the expected emotion words. Based on these
findings, scientists concluded that the recognition of emotions is universal: no
matter where you are born or where you grow up, you are able to detect the
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emotions based on facial expressions. The reasoning behind the findings
postulated that the only way could be universally recognised, is if they are
universally produced. Therefore, facial expressions must be reliable.
Other scientists however, began challenging this view of emotion
recognition, arguing that this method was too direct and subjective to reveal an
emotion fingerprint because it involves human judgement. A more objective
technique, facial electromyography (EMG), eliminates human perceivers
altogether. Scientists using facial EMG, place electrodes on the surface of the skin
and are able to detect the electrical signals that make facial muscles move. It can
precisely identify the parts of the face as they move, how often and how much. A
typical study consists of test subjects wearing electrodes over their eyebrows,
forehead, cheeks and jaw as they view photos or films or as they remember or
imagine situations, so as to evoke a variety of emotions. By recording the
electrical changes in muscle activity scientists can calculate the degree of
movement in each muscle during each emotion.
This method of expression recognition poses a great challenge to the
classical view of emotion. Findings from these studies have shown that muscle
movements are not a reliable indication of when someone is sad, angry or fearful
and don’t present a predictable fingerprint for each emotion. At best, the findings
of facial EMG reveal that these movements distinguish pleasant from unpleasant
feeling. However, this method itself also presents limitations since it cannot
capture all the meaningful actions in a face during an emotional experience. One
of the limitations this method poses is that a scientist can place about six
electrodes on the face before a test subject starts to feel uncomfortable, too few to
capture all forty-two facial muscles meaningfully.
Other scientists, including Camras and Oster, have demonstrated that we
encounter a lot of information from the surrounding context. Faces are constantly
moving and our brain relies on many different factors at once, such as body
posture, voice, and the overall situation, your lifetime experience, to figure out
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which movements are meaningful and what they mean. When it comes to
emotions, a face doesn’t speak for itself. The basic emotion method was not
discovered by observing faces in the real world. Scientists designated the facial
poses, inspired by Darwin’s book and asked actors to portray them, all the while
considering that these expression of emotion were universal.
But these expressions are not universal. Emotions cannot be expressed
simply with one facial expression. There is a variation in facial movements with
just one emotion. Taking fear as an example, the ways in which an individual
expresses fear when watching a horror film will differ considerably when there is
the potential for danger. When watching a horror film, someone might close their
eyes or cover their eyes with their hands. When in danger, the eyes will widen to
improve peripheral vision. This variation in facial expressions that exists in just
one single emotion demonstrates that this classical view of emotions is simply a
form of stereotyping and simplifying the many variations that exist within a single
emotion.
Such a large collection of diverse experiments makes it difficult to maintain
consistency in theory. However, scientists have been able to utilise these diverse
findings and analyse them using meta-analysis to conclude that the same emotion
category can often lead to different bodily responses. This shows that variation is
the norm, not uniformity. The results from these findings are consistent with what
psychologists have known for years; different behaviours have differents patterns
of breathing, movement or heart-rate. This shows that research has not yet been
able to reveal a consistent bodily fingerprint for a single emotion.
The discovery of simulation in the late 1990s ushered in a new era in the
fields of psychology and neuroscience. Simulations are the brain’s guesses of
what is going on in the world, as we are constantly faced with ambiguous
information from all sensory organs. Our brain uses past experiences to construct
a hypothesis - the simulation - and compares this to the information received by
all sensory components of the body. In this way, the simulation allows the brain
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to attach meaning to the information it receives, select what is relevant and ignore
the rest. Using concepts of what we already know about the world through
experience, the brain can group some things together and separate others.
Concepts are a primary tool used by the brain to guess the meaning of incoming
sensory inputs. Concepts can help us make sense of the music, language and even
the chemicals that create tastes and smells. Our brain uses concepts to simulate
the outside world. With concepts our brain can simulate automatically and almost
invisibly, so that it seems that vision, hearing and all other senses are reflexes
rather than constructions.
In this way, the brain can also use the same mechanism to make sense of
what is going on inside our bodies. Our body is just another source of sensory
input for the brain. Sensations from the heart and lungs, our metabolism or
changing temperature, they are also ambiguous information. However, once
concepts come into play, these seemingly ambiguous sensations can take on a
whole different meaning. These purely physical sensations inside our body, do
not have an objective psychological meaning. Consider the feeling of an ache in
your stomach. If this ache is experienced when sitting around a dinner table, we
might make sense of this as hunger. If flu season is just around the corner, we
might experience the same ache as nausea. In any given moment, our brain uses
concepts to give meaning to internal as well as external sensations, all at the same
time.
Emotions are not merely reactions to the world. We are not passive
receivers of sensory input, but active constructors of our emotions. Using sensory
input and experience, our brain can construct meaning and prescribe emotion. If
we lacked concepts that represent our past experiences, then all sensory input
would be mere noise. We would not be able to know what the sensations are, what
causes them or how to behave and deal with them. By using concepts, our brain
can create meaning from these sensations it receives and sometimes the meaning
created is an emotion.
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The classical view of emotion and the theory of constructed emotion tell
vastly different stories regarding how we experience and perceive the world. On
the one hand, the classical view is intuitive, and argues that events in the world
trigger emotional reactions inside of us and that thoughts and feelings live in
distinct brain areas. On the other hand, the theory of constructed emotion claims
that through concepts and simulations, our brain constructs everything we
experience, including emotions.
On of the core ideas in the theory of constructed emotion, is that the
emotions we experience and perceive are not a necessary consequence of our
genes. What is inevitable in the theory of constructed emotions, is that we have
some kinds of concepts for making sense of sensory input from our body in the
world, because our brain is wired for this purpose. Our brain can make sense of
changes in our environment. However, concepts like anger and disgust, are not
genetically predetermined. We are familiar with these concepts, because of the
social context in which we grew up where these concepts are meaningful and
useful. Other cultures however, can and do make sense of other meanings from
the same sensory input.
The theory of constructed emotion takes precedence from several ideas of
construction, and in particular from social construction, which studies how social
values and interests shape and determine how we perceive and act in the world.
Each of us understands the world in a way that is useful but our individual
understanding, is not necessarily true or grounded in some absolute, objective
sense. With regards to emotion, social construction theories probe questions about
how feelings and perceptions are influenced by our social roles and beliefs.
However, it must be stated that social construction tends to ignore biology as
irrelevant to emotion. Instead, it suggests that emotions are triggered differently
depending on your social role. Theories of social construction, are in fact,
primarily concerned with social circumstances in the world outside of us, without
considering how these circumstances affect the brain’s wiring.
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It would be amiss to assume that every theory agrees on every assumption,
but together they contend that emotions are made, not triggered. Based on this
premise, we can argue that emotions are highly variable without fingerprints and
emotions are not, in principle, distinct from cognitions and perceptions. The
theory of constructed emotion dispense the idea of fingerprints not only in the
body but also in the brain. It avoids asking questions that imply a neural
fingerprints exists, such as “Where are the neurons that trigger fear?” because the
word “where” is suggestive of a built-in assumption that a particular set of neurons
become activated every time we feel afraid. In contrast, the theory of constructed
emotion suggests that a category of emotion such as fear, anger or sadness does
not have one distinct brain location. Rather, each instance of emotion is a state
where the whole brain should be studied and understood. Therefore, it is more
pertinent to ask “How does the brain create an instance of fear?” since this does
not presume that a neural fingerprint exists behind the scenes. This implies that
experiences and perceptions of fear are real and worthy of being investigated.
In the same way that the theory of constructed emotion suggests that we
cannot assign a fingerprint to a single emotion, it also suggests that the brain’s
interconnections are not simply the inevitable consequences of our genes. On the
contrary, we know today that experience is also a contributing factor and that
genes can turn on and off in different contexts, and that genes shape the brain’s
wiring. This phenomenon of plasticity suggests that some of the synapses in our
brain come into existence because of the way others talk or treat us. In other
words, this theory of construction extends all the way down to the cellular level
of our biological, psychological and neurological makeup.
The theory of constructed emotion encompasses elements from all three
schools of construction theory. From social construction, it although the
macrostructure of our brain is largely predetermined, the microwiring is not. As a
consequence past experiences can help determine and shape our future
experiences and perceptions. Neuroconstruction can explain how infants are born
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without the ability to recognise a face but can develop that ability within the first
few days after they are born. It can also explain how early cultural experiences for example how often caregivers are in physical contact with the infant, whether
they sleep alone in a crib or in a family bed - differentially shape the wiring of the
brain.
What Are Basic Emotions
The controversy for basic emotions has a long history. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, the classical view of emotions draws inspiration from Darwin’s
theory of the evolutionary mechanisms responsible for emotional expressions and
its implication that certain emotions are universal and can be discerned from
people all over the world, across cultures. In recent years, some psychologists
have proposed a short list of “basic” emotions which include happiness, sadness,
anger, fear, disgust and surprise, a list that also comes up in Darwin’s
investigation of emotional expression. However, other psychologists have added
more candidates to this list such as contempt, shame, guilt, interest, hope, pride,
relief, frustration, love, awe, boredom, jealousy, regret, or embarrassment
(Keltner & Buswell, 1997).
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Of course, other psychologists including Lisa Feldman Barret, disagree
with this assertion, contending that a single emotion cannot be narrowed down to
a single fingerprint that identifies that specific emotion. Given this variation in
theories of emotion within psychology, is there such a thing as a basic emotion?
And if there is, how can we decide what a basic emotion is? In their attempt to
narrow down the list and propose a classification for “basic” emotions,
psychologists have often proposed the following criteria to classify certain
emotional categories as “basic” or universal. To begin with, they suggest that if
an emotion is to be categorise as a basic emotion, it should arise early in life and
should not require much experience. For instance, nostalgia and pride emerge
gradually and seem less basic than fear, anger or joy. However, the problem with
this criterion is that all emotional expressions emerge gradually in life. As
Messinger argues, infants’ expressions during the first stages of their life do not
distinguish between distresses, anger and fear (Messinger, 2002).
A further criterion used to determine an emotion as a basic emotion is the
assumption that it should have a distinct physiology. However, if we take this
criterion seriously then the idea of basic emotions should be abandoned, given the
prominence of the theory of construction and the shortcomings of the classical
view of emotions when put into practice, since many variations exist within a
single emotional category. Nonetheless, even though physiological reactions such
as heart rate and breathing rate do not distinguish strongly between one emotion
or the other, they can indicate the intensity of an emotion. Brain measurements
are also deficient in able to identify which emotion someone is feeling.
However, one important thing to note about research done with regards to
basic emotions, is that the basis rests on the notion that each basic emotion might
have its own distinct facial expression. Most of the research conducted has
focused on this criterion. Although certain similarities in facial expressions across
cultures imply that they are unlearned, this does not mean that they always have
the same meaning. At a minimum, facial expressions can be described as having
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regional “accents” in distinct cultures. Similar to how we can understand speech
from our own region better than from somewhere else, the same applies to our
ability to recognise facial expressions more accurately among people from our
own culture (Elfenbein, Beaupré, Lévesque, & Hess, 2007).
One of the leading proponents for a theory of basic emotions is Paul Ekman,
who proposed a list of nine characteristics in order to distinguish basic emotions
(Ekman, 1992). However, although Ekman agrees that there are emotion families
and there exists variation within emotional categories, he does not propose that
the boundaries between basic emotion categories are blurry. His findings rest on
his research premise that there is a high agreement between facial expressions and
its associated emotional category, an agreement that can be found even across
cultures. Ekman argues that the evidence for universality is concurrent with
Darwin’s belief that such “universal” expressions and the emotions they signal
are the product of evolution.
However, the fact that people possess the ability to classify facial
expressions of the six “basic” emotions throughout the world, is not concrete
evidence of their universality (Barrett, Mesquita, & Gendron, 2011). Ekman
himself reports that evidence for a unique facial expression for emotions such as
surprise and contempt are not firm. Although our basic emotional responses may
appear to be largely innate, culture and learning are decisive in modifying
emotional expressions (Jack, Caldara, & Schyns, 2012; Matsumoto, Yoo, &
Chung, 2010). For example, many health professional undergo training to
withhold emotional expressions such as disgust when handling patients. It has also
been observed that the presence of other people also influences the intensity of
emotional expression. The findings of Jancke and Kaufmann indicate that people
will exaggerate facial expressions in response to odors when in a group as opposed
to when they are alone (Jancke & Kaufmann, 1994).
The importance of culture in displays of emotional expression cannot be
underestimated. Cultures typically have different rules or norms that determine
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when, where and how an individual should express emotion (Matsumoto,
Willingham, & Olide, 2009). Research conducted to support these claims have
shown that Japanese students watching an emotional film alone were found to be
more expressive than when they watched a film in a group of unfamiliar peers. In
contrast to this, the degree of intensity of emotion expression exhibited by
American students did not vary significantly when viewing the film alone or in a
group (Ekman, Friesen, & Ellsworth, 1972).
Even so, individuals are different from one another when it comes to the
overall intensity of emotion expression as well as their abilities to identify the
emotions of others correctly. Individuals also show variance in their emotional
style, as well as positive or negative emotional tendencies (Davidson & Irwin,
1999). A study conducted by Jerome Kagan in 1997, has found that newborn
infants showed consistent levels of awareness and sensitivity to an unpleasant
odor. Kagan’s study has purported that infants who are highly susceptible to
environmental stimuli run a greater risk for anxiety and mood disorders later in
life. On the other hand, extremely low-reactive infants have a greater tendency
toward antisocial behaviour later in life.
The importance of being able to correctly identify another person’s
emotions expression is critical in competent social functioning. Studies have
shown that psychopaths incarcerated for murder responded much less emotionally
than control participants to slides of pleasant, neutral and unpleasant situations
(Herpertz et al., 2001). Twin studies have also suggested that the ability to
interpret emotional expressions by others around them is heavily influenced by
genetics (Anokhin, Golosheykin, & Heath, 2010). An individual’s ability to read
other people’s emotions is distorted by several psychological disorders. An
individual with schizophrenia will process facial features normally but in
comparison to healthy control subjects, they will perform worse in tasks requiring
them to distinguish between different facial expression (Kohler et al., 2003;
Schneider et al., 2006). Patients with schizophrenia are more likely to misinterpret
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emotional stimuli, such as facial expressions, as threatening, which might lead to
delusions of persecution and paranoia (Phillips, Drevets, Rauch, & Lane, 2003).
As will be discussed later on, people who suffer from autism spectrum disorder
and antisocial personality disorder have difficulties recognizing expressions of
fear (Jones et al., 2011; Marsh & Blair, 2008).
How Emotions Are Formed
Following the discussion on theories of emotional expressions in the first
chapter and the proposition for basic emotions in the second chapter, it is worth
looking into the mechanisms of emotional formation in relation to the brain.
Psychologists suggest that an emotion begins with an individual’s assessment of
a personal meaning attached to an antecedent event. The appraisal process that
occurs can be either conscious or unconscious, and it leads to a cascade of
response tendencies manifest across component systems, such as cognitive
processing, physiological changes, subjective experiences and facial expressions.
Often, emotions are conceptualised to be part of distinct categories of emotion
families, like fear, anger, joy and interest.
However, research can often be limited since progress in the study of
emotions also necessitates good measurement, which can be hard to achieve due
to several factors. Psychologists have been able to measure emotions using
different approaches, including self-reports, behavioural observations and
physiological measures. Each method of course, has its strengths and weaknesses.
The section that follows will present a brief summary of some of the methods used
to measure emotions and it will also discuss the limitations posed by each method.
Following this, it will then move on to discuss how emotions are formed by
looking at the mechanism involved in emotional responses.
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Positive and Negative Emotions
Working definitions of emotions and affect vary somewhat across
researchers. Yet despite ongoing debate (e.g., Diener, 1999; Ekman & Davidson,
1994), consensus is emerging that emotions are but a subset of the broader class
of affective phenomena. Emotions, according to this perspective, are best
conceptualized as multicomponent response tendencies that unfold over relatively
short time spans. Typically, an emotion begins with an individual's assessment of
the personal meaning of some antecedent event. This appraisal process may be
either conscious or unconscious, and it triggers a cascade of response tendencies
manifest across loosely coupled component systems, such as subjective
experience, facial expression, cognitive processing, and physiological changes.
Affect, a more general concept, refers to consciously accessible feelings.
Although affect is present within emotions (as the component of subjective
experience), it is also present within many other affective phenomena, including
physical sensations, attitudes, moods, and even affective traits. Thus, emotions
are distinct from affect in multiple ways. First, emotions are typically about some
personally meaningful circumstance (i.e., they have an object), whereas affect is
often free-floating or objectless (Oatley & Jenkins, 1996; Russell & Feldman
Barrett, 1999; Ryff & Singer, in press). Additionally, emotions are typically brief
and implicate the multiple-component systems described above, whereas affect is
often more long-lasting and may be salient only at the level of subjective
experience (Ekman, 1994; Rosenberg, 1998; Russell & Feldman Barrett, 1999).
Finally, emotions are often conceptualized as fitting into discrete categories of
emotion families, like fear, anger, joy, and interest. Affect, by contrast, is often
conceptualized as varying along two dimensions, either pleasantness and
activation (Russell & Feldman Barrett, 1999) or positive and negative emotional
activation (Teilegen, Walson, & Clark, 1999).
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Positive affect, according to numerous theorists, facilitates approach
behavior (Cacioppo, Gardner, & Berntson, 1999; Davidson, 1993; Watson,
Wiese, Vaidya, & Teilegen, 1999) or continued action (Carver & Scheier, 1990;
Clore, 1994). From this perspective, experiences of positive affect prompt
individuals to engage with their environments and partake in activities, many of
which are adaptive for the individual, its species, or both. This link between
positive affect and activity engagement provides an explanation for She oftendocumented positivity offset, or the tendency for individuals to experience mild
positive affect frequently, even in neutral contexts (Diener & Diener, 1996; Ito &
Cacioppo, 1999). Without such an offset, individuals most often would be
unmotivated to engage with their environments. Yet with such an offset,
individuals exhibit the adaptive bias to approach and explore novel objects,
people, or situations. (See Watson et al., 1999, for a related explanation for diurnal
patterns of positive emotional activation.)
Because positive emotions include a component of positive affect, they too
function as internal signals to approach or continue. Even so, positive emotions
share this function with a range of other positive affective states. Sensory
pleasure, for instance, motivates people to approach and continue consuming
whatever stimulus is biologically useful for them at the moment (Cabanac, 1971).
Likewise, free-floating positive moods motivate people to continue along any line
of thinking or action that they have initiated (Clore, 1994). As such, functional
accounts of positive emotions that emphasize tendencies to approach or continue
may only capture the lowest common denominator across all affective states that
share a pleasant subjective feel, leaving additional functions unique to specific
positive emotions uncharted.
Discrete emotion theorists often link the function of specific emotions to
the concept of specific action tendencies (Frijda, 1986; Frijda, Kuipers, & Schure,
1989; Lazarus, 1991; Levenson, 1994; Oatley & Jenkins, 1996; Tooby &
Cosmides, 1990). Fear, for example, is linked with the urge to escape, anger with
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the urge to attack, disgust with the urge to expel, and so on. It is not that people
invariably act out these urges when feeling particular emotions. Rather, people's
ideas about possible courses of action narrow in on a specific set of behavioral
options. A key idea from this perspective is that a specific action tendency is what
makes an emotion evolutionarily adaptive: These are among the actions that
presumably worked best in helping human ancestors survive life-or-death
situations (Tooby & Cosmides, 1990). Another key idea from trie specific
emotions perspective is that specific action tendencies and physiological changes
go hand in hand. So, for example, when someone experiences an urge to escape
when feeling fear, that person's body reacts by mobilizing appropriate autonomic
support for the possibility of running (Levenson, 1994).
Although specific action tendencies have been invoked to describe the
function of specific posiiive emotions as well, the action tendencies identified for
positive emotions are notably vague and underspecified (Fredrickson &
Levenson, 1998). For instance, joy has been linked with aimless activation,
interest with attending, and contentment with inactivity (Frijda, 1986). These
tendencies are far too general to be called specific (Fredrickson, 1998). They
resemble generic urges to do anything or do nothing more than urges to do
something quite specific, like flee, attack, or spit. This is troublesome: If the action
tendencies triggered by positive emotions are vague, their effects on survival may
be inconsequential. So, like the view centered on generic approach tendencies, the
view centered on specific action tendencies yields an incomplete analysis of the
function of positive emotions.
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Although positive emotions can occur in adverse circumstances, the typical
context of positive emotions is not a life-threatening situation. As such, a
psychological process that narrows a person's momentary thought-action
repertoire to promote quick and decisive action may not be needed. Instead, the
positive emotions of joy, interest, contentment, pride, and love appear to have a
complementary effect: They broaden people's momentary thought-action
repertoires, widening the array of the thoughts and actions that come to mind
(Fredrickson, 1998; Fredrickson & Branigan, 2001). Conceptual analyses of a
range of positive emotions support this claim. Joy, for instance, broadens by
creating the urge to play, push the limits, and be creative. These urges are evident
not only in social and physical behavior, but also in intellectual and artistic
behavior (Ellsworth & Smith, 1988; Frijda, 1986). Interest, a phenomenologically
distinct positive emotion, broadens by creating the urge to explore, take in new
information

and

experiences,

and

expand

the

self

in

the

process

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Izard, 1977; Ryan & Deci, 2000; Tomkins, 1962).
Contentment, a third distinct positive emotion, broadens by creating the urge to
savor current life circumstances and integrate these circumstances into new views
of self and of the world (Izard, 1977). Pride, a fourth distinct positive emotion that
follows personal achievements, broadens by creating the urge to share news of the
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achievement with others and to envision even greater achievements in the future
(Lewis, 1993). Love, conceptualized as an amalgam of distinct positive emotions
(e.g., joy, interest, contentment) experienced within contexts of safe, close
relationships (Izard, 1977), broadens by creating recurring cycles of urges to play
with, explore, and savor experiences with loved ones. These various thoughtaction tendencies—to play, to explore, to savor and integrate, or to envision future
achievement—each represent ways that positive emotions broaden habitual
modes of thinking or acting (Fredrickson, 1998,2000a; Fredrickson & Branigan,
2001).
In contrast to negative emotions, which carry direct and immediate adaptive
benefits in situations that threaten survival, the broadened thought-action
repertoires triggered by positive emotions are beneficial in other ways.
Specifically, these broadened mindsets carry indirect and long-term adaptive
benefits because broadening builds enduring personal resources, which function
as reserves to be drawn on later to manage future threats. Take play, the urge
associated with joy, as an example. Animal research has found that specific forms
of chasing play evident in juveniles of a species, like running into a flexible
sapling or branch and catapulting oneself in an unexpected direction, are seen in
adults of that species exclusively during predator avoidance (Dolhinow, 1987).
Such correspondences suggest that juvenile play builds enduring physical
resources (Boulton & Smith, 1992; Caro, 1988). Play also builds enduring social
resources: Social play, with its shared amusement, excitement, and smiles, builds
lasting social bonds and attachments (Aron, Norman, Aron, McKenna, &
Heyman, 2000; Lee, 1983; Simons, McCluskey-Fawcett, & Papini, 1986), which
can become the locus of subsequent social support. Childhood play also builds
enduring intellectual resources by increasing levels of creativity (Sherrod &
Singer, 1989), creating theory of mind (Leslie, 1987), and fueling brain
development (Panksepp, 1998). Other positive emotions, like interest,
contentment, pride, and love, similarly augment individuals' personal resources,
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ranging from physical and social resources to intellectual and psychological
resources. (Fuller descriptions of the broaden-and-build theory are available in
Fredrickson, 1998, 2000a, in press; Fredrickson & Branigan, 2001.)
It is important to note that the personal resources accrued during states of
positive emotions are conceptualized as durable. They outlast the transient
emotional states that led to their acquisition. By consequence, then, the often
incidental effect of experiencing a positive emotion is an increase in one's
personal resources. These resources function as reserves that can be drawn on in
subsequent moments and in different emotional states.

Foundational evidence for the proposition that positive emotions broaden
people's momentary thought-action repertoires comes from two decades of
experiments conducted by Isen and colleagues (for a review, see Isen, 2000). They
have documented that people experiencing positive affect show patterns of
thought that are notably unusual (Isen, Johnson, Mertz, & Robinson, 1985),
flexible (Isen & Daubman, 1984), creative (Isen, Daubman, & Nowicki, 1987),
integrative (Isen, Rosenzweig, & Young, 1991), open to information (Estrada,
Isen, & Young, 1997), and efficient (Isen & Means, 1983; Isen et al., 1991). They
have also shown that those experiencing positive affect show an increased
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preference for variety and accept a broader array of behavioral options (Kahn &
Isen, 1993). In general terms, Isen has suggested that positive affect produces a
“broad, flexible cognitive organization and ability to integrate diverse material”
(Isen, 1990, p. 89), effects recently linked to increases in brain dopamine levels
(Ashby, Isen, & Turken, 1999). So although Isen's work does not target specific
positive emotions or thought-action tendencies per se, it provides the strongest
evidence that positive affect broadens cognition. Whereas negative emotions have
long been known to narrow people's attention, making them miss the forest for
the trees (or the suspect's style of dress for the gun), recent work suggests that
positive affect may expand attention (Derryberry & Tucker, 1994). The evidence
comes from studies that use global-local visual processing paradigms to assess
biases in attentional focus. Negative states—like anxiety, depression, and
failure—predict local biases consistent with narrowed attention, whereas positive
states—like subjective well-being, optimism, and success—predict global biases
consistent with broadened attention (Basso, Schefft, Ris, & Dember, 1996;
Derryberry & Tucker, 1994).
Data provide preliminary evidence that two distinct types of positive
emotion—a high activation state of joy and a low activation state of
contentment—each produce a broader thought-action repertoire than does a
neutral state. Likewise, two distinct types of negative emotion—fear and anger—
each produce a narrower thought-action repertoire than does a neutral state. This
pattern of results supports a core proposition of the broaden-and-build theory: that
distinct positive emotions widen the array of thoughts and actions that come to
mind. By contrast, distinct negative emotions, as models based on specific action
tendencies would suggest, shrink this same array.
Despite this encouraging initial evidence, many questions arise: Do other
positive and negative emotions (e.g., interest, pride, love and sadness, disgust)
conform to these effects? Do the effects generalize to other measures of broadened
cognition? If so, what basic cognitive processes underlie this phenomenon? Do
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distinct positive emotions broaden (and distinct negative emotions narrow) the
scope of attention or the scope of working memory? What are the neurological
underpinnings? Are these effects mediated by changing levels of circulating brain
dopamine, as Ashby and colleagues (1999) have suggested? What brain
structures, circuits, and processes are involved? Finally, how are broadened
thought–action repertoires translated into decisions and action? These and other
questions provide directions for future work.

Positive Emotions Undo Lingering Negative Emotions

Evidence for the broadening hypothesis has clear implications for the
strategies that people use to regulate their experiences of negative emotions. If
negative emotions narrow the momentary thought–action repertoire and positive
emotions broaden this same repertoire, then positive emotions ought to function
as efficient antidotes for the lingering effects of negative emotions. In other
words, positive emotions might correct or undo the after effects of negative
emotions; my colleagues and I call this the undoing hypothesis (Fredrickson &
Levenson, 1998; Fredrickson, Mancuso, Branigan, & Tugade, in press). The basic
observation that positive emotions (or key components of them) are somehow
incompatible with negative emotions is not new and has been demonstrated in
earlier work on anxiety disorders (e.g., systematic desensitization; Wolpe, 1958),
motivation (e.g., opponent-process theory; Solomon & Corbit, 1974), and
aggression (e.g., principle of incompatible responses; Baron, 1976). Even so, the
precise mechanism ultimately responsible for this incompatibility has not been
adequately identified. The broadening function of positive emotions may play a
role. By broadening a person's momentary thought–action repertoire, a positive
emotion may loosen the hold that a negative emotion has gained on that person's
mind and body by dismantling or undoing preparation for specific action.
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One marker of the specific action tendencies associated with negative
emotions is increased cardiovascular activity, which redistributes blood flow to
relevant skeletal muscles. In the context of negative emotions, then, positive
emotions should speed recovery from or undo this cardiovascular reactivity,
returning the body to more midrange levels of activation. By accelerating
cardiovascular recovery, positive emotions create the bodily context suitable for
pursuing the broader array of thoughts and actions called forth.
My collaborators and I tested this undoing hypothesis by first inducing a
high-activation negative emotion in all participants (Fredrickson & Levenson,
1998; Fredrickson et al., in press). In one study (Fredrickson et al., in press), we
used a time-pressured speech preparation task. In just one minute, participants
prepared a speech on the topic “Why you are a good friend,” believing that their
speech would be videotaped and evaluated by their peers. This speech task
induced the subjective experience of anxiety along with increases in heart rate,
peripheral vasoconstriction, and systolic and diastolic blood pressure. Into this
context of anxiety-related sympathetic arousal, we randomly assigned participants
to view one of four films. Two films elicited mild positive emotions (joy and
contentment), and a third served as a neutral control condition. Notably, these
three films, when viewed following a resting baseline, elicit virtually no
cardiovascular reactivity (Fredrickson et al., in press). So the two positiveemotion films used in this study are indistinguishable from neutrality with respect
to cardiovascular changes. Our fourth film elicited sadness. We chose sadness as
an additional comparison because, among the negative emotions, it has not been
definitively linked to a high-energy action tendency, and thus it could be a
contender for speeding cardiovascular recovery.
The undoing hypothesis predicts that those who experience positive
emotions on the heels of a high-activation negative emotion will show the fastest
cardiovascular recovery. My colleagues and I tested this by measuring the time
elapsed from the start of the randomly assigned film until the cardiovascular
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reactions induced by the negative emotion returned to baseline levels. In three
independent samples, participants in the two positive emotion conditions (joy and
contentment) exhibited faster cardiovascular recovery than did those in the neutral
control condition. Participants in the sadness condition exhibited the most
protracted recovery (Fredrickson & Levenson, 1998; Fredrickson et al., in press).
Although the two positive-emotion films and the neutral film did not differ
in what they do to the cardiovascular system, these data suggest that they do differ
in what they can undo within this system. Two distinct types of positive
emotions—mild joy and contentment—share the ability to undo the lingering
cardiovascular aftereffects of negative emotions. Although the precise cognitive
and physiological mechanisms of the undoing effect remain unknown, the
broaden-and-build theory suggests that broadening at the cognitive level mediates
undoing at the cardiovascular level. Phenomenologically, positive emotions may
help people place the events in their lives in broader context, lessening the
resonance of any particular negative event. Perhaps pointing to physiological
markers of broadening effects, some have suggested that parasympathetic cardiac
control (measured as heart rate variability or respiratory sinus arrhythmia)
underlies positive emotions as well as the ability to regulate negative emotions
(Fox, 1989; McCraty, Atkinson, Tiller, Rein, & Watkins, 1995; Porges, 1995).
Testing these suggestions and extending the work to other emotions and other
contexts provide a road map for future research.
Evidence for the undoing effect of positive emotions suggests that people
might improve their psychological well-being, and perhaps also their physical
health, by cultivating experiences of positive emotions at opportune moments to
cope with negative emotions (Fredrickson, 2000a). Folkman and colleagues have
made similar claims that experiences of positive affect during chronic stress help
people cope (Folkman, 1997; Folkman & Moskowitz, 2000; Lazarus, Kanner, &
Folkman, 1980). Evidence supporting this claim can be drawn from experiments
showing that positive affect facilitates attention to negative, self-relevant
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information (Reed & Aspinwall, 1998; Trope & Neter, 1994; Trope & Pomerantz,
1998; for a review, see Aspinwall, 1998). Extrapolating from these findings,
Aspinwall (2001) described how positive affect and positive beliefs serve as
resources for people coping with adversity (see also Aspinwall & Taylor, 1997;
Taylor, Kemeny, Reed, Bower, & Gruenewald, 2000).
It seems plausible that some individuals, more than others, might intuitively
understand and use the benefits of positive emotions to their advantage. One
candidate individual difference is psychological resilience. Resilient individuals
are said to bounce back from stressful experiences quickly and efficiently, just as
resilient metals bend but do not break (Carver, 1998; Lazarus, 1993). This
theoretical definition of resilience suggests that, relative to their less resilient
peers, resilient individuals would exhibit faster cardiovascular recovery following
a high-activation negative emotion. Additionally, the broaden-and-build theory
suggests that this ability to bounce back to cardiovascular baseline may be fueled
by experiences of positive emotion.
Preliminary evidence suggests that positive emotions may fuel individual
differences in resilience. Noting that psychological resilience is an enduring
personal resource, the broaden-and-build theory makes the bolder prediction that
experiences of positive emotions might also, over time, build psychological
resilience, not just reflect it. That is, to the extent that positive emotions broaden
the scopes of attention and cognition, enabling flexible and creative thinking, they
should also augment people's enduring coping resources (Aspinwall, 1998, 2001;
Isen, 1990). In turn, by building this psychological resource, positive emotions
should enhance people's subsequent emotional well-being. Consistent with this
view, studies have shown that people who experience positive emotions during
bereavement are more likely to develop long-term plans and goals. Together with
positive emotions, plans and goals predict greater psychological well-being 12
months postbereavement (Stein, Folkman, Trabasso, & Richards, 1997; for
related work, see Bonanno & Keltner, 1997; Keltner & Bonanno, 1997). One way
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people experience positive emotions in the face of adversity is by finding positive
meaning in ordinary events and within the adversity itself (Affleck & Tennen,
1996; Folkman & Moskowitz, 2000; Fredrickson, 2000a). It is important to note
that the relation between positive meaning and positive emotions is considered
reciprocal: Not only does finding positive meaning trigger positive emotion, but
also positive emotions, because they broaden thinking, should increase the
likelihood of finding positive meaning in subsequent events (Fredrickson, 2000a).
What are Negative Emotions?
It’s important to distinguish between what an emotion is and what a feeling
is. While the two are interconnected, there’s a bigger difference than you may
realize. It’s definitely something that surprised me when I began with my
research.
Emotions – Emotions are regarded as ‘lower level’ responses. They first occur in
the subcortical areas of the brain such as the amygdala and ventromedial
prefrontal cortices. These areas are responsible for producing biochemical
reactions that have a direct impact on your physical state.
Emotions are coded into our DNA and are thought to have developed as a
way to help us respond quickly to different environmental threats, much like our
‘fight or flight’ response. The amygdala has also been shown to play a role in the
release of neurotransmitters that are essential for memory, which is why emotional
memories are often stronger and easier to recall.
Emotions have a stronger physical grounding than feelings meaning
researchers find them easier to measure objectively through physical cues such as
blood flow, heart rate, brain activity, facial expressions, and body language.
Feelings – Emotions are seen as preceding feelings, which tend to be our
reactions to the different emotions we experience. Where emotions can have a
more generalized experience across all humans, feelings are more subjective and
are influenced by our personal experiences and interpretations of our world based
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on those experiences. Feelings occur in the neocortical regions of the brain and
are the next step in how we respond to our emotions as an individual. Because
they are so subjective, they can’t be measured the way emotions can.
Psychologists have long explored the range of human emotions and their
definitions. Eckman (1999) identified six initial basic emotions:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Anger
Disgust
Fear
Happiness
Sadness
Surprise

He later expanded on this to include a further eleven basic emotions:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Amusement
Contempt
Contentment
Embarrassment
Excitement
Guilt
Pride
Relief
Satisfaction
Sensory Pleasure
Shame
Pam (2013) defines negative emotions “as an unpleasant or unhappy

emotion which is evoked in individuals to express a negative effect towards an
event or person.” Reading through the list of Eckman’s basic emotions, it’s quite
easy to determine those that might be referred to as ‘negative’ emotions. While
we can use the label negative, with what we know about emotions, it’s important
to acknowledge that all emotions are completely normal to experience. They are
a part of our ingrained DNA. What is more important, is understanding when and
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why negative emotions might arise, and developing positive behaviors to address
them.

What Causes Negative Emotions and Why Do We Have Them?

Once you start exploring negative emotions a little bit more, you can really
start to see what might cause or trigger them, and why we have them in the first
place.
In terms of causes, it could be a number of things, for example:
●
●
●
●
●

Anxiety felt around attending an interview for a new job
Anger at being caught up in traffic
Sadness at experiencing a break-up
Annoyance that a colleague hasn’t done the work for a big project
Despair at not being able to stick to a new workout regime
Emotions are a source of information (Schwarz and Clore, 1996) that help

you understand what is going on around you. Negative emotions, in particular,
can help you recognize threats (Zein, Wyatt and Grezes, 2015) and feel prepared
to positively handle potential dangers (Biswas-Diener and Kashdan, 2014).
Many different experiences in our lives will incite different emotional
reactions, to differing degrees of intensity. As a human being, you will experience
a full range of emotions throughout your lifetime in response to rapidly changing
situations.
Overcome and Stopping Negative Emotions
It’s normal for us to want to move away from emotions that make us feel
bad. As an evolutionary response, negative emotions in the modern world are not
really an indication of a severe threat against us, but overcoming and stopping
them altogether would be hugely detrimental to us. Negative emotions are an
incredibly normal, healthy and helpful part of life. I think it’s really important not
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to fall into the ‘happiness trap’ of believing that these emotions are a sign of
weakness or low emotional intelligence. I know from personal experience that
trying to hide away from negative emotions, can lead to further emotional pain.
As a human being, you will experience a full range of emotions throughout
your lifetime in response to rapidly changing situations. No emotion is without
purpose. It’s when we begin to further explore and understand the purpose behind
each emotion, that we learn new ways to respond which supports our emotional
growth and sense of well-being.
When exploring negative emotions, it’s also important to know that they
are not the only source of information you have access to. Before you act upon
any emotion you should also seek to explore your previous experiences, stored
knowledge and memories, personal values and desired outcomes for any given
scenario (Shpancer, 2010). Remember – emotions are a low-level reaction so you
get to decide how you respond to them and not let them hijack your behavior.
What are the Effects of Negative Emotions?
While understanding that negative emotions are a healthy part of life is
important, there is a downside to giving them too much free reign.
If you spend too much time dwelling on negative emotions and the situations that
might have caused them, you could go into a spiral of rumination. Rumination is
the tendency to keep thinking, replaying, or obsessing over negative emotional
situations and experiences (Nolen-Hoeksema, 1991). In this spiral of negative
thinking, you can end up feeling worse and worse about the situation and yourself,
the result of which could be a number of detrimental effects to your mental and
physical wellbeing.
The problem with rumination is that it increases your brain’s stress response
circuit, meaning your body gets unnecessarily flooded with the stress hormone
cortisol. There’s considerable evidence that this is a driver for clinical depression
(Izard, 2009).
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Further research has linked the tendency to ruminate to a number of harmful
coping behaviours, such as overeating, smoking and alcohol consumption,
alongside physical health consequences including insomnia, high blood pressure,
cardiovascular disease, and clinical anxiety and depression (Gerin et al, 2012,
Dimsdale, 2008, Everson et al, 1998).
Another study found that people who indulged in prolonged rumination
after a negative emotional experience took longer to recover from the
physiological impact of the experience (Szabo et al, 2017).
Rumination can be a difficult loophole to get out of, especially as most people
don’t realize they’re stuck in ruminating rut and instead believe they are actively
problem solving (Yapko, 2015). This can lead to further implications for mental
and physical wellbeing.
How Can They Impact our Health and Well-Being?
It’s not negative emotions that directly impact our health and well-being,
but how we react and process them when we do experience them that really
counts.
Staying stuck on negative emotions can increase our bodies’ production of our
stress hormone, cortisol, which in turn depletes our cognitive ability to problem
solve proactively and can also damage our immune defenses, making us more
susceptible to other illness (Iliard, 2009). Chronic stress has also been linked to a
shorter lifespan (Epel et al, 2004).
Anger is the negative emotion that has been shown to have the biggest
impact on our health and well-being, particularly where this is poorly managed.
Studies have connected anger to various health concerns including high blood
pressure, cardiovascular disease and digestive disorders (Hendricks et al, 2013).
Boerma (2007) linked unhealthy amounts of anger to increased levels of cortisol,
which were implicated in decreased immune system efficiency. Boerma’s
research found that chronically angry people were more likely to have a cold, the
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flu, asthmatic symptoms and skin diseases such as rashes compared to nonchronically angry people.
A newer area of research has explored the impact of negative emotions on
our sensory perceptions and experiences. Kelley and Schmeichel (2014) explored
the impact of fear and anger on our sense of touch. Participants were asked to
recall, relive and write up a personal experience that elicited a fear response or an
angry response.
The researchers then administered a two-point discrimination procedure –
basically, the participant’s hand was hidden from their view and they were poked
in their index finger with either one point or two points.
Participants then had to decide whether they were poked by one or two
instruments. Higher inaccuracy suggests a diminished sense of touch. Participants
who were asked to recall a fear response consistently demonstrated a reduced
sense of touch when distinguishing between one or two points of contact.
The research into the impact of negative emotions on our sensory
perceptions is still emerging, but it could provide some great insights into why we
might hold on to negative emotions and how they affect our memory of negative
situations.
Measuring Emotions
Self-Reports:
In most cases, psychologists measure emotions by asking individuals how
happy they are, how nervous and so on. Self-reports have the advantage of being
quick and easy, however, their accuracy is limited. Measuring our happiness,
anger or nervousness is difficult and variable. If we rate our happiness as a 7 today
and a friend rates their happiness as 6, does this mean that we are happier in
comparison? We rate our happiness and other emotions by comparison to how
they usually feel, not in comparison to how others feel.
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In recent years,

psychologists like Linda Bartoshuk (2014) have suggested a more promising
method of conducting self-reports. Instead of asking an individual to assign a
numerical rating for an emotion, they advocate for a method that offers tones
varying in loudness and asking which volume of loudness corresponds to their
current level of happiness, sadness, anger, or any other emotional category.

Behavioural Observations:
Behavioural observation holds that we infer emotion from people’s
behaviour and the context in which the emotion takes place. If we hear someone
shriek and run away, then we infer fear. Behavioural observation can also be noted
in parents with infants. They must infer the emotions of the infant since they
cannot report them verbally. In behavioural observation, we especially watch out
for facial expressions. Sometimes we control our expressions voluntarily.
However, there are very brief instances of sudden emotional expressions, called
microexpressions that are harder to control voluntarily. For instance, someone
who is pretending to be calm or happy may exhibit occasional and brief signs of
anger, fear or sadness (Ekman, 2001). With practice or with a recording that is
played slowly, psychologists can infer emotions that people would hide. However,
microexpressions are infrequent and therefore, cannot be a major source of
information.

Physiological Measures:

Any stimulus that arouses emotion alters the activity our autonomic nervous
system. The autonomic nervous system is the section of our nervous system that
controls the organs, such as the heart and intestines. Although once believed that
the autonomic nervous system was independent of the brain and spinal cord, we
now know that the brain and spinal cord regulate the autonomic nervous system.
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Our autonomic nervous system consists of the sympathetic and parasympathetic
nervous systems.
The sympathetic nervous system consists of chains of neuron clusters to the
left and right of the spinal cord, and arouse the body for vigorous action. In science
this is often called the “fight-or-flight” system because it increases our heart and
breathing rate, sweating and the flow of epinephrine in the body, essentially
preparing us for vigorous activity. Different situations can activate different parts
of the sympathetic nervous system so as to facilitate with varying kinds of activity.
On the other hand, the parasympathetic nervous system consists of neurons with
axons extending from the medulla and the lower part of the spinal cord to neuron
clusters located near the organs. This division of the autonomic nervous system,
decreases the heart rate and promotes digestion and non-emergency functions,
usually ones that occur when the body is at rest. Both systems however, send
axons to the heart, digestive system and most other organs. Although both systems
are constantly active, one can temporarily dominate the other. However, many
situations can activate parts from both systems (Berntson, Cacioppo & Quigley,
1993).

Measuring Emotions: How Psychologists Can Measure Emotional
Expressions

To measure emotion, researchers can measure the arousal of the
sympathetic nervous system by monitoring heart rate, breathing rate and
momentary changes in the electrical conductivity across the skin. Since emotional
states are accompanied by complex, interacting physical responses that usually
combine the autonomic nervous system, the amygdala, the insula, the cingulate
cortex, the basal ganglia and the cerebral cortex, research can be conducted by
measuring their stimulation in the occurrence of emotional displays. Some
measures of autonomic function, including heart rate, finger temperature, skin
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conductance and muscle activity, can produce distinct patterns during different
emotional states (Levenson et al., 1990). However, the degree of their reliability
remains in dispute, since these measurements cannot specify which emotion an
individual is feeling.
In a meta-analysis conducted by Cacioppo, Berntson, Larsen, Poehlmann
and Ito (2000) they found that attempts to link autonomic measures with specific
emotions were inconclusive. However, general differences, including the
correlation of autonomic measures and positive and negative emotions, are clear.
With these findings, they have concluded that autonomic responses associated
with negative emotions were stronger in comparison to those associated with
positive emotions (Cacioppo, Berntson, Norris, & Gollan, 2011). Nonetheless,
attempts in identifying differences in autonomic correlates between two positive
states of feeling, such as happiness and hope, or between two negative states, such
as fear and anger, were far more difficult. This however, has been influential in
corroborating the idea that emotional states belong to a family and can be
identified based on certain themes and that there does exist variation between two
emotions that belong in the same family or emotional category.
In an attempt to evaluate the brain’s activity when emotional responses
arise or occur, researchers have used PET and fMRI scans to measure the brain’s
activity when various emotions were aroused. Using this method scientists were
able to show that the areas aroused by one emotion largely overlap with areas
arouse by other emotions (Phan, Wager, Taylor, & Liberzon, 2002). A thorough
review of the literature, has led to the conclusion that there is no single area in the
brain devoted exclusively to emotion, in contrast to cognition, motivation or other
processes and that no brain area contributes to only one type of emotion. A brain
area might be partly responsible mainly to pleasantness versus unpleasantness,
approach versus avoidance, or strong feeling versus weak feeling, but not linked
specifically to anger, sadness, or any other named emotion (Wilson-Mendenhall,
Barrett, & Barsalou, 2013).
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The Amygdala and the Insula: Brain Structures and Emotion Formation

The amygdala is a structure in the temporal lobe and responds strongly to
emotional situations. An early indication of the importance of the amygdala with
respect to emotion was the results of removing both temporal lobes, which include
the amygdala in rhesus monkeys (Kliiver & Bucy, 1939). Following recovery, the
monkeys which were previously difficult to handle, were tamer and exhibited less
intense emotions, especially to fear-producing stimuli. The monkeys approached
snakes repeatedly, even after being attacked and allowed researchers to pick them
up and stroke them, something that normal adult rhesus monkeys would not allow.
They also made fewer fear-related expressions and vocalisations. This set of
symptoms, whether observed in monkeys or in humans, has collectively become
known as the Klüver-Bucy syndrome.
Experimental studies in recent years have extended the findings of Klüver
and Bucy. Data from these studies, wherein the amygdala is lesioned support that
the role of this structure in the temporal lobe aids both in the identification and
expression of emotion. Research has shown that bilateral damage to the amygdala
produces reduced emotionality. Specifically, fear, anxiety and aggressions are
particularly reduced. Studies conducted with the rhesus monkeys, whereby
lesions were present in both amygdalas, have shown that the monkeys are more
likely to engage in social interactions with unfamiliar members of their species,
which is normally a dangerous thing to do in the strictly enforced social hierarchy
that characterises the rhesus groups (Emery et al., 2001). Whereas normal
monkeys with intact amygdala are reluctant to reach across a fake snake to retrieve
a food reward, monkeys with lesioned amygdalas will do so willingly (Izquierdo,
Suda, & Murray, 2005; Murray & Izquierdo, 2007).
These studies were also extended to human participants in order to
determine their validity and their applicability to human subjects. Findings have
shown that human participants with amygdala damage parallel the findings from
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the studies conducted on animals. A patient whose amygdalas were destroyed by
a condition known as Urbach-Wiether disease, was asked to draw pictures
representing the primary emotions. The patient’s drawings showed that they were
able to effectively represent all emotions except fear. The patient complained to
the researchers that she did not know what an afraid face looked like and therefore,
could not represent the expression in a drawing (Adolphs, Tranel, Damasio, &
Damasio, 1995, p. 5887). When a patient was shown a series of faces in
photographs, she was able to register and recognise the emotions of happiness,
sadness and disgust, but faced difficulty in identifying anger and fear correctly.
Researchers concluded that the individual’s inability to recognise fear and
anger correctly, resulted from a failure in looking at the eye region of the faces
she was asked to evaluate (Adolphs, 2007). Fear can be effectively distinguished
from other emotions in another’s face by observing the eyes. When the patient
was explicitly instructed to pay attention to the eyes of the faces in the
photographs, she was able to evaluate fear. These findings have also been
consistent with individual diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD), as
they also have serious difficulties identifying the emotions of others, especially
fear. Not only are individuals who are diagnosed with ASD unable to make eye
contact with others beginning from the early stages of their life, but also one of
the consistent physical correlates of ASD is abnormality of the amygdala (Amaral,
Schumann, & Nordahl, 2008). These findings corroborate that the amygdala are
important in the active exploration of one’s social environment as well as in
interpreting the results of these explorations (Adolphs, 2007).
Although the role of the amygdala has been emphasised in fear and other
negative emotional states, there is evidence to support its participation in reward
and positive emotional states (Murray, 2007). Single cell recording in the human
amygdala indicate that this structure encodes the intensity of emotional facial
expressions and participates in evaluating the ambiguity of emotional faces
(Wang et al., 2017). Moreover, several studies have established that the amygdala
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also respond stimuli that have no particular emotional value but are simply
unusual stimuli (Blackford, Buckholtz, Avery, & Zald, 2010; Ousdal et al., 2008).
From these findings we can conclude that the amygdala’s primary role is to
process unexpected and unusual stimuli, particularly those that might be
paramount for safety and survival (Armony, 2013).
The amygdala is part of a tightly connected circuit that also includes the
frontal lobes of the cortex, the cingulate cortex and the insula. Individuals with
damage to the insula, exhibit behaviours that suggest that this area is also an active
participant in making distinctions between positive and negative stimuli
(Berntson et al., 2011). When assessing the effects of positive and negative stimuli
on the insula, researchers have concluded that positive feelings are associated with
activity in the rostral areas whereas negative feelings are associated with the
caudal areas. Originally, the insula showed a particularly strong reaction when
feelings of disgust were aroused (Papagno et al., 2016). Increasing evidence in
recent studies, suggests that this brain structure has a broader role when it comes
to emotion processing. In a study conducted by Stein, Simmons, Feinstein and
Paulus, they suggest that insula activation is also involved in differential positive
versus negative emotion processing (Stein, Simmons, Feinstein, Paulus, 2007).

Decision-making by People with Impaired Emotions

For decades, biologists dismissed emotions and feelings as uninteresting.
Antonio Damasio, a neuroscientist, has demonstrated their importance in liferegulating processes in almost all living creatures. Damasio’s essential insight is
that feelings are the equivalent of mental experiences of body states, which come
into being as the brain interprets emotions, which are themselves physical states
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that arise from the body’s response to external stimuli. Damasio has described
patients who suffered poor and inappropriate emotions following brain damage.
One of the cases that sparked the interest of Damasio was that of Phineas
Gage, who in 1848 survived an accident where an iron bar shot through his head.
More than a century and a half later, researchers examined his skull to reconstruct
the route the bar must have taken through his brain on impact (Ratiu & Talos,
2004). The accident damaged part of Gage’s prefrontal cortex. During the first
months of recovery after his accident, Gage often showed little emotion and made
poor decisions on impulse. However, the reports on Gage’s life lack sufficient
detail for conclusive analysis. In recent years, a patient known as “Elliot” provides
a more current example that can be examined in detail (Damasio, 1994).
During surgery for the removal of a brain tumor. Elliot suffered damage to
his prefrontal cortex. Following the operation, he showed almost no emotional
expression, impatience, frustration, anger or joy from music and art. He described
both the brain surgery and the resulting deterioration of his life with calm
detachment. Aside from his impaired emotions, he had trouble making or
following reasonable plans. He was able to discuss the probable outcome of each
choice but had difficulty deciding. The result of this, was that he was not able to
maintain a job, invest money intelligently or maintain normal friendships. From
these examples, scientists have been able to ascertain that individuals with
damage to one part of the prefrontal cortex (the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, to
be precise) have trouble in decision-making and seem to be impaired in what we
consider moral judgement. Damage to the prefrontal cortex in individuals, means
that they are able to make decisions we would not ordinarily presume to be okay
with little hesitation (Ciaramelli, Muccioli, Làdavas, & diPellegrino, 2007;
Thomas, Croft, & Tranel, 2011).
If the brain damage occurs during childhood or early adolescence, then the
effects are even greater. The individual is unable to learn the rules of right and
wrong that most of us take for granted as members of a civilised society. In other
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words, an individual with frontal lobe damage cannot formulate possible
emotional outcomes when making decisions. Since the amygdala control the
autonomic responses associated with fear, arousal and emotional stimulation, they
are responsible for feeding the ventromedial prefrontal cortex with this
information where it ways the stimuli in making a decision. When the connection
between the amygdala and the cortex is broken, this results in decision making
that ignores the potential feelings of sadness or guilt (Shenhav & Greene, 2014).
As Damasio asserts (1999, p.55) “Emotions are inseparable from the idea of good
and evil.” If one cannot imagine feeling bad or good, guilty or proud, then they
will make bad decisions.
Aggression is correlated with patterns of activity in a few brain structures
that include the hypothalamus, the amygdala, the anterior cingulate cortex and the
prefrontal cortex. Early psychologists discovered that removing the cerebral
cortices produced violent rage in previously dociles cats and dogs. These
instances of violences were provoked by ordinary circumstances, such as pat on
the head, and was referred to as sham rage. Further research went on to conclude
that the cortices acted to inhibit the actions of the hypothalamus and other
subcortical structures. When the hypothalamus in cats is electrically stimulated,
many behaviours that occur in sham rage are duplicated (Hess, 1928; Flynn,
1967). When the electrical stimulation ceases, the rage stops and the cat often
curls up and goes to sleep. Abnormalities of hypothalamic function have been
observed in antisocial, violent people (Raine et al., 2004).
The amygdala, primarily through its connections with the hypothalamus,
plays a role in aggression as well. If the amygdala processes a situation as fearful
and threatening, a person might respond aggressively. After all, the fight-or-flight
response to the perception of a threat does include the fighting option. Many
instances of impulsive aggression appear to be defensive, and unusually violent
people might be more likely to perceive threat in situations when others do not,
causing them to overreact (Siever, 2008). Men with reduced amygdala volume
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had a history of aggression and psychopathic traits in childhood and were found
to engage in more violence at a three-year follow-up point (Pardini, Raine,
Erickson, & Loeber, 2014). Removing the amygdalas of male rhesus monkeys
reduced aggression (Rosvold, Mirsky, & Pribram, 1954). In a very small number
of human patients, lesions of the amygdala reduced violence associated with
temporal lobe seizures (Mark & Ervin, 1970).
Together, the anterior cingulate cortex and the orbitofrontal cortex inhibit
aggressive behavior (Siever, 2008). As we observed in Chapter 13, these areas
participate in decision making by evaluating the anticipated consequences, both
positive and negative, of behaviors. Individuals with damage to the orbitofrontal
cortex were more likely to use physical intimidation and verbal threats in
confrontations (Grafrnan et al., 1996). Patterns of frontal activity differ between
impulsive and premeditated, predatory aggression. Impulsive murderers show
reduced frontal activation, whereas premeditating murderers do not (Raine et al.,
1998). Patients with schizophrenia who had engaged in premeditated violent acts
had lower volume in the inferior temporal lobe, insula, and posterior cingulate
cortex, compared to patients with schizophrenia and no history of violence
(Kuroki et al., 2017). Patients with schizophrenia who had committed impulsive
violent acts shared the lower volume of the inferior temporal lobe with those who
committed premeditated violence. However, they did not show reduced volume
in the insula and posterior cingulate cortex.

Regulation of Emotion

It is evident from above, that widespread areas of our brain are associated
with each specific emotion. Antonio Damasio and his colleagues (2000) observed
PET scans of 41 participants as they experienced anger, sadness, fear, and
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happiness. To generate the emotional response, participants were instructed to
recall a specific event from their past associated with each emotion, in order to
recreate their feelings. The results from their study indicated that complex patterns
of activity that involve multiple brain regions characterised each emotion.
Although the patterns for each of the four emotions were discrete, single brain
regions participated in more than one emotional state.
One of the advantages of emotion is that it has propensity to arouse us. In
contrast to motivation, emotion does not direct us along a particular path.
Experiencing thirst provides the motivation to search for something to drink.
Anger on the other hand, can send us in a range of other directions. In order to
control our experience and expression of emotion, we practice emotion regulation
(Gross, 2002; Gross & Thompson, 2007). Humans exert both conscious and
unconscious control over their emotional state with the use of several strategies.
For instance, knowing that a situation evokes negative emotions, we have the
choice to avoid it entirely or leave it when unpleasantness arises.
Another strategy for regulating emotion involves attention. Humans can use
selective attention to focus away from an emotional stimulus. For instance, if you
were to attend a social gathering where a former romantic partner was present,
you could direct attention to a new friend. By using distraction, we can also switch
our focus from the emotional stimulus to our internal thoughts, by concentrating
on future plans. In using appraisal to regulate our emotions, the meaning of the
stimulus is changed. To avoid getting hurt by the presence of a former romantic
partner, we might tell ourselves that the relationship was not positive for either
one of you and that you're better off having ended the relationship. Finally, we
can suppress the display of emotion. The James-Lange theory argues that avoiding
the display of negative emotion when you see your former partner will make you
feel better.
Concerning the strategy of appraisal, it is important that we turn to
neuroscience. It is with neuroscience that research has been able to determine that
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the prefrontal cortex and the cingulate cortex are involved with the cognitive
reappraisal process. These areas of the brain exert control on structures
participating in the generation of emotions, including the amygdala and the
ventral striatum (Ochsner, Silvers, & Buhle, 2012). Regulation of emotion is not
static over our lifetime. Studies have shown that when compared to younger
adults, older adults show a stronger preference for attending to positive
information over negative information (Mather & Carstensen, 2005) which might
contribute to lower rates of major depressive disorder with age.

Brain Structures and Behaviour

As mentioned above, various brain structures are involved in social
cognition and our ability to understand the intentions and behaviour of those
around us. If we are to enhance our understanding of psychological disorders such
as autism spectrum disorder, then we need to identify how the brain processes
social cognition.
In simple terms, social cognition involves the perception and interpretation
of a wide variety of stimuli. Our ability to perceive aspects of biological motion
and facial expressions, such as gaze and mouth movement relies on activity in the
superior temporal cortex (Goddard, Swaab, Rombouts, & van Rijn, 2016). On the
other hand, our ability to understand people’s goals and intentions is associated
with activity at the junction of the temporal and parietal lobes of the brain (Van
Overwalle, 2009). The amygdala participates in a more complex analysis of facial
expressions and is focused on detecting threat. Our social decision making and
our ability to understand another person’s point of view involves activity in the
orbitofrontal cortex of the brain. The OFC is important in decisions that must be
made by weighing the relative value of several options while deciding which is
preferable. Research conducted with patients with damage to the orbitofrontal
cortex have shown that these individuals display deficits in gambling tasks that
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require them to take into account the usefulness of different strategies to maximise
the potential of earning money.
The orbitofrontal cortex also plays a significant role in emotion, via its
interconnection with limbic structures like the amygdala, which are considered to
be important in the way we experience emotions. It has been suggested that the
orbitofrontal cortex is specifically involved in balancing bodily changes that are
associated with emotions, such as the nervous feeling that occurs in the stomach
which is linked to anxiety. This hypothesis has been supported by conducting
experiments with patients who have orbitofrontal cortex damage. In the example
mentioned above, with individuals who made risky choices in gambling tasks,
they displayed no signs of anxiety as measure by skin conductance. Healthy
control subjects made fewer risky choices when faced with the option of making
a risky choice and they displayed an increase in skin conductance. The important
thing to note here, is that people with orbitofrontal cortex damage are aware of
which choices are risky, yet they continue to make them anyway.
What is important to note about the orbitofrontal cortex is that is involved
in impulse control and delayed gratification. Studies have shown that damage to
this area can produce antisocial behaviour. As in the case of Phineas Gage
mentioned above, who suffered an accident in the frontal lobe, his case illustrates
the localisation of higher-order cognitive functions in the frontal lobe. The results
from Gage’s case are consistent with modern findings of research undertaken
concerning damage to the frontal lobe. People with damage to the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex experience apathy, personality change and lack the ability to
plan. People with damage to the orbitofrontal cortex experience emotional
disturbances and impulsivity. The importance of these findings will also be
discussed in the next chapter, where anger and negative emotions will be looked
at in detail and will be discussed along the paradigm of antisocial behaviour. As
research findings have shown, people who exhibit extreme antisocial behavior,
including serial murderers, frequently show damage to the orbitofrontal cortex.
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Aggression and Violence
Genetics, Environment and Aggression:
The term aggressions refers to the intentional initiation of hostile or
destructive acts against another individual. Two distinct forms of aggression exist
and can be identified as follows. Predatory, or cold aggression, is premeditated or
planned in advance, it is goal-directed and relatively unemotional. In contrast to
this, impulsive or hot aggression, occurs immediately as a response to some
provocative stimulus that produces anger or fear in an individual (Siever, 2008).
Research indicates that different patterns of activity in the brain have been
identified with regards to these two types of aggression (Mobbs, Lau, Jones, &
Frith, 2007).
While learning, culture and other environmental influences are considered
to be significant contributors in aggression, we can identify many biological
correlates of impulsive aggressive behaviour. Impulsive violence occurs when
subcortical structures, specifically the amygdala, respond strongly to provocative
stimuli without sufficient inhibition from the prefrontal and the anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC; Siever, 2008). In other words, aggressive behaviour, does not occur
as long as “drive” that originate in subcortical areas experience a top-down control
by frontal cortical areas. If this top-down inhibition is insufficient, violence will
result.
It is possible that aggression within-species was incorporated in our genetic
heritage, in in individuals competing with one another for food territory and
mates. If the more aggressive individuals survived, their offspring would also
inherit these aggressive tendencies. Studies have shown that aggression can be
selectively bred in animals, as exhibited by the breeding of fighting bulls in Spain.
Other experiments with mice (Lagerspetz & Lagerspetz, 1983) and fruit flies
(Diereck & Greenspan, 2006) have shown that they can be selectively bred for
aggression, which has allowed researchers to identify possible genes. Human twin
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studies have also show that there are significant genetic influences when it comes
to aggression (Diereck & Greenspan, 2006). These studies have shown that
heritability of impulsive aggression are particularly high, between 44 and 72
percent (Coccaro, Bergeman, Kavoussi, & Seroczynski, 1997; Seroczynski,
Bergeman, & Coccaro, 1999). However, it is misleading to state that we have
“genes for” aggression, since any genetic predisposition interacts in complex
ways with various other environmental influences (Pappa et al., 2015; Salvatore
& Dick, 2016).

Biochemistry: The Influence of External and Internal Sources on
Aggressive Behaviour

As mentioned in the previous chapter, brain structures are also an integral
component in investigating aggression. In addition to evidence from studies
investigating the interconnectedness of brain structures that react and respond to
stimuli that prompt aggression, it is also important to discuss the relevance of
biochemistry in aggression. A number of substances, both naturally occurring,
such as hormones, or originating from external sources can potentially raise the
possibility of aggressive behaviour. One substance that has strongly been
associated with violence is alcohol. Both police reports as well as prison studies,
have shown that alcohol use was involved in 39-45% of murders, 32-40% of
sexual assaults, 63% of intimate partner abuse and 45-46% of physical assaults
(Giancola, 2013). Alcohol contributes to violence because it inhibits the ability of
the cingulate and frontal cortices to manage aggression.
Naturally occurring hormones, such as testosterone, also evidence a strong
correlation with aggressive behaviour. Testosterone might influence aggression
by increasing reactivity to threatening stimuli. Women who were given
testosterone showed stronger subcortical reactions to images of angry faces
(Hermans, Ramsey, & van Honk, 2008). Once again, if subcortical reactions
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overwhelm cortical inhibition, aggression becomes more likely. Like testosterone,
serotonin levels fluctuate with life circumstances and predict aggression.
Serotonin activity affects our limbic system’s to process aversive stimuli (Heinz
et al., 2011). Decreased serotonin levels in the amygdala were associated with
increases in aggressive behaviour in male rats (Toot, Dunphy, Turner, & Ely,
2004). Serotonin facilitates the activity of the prefrontal cortical regions,
including the cingulate cortex and the orbitofrontal cortex (Heinz et al., 2011).
According to the frustration-aggression hypothesis, the main cause of anger
and aggression is frustration—an obstacle that stands in the way of doing
something or obtaining something (Dollard, Miller, Doob, Mowrer, & Sears,
1939). However, frustration makes you angry only when you believe the other
person acted intentionally. You might feel angry if someone ran down the hall and
bumped into you, but probably not if someone slipped on a wet spot and bumped
into you. Leonard Berkowitz (1983, 1989) proposed a more comprehensive
theory: Any unpleasant event—frustration, pain, heat, foul odors, bad news,
whatever — excites both the impulse to fight and the impulse to flee. That is, it
excites the sympathetic nervous system and its fight-or-flight response. Your
choice to fight or flee depends on the circumstances. If someone who just annoyed
you looks weak, you express your anger. If that person looks intimidating, you
suppress your anger. And if the one who bumped into you is the loan and
scholarship officer at your college, you smile and apologize for getting in the way.

Individual Differences in Aggression

Why are some people aggressive more often than others? One hypothesis
that has been put forward, suggests that low self-esteem leads to violence.
According to this idea, people who think little of themselves try to build
themselves up by tearing someone else down. Some studies have found a small
relationship between low self-esteem and aggressive behaviour, whereas other
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studies have found no relationship between the two (Baumeister, Campbell,
Krueger, & Vohs, 2003; Donnellan, Trzesniewski, Robins, Moffitt, & Caspi,
2005). No evidence indicates that low self-esteem causes aggressiveness. More
likely, whatever life events led to low self-esteem also led to aggressiveness.
Another hypothesis proposes that people who are accustomed to feeling
powerful become aggressive when their self-confidence is threatened, or when
their self-esteem is wounded (Fast & Chen, 2009; Zeigler-Hill, Enjaian, Holden,
& Southard, 2014). Are mentally ill patients more prone to acts of violence?
Researchers in Sweden examined the whole country’s medical and criminal
records only to find that people with severe mental illnesses - who constitute
approximately 1.4% of the population - committed about 5% of the violent crimes
in the country (Fazel & Grann, 2006). However, increased danger is associated
only with individuals who are also alcohol or substance abusers (Elbogen &
Johnson, 2009). Mentally ill people without drug or alcohol abuse are no more
dangerous than anyone else (Hodgins, Mednick, Brennan, Schulsinger, &
Engberg, 1996).
If low self-esteem and mental illness do not predict violence, what does?
Research on twins and adopted children indicates a genetic predisposition, but no
single gene or small set of genes accounts for much. An influential study pointed
to an interaction between genes and environment: One form of the MAOA gene
(which regulates levels of the transmitter serotonin in the brain) correlates with
increased violent behavior, but only in people with a history of maltreatment
during childhood (Caspi et al., 2002). Since then, most attempts to replicate this
finding have been successful, though not all (e.g., McDermott, Dawes, PromWormley, Eaves, & Hatemi, 2013). It is apparently a real, but small effect.
Several other factors contribute to a tendency toward violent behaviour
(Bushman & Anderson, 2009; Davidson, Putnam, & Larson, 2000; Glenn &
Raine, 2014; Hay et al., 2011; D. O. Lewis et al., 1985; Lynam, 1996; Osofsky,
1995). However, it should be noted that all this research provide evidence for
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correlation and should not be construed as a cause-and-effect relationship. Such
factors include, growing up in a violent neighborhood, having parents with a
history toward antisocial behaviour, a history of head injury, not feeling guilty
after having hurt someone, weaker than normal sympathetic nervous system
responses, higher levels of testosterone, and a history of attempted suicide.
Culture is also a powerful influence. Studies have shown the fascinating influence
of culture on aggressive behaviour, even in non-human primates.

Anger and Violence

Anger is often connected with a desire to cause people harm or drive them
away, and it is usually a response to a belief that has someone has harmed you.
Participants of one study were asked to keep an “anger diary” for a week (Averill,
1983). Survey across cultures have found that anger is experienced by people
frequently but they seldom consider resorting to violence or to act on the emotion
they are feeling (Ramirez, Santisteban, Fujihara & Van Goozen, 2002). Anger,
disgust and contempt are negative emotions and reactions to distinct types of
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offense. Anger usually occurs when someone interferes with your rights and
expectations. According to the frustration-aggression hypothesis put forward by
Dollard et al. (1939), the main cause of anger and aggression is frustration that is
an obstacle that stands in the way of doing or obtaining something.
Anger has the potential to cause more harm than any other emotion. Firstly,
it is a very common emotion and second of all it upsets at least two people, the
aggressor and the aggressed against. There are two issues at hand: how to prevent
or control or own anger and how to handle someone else’s aggressions towards
us. The overall effects of anger are complex and have many different dimensions
(Nay, 1996). Violence comes in many different forms and arises in many
situations. On the extreme end of the scale, there are mass murderers, serial killers,
terrorism, war, rape and sexual violence, domestic violence and many other
instances that could be named. Of course, anger is not only expressed in
horrendous events, such as the ones listed above. It is also an undeniable part of
everyday life. A survey of 6,000 families conducted and published by the British
government, found that 89% of children born in 1958 were “never” or only
“sometimes irritable.” Most of the children surveyed were “mild mannered” but
boys were more commonly rated by their mothers as “frequently irritable” in
comparison to girls between the ages of 5 and 12. Moderately angry children do
not necessarily become angry, young adults.
Results from these studies have shown that anger seems to wane with age.
When these children move into the 20s and 30s, the angry women slightly
outnumber the angry males. Angry young adults usually have more health
problems than non-angry peers and are less likely to have gotten married. Among
the more extreme and “consistently angry” children, studies have shown that they
remain more angry and dissatisfied with their life in their 30s compared to their
less angry peers. Scientists have put time and effort to try and measure and predict
violence, but most of this effort has been done in maximum security and
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psychiatric institutions. However, the shortcomings of these studies prove that
better measure and ways to predict violence are needed.
Anger can be the result of many reasons, including hurt pride, unreasonable
expectations or of repeated hostile fantasies. As individuals we may also
unconsciously use anger to blame other for our own shortcomings, to justify
oppressing others, to boost our own ego, to mask other feelings and to try to get a
better handle on other emotions. Any situation that causes frustration, especially
when we think that someone else is to blame for our loss, is potentially a trigger
for anger and aggression. If we are to define frustration, then it can be simplified
as the feeling we get when we don’t get what we want, when our expectations are
not met, or when something or someone interferes with our gaining a desired or
expected outcome. Anger therefore, is feeling mad in response to frustration.
Anger is an emotional, physiological and cognitive internal state and it is separate
from the behaviour that it might prompt in someone.
In certain cases, angry emotions can be beneficial. For instance, if we
someone is taking advantage of us, anger will motivate us to take action - not
necessarily mean aggressive measures - to remedy the situation. Aggression
however, is action. It is intended to harm someone, and can be anything from a
verbal attack, such as insults, threats, sarcasm, or in its most violent form, it can
be physical punishment or restriction. An important new term has come into usage
and it is that of Indirect Aggression (Heim, Murphy, & Golant, 2003). Indirect
aggression includes acts such as gossip or the spread of rumors, someone being
left out of a group, shunned or snubbed. This behaviour has been more readily
observed among girls, because they are generally more eager to be accepted into
their social group and look to have close personal relationships.
While aggression is usually a result of anger, it may be cold and calculated.
To clarify aggression, scientists have often tried to classify it according to the
purpose it serves. For instance, instrumental aggression can be classified as
aggression that occurs because of a need to get some reward. Hostile aggression
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on the other hand, occurs when you want to intentionally hurt someone or get
revenge. When aggression becomes extreme to the point of losing control, it is
said that the individual experiences rage. However, anger should be distinguished
from hostility, in that hostility is a chronic state of anger. Anger is a temporary
response that all individuals experience in response to a particularly frustrating
situation. Hostility on the other hand, is a permanent personality characteristic that
is present in certain individuals.

How Anger Interacts with Other Emotions and Factors

Since anger can be such a powerful emotion, its impact can be felt in many
different ways. It is important to review the complex relationships that exist
between anger and other emotions, as well as between anger and other behaviours
or factors, such as values.
To begin with, if an individual is strong-willed, the moral and values that
guide their life may have a considerable impact on their angry emotions and
aggressive behaviours. If anger is an especially strong emotion, then it can
severely test or overwhelm one’s ideals about how they behave. In any case,
individuals must find a way to reconcile anger with their sense of behaviour and
philosophy of life. Consequences of anger such as being inconsiderate, mean or
violent are behaviours. Therefore, one must have a thorough knowledge of how
to avoid the pitfalls of anger and be able to control and curb excessive aggression
and unwanted behaviours. Most of us will feel a little tense when we get angry,
because we recognise the risks that are involved when this emotional response is
aroused.
The things that we do while angry are a prime source of guilt and shame.
Anger turned inward on the self is a classical dynamic that can lead to depression.
Psychologists such as Schirtzinger, have suggested that individuals with
depression are dealing with anger but are not able to admit it or even express it.
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These therapists recommend reducing depression by teaching their patients to
assertively express their anger and frustration. By expressing their emotions and
being more assertive about the things they want in life, they believe that their
depression can decline. Other therapists however, believe that the pain of being
afflicted with depression causes anger to build internally. The point to take away
from here though, is that anger is connected with various other emotions and
behaviours.
Anger is usually directed towards people and most individuals who are
targets of anger also get angry in return. Many experiences make us more or less
volatile, including our genes, our personality, our culture, community or social
group, our frustrations, or even drug or alcohol abuse. Problems with anger and
aggression are influenced by several factors and can be understood within a
contextual social–cognitive model (Lochman & Wells, 2002). The next section
will examine the roles of emotional, physiological and social–cognitive factors
and their contribution in the development and maintenance of anger and
aggression.
According to studies, individual differences in temperament and emotional
arousability play a role in the expression of angry and aggressive behaviors
(Russell, Hart,Robinson, & Olsen, 2003). Further research proposes that, a more
specific link between angry emotional arousal and aggression can also be
discerned (Arsenio, Cooperman, & Lover, 2000). However, other studies suggest
that the relationship between anger and aggression has not been substantiated. For
example, Hubbard (2001) found no differences in the expression of anger between
aggressive and nonaggressive children. She suggests that the lack of evidence for
a significant relationship between the two, may have resulted from the study’s
focus on the proactive rather than the reactive type of aggression. An
understanding of the physiological processes involved can elucidate the
relationship between angry arousal and aggression and can help to distinguish
proactive and reactive aggression.
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Chapter 2
What is violence, what is violent behavior?
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Discussing Violence

The prevalence and underlying causes leading to violence are complex with
the result that there is a great deal of misinformation and confusion reflected in
the eyes of the public. While there are no easy answers, this paper provides
information in a simplified format on issues surrounding domestic violence and
some of the key ways of preventing them.
The primary meaning of the term violence refers to the use of swift, extreme
physical force resulting in injury and violation of a person or property. It also has
a broader meaning extending to covert, psychological and institutional violence.
Given this wider interpretation, different forms of discrimination, economic
exploitation, ethnic and religious persecution can all be considered as examples
of violence. Violence can be classified into three categories: personal, collective
or institutional. Personal violence is performed at the micro level, which means
that violent acts are performed by individuals and directed at objects, animals or
people. This category can also include self-harm. Some of the forms of this kind
of violence are permissible and are not penalized by laws. More serious forms of
violence such as aggravated assault, rape and homicide are normally criminalized.
To comprehend the causes for individual violence, criminologists and
psychologists have studied personality types, family history and possible
physiological deviations.
Collective violence occurs when groups of individuals engage in violent
actions including riots, revolutions and gang warfare. Psychologists argue that this
type of violence can lead to more serious consequences than personal violence.
Members of such groups experience "deindividualization" and can lose feeling of
their personal responsibility of what they are doing and are more likely to commit
greater violent acts.
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Institutional violence covers violent deeds that serve institutional purposes.
It includes extreme phenomena like wars, killing and torture at concentration
camps or murders committed by totalitarian governments. The violent acts which
were committed during the Crusades (1095-1272) can also be classified as forms
of institutional violence. A specific form of violence is terrorism, as it combines
the features of all three types of violence mentioned previously.

Violence can also be classified into different types, according to its locus,
or where it takes place. Examples of this kind of violence include in the home and
workplace. Domestic violence is characterized as harassing or aggressive
behavior within an intimate relationship. This form of violence is among the most
under-reported of crimes. Domestic violence typically involves physical and
sexual attacks, psychological abuse, in addition to harming property or pets. It can
result in serious physical and psychological trauma. Women subjected to domestic
violence are known to have developed battered women's syndrome (BWS), which
is a form of a post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Studies have shown that
children exposed to domestic violence are more likely to suffer from emotional
and psychological problems. Moreover, children exposed to violence perform
worse at school and as a result have poor academic achievements.
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Workplace violence is a phenomenon that has escalated. It involves acts of
aggression, physical attacks, or threatening behavior that happens at a workplace
and leads to physical or emotional harm to colleagues or customers. A wider
definition of this type of violence includes forms of sabotage on workplace
property. The majority of workplace violence does not come from workers or
managers. It is carried out by "non-employees" - people who are often dissatisfied
customers, robbers or angry spouses. Bullying is a form of violence often
associated with the workplace, although this has also been reported in schools,
community organizations and neighborhoods. The rationales behind violent
behavior have attracted significant attention from criminologists and
psychologists. In the case of workplace violence, it can be provoked by an issue
such as critical appraisals or lay-offs.
The nature of the factors that compel people to behave violently has been
studied in detail by psychologists, with the Stanford prison experiment (1971)
shedding light on this problem. The experiment, run by American psychologist
Philip George Zimbardo (b.1933), involved a simulation of a prison, assigning to
two groups of students the roles of prison guards and prisoners. The experiment,
which had been planned to run for two weeks, lasted only six days. It was ended
prematurely because the guards acted violently towards prisoners, who suffered
great distress. Zimbardo attributed the violent behavior of the college students to
the impact of the institutional situation.
The problem of justifying violence has attracted substantial attention from
philosophers, especially during the 20th century. In her work On Violence (1970)
Hannah Arendt (1906-1975) reviewed a raft of theories on this subject. However,
Arendt concluded that violence could be justified only as means of defense against
imminent dangers.
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The Concepts of Violence

Violence as Force: Coady (1986) is probably right when he reminds us that
the normal or ordinary understanding of the term ‘violence’ is in terms of
interpersonal acts of force usually involving the inﬂiction of physical injury,
which suggests that the concept of violence cannot be understood independently
from the concept of force. This strong afﬁnity between the terms ‘violence’ and
‘force’ would appear to be vindicated by the Oxford English Dictionary, where
violence is deﬁned as ‘the exercise of physical force so as to inﬂict injury on, or
cause damage to, person or property’. Notwithstanding its linguistic roots and
common perception, the relation-ship between violence and force is one of the
most debated issues in the literature on violence. On one side there are those who
have no qualms about deﬁning violence in terms of force. One of the earliest and
most authoritative representatives of this group is the American pragmatist John
Dewey. In a series of articles originally published in 1916, Dewey (1980, p. 246)
argues that violence is force gone wrong, or, put another way, force that is
destructive and harmful: ‘energy becomes violence when it defeats or frustrates
purposes instead of executing or realizing it. When the dynamite charge blows up
human beings instead of rocks, when its outcome is waste instead of production,
destruction instead of construction, we call it not energy or power but violence’.
It is important to emphasize that Dewey is not saying that force and violence are
synonymous. Clearly not all force is violence (rescuing someone from drowning
or preventing someone from harming themselves), just as not all acts of violence
require the use of force (murder by poisoning). Instead, according to Dewey it is
only when force becomes destructive and harmful that it turns into an act of
violence. Apart from being destructive, it has been suggested that an act of force
must also be intentional or deliberate in order to count as an act of violence. Thus,
for example, Thomas Pogge (1991, p. 67) claims that‘a person uses physical
violence if he deliberately acts in a way that blocks another’s exercise of her
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legitimate claim-rights by physical means’, while Steger (2003, p. 13) argues that
‘violence is the intentional inﬂiction of physical or psychological injury on a
person or persons’. There is also a debate whether excessive force, apart from
being intentional or deliberate, should also be unwanted. The advantage of adding
this clause is that it would rule out acts of intentional, excessive force that are
clearly not acts of violence, such as surgery, although the risk is that clear
examples of violence, such as foot bundling or voluntary labial inﬁbulations,
would not be recognized for what they really are. Relating violence to an
intentional act of excessive force is intuitively appealing, but on further reﬂection
there appears to be an underlying problem with any attempt to deﬁne violence in
terms of force (see Miller, 1971). Robert PaulWolff (1969, p. 604) deﬁnes force
as ‘the ability to work some change in the world by the expenditure of physical
effort’, and Hannah Arendt (1969, pp. 44–5) points out that ‘Force, which we
often use in speech as a synonym for violence, especially if violence serves as a
means of coercion, should be reserved, in terminological language, for the “forces
of nature” or the “force of circumstances” (la force des choses), that is, to indicate
the energy released by physical or social movements’. These two deﬁnitions
underscore a fundamental qualitative difference between ‘force’ and ‘violence’.
First, force is a dis-positional concept, that is to say it refers to an ability or
potentiality. Violence on the other hand refers to the action itself, or as Audi
(1971, p. 50) points out, ‘violence in this sense is always done, and it is always
done to something, typically a person, animal or piece of property’. Second,
violence is an evaluative concept, perhaps even a normative concept, while force
is not.16 It is perhaps the moral neutrality of the concept of force that lead Hannah
Arendt (1969) to dismiss it as a useful path into the meaning of violence,
suggesting instead that we focus on the relationship between violence and power.
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Understanding the different concepts/types of violence
Violence and abuse may occur only once, can involve various tactics of
subtle manipulation or may occur frequently while escalating over a period of
months or years. In any form, violence and abuse profoundly affect individual
health and well-being. The roots of all forms of violence are founded in the many
types of inequality which continue to exist and grow in society. Violence and
abuse are used to establish and maintain power and control over another person,
and often reflect an imbalance of power between the victim and the abuser.
Violence is a choice, and it is preventable. Here we will briefly discuss the
characteristics of the types of violence and also give emphasis on the ones that
stand out the most.
Physical Violence

Physical violence occurs when someone uses a part of their body or an
object to control a person’s actions.

Physical violence includes, but is not limited to:


Using physical force which results in pain, discomfort or injury;
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Hitting, pinching, hair-pulling, arm-twisting, strangling, burning, stabbing,
punching, pushing, slapping, beating, shoving, kicking, choking, biting,
force-feeding, or any other rough treatment;



Assault with a weapon or other object;



Threats with a weapon or object;



Deliberate exposure to severe weather or inappropriate room temperatures;
and,



Murder.

Sexual Violence

Sexual violence occurs when a person is forced to unwillingly take part in
sexual activity.
Sexual violence includes, but is not limited to:


Touching in a sexual manner without consent (i.e., kissing, grabbing,
fondling);



Forced sexual intercourse;



Forcing a person to perform sexual acts that may be degrading or painful;



Beating sexual parts of the body;



Forcing a person to view pornographic material; forcing participation in
pornographic filming;



Using a weapon to force compliance;



Exhibitionism;



Making unwelcome sexual comments or jokes; leering behaviour;



Withholding sexual affection;



Denial of a person’s sexuality or privacy (watching);



Denial of sexual information and education;



Humiliating, criticizing or trying to control a person’s sexuality;
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Forced prostitution;



Unfounded allegations of promiscuity and/or infidelity; and,



Purposefully exposing the person to HIV-AIDS or other sexually
transmitted infections.

Emotional Violence

Emotional violence occurs when someone says or does something to make
a person feel stupid or worthless.

Emotional violence includes, but is not limited to:


Name calling;



Blaming all relationship problems on the person;



Using silent treatment;



Not allowing the person to have contact with family and friends;



Destroying possessions;



Jealousy;



Humiliating or making fun of the person;



Intimidating the person; causing fear to gain control;
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Threatening to hurt oneself if the person does not cooperate;



Threatening to abandon the person; and,



Threatening to have the person deported (if they are an immigrant).

Psychological Violence

Psychological violence occurs when someone uses threats and causes fear
in a person to gain control.
Psychological violence includes, but is not limited to:


Threatening to harm the person or her or his family if she or he leaves;



Threatening to harm oneself;



Threats of violence;



Threats of abandonment;



Stalking / criminal harassment;



Destruction of personal property;



Verbal aggression;



Socially isolating the person;



Not allowing access to a telephone;



Not allowing a competent person to make decisions;



Inappropriately controlling the person’s activities;



Treating a person like a child or a servant;



Withholding companionship or affection;



Use of undue pressure to:


Sign legal documents;



Not seek legal assistance or advice;



Move out of the home;



Make or change a legal will or beneficiary;



Make or change an advance health care directive;



Give money or other possessions to relatives or other caregivers; and,
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Do things the person doesn’t want to do.

Moving from above one of the most significant type of violence that has
impact one of the biggest impact on lives is Harassment. The definition of
“Harassment “covers a wide range of behaviors of an offensive nature. It is
commonly understood as behavior that demeans, humiliates or embarrasses a
person, and it is characteristically identified by its unlikelihood in terms of social
and moral reasonableness. In the legal sense, these are behaviors that appear to be
disturbing, upsetting or threatening. They evolve from discriminatory grounds,
and have an effect of nullifying or impairing a person from benefiting their rights.
When these behaviors become repetitive they are defined as bullying. Sexual
harassment refers to persistent and unwanted sexual advances even after gently
refusing, typically in the workplace, where the consequences are potentially very
disadvantageous to the victim if there is a power imbalance between the
perpetrators.

Sexual Harassment

Sexual harassment is defined as unwelcome sexual advances, requests for
sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature. Sexual
harassment is defined by law and includes requests for sexual favors, sexual
advances or other sexual conduct when (1) submission is either explicitly or
implicitly a condition affecting academic or employment decisions; (2) the
behavior is sufficiently severe or pervasive as to create an intimidating, hostile or
repugnant environment; or (3) the behavior persists despite objection by the
person to whom the conduct is directed. The University considers such behavior,
whether physical or verbal, to be a breach of its standards of conduct and will seek
to prevent such incidents and take corrective action when sexual harassment
occurs (Office of Institutional Equity, University of Michigan).
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Violence and how it can act and change the equilibrium of a person's life
The long term effects of domestic violence have not begun to be fully
documented. Battered women suffer physical and mental problems as a result of
domestic violence. Battering is the single major cause of injury to women, more
significant that auto accidents, rapes, or muggings. In fact, the emotional and
psychological abuse inflicted by batterers may be more costly to treat in the shortrun than physical injury. Many of the physical injuries sustained by women seem
to cause medical difficulties as women grow older. Arthritis, hypertension and
heart disease have been identified by battered women as directly caused or
aggravated by domestic violence suffered early in their adult lives.
Battered women lose their jobs because of absenteeism due to illness as a
result of the violence. Absences occasioned by court appearances also jeopardize
women's livelihood. Battered women may have to move many times to avoid
violence. Moving is costly and can interfere with continuity of employment.
Battered women often lose family and friends as a result of the battering. First,
the batterer isolates them from family and friends. Battered women then become
embarrassed by the abuse inflicted upon them and withdraw from support persons
to avoid embarrassment.
Some battered women are abandoned by their church when separating from
abusers, since some religious doctrines prohibit separation or divorce regardless
of the severity of abuse.
Many battered women have had to forgo financial security during divorce
proceedings to avoid further abuse. As a result they are impoverished as they grow
older. One-third of the children who witness the battering of their mothers
demonstrate significant behavioral and/or emotional problems, including
psychosomatic disorders, stuttering, anxiety and fears, sleep disruption, excessive
crying and school problems.
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Those boys who witness their fathers' abuse of their mothers are more likely
to inflict severe violence as adults. Data suggest that girls who witness maternal
abuse may tolerate abuse as adults more than girls who do not. These negative
effects may be diminished if the child benefits from intervention by the law and
domestic violence programs.
Children

The devastating effects of domestic violence on women are well
documented. Far less is known about the impact on children who witness a parent
or caregiver being subjected to violence. These children – the forgotten victims
of violence in the home – are the focus of this report. The findings show that
children who are exposed to violence in the home may suffer a range of severe
and lasting effects. Children who grow up in a violent home are more likely to be
victims of child abuse. Those who are not direct victims have some of the same
behavioral and psychological problems as children who are themselves physically
abused. Children who are exposed to violence in the home may have difficulty
learning and limited social skills, exhibit violent, risky or delinquent behavior, or
suffer from depression or severe anxiety. Children in the earliest years of life are
particularly vulnerable: studies show that domestic violence is more prevalent in
homes with younger children than those with older children.
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Childhood is supposed to be a time of innocence, but in disadvantaged or
inner-city neighborhoods, far too many children see violence instead. When they
should be thinking about books and friends and long division, they fixate on fear
and death.
They have good reason. One out of three first- and second-graders in
Washington, D.C. claimed to have seen a dead body, according to a survey in the
journal Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics. Surveys in cities such as
Chicago, Detroit, and Los Angeles have found that one-fourth to one-half of teens
and pre-teens in high-violence neighborhoods witnessed stabbings, shootings, or
sexual assaults. In a sample of elementary school children from both low- and
high-violence neighborhoods in Washington, D.C, more than 75 percent have
witnessed physical assaults.
The home is no haven for many children either. A comprehensive national
survey conducted in 2009 found that nearly 1 in 10 children had witnessed one
family member assault another. Some children and teens have poignant responses
to this shocking level of exposure to violence. Georgetown nurse and researcher
Judy Rollins once encountered a boy in a dangerous neighborhood who put his
faith in a bottle of deodorant he always kept by his bed because the label assured
him it was "100 percent safe."
Violent scenes can be unsettling to anyone. For young children, the sight of
someone getting stabbed, shot, or punched is especially terrifying, bewildering,
and stressful. It's the kind of stress that can simmer for years after the act. And as
a series of recent studies makes abundantly clear, it's the kind of stress that can
threaten a child's health, both physically and emotionally. Even for kids who never
feel a fist or catch a stray bullet, violence can leave permanent scars.
As reported in the journal Pediatric Nursing, young children tend to believe
that the world revolves around them. To their thinking, a stabbing or shooting that
they see could somehow be their fault. They may be especially eager to take the
blame if they see their dad take a swing at their mom. Children who witness
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marital violence can experience a variety of emotional and psychological
problems, including low self-esteem and post-traumatic stress syndrome.
Whether it happens at home or on the street, being around violence can
change a child's outlook on life. As reported in Pediatric Nursing, kids who
witness violence -- whether it's abusive screaming from a family member,
physical assaults, or seeing someone get badly hurt or killed -- often feel anxious,
depressed, and lonely. Teenagers may become convinced that they aren't likely to
reach adulthood, a belief that can open the door to risky behaviors or suicide
attempts. According to the National Center for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, a
department of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, even infants and toddlers
can be severely traumatized by scenes of violence such as gang wars, drive-by
shootings, and sexual, physical, or emotional abuse.
At any age, fear leads to stress. After seeing a violent act, a child may decide
that the world is dangerous and unpredictable. As a result, his body and mind may
be on high alert when he should be relaxed. He could be watching cartoons or
lying in his bed, and his body will still pump out stress hormones such as
adrenaline and cortisol, chemicals that prime the body to face danger.
A little adrenaline feels good once in a while, but a steady flow can throw
a child's system off balance. A study of 48 young children published in the Journal
of Clinical Child and Adolescent Psychology found that kids who have seen
violence between parents tend to have higher-than-average heart rates, a sign that
their adrenaline is in overdrive.
The study in Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics found that exposure
to violence increases the risk of sleep problems in 6- and 7-year-olds. It also found
that kids who were repeatedly exposed to violent acts were especially prone to
headaches, which are also associated to stress.
Yet another study, published in the Journal of Pediatrics, found that
witnessing various types of community violence -- ranging from beatings and
chasings to drug deals, arrests, rapes, and shootings -- increased the risk of a wide
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range of health problems in low-income children, including asthma, colds,
stomach problems, and attention deficit disorder. The results led researchers to a
startling conclusion: Violence and the resulting stress may actually be the root
cause of many of the health problems that plague poor neighborhoods.
Parents may not be able to completely isolate their children from a violent
world, but they can help children adapt, adjust, and stay healthy. One simple step
is to limit exposure to violent television and video games. Watching a murder on
TV isn't nearly as traumatic as seeing one in the street, but seeing thousands of
virtual killings over time may still warp a child's view of the world. According to
a report by the American Psychological Association, such repeated
"entertainment" can increase the chance that kids will grow up to be aggressive
and even violent adults.
The National Institute of Mental Health offers several other tips for helping
children cope with scenes of violence:


Explain what happened as clearly as you can. This will help him understand he's
not to blame.



Encourage your child to express feelings, but don't force the conversation.



Let him know it’s okay to cry and to feel sad or upset.



Don't make fun of him or reprimand him if he regresses and acts younger than
he really is.



Assure your fearful child that you'll love him and take care of him.



If there are sleep disturbances, let him sleep with the lights on or in your room

until things get back to normal. When possible, give him a chance to feel in control.
For example, let him pick out his own clothes or meals.
Of course, the best thing anyone can do for a child is limit the violence
around him, especially in the home. Children need a refuge from the rest of the
world, a place where they can feel safe. The alternative is unacceptable: Fear will
lead to stress, and stress will lead to emotional upheaval and physical illness.
Eventually, children exposed to violence may become violent themselves,
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potentially creating a new generation of young witnesses. It's a cycle that has to be
stopped -- for the sake of this generation and the next.

Women

The effects of gender-based violence are enormous. An adult woman who
is physically bruised finds it difficult to mingle with relatives, friends and the
public at large for fear they will know about her predicament. This isolation has
its own devastating effects such as depression, stress, fear, low self-esteem and
even emotional/psychological problems.
It also hinders her from participating in public life. Domestic violence has
an impact on women’s earnings and their ability to remain in employment. Their
contributions towards building the economy of the nation are cut off. Children
who witness domestic violence are at increased risk of anxiety, depression, lowself esteem and poor school performance among other problems.
Violence against women and girls adversely affects a country’s human,
social and economic development. It has enormous direct and indirect costs for
survivors, employers and the public sector in terms of health, police, legal and
related expenditures as well as lost wages and productivity.
School-related violence limits the educational opportunities and achievements of
girls. Girls who are abused will be absent from school. Teenage pregnancy and
under-performance at school means reaching ‘Education for All’ targets will be
difficult.
Violence limits women’s ability to protect themselves from HIV. Women
are already two to four times more likely than men to become infected with HIV
during intercourse, with forced sex or rape increasing this risk by limited condom
use and causing physical injuries. Women living with HIV or AIDS are often the
targets of abuse and stigma. Violence severely restricts women’s ability to
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exercise their reproductive rights, with grave consequences for sexual and
reproductive health. As many as 1 in 4 women experience physical or sexual
violence during pregnancy. This increases the likelihood of miscarriage, stillbirth
and abortion, as well as premature labor and low birth weight. Women and girls
are half of the human capital available to reduce poverty and achieve
development. Yet gender-based violence undermines human rights, social
stability and security, public health, women’s educational and employment
opportunities and the well-being and development prospects of children and
communities.
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Chapter 3
Types of behaviors. Behavior analysis. Assertive behavior.
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Behavior is an observable activity of an organism, an interaction with its
environment. Behavior is a way of acting and reacting in certain circumstances or
situations.
Behavioral types and characteristics of behavioral types
There are several types of behavior described in the literature, each having
specific characteristics. Next, we will briefly describe them.

1. Passive (non-assertive) behavior. The message sent by this is "I don't
count". The person shows exaggerated politeness, precisely for fear of not
provoking a conflict - he has a soft, uncertain voice, shoulders down, posture of
withdrawal - he has no initiative, so he has no responsibilities, he lets others make
decisions, he asks nothing for himself - passivity is the consequence of abusive
behavior in childhood or neglect by parents - one of the consequences of the
behavior is the involvement in humiliating relationships where one plays the role
of the "victim", with a dominant attitude.
Therefore, the passive type:
• deny their own rights;
• does not defend its interests;
• does not express his feelings;
• allows others to influence it;
• manifests feelings of guilt and helplessness, loneliness, fear and anxiety;
• retains his emotions and feelings (positive and negative);
• considers their ideas and opinions to be unimportant;
• it devaluates its own person;
• avoids direct confrontations;
• does not engage in heated discussions;
• is timid, obedient, submissive and humble;
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• believes that his passive behavior will help him to be accepted and approved by
others;
• fears not to disturb or offend anyone;
• cannot make decisions;
• reacts ill to criticism;
• avoids expressing their opinions;
•presents intrapersonal conflicts

Specific verbal expressions:
• - "I apologize that I have taken from your precious time, but ...",
• "If you say so..."
• "Only, please, don't upset me"

Non-verbal signs:
• avoiding people,
• slow, monotonous voice,
• minimal eye contact,
• makes nervous movements,
• body position is bent,
• they shake their hands,
• keep your shoulders bent and your head between your shoulders,
• the arms are usually crossed.

Aggressive behavior. The message sent is "ME!"
The person with aggressive behavior appears and supports his ideas to the
detriment of the feelings of others - in everything he does he wants to win because
almost everything is considered as a competition - they seem arrogant and selfconfident, but they often hide low self-esteem, often frustration, pain arising from
failure to achieve goals, "cosmetized" by dominating attitude (I dominate before
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being dominated), quiet voice, sarcasm - Aggressive is based on control over
people, events, the actions of others, but will often suffer when those things,
situations, people that they will not be able to control (the weather, the operating
hours of the institutions, the liking of another, people difficult to manipulate)
occur.

Therefore, the aggressive type:
• offends those around him;
• it harms people's feelings;
• violates the rights of individuals;
• uses a high tone;
• uses offensive expressions;
• takes actions that disturb others;
• humiliates people;
• has an attitude of superiority towards people;
• destructively criticizes people (for real or imaginary mistakes) and their work;
• treats people with contempt;
• is hostile and wicked;
• does not accept other opinions and ideas;
• does not tolerate foreign advice;
• does not understand other people's ideas;
• interrupts the interlocutor to express his / her own opinion;
• makes decisions without consulting others;
• violently manifests dissatisfaction;
• is a quarrel, speaks a lot;
• finds fault in everything others do.

Frequently used verbal expressions:
- "Are you going to do it or not ?!"
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- "How stupid!"
- "It is clear that you are unable to understand!"
- "You are all stupid!"

Non-verbal signs:
• tension,
• stays close to the other party,
• is frowning,
• the expression of the face is rigid,
• keeps his eyes fixed on the interlocutor's eyes to intimidate him,
• makes provocative gestures,
• shake fist, index finger,
• has a threatening and cold voice, raised at the end of the sentence.

Assertiveness is not aggression. Aggression exceeds assertiveness and is
closer to impertinence, combativity and militancy. The basic difference between
the two concepts is given by the fact that aggression leaves no room for
consideration regarding the feelings, points of view or objectives of others.
Aggression means winning, no matter what the costs. "Passing like a bulldozer
over someone" is a metaphor that perfectly describes the essence of aggression
(Marcia Hughes, James Bradford Terrell, 2013).
Passive - aggressive behavior. The message sent is "maybe you" but what
they really think is "ME!"
Person with passive - aggressive behavior:
o it is sometimes difficult to identify because it is subtle, he does not
object openly, though he would, and the frustration accumulated
through repression (due to lack of courage or permission to respond)
manifests violently in unexpected situations.
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o not only does he not object, but he also does not express his opinion
openly, often out of fear of not making mistakes, of not taking
responsibility, thus giving him the opportunity to spread the mistakes
of others and to criticize.
o there is always a reason for revolt against the family, the bosses, the
authorities, the ones who have control and set the rules because,
secretly, they would like the role of "control", but they cannot do it
out of fear of power, not to make mistakes.
o they are often a unit of opposites: if it is hot, why it is not cold, if it
is cold, it would be better to be warm - nothing seems to ple them,
and it does not primarily satisfy their own person because of the fact
that they fail to manifest themselves as they feel, but they always
choose to censor reactions, refrain from something or feel guilty that
they have chosen to break free.
o they often choose relationships in which they can manifest their
"jerking" with people with low self-confidence, who interpret
criticism as normal.

Assertive behavior. The message sent is "I affirm myself, as I am"
The person with assertive behavior recognizes their needs and asserts them
and acts for their care - he is honest with himself and others which leads to an
internal balance in human relations.
Assertive type:
respects both his rights and those of others;
expresses their needs, desires, feelings and preferences in an open and honest
way,
in an appropriate manner;
respects people;
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takes into account the opinions and ideas of others;
appreciates the work of the people and openly appreciates them;
communicates openly with people;
receives the messages correctly, without distortion;
if he still criticizes people, then he does so constructively;
is a good interlocutor, listens to people without interrupting them;
trusts one's own strengths and the potential of others;
heeds the suggestions of the people and thanks them sincerely;
asks for and offers help with pleasure;
is responsive to the needs of others.

Verbal expressions used:
• "I think that..."
• "I would like to do this ..."
• "Does it bother you if ..."
• "I really appreciate what you did for me"

Non-verbal signs:
• open and relaxed facial expressions,
• eye contact, as long as it does not disturb the interlocutor,
• body position is straight, relaxed, but not rigid,
• has a calm but confident voice,
• smiles sincerely when needed,
• approves interlocutor by nodding their head.
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Consequences of assertive, passive and aggressive behaviors
- comparative table Pasive

Assertive

Agressive

The problem is avoided

The problem is
discussed

Your rights are ignored

Your rights are upheld

Your rights are upheld
without regard to the
rights of others

You let others choose in
your place

You choose your
activity

You choose your own
activity and that of
others

Distrust

They trust them

Hostile, accusing

The problem is attacked

You see the rights of
You also recognize your Your rights are more
others as more important rights and those of
important than others
others

Assertiveness and assertive behavior
The assertive concept.
Assertive behavior, techniques and methods for assertive training.
Secondary benefits of assertive behavior.
Assertiveness is the ability to express feelings and emotions, beliefs and
ideas and to support your own rights in a constructive manner.
Assertive (adjective): confident and directly in relationships with others.
Source: Collins Concise English Dictionary
Assertiveness consists of three basic components:
(1) the ability to express feelings (for example, acceptance and expression of
anger, heat or sexual feelings);
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(2) the ability to express beliefs and ideas openly (to be able to express
opinions out loud, to disagree and to take attitude, even if it is emotionally
difficult and even if it involves some disadvantages);
(3) the ability to fight for your own rights (not to allow others to disturb or
take advantage of you).
Assertive people are not overly controlled or shy - they are able to express
their feelings and emotions (often directly) without being aggressive or abusive.
(Stein and Book, 2000, p. 66). "The main difference between being assertive and
being aggressive is how our words and behavior affect the rights and well-being
of others." (Sharon Anthony Bower). Assertiveness, which implies frankness,
delicacy and consideration for others, is described by Weisinger (1998, p. 122) as
that “ability to uphold your own rights, opinions, ideas, beliefs and needs
while respecting those of the people around. "
The authors of the book Skilled Interpersonal Communication define
assertiveness as follows: “Assertive behavioral responses imply the support of
one's own beliefs, but do not exclude consideration of the other. Assertive style
involves [...] open and confident expression of personal feelings and opinions;
equally appreciation of oneself and others; the willingness to listen to the views
of other people [...] ”(Hargie and Dickson, 2004, p. 300)
Assertiveness is a behavior at the level of verbal expression, respecting the
dignity and status of others, even when communicating information that could be
unpleasant or could lead to controversy. In conclusion, assertiveness is the middle
way between being an easy-to-handle person and a person who crushes everything
that comes your way.
Assertiveness means self-assurance, self-satisfaction, and it implies
guarding both the fulfillment of one's own interests and those of others. It means
increased confidence in one's own strengths, support and evaluation of one's own
opinions (Fleming, J., 1997/1998, 7).
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Assertiveness opposes aggression, but also passive behavior. Assertiveness
does not mean giving up or lacking in combat. Assertive response involves
conscious choice, clear decision, flexibility, courage and confidence in the
communication process.
Assertiveness gives individuals the opportunity for their lives to have a
greater influence, a greater impact on others and to better organize their lives.
Assertive behavior is embodied in the capacity and ability to express
personal opinions, in the power of conviction, but also in the ability to respect
your rights. It is very important to know the rights that man has, to uphold these
rights without violating those of others, and the courage to uphold the rights of
someone who is not privileged.
Assertiveness means being able to express your feelings, needs and
desires clearly, firmly, spontaneously, sincerely and directly, while respecting
others. In addition to expressing them, you need to be able to support them,
without being aggressive or abusive, when others are resisting.
Assertiveness is the most effective way to solve interpersonal problems.
Direct, open and sincere communication allows the reception of messages without
blockages and distortions, which maintains and improves relations with others.
The ability to assertively communicate feelings, emotions and thoughts without
harming the integrity of others is an effective way of communicating.
Assertiveness is the middle way between two extremes: passivity and
aggressiveness. Your feelings, needs and desires are neither more nor less
important than those of other people: they are equally important.
In this kind of interaction, both the dignity and rights of others and
yours are respected. Currently, in the specialized literature for the designation
of an efficient communication and, respectively, of the optimal behaviors, the
symptoms are more and more frequent: assertive communication and assertive
behavior. But what does assertiveness actually mean?
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If for a broad description we could imagine human relations on a
continuum, then at its two poles would be communication and aggressive
behavior, and at the other - communication and passive behavior. Well, right in
the middle of this continuum would be communication and assertive behavior.
Assertive behavior is characterized by the fact that the communication
does not violate neither the personal rights nor the rights of others, the subject
expressing its needs, wishes, feelings and preferences in an open and honest way,
in a socially appropriate manner. Assertive behavior demonstrates respect for
oneself and others, promotes self-disclosure, self-control and positive self-worth.
Assertiveness is the most effective way to solve interpersonal problems.
Direct, open and honest communication allows the reception of messages without
distortion, which maintains relations with others. In an assertive communication
the tension, criticism, conflict etc. are constructive.

The components of assertiveness
The notion of assertiveness was introduced by specialists in behavioral
therapy, who claimed that assertiveness inhibits anxiety and reduces depression.
It is emphasized that assertive behavior leads to an improvement in self-image.

Characteristics of an assertive person:
 He manages to say "no" even in situations where he finds it
difficult to do so.
 Expresses both positive and negative feelings in a way that does
not cause discomfort to others.
 When a conversation begins, it continues and ends by trying to
expose their arguments in front of others, without offending or
being aggressive.
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 He has the power of conviction because he knows how to talk to
others and communicate what he wants in an elegant way, ev en if
they do not agree with him.
 He upholds his own rights without infringing on those of others.
 Takes the floor when he does not agree with what is being said and
presents his arguments without using verbal violence.
 Takes responsibility for what he said or did regardless of how
serious the consequences are.


He is perceived to be a right person, with confidence in his own
strengths and with a set of values in which he believes and defends
them no matter what the others around him say. .

Assertive behavior is also reinforced by a number of non-verbal elements:
• eye contact is present;
• tone of voice: calm but confident voice
• mimicry

Assertive communication style is characterized by a number of elements:
 you are convinced that all people are equal;
 you attach importance to the opinions and interests of others;
 there is a concordance between the transmitted verbal message, mimicry
and gesture;
 the messages used are of the type "I think ... I feel ...";
 supporting the interlocutor's gaze.

Verbal expressions of assertive language can be accompanied by
nonverbal signals that help us convey the message more easily. Relaxed and
open facial expressions, eye contact, upright and relaxed body position, a calm
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and confident voice, accompanied by a smile when needed, can be the success of
a communication.
Communication and assertive behavior requires the development of certain
specific skills and abilities. The following are some of the most important:
• Share your feelings in statements in first person; - ME type messages
• Do not minimize yourself and do not minimize others;
• Be specific and use simple and clear words;
• Be concrete in feedback and criticism; - refer to the behavior of the person
and not to the person as a whole;
• Use neutral, non-explosive language;
• Be cooperative, open and receptive to others - you may know something
and you may not know;
• Confront unpleasant situations on the spot or at least as soon as possible; check your perception, do not make assumptions;
• Make sure non-verbal messages convey the same thing as verbal messages.

Assertive behavior is the middle ground between two extremes and
involves the demanding of one's rights or the denial of tasks in a simple,
direct manner, which does not result in denying, attacking or manipulating
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others, it implies respect and consideration towards one's own person and to
those around.
Three types of fears in the absence of assertive behavior
Three types of fears are obviously related to shyness, social anxiety or lack
of assertiveness:
1. the fear of being judged / criticized or evaluated in pejorative terms.
2. Fear of being rejected or excluded.
3. Fear of being transparent or "surprised wanting".
If we are afraid to show our weaknesses, it will probably not be easy for us
to be assertive. Assertiveness is mainly based on the idea that our needs, desires
and feelings are neither more nor less important than those of other people, they
are just as important. This means that we are entitled to express our own feelings
and opinions, just as others are entitled to theirs. The key skill here is to know
how to express them, to make sure they are taken seriously and to decide for
ourselves how much weight we give to the opinions and ideas of others. It is true
that some people want to think differently and maybe we want the same thing
from them, but from desire to pressure, there is a long way to go.

The trap is not to become too aggressive in our attempt to move from passive to
assertive.

Passivity implies a lack of control, a "mat" type behavior. If you don't talk,
you might do something no one wanted to do, but which everyone before you
could refuse. So "if you behave like a mat, don't be surprised when others step on
you." Aggression has different benefits for people with social anxiety: it keeps
others away and greatly shortens their interactions, actually hiding the fear of
being hurt. Neither passivity nor aggression are a solution, due to the unpleasant
feelings they produce and due to the incorrectness of these behaviors.
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Assertiveness is the key to getting out of the deadlock, helping people be more
flexible so they can adapt without risking any extreme position. Assertive people
feel neither controlled nor willing to control.
Communication and assertive behavior increase self-esteem, bring respect
to others and from others.
Assertiveness implies:
Self-esteem and belief that you have the right to express your opinions and to
satisfy your needs.
The desire to share your self with others, rather than stay inward.
Respecting the rights and needs of others.
The ability to choose how to react in relation to people and situations.
Acceptance of your self, your needs and your actions.
Assertiveness involves making choices in your interactions with others and
communicating with them in a satisfying and effective manner. When you are
assertive, consider your rights as well as those of others, and then choose how to
respond. Natural self-esteem implies the ability to be assertive.
According to the principle of assertiveness, each one of us is responsible
for himself and for his actions. It is up to us to choose how we react to others, and
how they react to us depends on them. We have the right to decide for ourselves
how we think and how we act. In fact, life is so much easier! It means we no
longer have to read the thoughts of others, to know what they really want and to
try to "make them happy" - it is up to them whether or not they tell us what they
want (or don't want). We should not have the impression that asking means
imposing your will on someone else - because people have the right to refuse us,
if they do not agree with what we ask. The assertive rights charter, presented
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below, includes the main rights of each, within the framework of personal
interactions. Read them carefully and write down your reactions to each one.
It is important to note that this is a list of your rights. In other words, it does
not include everything you should do in any situation, but rather what you could
choose to do. When you make a decision about how you react in a situation, you
can take those rights into account.
Charter of the rights of self-affirmation
You have the right to decide what you do and think.
You have the right not to give reasons or explanations for your behavior.
You have the right not to be responsible for finding solutions to the problems
of others.
You have the right to change your mind.
You have the right to make mistakes.
You have the right to say "I don't know".
You have the right to make your own decisions.
You have the right to say "I do NOT understand".
You have the right to say "I don't care".
You have the right to say "NO" without feeling guilty.
Assuming and upholding the rights to act according to one's own desire,
without harming others and being more open and honest towards others gives selfconfidence, which gives greater freedom and satisfaction in relation to oneself and
others. Defending, recognizing and claiming one's own rights, accepting
responsibilities and respecting the needs of others correlated with the desire to
affirm and preparing for social success are very important components of the field
of assertiveness.
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Techniques to stimulate assertiveness

Techniques to stimulate assertiveness focus on both the alleviation of
anxious manifestations and the acquisition of communication and enhancement
behaviors of one's own being able to be realized both in group and individually.
The set of techniques and strategies that contribute to the formation of
assertive behavior includes both assertiveness-specific techniques and techniques
used in communication or empathy development. They reduce the blockages that
appear in the relationship and facilitate the achievement of competence. Thus, in
this context, Rodica M. Cândea and Dumitru Cândea (1998, 14) play a particularly
important role in supportive communication and empathic communication.
Social assertiveness strategies are:
• Supportive communication - which aims to create a positive
communication relationship and which is a necessary condition of social
efficiency and effectiveness. Adaptation and co-operation with the other is
subsumed by supportive communication along with providing advice,
guidance. Supportive communication involves following some rules
(Cândea, R.M. and Cândea, D., 1998, 15-16):
- "attacking" the problem and not the person;
- descriptive and non-evaluative expression;
- reference to specific, concrete and not global, general;
- validation of the interlocutor - recognition of its importance as an
individual, regardless of the opinions they express or their value system;
- congruence in communication behaviors;
- ensuring continuity in the communication process, assuming
responsibility for the statements made, for the opinions, the ideas
expressed;
- supportive listening.
• Empathic communication - which "aims to understand the interlocutor, to
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adopt his frame of reference to see things through his prism", the authors
mentioned above. This is another necessary condition for preparing for
social success and implementing change.
The communication of empathic type has an active and interactive
character, highlighting its links from here, with the cooperative behavior, with the
predictive one and with the accommodation to the interlocutor. (Stroe Marcus and
Ştefana Săvean 1994, 39)
The rules of assertive and empathetic communication outline an attitude of
respect and understanding towards the interlocutor, of the desire to meet his
fundamental psychosocial needs, such as the need for understanding, belonging,
friendship, protecting the self-image. The way in which listening is carried out
within the supportive communication must emphasize the interest for the
interlocutor, the belief that what the other feels and believes is important, that his
feelings, emotions and thoughts are respected even in the case of disagreement
with his point of view, showing the conviction that his point of view is important
and valid, attesting to his contribution in intercommunication.
The same attitude of appreciation of the value of the other is expressed
through the skills of active listening.
The technique of active listening is materialized in compliance with four
principles:
1. providing a concrete answer;
2. understanding the feelings of others;
3. manifesting the understanding and acceptance of the received message;
4. Encouraging conversation. (after Andrew Floyer Acland 1997/1998, 21)
Observance of these principles results in at least three basic acquisitions:
information, understanding and cooperation. Summarizing these personal and
relational gains, Nicki Stanton (1995, 19) notes, "a man who listens because he
has nothing to say can hardly be an inspiration. The only valid speaker is the one
who alternatively absorbs and expresses ideas." . Thus, the active character of the
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obedience and the involvement of the individual in penetrating the senses, in
providing the feed-back and in supporting the other is emphasized.
Referring to the need for active listening felt in the formation and
development of the decisive skills in the professional activity, Zoltan Bogáthy
(1999, 147) describes it as " "that method by which it is easier to get behind the
heard words, it is easier to discern what has not been said aloud."". Active
listening aims at temporarily granting one's point of view from the interlocutor's
perspective, in order to support his self-disclosure, to surround him in the
communication process and to ensure that the meaning of the transmitted message
is perceived both cognitively and emotionally.
In Charly Cungi's (1996/1999, 94) vision, to become assertive, other
techniques are added whose use must be learned and trained. These are:
The "scratched disk" technique which is frequently used in self-assertion
and consists in repeating an action whenever it is necessary, but becoming more
friendly and polite every time. This technique is folded to situations in which it is
necessary to repeat the message by insisting.
The normand technique involves avoiding a discussion in such a way that
the interlocutor is not offended. Failing to reach an unwanted discussion or not
answering an awkward question can only be done by imposing one's own.
Another technique used in assertiveness is the support provided in finding
an alternative. Proposing an alternative at the request of the other is beneficial
when the situation requires us to refuse, but we want to provide support in solving
the applicant's problem.
To these techniques are added those of positive expression of opinions, of
flattening of conflicts and of resumption, of asking questions, or even of
withdrawal from a situation without exit (refusal to listen).
The smoke curtain consists in giving the other the feeling of accepting
some criticism, without giving up their own point of view. The technique is used
to prevent manifestations of anger or virulent criticism by accepting possible
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criticism, discouraging the interlocutor who does not encounter any concrete
resistance.
ME assertion or five laws of honest emotional communication. The "ME"
assertion helps maintain one's position and point of view without attacking the
other person. The "ME" assertion implies a clarification and it is a beginning of
the conversation that allows the expression of feelings about an event, in a
constructive way, without blaming and without asking the other person to change.
(technique proposed by Helena Cornelius and Shoshana Faire 1996, 93-104).
Taking advantage of the same direction of thinking, Adrian Nuță (2005,
169-173) proposes five laws of communication:
- honest communication does not imply judgment of the other, but of one's
own experiences and reactions,
- emotions do not have a moral character, they must be differentiated in
consciousness and then the decision is made,
- emotions can be integrated with the mental and volitional aspects of the
being,
- emotional expression is necessary, with certain exceptions,
- emotions must be expressed when experienced.
All these strategies allow the individual to assert himself / herself by
gaining respect and exploiting his or her potentialities. It is about expressing
personal opinions, positive and negative feelings, building step-by-step
success in social and professional terms. Robert B. Cialdini (1984/2004, 13)
talks about those professionals of the power of persuasion who use the rules of
reciprocity, commitment, sympathy, authority, rarity to achieve personal interests
and are able at the same time to recognize and counter the attempts of
interpersonal exploitation.
The assertive person is able to draw the boundary between belief and
manipulation by managing to connect to a social network beneficial to his /
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her personal and professional ascension and development.
Acquiring assertive behavior is a continuous process and requires constant
exercise.
The ability to be assertive can be developed in two directions:
• ASCENDENT, starting from the retention tendencies
• DESCENDENT, starting from the aggression tendencies
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Restraint

Assertivness

Agressivity

First, it is important to identify the position of the student (the person),
between the two poles. When an assertive response is required, how does the
student (the person) react: do they keep quiet or react excessively?
If you keep quiet: ASERTIVE, not passive! From the worries about not
being able to say aloud what he had to say, the student (person) can advance to
the point where he will be able to express his point of view, firm and open, feeling
comfortable in doing so.
If you overreact: ASERTIVE, not aggressively! It is important for the
student to be able to give up attempts to intimidate or manipulate others to
persuade others to behave in a certain way (as he or she wishes) and to begin to
calmly and directly support their views,without disrespecting the discussion
partners.
Assertiveness is conditioned by empathy and courage - both contributing
to the moderation and modeling of behavior in each of the two directions of the
continuum described in the image above.
Empathy is defined as the ability "to understand, to be aware of, to receive
and to experience, through closeness, the same feelings, thoughts and experiences
as another person" (Webster Dictionary, 1993). Empathy refers to the ability to
"read" others, resonating with them. The basic condition for developing and
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maintaining genuine and lasting interpersonal relationships is a healthy level of
empathy.
Empathy helps us to be more sensitive and attentive to the views of others
and contributes to diminishing our own defense mechanisms. It also facilitates
consideration and respect for others.
It is courage that helps us take risks. It is the one that ignites our spirit when we
feel weak and it also causes us to open our minds to other options, different from
ours.

Side effects of assertive behavior development

The most important effects of developing assertive behavior are increasing
self-esteem, self-confidence, and obtaining healthy cognitive mechanisms, all of
which majorly contribute to a person's emotional intelligence (Marcia Hughes,
James Bradford Terrell, 2013).
Self-esteem and self-confidence contribute to the formation of a healthy
self-image. The self-image tells us how good we feel in our own skin, with
ourselves. Also, the self-image reflects the personal level of self-acceptance, with
all that it has, good and bad (Marcia Hughes, James Bradford Terrell, 2013).
Webster's Dictionary (1993) defines self-image as "the individual's
consideration of himself or his own interests", as opposed to the definition of selfesteem, described as "self-confidence and self-satisfaction - a form of selfrespect".
“The feeling of being self-confident is influenced by self-respect, both of
which are based on a well-developed sense of personal identity. A person with a
positive self-image feels fulfilled and satisfied with himself. At the opposite pole
are the feelings of personal inadequacy and inferiority ”(Bar-On, 2002, p.15).
The existence of self-image is fundamental because, without a properly
integrated identity that will allow you to know and respect yourself, you will never
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be able to participate authentically in your own life, you will not be able to be
trusted person - in the context of work or sentimental life - and you will not be
able to demonstrate the talents you have been gifted with (Marcia Hughes, James
Bradford Terrell, 2013).
In his study, Bar-On (2000, p. 374) found that self-image is "one of the
most significant predictors of competent behavior".
Thus, the benefits resulting from its development will include increasingly greater
knowledge of its own identity, which will, in turn, be richer, more flexible, more
confident and more protected from unfavorable external influences. As we work
on the self-image, the personal potential of enjoying our lives and helping those
around us will increase (Marcia Hughes, James Bradford Terrell, 2013).

Conclusions

! Assertiveness is our backbone, it is our courage, it is our boldness - the
ability to interact with the environment and make us heard.

!! Assertiveness gives us power and helps us to make ourselves understood
by others.

!!! It supports our self-image because, being assertive, we make our own
desires, feelings and ideas known and set clear boundaries in relationships with
others.

!!!! Assertiveness is what gives us the opportunity to be fair to ourselves,
while respecting others. (Marcia Hughes, James Bradford Terrell, 2013, pp. 65 67)
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Assertiveness has also been defined as a process of direct and adequate
communication of needs. The individual can express his own opinions without
punishing or putting other people in a bad light (Arrindell and van den Ende, 1985
beside Sarkova et al, 2010). So we can use assertiveness as a tool that will help
us initiate and maintain quality social relationships. And, as Eskin (2003) said,
assertive people enjoy emotional well-being.
The results of other studies indicate that communication skills develop
significantly during childhood and adolescence. Deha and Clark (1977) found that
as they get older, adolescents receive better messages from others. Sakova et al.
(2010) wanted to show that there is a link between psychic well-being, self-esteem
and assertive communication style. In this regard, they conducted a study
involving 1025 adolescents aged 14 to 17 years. The obtained results indicated
the following:
• assertiveness is positively associated with mental well-being and selfesteem,
• the more the social situation implies an increased level of the subject's
anxiety, the more the tendency to avoid expressing their feelings or opinions
appears.

Therefore, assertiveness leads to increased self-esteem and reduced anxiety.
Assertiveness affects almost every aspect of life.
People who possess this ability have less conflict, so less stress, they
manage to meet their needs and help others fulfill theirs, they have strong
relationships and they can rely on them. All of these lead to a better mental state
and considerably improved health.
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Exercise 1
It works in 3 groups of students.
Each group will receive a flipchart sheet that they will complete with the behavior
drawn at odds: passive, assertive or aggressive.
Each team appoints a representative who will present the conclusions of his team
to the other 2 teams.
The 3 types of behavior will be discussed in comparison.
Team 1 - PASSIVE BEHAVIOR
Question

Student Response:

How do you verbally express this
behavior?
How do you express this behavior, non
- verbally?
How does this behavior affect the other
person?
How does this behavior affect you?

What are the benefits?

What are the disadvantages?

Please give at least 3 examples from
your life (from school, group of
friends, family, etc.)
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Team 2 - ASERTIVE BEHAVIOR

Question

Student Response:

How do you verbally express this
behavior?
How do you express this behavior, non
- verbally?

How does this behavior affect the other
person?

How does this behavior affect you?

What are the benefits?

What are the disadvantages?

Please give at least 3 examples from
your life (from school, group of
friends, family, etc.)
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Team 3 - AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR

Question

Student Response:

How do you verbally express this
behavior?
How do you express this behavior, non
- verbally?

How does this behavior affect the other
person?

How does this behavior affect you?

What are the benefits?

What are the disadvantages?

Please give at least 3 examples from
your life (from school, group of
friends, family, etc.)

Exercise 2
Communication exercise:
Groups of 5 to 6 students are formed.
Each group receives a large white sheet of paper and a marker.
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Some messages are presented to the class and students are asked to rate the
passive, aggressive and assertive responses to these messages.

1. 1. Your friend smokes and asks you to smoke with him / her.

Passive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................

Aggressive response:
...............................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................

Assertive response:
................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................
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2. Your colleague takes your snack from your bag without asking, but you
are very hungry.

Passive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................

Aggressive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................

Assertive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
............................................................................
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3. You set out to go with your colleagues to a movie at a certain time and
day, but they changed the day in the meantime without even announcing
you. You went on the initial date and waited for nothing. What do you
do?

Passive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................

Aggressive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................

Assertive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................
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4. Your colleagues wrote "You are a nerd!"on your desk with paint that cannot be
erased:
The passive answer:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................

Aggressive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................

Assertive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................
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5. A close friend deceives you by saying untrue things about you in a circle
of friends.

Passive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................

Aggressive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................

Assertive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................
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6. You are teachers in this class. What would you say to students who are
always late to school?

Passive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................

Aggressive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................

Assertive response:
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
................................................................................

Each group presents its answers.
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EXERCISE 3
How can empathy develop?
This exercise gives us a very easy way to resonate with another person.
- learn to understand body language;
- observe a person's facial expressions, breathing, tone and posture, then try to feel
them on a bodily level;
- analyze how the new posture makes you feel

EXERCISE 4
How can self-esteem be developed?
Sit in front of the mirror! Look deep into your eyes! Shout your name 3 times,
and then keep quiet and watch how you begin to appear! Now applaude yourself
and take a bow!

EXERCISE 5
Exercise of interpersonal knowledge SCALES
The purpose of this exercise is to give the student (the person) the
opportunity to raise awareness and to reflect on what disturbs them in the behavior
of others, but also on the inconvenience they cause to others around them by their
own behavior.
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Ce te deranjează cel mai tare

Ce crezi că îi
deranjează pe cei din

la cei din jur?

jur la tine?

"KNOWLEDGE is the most subtle, elegant and democratic form of POWER."
– anonymous
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ANNEX 1
CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPES OF BEHAVIOR
- comparative table The aggressive type

The passive type

The assertive type

- offends those around him;

- denies their own rights;

- respects both his/her

- harms people's feelings;

- does not defend his/her

rights and those of others;

- violates people’s rights;

interests;

- expresses their needs,

- uses a high tone;

- does not express his/her

desires, feelings and

- uses offensive expressions; feelings;

preferences in an open and

- take actions that disturb

- allows others to influence them; honest manner, in an

others;

- manifests feelings of guilt and

- humiliates people;

helplessness, loneliness, fear and - respects people;

- has an attitude of

anxiety;

- takes into account the

superiority towards people;

- considers their ideas and

opinions and ideas of

- destructive criticism of

opinions to be unimportant;

others;

appropriate manner;

people (for real or imaginary - devalues his/her own person;

- appreciates the work of

mistakes) and their work;

- avoids direct confrontations; -

the people and expresses

- treats people with

does not engage in heated

their appreciation openly;

contempt;

discussions;

- communicates openly

- hostile and wicked host;

- is timid, obedient, submissive

with people;

- does not accept other

and humble;

- receives the messages

opinions and ideas;

correctly, without

- does not tolerate foreign

distortion;

advice;
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The aggressive type

The passive type

The assertive type

- does not understand other - believes that their

- if they still criticize

people's ideas;

people, then it does so

passive behavior will

- interrupts the interlocutor help them to be accepted constructively;
to express his / her own

and approved by others; - is a good interlocutor,

opinion;

- they retain their

listens to people without

- makes decisions without

emotions and feelings

interrupting them;

consulting others;

(positive and negative); - trusts one's own

- violently manifests

- fears not to disturb or

strengths and the

dissatisfaction;

offend anyone;

potential of others;

- he/her is quarrelsome,

- cannot make decisions; - heed the suggestions of

speaks a lot;

- reacts ill to criticism;

- finds fault in everything

- avoids expressing their them sincerely;

others do.

opinions;

the people and thank

- asks for and offers help

- presents intrapersonal with pleasure;
conflicts.

- is responsive to the
needs of others.
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VERBAL EXPRESSIONS of the 3 types of behaviors
- comparative table -

The aggressive type

The passive type

The assertive type

Frequently used verbal

Specific verbal

Verbal expressions

expressions:

expressions:

used:

- "Are you doing it or not

- "I apologize for

- "I think that ..."

?!"

having taken your
precious time, but ...",

- "How stupid!"

- "I would like to do this
..."

- "If you say so ..."
- "It is clear that you are
unable to understand!"

- "Does it bother you if
- "Only, please, don't

..."

bother me."
- "You are all stupid!"

- "I really appreciate
what you did for me."
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NON-VERBAL SIGNS of the 3 types of behaviors
- comparative table -

The aggressive type

The passive type

The assertive type

Non-verbal signs:

Non-verbal signs:

Non-verbal signs:

- tension,

- avoiding people,

- open and relaxed facial

- is close to the interlocutor, - slow, monotonous

expressions,

- is frowning,

voice,

- eye contact, as long as

- the expression of the face

- minimal eye contact,

it does not disturb the

is rigid,

- make nervous

interlocutor,

- keeps his eyes fixed on the movements,

- the position of the body

interlocutor's eyes to

- body position is bent, is straight, relaxed, but

intimidate him,

- he shakes his hands,

not rigid,

- makes provocative

- keep your shoulders

- has a calm but

gestures,

bent and your head

confident voice,

- shakes his fist, his index

between your

- smiles sincerely when

finger,

shoulders,

necessary,

- has a threatening and cold - the arms are usually

- approves the

voice, raised at the end of

interlocutor by nodding

crossed.

the sentence.

their head.
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ANNEX 2

Questionnaire
Am I an assertive person?

Read carefully the situations presented below and, depending on how comfortable
you feel in each case, you give the following score:

1. You talk loud and ask questions in class.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.

2. When someone interrupts you, you disagree.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.

3. Express your opinions in front of people with authority.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.
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4. You enter or exit a room full of people.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.

5. Speak in front of a group.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.

6. You maintain eye contact during a conversation.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.

7. You use your authority without being considered rude or aggressive.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.

8. You ask again when you have not received something you asked for.
Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.
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9. Although someone is waiting for you to apologize, you do not do it because
you feel you are right.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.

10. Ask for something you lent, without apologizing.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.

11. You receive a compliment and say something you agree with.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.

12. Accept rejection.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.
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13. You didn't get approval from someone important to you.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.

14. Talk openly with a person who criticizes you.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct.
Reasonable - 2 pct.
Very comfortable - 3 pct.

15. You tell someone that what they did disturbs you.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct
Reasonable - 2 pct
Very comfortable - 3 pct.

16. Refuse to do what is required of you when you do not want to.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct
Reasonable - 2 pct
Very comfortable - 3 pct.

17. Decline a request to meet with someone.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct
Reasonable - 2 pct
Very comfortable - 3 pct.
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18. You express your dissatisfaction when you think someone is trying to
convince you of something you disagree with.
Uncomfortable - 1 pct
Reasonable - 2 pct
Very comfortable - 3 pct
19. You express your anger when something upsets you.
Uncomfortable - 1 pct
Reasonable - 2 pct
Very comfortable - 3 pct
20. You contradict someone.
Uncomfortable - 1 pct
Reasonable - 2 pct
Very comfortable - 3 pct
21. You respond humorously when someone is trying to fine tune you.
Uncomfortable - 1 pct
Reasonable - 2 pct
Very comfortable - 3 pct
22. You make jokes about the mistakes you made.

Uncomfortable - 1 pct
Reasonable - 2 pct
Very comfortable - 3 pct
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Score:
Over 55 points - You are a very assertive person.

46 - 55 points - You are a person close to becoming assertive. You still have to
work in situations where you got a low score.

36 - 45 points - Your assertiveness is at an average level.

26 - 35 points - You need to improve your assertive communication skills.

Below 26 points - Lack of assertiveness can be a source of stress.
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Chapter 4
Effective communication. The elements of communication.
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Communication

The Explanatory Dictionary of the Romanian Language (DEX) defines the
communication as follows: “- to make known, to give news; to inform, to notify,
to say;
From a psychological point of view, communicating means sharing,
creating a connection or establishing a relationship. According to the definition
given by Cosmovici A. and Iacob L in the book Social Psychology,
communication is seen as a relationship based on sharing a meaning. In the
communication act, the information is an absolutely necessary premise, but it is
not sufficient, because, if there is a misunderstanding of the information and the
relational framework that guides and fixes its meaning, the "communication state"
is canceled.
Communication is a process of interaction between people, groups, as a
relationship mediated by word, image, gesture, symbol or sign. Through it,
individuals share their knowledge, experiences, interests, attitudes, feelings,
opinions, ideas. Regarded as a process, communication consisted in the
transmission and exchange of information (messages) between people.
Communication means telling people who you are, what you want, why you want
a certain thing, and what are the means that you will use to reach your goals. In
this sense, to communicate means to be silent, to wait for the answer, the reaction
of the one to whom you wanted to announce that you exist and you really want to
say something.
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Communication is the process by which the sender sends a message to the
receiver through a channel in order to produce certain effects on it (information,
conviction, behavior change, etc.).
Any communication, regardless of its form (verbal, written, nonverbal) has
four objectives:
 receiving the message correctly;
 understanding the message correctly;
 acceptance of the message;
 provoking a reaction (a change of behavior or attitude).
The communication is characterized in that:
 it always has an objective materialized in the requirement to influence the
thinking, feelings and behavior of the interlocutor;
 the objective is achieved if the message is heard, understood and accepted
by the receiver;
 is a dynamic process: once initiated, it evolves and changes;
 is an irreversible process; the message, once issued and received, can no
longer be withdrawn;
 is a two-way dialogue between transmitter and receiver;

Purpose of communication
Whenever we speak or write, we try to convince and be convinced, to explain,
to inform or to be informed, to educate or to be educated, to impress, to amuse
and to amuse, to express our points of view, or to achieve any other objective,
through the communication process, we always pursue four main goals:
- to be heard or read (received);
- to be understood;
- to be accepted;
- to provoke a reaction (change of behavior, attitude or opinion).
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Characteristics of the communication process.
As a process, communication involves a number of characteristics, namely:
 it is a human process;
 it is a conscious process;
 it is the process by which a certain meaning is created;
 it is a continuous process;
 it is born in context;
 it is a symbolic process;
 it is a process in which feedback plays a crucial role;
 it is a complex process
 it is an irreversible process (the impact that the message can have on the
recipient).

The elements of communication.

While communicating we meet, several elements:
The transmitter is the source of the message and can be an individual, a
group or a collective entity (for example: a newspaper, a company);
The transmitter represents an individual, group or institution that:
- possess better structured information than the receiver;
- implies a state of mind (motivation);
- assumes an explicit purpose (next to the message) and an implicit one (the
reason for sending the message, sometimes unknown to the receiver)
The receiver is also an individual, a group or an organization - to whom the
message is addressed to receive the message in a conscious and / or subliminal
way.
The receiver is very important in building an effective communication
relationship; when defining communication, M.F. Agnoletti even considers that
this "is a complex process, in which information and message are less important
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than the essential question of knowing whom you are addressing" (I.O.Pânișoara,
2006). It is obvious that the message must be directly related to the perception
possibilities of the recipient; good communication is especially focused on the
recipient of the message. Saundra Hybels and Richard L. Weaver (attached. I.O.
Pânișoara, 2006) represented the route of the message in the mind of the writer as
follows:

The path the message takes in the receiver's mind (adapted by Saundra Hybels
and Richard L. Weaver)
An important place in receiving a message is occupied by the predictions
about that message; In this respect, the receiver takes into account his own
previous experience in that field, and when this experience does not exist, the
opinions of other people about the message or about the person transmitting it.
(I.O. Pânișoară, 2006)
In this way, several types of receivers can be highlighted according to the
type of listening of the message practiced (on these aspects we will come back
when discussing interactive listening):
- listening for information;
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- critical listening;
- reflective listening;
- listening for entertainment etc.
Currently, there is no single way of listening to a receiver, as it is a
combination, often dynamic, variable depending on the message, context, source,
etc., between all these types. But one of these ways of listening is predominant,
and according to him we must build our message.
The message consists of the set of information, the data transmitted and the
frame of symbols through which a specific meaning, particular to this data, is
offered.
The decoding involves deciphering the meaning of the received message,
being the operation corresponding to the encoding, at the receiver level this time.
In order to produce a correct decoding, the receiver must be in possession
of the appropriate code, so that, in terms of message communication, a code or
sign system for this purpose is made up of units (signs) and structures (rules of
communication). combination), and its essence is to associate sensitive data
structures with meaning structures. (I.O. Pânişoară, 2006).
In developing such a perspective it should be mentioned that if some
messages are unambiguous and allow a single interpretation, others, on the
contrary; for example, in the case of artistic communication or informal
conversation, the ambiguity is high and the experience is negotiable for the
receiver. Applying the dyadic model of communication, John R. Freund and
Amold Nelson (close to I.O. Pânișoara, 2006) notes that there are at least four
different forms of message:
1) the message that exists in the mind of the transmitter (found as such in
his thoughts);
2) the message that is transmitted by the transmitter (defining how the
transmitter encodes the message);
3) the message that is interpreted (decoded by the receiver);
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4) the message that is reminded by it (affected by the selectivity of the
receiver and by the ways of rejecting the elements undesirable for him).
Among these ways we find filtering, which is defined as the process by
which the receiver analyzes / decodes the message received through his perceptive
set (beliefs, expectations, his own previous experience). Miller describes three
types of filtration: (beside. I.O. Pânișoara, 2006)


leveling - thoughts, feelings, tendencies incompatible with the perceptual
set of the individual tend to be continually rejected or ignored; it is, for
example, the case of a student with disciplinary problems who, hearing a
message about civic education with his colleagues, does not effectively
receive the meaning of the message;



adjustment - the parts of the message considered highly desirable to the
receiver are taken into consideration in a very high weight; when the
teacher tells the students that they will receive prizes after performing less
attractive activities for them, the students will be tempted to focus on the
first part of the message;

 assimilation - the receiver attaches meanings that the transmitter did not
intend to transmit to the message; it is a serious barrier to educational
communication, usually involving a preconflict factor (a teacher who will
ask an undisciplined student to come to school with parents will focus his
thinking on the idea that this meeting will have unpleasant consequences
for him, but things may not be so, the reason for the parents' call being
completely different).
It should be noted that filtering is not good or bad per se (even if it can be
a barrier in the communication process), the filtering of the necessary information
in the given circumstances is important; however, we can observe that filtering
can be an important source of observable conflicts in the message and its
transmission between the transmitter and the receiver.
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Feedback, an important element of communication, shows us the extent to
which the message has been understood, believed and accepted. Feedback in its
quality of information sent back to the source can be positive (when it plays a
motivational role) or negative (when it plays a corrective role), immediately or
late.
T. K. Gamble and M. Gamble define feedback as "all verbal and nonverbal
messages that one person knowingly or unconsciously sends in response to
another person's communication" (attach. I.O. Pânișoara, 2006)
The communication channel is the path that allows the message to be
broadcast; implies a coherence of communication between the transmitter and the
receiver. In a broad sense, it defines all the physical possibilities of
communication, and in a narrow sense it talks about the way of structuring the
communications in the case of a collective. The message transmission channel
can be: vocal, auditory, visual, tactile.
The context of communication represents the physical and psychosocial
framework in which communication takes place. The communication context is
influenced by factors such as: the physical context; the psychosocial context;
proximity (distance between transmitter and receiver); similarity (given of
common interests, beliefs, activities and goals); group membership. The
dimensions of the communication context are: physical, psychosocial, temporal,
climate, etc. The communication context represents the framework in which the
communication takes place. Proximity - people who are close to each other have
a much higher frequency of interrelation and communication than people in the
distance. Similarity - those with shared goals, interests, activities have a chance to
communicate better. Group membership - intercommunication is more present
within the group than between groups. (V.Tran, 2003)
The context of communication can be characterized by several dimensions
that it can fulfill::
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 the physical context takes into account the environment in which it takes
place and which influences the communication (it may influence through
microclimate, color, light, sound environment);
 the social and psychological context considers, regarding the persons
involved in the communication process: their social status, the formal or
informal character of the relations between them;
 the cultural context takes into account the values, beliefs, mentalities,
lifestyles of the communicating persons;
 the temporal context takes into account the moments of transmission and
reception of the message in relation to other messages. The context of
communication can be characterized by several dimensions that it can
fulfill.
Any stimulus that is not relevant to the message but interferes with it,
disturbing it, is noise. Noise has its source in the environment, but not only.

The communication process model
Adaptation after Stallard, J.J, Smith, E.R., Price, S.F., 1989
http://www.scrigroup.com/management/COMUNICAREMANAGERIALA81794.php
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Source communication scheme: http://www.creeaza.com/didactica/comunicaresi-relatii-publice

Types of communication
Depending on the number and nature of the partners, communication can
be:
Official communication. This type of communication is specific in the
official interactions, the partners respecting the rules regarding the formulation of
the messages; the sentence construction is explicit and complete, the words are
chosen only from the recommended ones, and in the case of interaction, both the
address formulas used and the alternation in interaction are standardEach official
situation of oral, written or electronic communication is governed by rules that
we learn throughout our lives and whose respect ensures an effective interaction.
Unofficial communication. There are many unofficial situations in which
the communicators do not have to follow the rules imposed, but they constantly
negotiate the way to communicate. During it, when it is spoken orally, the topic
of sentences is less rigorous, the language used is less protocol, and elliptical
formulations are accepted; sometimes words are replaced by nonverbal
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communication elements. The only rules that need to be respected in this type of
communication are those of grammar and politeness.
Intrapersonal communication, that is, of the individual with himself. This
form manifests itself when we reflect, when we make decisions, when we plan an
activity, etc.
Interpersonal communication, a process involving two or more people
interacting. Typical forms are face-to-face communication (eg conversation,
interview, sale, negotiation), written communication and technically mediated
communication. However, this type of communication is much more complex,
the transmission channels and the information respectively, being in fact multiple
(words, tone, intonation, emotions, gestures, thoughts, etc.) The roles between the
transmitter and the receiver are constantly changing, the flow of information
operating in both directions, each using multiple channels to transmit
intercorrelated and formulated messages in different codes (telephone
conversation, emailing, etc.).
Group communication, carried out between the members of a group structure
(such as the family, the collective of a department or of a work team). The
specificity of this form lies in the influence exerted on the communication
between the members of the group of the norms that govern their interpersonal
relations.
Public communication. Speech is the most common form of
communication in public, the receiver being made up of more people who do not
intervene, usually in communication, than possibly, through nonverbal feedback
(mimicry, gaze, posture). The rather impersonal character of the interaction can
be counteracted by establishing the visual contact with the audience members and
using the verbal formulas to train the public during the speech (questions
addressed to the public, use of the plural to include the audience).
Mass communication. Through this type of communication, the persons
specialized in the communication send fast messages to a large public, from
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different areas of the world, simultaneously, by means of suitable
telecommunication. (Mr. Pavalache - Ilie, 2015)
From the point of view of transmitting the message, the communication can
be:
direct: when the communication partners are face to face, in a common
situational context
mediated: when, to communicate, the partners use various other means of
transmission of the message (letter, telephone, fax, electronic networks)
Written communication.
Human communication should not only be viewed through the prism of the
verbal and non-verbal, but also through the written one. The writing first took on
the pictorial form. Over time it was later refined and transformed into alphabet
letters. The writing and the communication form one and the same historicaldialectical process, determined by the change and development of the conditions
of material and social life. Written language is one of the most important and
revolutionary achievements people have acquired, in the work process and in the
conditions of coexistence in society. He plays a special role in preserving and
spreading science and culture in specifying and realizing different social
relationships. Compared to the other types of communication, written
communication offers a number of advantages, but also disadvantages.
The advantages of written communication consist of the following:
 offers the possibility of clearer organization of the informational
content, by the successive return and improvement of the text;
 can be consulted at any time and confronted with what has been
specified to be executed;
 it provides conditions for a broad argumentation of the entries;
In addition to the advantages presented in writing, communication also has
some disadvantages, such as:
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 does not make the direct connection between interlocutors (partners);
 lacks the power to influence the spoken word;
 does not allow the reverse connection immediately, but only with a
certain time lag;
 missing the interlocutors with the emotional information provided by
the exchange of oral messages;
Particularities of written communication.
 the message cannot be presented but is presenting itself;
 the possibility for the transmitter to intervene, to return, on the spot, to the
message, of the transmitted information, to complete or explain it, to detail
it, to emphasize certain parts, in relation to the reader's reaction, disappears;
 the feedbeck is resumed and completed by other messages (by phone or in
writing);
 the new information must be emphasized in order to not go unnoticed,
using expressions such as: "... from this date, ..." or "... from the date of ..."
etc.
Requirements to be respected in written communication:
 brevity, clarity, internal logic, addressability, lack of ambiguity, use of
appropriate terminology;
 clarity of the language used, clarity of arguments, elements of syntax,
optimization of sentence length, sentences and even the whole text;
 carefully choosing the words with high emotional load and the correct use
of punctuation marks.

Forms of communication

According to Albert Mehrabian's study, in the communication process,
nonverbal communication (gestures, mimicry, posture, distance, etc.) and
paraverbal communication (inflections, tone, volume of voice) are more important
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than verbal communication. As a percentage, 55% of the message is transmitted
by non-verbal language; 38% of the paraverbal language and only 7% through
words, verbal message.

Diagram of communication
nonverbal communication

paraverbal communication

verbal communication

How to communicate in an interaction after Joe Navarro
Verbal communication is the most common form of communication. It
differs from other forms of communication by several features:
 it involves a message, which must contain the structural, topical, interest
and motivation elements for the listener, clarity and coherence, etc.;
 assumes the provision of multiple media for understanding the message, in
which the most important is the iconic one and, at the same time, it implies
the concordance between the verbal and the non-verbal message, in which
the latter has a strengthening role;
 is circular and permissive, in the sense that it comes back to information,
details that were not provided when the message was conceived;
 it is strongly influenced by situation and occasion: the same message can
be received differently from the same receiver depending on the
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motivational disposition, the factors of fatigue and stress, favorable
conditions or not of the communication context;
 is strongly influenced by the individual characteristics of the transmitter
and receiver;
 also possesses the attributes of human necessity - the human need for
communication.
In the verbal communication we find the following compositional forms
and structures: the word, the intervention, the speech, the toast, the conference,
the debate, the dissertation, the speech s.
Words are sounds and signs that serve man to build messages.
With the help of words, human speech and writing are realized. The clarity
of the message means the correct use of the exact word and a correct grammar
(the correct use of practical rules, verbs, adjectives and adverbs, the proper use of
jargon and euphemisms, etc.) A difficulty in communication is due to the
tendency to use anglicisms but also by the use of the vulgar or offensive terms.
Intervention - a form of free and concise oral debates on a given topic
(cultural, scientific, ideological), in the presence of an interested audience. It
expresses a personal point of view of the person who intervenes, with clear and
convincing motivations, with nuances of originality, approaching a single aspect,
in the form of an opinion.
Speech - spontaneous or elaborate form of oral, brief and occasional
communication. It can also take the form of the word or greeting at different
events.
Speech - an extremely elaborate form of an oratorical communication, by
which a problem or theme is sustained or proved, argued in front of an audience.
The conversation: - is based on the dialogue between two people, on question and
answer in order to achieve an objective in a certain situation. It is carried out face
to face, but also through technical means (telephone, small screen TV, etc.).
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Language - a tool of communication.

The main support of human communication is language in all its diversity
and expressive resources.
The general framework of language formation is the language. It forms an
objective social reality, historically constituted in the evolution of the collectivity
and unique for the whole collectivity - ethnic group, people, nation. The language
includes all the words used by the members of the community (the vocabulary), a
structure (grammar) of the communication, own laws for the evolution of the
verbal terms, norms and rules of orthography, orthophony, orthoepie, use of the
lexicon, etc. Through the language, the social experience of the community is
fixed, processed and transmitted, in the form of knowledge, beliefs, values, norms
and cultural models, being at the same time, both the means of socialization and
the formation of the new generations, as well as the instrument of inter-human
communication in the context of all human actions.
Language as a human relation is characterized by the use of symbols,
intuitive or abstract, which always incorporate a meaning for individuals, or
understood, resulting precisely from the assembly of knowledge, affective states,
tendencies towards action, which evokes, especially, the verbal symbols in the
consciousness of individuals. Language as an essential instrument of
communication, regardless of its form (natural, artificial, special), fulfills a
number of functions:
- of knowledge;
- of comunication;
- of accumulation of information;
- of educational influence;
- of behavioral adjustment and self-control of the actions of individuals;
- expresses the moral commands of the community, its dominant relations.
(S. Șerb, 200)
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The word generates and triggers emotions that essentially change behavior.
For example, if someone offends us with words with tendentious meanings and
meanings, there are events in our body that are difficult to control: blood pressure
increases, breathing rate and muscle tension. If someone makes us a laudatio, we
blush at our face, we like it, we are excited.
The word can have both negative and positive influence on the individual.
The positive influence is given by the fact that a good word brings hope. The
negative influence appears when the word hurts the organs, generates soul pain,
frightens and depresses. The right words give courage and confidence.
The Internet is the international computer communication network that
ensures connectivity and information transfer almost instantly, at very low costs,
between organizations and individuals around the world. These technological
successes have eliminated the communication we needed to meet to see how
important communication is to talk. Through the internet we can keep in touch
with loved onesWe can find all kinds of information in just a few minutes, we can
buy everything from anywhere, etc. In addition to how important communication
is, the different programs and sites that are available to us, make virtual
communication between people simple and real-time eg: chat, Facebook, Skype,
messenger, etc.). At the same time, with the help of a webcam and a microphone,
we can hear and see the people on the other side of the screen. However advanced
the technology may be, it must be used in such a way as to help communicate and
not replace it.
Aggressive behavior can also occur in the online environment
Cyberbullying - manifested through aggressive behavior of bullying, harassment,
humiliation, teasing and repeatedly targeting a person - is a phenomenon that
affects them in different ways, more and more. many of the internet users.
Comunicarea nonverbală este o formă paralelă a comunicării ce poate
susține,

dezvolta,

nuanța

sau,

dimpotrivă,

mesajul comunicat verbal.
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Nonverbal communication, often called nonverbal behavior or body
language, is a way of transmitting information - like words - only through facial
expressions, gestures, touch, body posture, personal accessories (clothes, jewelry,
tattoos, etc.), tone, timbre and volume of the voice (J. Navarro, 2008). One of the
extraordinary aspects regarding the appreciation of nonverbal behavior is its
universal applicability.
The components of universal nonverbal communication in an interaction:

Body posture

The posture / position communicates first of all the social status that
individuals have, they think they have, or they want to have. In this respect, it is
a way in which people relate to each other when they are together. The body
posture gives us information about attitude, emotions, kindness, warmth of soul.
(V. Tran, 2003).
People with higher social status create an invisible border around which the
people around them are hesitant to approach
Body position: relaxed, open position, occupying all the space in which we
stand denotes self-confidence; the use of only a corner of the chair, hands clasped
to the chest and with crossed legs denotes closure, fear, mistrust in one's own
person;
A dominant person tends to keep their head tilted upward while the
submissive person, downward. In general, bending the body in front signifies
interest in the interlocutor, but sometimes it also worries and worries.
Dominance indicators:
 Relaxation
 Low muscle tone
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 Asymmetrical arrangement of hands and feet, arms extended on other
chairs
 Hands on the hips - have the unconscious purpose to increase the
occupied space
 Posture indicating occupancy of a larger space than usual (position 4)
 Body orientation - can talk to his / her interlocutor and look elsewhere;
to be oriented in another direction - it shows that it has other options
 Dominant people tend to speak first in a group
 Use of nonverbal signals to discourage the interlocutor
 Less hesitation
 when individuals look at the interlocutor when they speak, not when
they listen - the one listening judges, and the dominant person is
indifferent to the explanations of the speaker

Submission indicators
 Subjected individuals want to show that they are not a threat.
 Inactivity
 The person adopts a "lower" posture - shoulders down
 Adopts closed positions (seated - legs under the chair, knees bent or legs
crossed; legs - legs straight, parallel, close)
 Head down
 Head nod, approvingly, in conversation
 Looks at the speaker
 Symbolic running position - moving body weight on one leg; feet facing
the door
 Leaving the gaze, the pendulatory movement of the gaze between the
limits of the visual field; eyes widen innocently
 When the context is not friendly - the subordinate person smiles more
(to calm the dominant person)
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 When contextual is friendly - the dominant person smiles more
 Redness, "half-mouth" smiles - which denotes embarrassment
 Body orientation towards the interlocutor
The positions that people have, correlated with the relationship between
them when they are together can be classified into three categories:
1. of inclusion / non-inclusion, the posture by which the space available for the
communication activity is defined and the access within the group is limited. For
example, group members may form a circle, may turn / bend toward the center,
extend an arm or leg over the remaining free range, thereby indicating that access
to the group is limited.
2. bodily orientation - refers to the fact that two people can choose to sit face-toface (opposite-face) or side-by-side (parallel). The first situation communicates
the predisposition for conversation, and the second - neutrality.
3. of congruence / incongruence, a posture that communicates the intensity with
which a person is involved in what the interlocutor says or does. Intense
participation leads to the congruent posture (similar to the interlocutor); changing
the position of the interlocutor in this case triggers the change of the position of
the one strongly involved in communication.
If there are divergent status, views or opinions between communicators,
incongruent positions appear: the person does not look at the interlocutor, does
not interact in any form.

Gestures

The use of excessive gesture is considered rude in many countries, but the
hand gestures have made the Italians famous as passionate people.
Some elements of gesture language would be: clenching fists - denotes
hostility and anger, or, depending on the context, determination, solidarity, stress;
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open arms - sincerity, acceptance; hand to mouth - surprise; the head resting in
the palm signifies boredom, but the palm (fingers) on the cheek, on the contrary,
denotes extreme interest; hands held behind can express superiority or attempt to
self-control. The gestures can be: ordinary (eg: lifting the fingers by the students
when they want to respond, raising the hand when you want to stop a taxi, the
gesture of "goodbye", etc.); symbolic gestures (ex: gestures used within groups
and whose significance is known only by them).
The arms are considered the "transmitters" of emotions, they are
benchmarks in observing the signs of comfort, discomfort, confidence or other
types of feelings. The movements of the arms may differ in amplitude, from the
most attenuated (restrained and tight) to the most exuberant (restrained and
expansive). When we are happy and satisfied, our arms move freely, even with
joy.

Mimic

Facial expressions serve as a universal language, anywhere in the world. It
is a true international language and has functioned as a means of communication
since the beginning of mankind, in order to facilitate understanding between
people who did not have a common sense (J. Navarro, 2015). It is easy to see if
someone is surprised, interested, bored, oboistic, anxious or frustrated,
dissatisfied, distrusted, disappointed, tense or worried. We have not been taught
how to generate or translate these facial expressions, but we all know them, use
them, interpret them and communicate through them. It is estimated that people
can display over 10,000 different facial expressions (P. Ekman, 2003).
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Happiness, sadness, anger, fear, surprise, disgust, joy, hatred, shame, strain
and interest are recognized as universal facial expressions.
Although our faces can be honest when we show how we feel, they do not
always represent our true feelings. This is because we can control facial
expressions to a point (J. Navarro, 2015).
Although the degree of expressivity differs from individual to individual,
emotions are not invisible or silent. Unless we control our expressions, those who
look at us and listen to us can understand how we feel. But even when someone
is in control, we can detect a reminiscence of emotions (P. Ekman, 2003).
Mimics can be open or avoidable, fixed or mobile; smile or grimace;
eyebrow movement, etc. Eye contact is very important in communication: it has
been shown that we cannot maintain eye contact with an unknown person longer
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than 0.7 s (average is 0.4 s). It has also been shown that in a conversation
approximately 50-60% of the time communication is supported by visual contact
between the 2 (or more partners).
We do not always say what we think, and in these situations there is a
general rule when it comes to interpreting emotions and / or words by tracking
facial expressions. When one observes divergent cues from the face area (such as
signs of happiness at the same time as anxiety cues or signs of pleasure with
messages of unpleasantness) or if verbal and nonverbal facial messages do not
match, the most honest emotion, and which must be taken into consideration with
the negative one. Negative feelings will almost always be the clearest and most
sincere (J. Navarro, 2015).
After any confrontation with a threatening or distressing situation, the
calming behaviors that are required by the brain to restore balance appear. These
indicators of calming behaviors are important to understand how our interlocutor
feels and how to process information communicated orally, an important aspect
in regulating the information flow to achieve effective communication and
productive interaction.
According to Joe Navarro, there is a general principle - if an individual
makes a calming gesture, then it means that there has previously been a stressful
event or stimulus that caused it to appear. They are an effective means of assessing
comfort or discomfort and revealing their emotional state.
CALMING INDICATORS

EXPLANATION

Touching the neck

In the neck region there are many nerve

Tie arrangement

endings, thus, by touching the neck , the

Removing the neck collar

vagus nerve is especially stimulated -

Neck massage - especially men

with an important role in reducing the
pulse and blood pressure;
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Exhaling while blowing the air

The stretching of the tissues around the

Excessive yawning

mouth stimulates the salivary glands under stress conditions the mouth is dry;

Ear lobe massage

In case of danger, the limbic system

Excessive touch of the nose

sends the blood to the limb, thus - by
massage

-

the

extremities

are

revascularized;
Cleaning the leg

This action is driven by the unconscious
need to wipe sweaty palms due to
anxiety. It is a very good indicator that
the individual is in a state of stress.
Appears extremely quickly to a negative
event. It is an indication of discomfort
and anxiety.

The researchers consider verbal assault, insults and ridicule as forms of
violence. There are aggressive behaviors that do not involve physical violence
(for example, being overly insistent or dominant). Physical aggression is easy to
see, while the anger-specific mimicry can sometimes be read only in the form of
micro-expressions, when it is intended to be masked. The feeling of anger
involves blood pressure, tension and heat. The heart rate increases, as does
breathing, blood pressure rises and the face may turn red. There is also the urge
to move forward, towards the target of anger. Most emotional expressions take
about two seconds; some are short of half a second, others may take four seconds,
but rarely can they last longer. The duration of an expression is usually dependent
on its strength. Thus, a long-lasting expression usually signals a much more
intense feeling. However, there are exceptions. A very short expression suggests
that the person is hiding that emotion; this concealment can be a deliberate act or
an unconscious discharge.
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If you look at the micro-expressions of anger - close eyebrows; lower eyelid
tight, thinning of the lips due to the tightness and pressure exerted on them by
clamping the jaw, according to the image attached - exercise caution because it is
best not to face someone angry. Remarks like: "Why are you angry at me?" they
can be an invitation for someone to become verbally aggressive or behave
violently. A better version of the question is "my decision may have angered you
and I'm sorry. Tell me if I can do something to calm you down.” With this kind
of response you recognize anger rather than provoke it. The purpose of an
interaction with an angry person should be to say or do something that could stop
the anger before it becomes intense. (P. Ekman, 2003).
When someone tries to physically harm us, anger or fear are the most likely
answers. If someone wants to hurt us emotionally, insulting us or demeaning our
image or performance, this will cause anger or fear. One of the most dangerous
aspects of anger is that anger births anger, and the situation escalates rapidly (P.
Ekman, 2003).

source: https://catalinstoica.org/article/Emotii-si-Microexpresii-faciale
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Narrowing of the lips with a slight push of the jaw is an important clue. It
may be one of the first signs of anger, alerting you before the situation becomes
irreversible; sometimes a micro-expression occurs even before the other person
realizes that he is about to get angry.

Controlled anger (irritation)
source: P. Ekman – Emoții date pe față, 2003

The masked expression of anger
source: P. Ekman – Emoții date pe față, 2003
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The person seems happy because they are smiling, but their eyebrows do
not reinforce the idea of a pleasant emotion. There are two contradictory
expressions displayed simultaneously. It seems to be an attempt to mask the anger
(emotion shown by the eyebrows) with a smile, a mixture of anger with delight or
amusement given by perplexity. (P. Ekman, 2003)
Paraverbal communication is represented by the concrete way in which
we speak (force or volume, rhythm and fluency, height or tone of voice,
articulation of words). The paraverbal elements accompany the language,
allowing the nuance, the reinforcement, the underlining of ideas, the words. (A.
Coman, 2008)
The volume of the voice
Through the volume of the voice we dominate or let ourselves be
dominated. A person with a voluble voice induces the idea of power and vitality)
while one with a weak voice gives the impression of passivity and lack of
confidence in one's own strengths. In order to be listened to, we must use the
power of the voice (without exaggerating) because the very large volume indicates
a devaluation of the interlocutor.
The tone of the voice
Tone nuances are the height we use to utter words. The high, shrill tone
betrays dissatisfaction and nervousness and can be easily interpreted as an
invitation to conflict.
The rhythm of the voice
Speech speed is given by the rhythm, which can be slow or fast, calm or
hasty. A too slow rhythm sounds boring - it is impossible to convey an important
message talking in this way. A too alert rhythm transmits a state of emergency.
Accent
It plays an important role in speech, often decisive - we can emphasize
syllables, words or even phrases. To highlight certain ideas in a speech it is
sufficient that they are rarely spoken and pressed.
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Pauses in speaking
Often what is not said, but is understood, influences the audience to a
greater extent.
Communication is strongly influenced by culture, so Romanians are
inclined to adopt a defensive communication style, specific to repressive and
collectivist cultures. They are inclined to not always say what they really think,
due to the theme of failure or marginalization. However, the values transmitted to
children tend to be different. There is a change of perception in this regard, the
phrase "the sword doesn’t cut a lowered head" is no longer of actuality.
Romanians are still learning the mysteries of assertive behavior and
communication, they want to develop their communication skills to express their
feelings, thoughts and beliefs in a direct, open and honest way.
What should be noted as a stable and powerful cultural indicator for
Romanians is the distrust of people, both the known ones, with the exception of
the family / relatives, as well as the unknown ones. According to the classical
proxemic theory (Hall, 1966), there are the following interpersonal distances:
intimate distance (0-46 cm), where we accept without reservation the close
persons; personal distance (46-122 cm), where friends, relatives, acquaintances
are accepted; social distance (122-210 cm), formal interactions and public
distance (over 210 cm). Compared to the average of the 42 countries / cultures, in
Romania all these distances listed are larger. For example, if a stranger is located
in the case of Romanians on the level of social distance, an American includes
him in the personal distance. Probably for Romanians a stranger must prove
certain things before being accepted in the personal space, reserved for
acquaintances, friends. A Romanian must earn his trust, while an American gives
it to you immediately and you must confirm it.
On a nonverbal level, foreigners visiting Romania quite often notice on the
faces of Romanians a tense, worried, but open and benevolent mimicry in the
event of an interaction. (Hanganu, I say, 2018).
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Gestures are often broad, specific to latinos, expansive, reinforcing verbal
language, and if the relationship between the interlocutors is not an official one,
they touch their interlocutors.
The exaggerated approach can communicate threat or relationships of a
strictly personal nature; the excessive department can communicate arrogance,
importance, superior social status.

The principles of communication

The specialists in the field have formulated a series of communication
principles, among which the most important are:
1) Communication is inevitable or Non communication is impossible. In this
sense, any behavior has a communicative value, whether or not there are
indications, signs or signals; because it also communicates silence, not just words.
2) Communication develops on two levels:
a) the content plan provides information
b) the relationship plan provides information about information. This means, for
example, that if the same words are spoken in different tones, they communicate
different things. (I mean not only what you say but how you say it).
3) Communication is an ongoing process that cannot be approached in terms of
cause effect or stimulus response. This means that it is useless to look for a unique
cause for a "punctual" act of communication, because the human being
communicates at all times with all the accumulated experiences, that is, each
effect is also a cause at the same time. Communication is based both on
information in digital form (processed by the central nervous system) and on
analogical information (processed by the neurovegetative system). Digital
information is contained by symbols (words) and analogical information is
contained by nonverbal stimuli, at the hormonal level.
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4) Communication is irreversible. An act of communication once passed, triggers
transformations and mechanisms that can no longer be given back. The message,
good or bad, once issued and received can no longer be taken back.
5) Communication involves power relations between partners, and the
transactions (exchanges) that take place between them can be symmetrical or
complementary.
Symmetrical transactions are relationships in which the partners reflect
each other's behavior, from equal positions. The answers are of the same type with
the stimuli. If one partner is aggressive, the other will respond aggressively. So,
symmetrical transactions are equal relationships. They make both negotiation and
conflict possible because when one partner gets angry, the other gets angry.
Complementary transactions are relationships in which partners adopt
compatible behaviors or play distinct roles, have different power, different social
status or hierarchically. The behavior of one causes the other to complement
behavior. Thus, the emphasis is on maximizing differences between partners.
They tend to occupy as different positions: when one dominates, the other accepts
to be dominated. In this way, relationships become more stable, but they build up
tensions (subordinate chief; faithful priest; convicted judge; student teacher).
6) Communication involves processes of accommodating and adjusting
behaviors. This principle is based on the premise that people are inevitably
different, they perceive reality differently, having different interests and goals.
The adjustment proposed by this assertion refers precisely to the need of the
partners to harmonize and synchronize with each other. In the negotiations, there
is also the need to harmonize opinions and interests, in order to reach agreement.
(Ghe. Fârte, 2004)
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The roles of communication

They appear most prominently when we relate them to the goals it achieves.
De Vito establishes as essential purposes of communication:
personal discovery - consists in relating to others and obtaining elements for our
own evaluation;
the discovery of the external world - it concretely explains the external relations
of the objects and events understood by means of communication;
establishing meaningful relationships - shows us that through communication we
gain the ability to establish and maintain relationships with others, because we
usually like to feel loved and appreciated by others;
changing attitudes and behaviors - implies the idea of communication, especially
that achieved through the media, to which it is proper to change the attitude and
behaviors of ourselves and others;
play and fun - communication understood as a means of relaxation, making jokes,
etc. (M. Pavalache-Ilie, 2015)

Communication barriers

When we communicate, trying to convince, to explain, to influence, to be
accepted, to be understood, to be accepted, to provoke a reaction / change of
behavior or attitude. When we fail to achieve any of these goals, it means that
something in the communication process is not working properly, that is,
something has interfered in the transmission of messages. Whatever interferes
with the communication process is called a barrier.
Communication barriers occur when the receiver of the communicated
message does not receive the message or misinterprets the meaning desired by the
sender. The purpose of studying communication is to reduce the reasons that cause
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these phenomena. Identifying the factors that lead to misinterpretations is the first
step towards better communication.
Examples of factors that may influence communication:
 Differences in perception
The way we look at the world is influenced by our previous experiences, so
that people of different ages, nationalities, cultures, education, occupation, sex,
temperaments etc. they will have different perceptions and interpret situations
differently.
 Hurry conclusions
We often see what we want to see and hear what we want to hear, avoiding
recognizing the reality itself.
 Stereotypes
By constantly learning from one's experiences and invoking them
in different situations, we will face the risk of treating different people
as if they were one! If I met an engineer, a student, an American, etc., I
knew them all.
 Deficiency of knowledge
It is difficult to communicate effectively with someone who has a different
education than ours, whose knowledge about a particular subject is much lower.
 Lack of interest
It is one of the largest and most frequent barriers to be overcome. Where
the lack of interest is obvious and understandable, one must act with skill, to direct
the message so that it corresponds to the interests and needs of the recipient of the
message.
 Difficulty in expression
If the transmitter has trouble finding words to express their ideas, this will
certainly be a barrier to communication
 Culture and its influences
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Our entire experience can sometimes influence the quality of messages sent
or received. Culture, for example, can sometimes be a disruptive factor in
communication, making it difficult or inefficient to understand a new message
that does not fit into the basic culture context.
The cultural shock means the inability to understand or accept people with
different values, standards, lifestyles.
Ethnocentrism, that is, belief that one's culture is superior to any other,
appears as a barrier when communication leads to an attitude of superiority.
 Stress
It is well known that stress strongly influences the communication process
in the sense that a stressed person no longer perceives or interprets a message as
in normal situations.
 Communication accuracy.
When a person speaks too fast, does not have fluency in speech, does not
correctly articulate words, etc., we are tempted not to pay full attention to them.
Thus, our preconceived attitude will affect our ability to listen.
(https://www.academia.edu/16085445/TEMA_I._INIŢIERE_ÎN_STUD
IUL_COMUNICĂRII)
Dr. Leonard Saules, of the Grand School of Business, Columbia University,
believes that the following barriers may arise in the communication process:
Language barriers:
 the speaker and the listener can be distinguished as training and experience
 the emotional state of the receiver may distort what he hears;
 preconceived ideas and routine influence receptivity;
 speech difficulties;
 use of confusing words or expressions.
Environmental barriers
 inadequate external climate (high noise pollution);
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 use of inadequate information media;
 the climate of the workplace can cause employees to hide their true
thoughts because they are afraid to say what they think.
 the position of the transmitter and receiver in the communication may also
constitute a barrier due to:
 the image of the sender or receiver about himself and his interlocutor;
different characterization by the transmitter and receiver of the situation in
which the communication takes place; the feelings and intentions with
which the interlocutors participate in the communication.
A last category is the barriers of conception, these being represented by:
 the existence of assumptions;
 sending the message with clumsiness by the sender;
 lack of attention in receiving the message;
 hasty conclusions about the message;
 the receiver's lack of interest in the message;
 routine in the communication process.
Although they take different forms, constituting real problems in the
realization of the communication process, the barriers are not inevitable, there are
some aspects that must be considered for their removal:
Steps to be taken to avoid communication barriers

COMMUNICATION
PLANNING

USE AN
APPROPRIATE
LANGUAGE

DETERMINING THE
PURPOSE OF
COMMUNICATION

CHOOSING THE FIT
TIME
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Effective communication

Effective communication involves:

I. Active listening
When people are listened to, they really feel important, they feel that what
they say matters. When I feel that what I say has value, people become more
responsible and behave as such.
Apparently a simple process, listening to others proves to be innumerable
or difficult.
Active listening stages:
1. Listen to the whole argument even if you intend to reject it;
2. Be patient when listening;
3. Repeats the main ideas of the speaker's argument;
4. Continually judge;
5. Be flexible;
6. Delays the moment of evaluation;
7. Be objective. Don't criticize or launch yourself into useless arguments;
8. Make the speaker know that there is a real desire for you to listen (nonverbal messages);
9. Try to create an empathic state, which will contribute to the complete
transmission and correct ideas;
10. Don't rush to give advice.
Effect of active listening:
 supports (supports) open communication;
 reproduces and multiplies the informational content of the discussion;
 does not produce negative feelings or feelings;
 enhances the attention of the discussion partner;
 reduces comprehension difficulties (difficulties);
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 allows for quick problem solving, before a conflict arises;
 creates the readiness to listen promptly and willingly, thoughts, ideas and
expositions;
 reduces misunderstandings (disagreements) or divergences between
parties;
 in the case of a large volume of information, the essence content is
perceived;
 the

climate

of

the

discussion

is

noticeably

improving.

(http://www.angelfire.com/pro/irural/lib/comunicare.pdf)
Impediments to active listening:
 Each person's perception is unique. This is why the message received by
the receiver is almost never identical to the one the sender wants to send.
 Most people adapt information to what they want to hear. Often, they
choose not to hear, or even reject negative information because they do not
have to face reality.
 People think much faster than they talk. A person can say 100- 175 words
per minute, and can actively listen for up to 800 words per minute. The
receiver can therefore think of something else as he listens and turns his
attention away from the speaker and the subject.
 The subject is too complex for the listener.
 The listener draws hasty conclusions about what he hears before the
speaker expresses his thoughts to the end.
 The listener is distracted by the lack of talent in communication of the
speaker.
 The listener is not in a proper state of mind and is not interested in the
subject. (I. Chiru, 2003)
But the real obstacles to listening to others, and implicitly effective
communication, are the attitude we sometimes adopt. Burns identifies 10 such
attitudes (I. Holdevici, 2003):
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1. The belief that justice belongs to us: The subject imagines that only he is right
and that the other person is wrong. He is concerned with proving the justice of his
own point of view rather than trying to understand what his interlocutor feels or
thinks.

https://communicationstyles.org/four-authentic-communication-skills/
2. Blaming: The individual is convinced that the problem was generated by the
mistake of the other person. This makes him feel totally innocent and gives him
the right to blame the other.
3. The need for victimization: The individual "cries for mercy" and believes that
others treat him unfairly because of their selfishness and lack of sensitivity. The
stubbornness of not doing anything to improve the situation leaves others with the
impression that the subject in question is complacent in the martyr position.
4. Dismissal: The person cannot imagine that he has contributed in any way to the
creation of the problem, because he does not notice the impact of his behavior on
the others. For example, a boss may complain that one of his subordinates is
dogmatic, stubborn, and does not listen to what he is saying, without realizing that
he himself contradicts him whenever he tries to make an opinion.
5. Defensiveness: The subject is so afraid of criticism that he cannot bear to hear
anything negative or unpleasant. Instead of listening and identifying what is true
in the other's words, he invokes arguments to defend himself.
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6. Hypersensitivity to constraint: The person is afraid to give in or be driven. Since
other people seem overly domineering, they feel that they must resist at all costs
their tendency to influence it in any way.
7. Exaggerated demands on others: The person feels entitled to special treatment
from others and is frustrated when not treated as expected. Instead of trying to
understand what drives others to do so, the subject believes that they are
unreasonable and that they have no right to act as such.
8. Selfishness: The subject wants a certain thing, at a certain moment, and he / she
becomes nervous if he / she does not get it. He is not interested in what others
think or feel.
9. Mistrust: The individual is surrounded by a wall, fearing that if they listen and
try to understand what others are feeling and thinking, they will take advantage of
it.
10. Compulsive need for help: The subject feels the need to help others, even if
they only want to be listened to. When friends or family members complain that
they feel bad, the subject gives them all sorts of directions about what to do.
Instead of appreciating this, those who have received the advice feel agitated and
continue to complain, both parties feeling frustrated.
The obstacle-attitudes that we adopt block the other from expressing
themselves freely: interpretations, evaluations, value judgments, help or advice
given without being asked, too insistent questions, etc.
Active listening is above all an attitude that manifests itself through
facilitative behaviors. Active listening techniques aim to create a climate
conducive to expression and implement certain procedures: open questions,
directing

questions,

reformulation,

etc.,

all

supported

by

non-verbal

communication elements.
Listening is the fundamental feature of communication that aims at
expressing the other and implies giving up "the pleasure of saying." Active
listening is therefore an attitude of understanding that denotes a strong desire to
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facilitate the interlocutor's words. Active listening is an exceptional tool to
understand beyond words, to make known our way of understanding the
experiences, behaviors, emotions, feelings of the other, and to accompany him in
search of solutions. It is obedience centered on the feelings of the other,
empathetic obedience, non-directive, where self-respect and respect for the other
reign. (I. Chiru, 2003)
To listen means to look: there is no active listening without eye contact.
The gaze opens the channels of communication; by recognizing the presence of
the other, expressing a desire for communication, interest, respect. By looking at
it you become aware of the state of mind, and the interlocutor will be able to read
a certain "positive expectation", that is, that attitude that denotes a benevolent
attention given to the other and the fact that we expect to receive important
messages from the interlocutor.
Also, truly listening means being empathetic with the thoughts and feelings
of the other. Empathy is the art of putting you in the place of the interlocutor,
listening attentively to be able to better understand his point of view, motivation,
interest, to see the world through his prism. To listen actively means to adopt a
sympathetic attitude: not to interpret, not to judge, not to accuse, not to criticize,
not to devalue, to denigrate, not to insult, not to talk about yourself, not to change
the subject, not to give advice that was not asked, not to think first about what you
will say while the interlocutor presents his problem, but to focus on it, trying to
understand it. (I. Holdevici, 2003)
The elements of nonverbal communication permanently accompany a
listening that wants to be active. Listen not only to the ears, but to the whole body:
bending the body forward, slight shaking of the head, maintaining eye contact,
smiling, etc.
There are four principles that underpin effective listening:
To answer the topic - paraphrasing the content;
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Understanding the feelings of the communicator - the detection of emotional
content is very important - is a way to show the interlocutor that he has been heard
and understood;
Show yourself as understanding - accepting the feelings of the other, even if you
disagree with them;
Encourage conversation - determination of the interlocutor to answer the open
questions honestly.
When we listen to develop relationships (empathic listening), J. C. Abric
(2002) emphasizes that empathy can be viewed "both as a quality, as an aptitude
and as a will, being probably the most difficult component to implement".

II. Empathy

Is the ability to be aware, to understand and to appreciate the feelings and
thoughts of others. Essentially, empathy is the ability to see the world from
another person's perspective, the ability to "give yourself" to the other's way of
thinking or feeling (S. Stephen, 2003). Even in the midst of a tense situation,
empathic communication can transform conflict into collaboration.

sursă: https:// www.psyciencia.com%
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Empathy must be transmitted to the other, an empathy that is not expressed,
is merely an inert attitude, whose effect on the quality of communication is quite
small. In this sense, empathic listening implies the interrelation with a person in
difficulty, unable to solve a certain problem correctly and efficiently in a unit of
time.
Empathic listening is a challenge, because perception can make you focus
only on feelings in the same situation, rather than on the feelings of the speaker.
A good empathetic listener will remember that people do not always seek advice
- often they just want to listen to them, and optimal empathic listening means
showing openness and not judging.
Empathic listening involves three stages in formulation:
1. the attempt to clarify things ("if I'm not mistaken ...");
2. finding the basic idea in its own words;
3. controlling and paraphrasing the feelings of the other ("it is correct ...").
At the same time, effective empathic listening requires two skills: adopting
the perspective, which is the ability to understand a situation from another person's
perspective and empathic concern - "the ability to identify the feelings of another
person and then to live those feelings yourself."
To know how to listen transmits responsibility, trust, joy, sympathy, etc. of
the speaker (I.O. Pânișoara, 2008).
The principle of empathic communication is based on the understanding of
the communication partner and, respectively, on finding the ways in which the
message transmitted can be understood by him.
Empathic communication is the most important communication skill.
Empathic communication involves learning empathic listening. Of the four
ways of communication, reading, writing, speaking and listening, few people
benefit from listening education.
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Empathic listening does not imply an approving attitude; it means a fuller,
deeper understanding both at the intellectual and at the emotional level of the
interlocutor.
Empathic listening is also based on a set of essential rules, presented below:
1. All words are perceived before decoding the message.
2. The emotional state and feelings of the partner are perceived before
classifying their point of view.
3. Identify the barriers that appeared in the communication.
4. Dialogue is encouraged.
5. The concise message is encouraged, followed by a check that it has been
received correctly. Otherwise, the details are identified.
6. Visual contact with the dialogue partner is maintained.
7. Much attention is paid to the intonation, the gesture and the expression of
the face, considering that, in many situations, the visual memory covers the
auditory memory, which can greatly distort the message.
8. Open and direct questions are asked. (Https://www.mpt.upt.ro)

Attitudes in communication

Write
Read
Speak
Listen
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EMPATHIC LISTENING

CRITICAL SHARING

• I understand / accept another point of
view
• I maintain eye contact
• I perceive, feel, feel

• evaluate
• analizez
• interpretez

The success of a communication depends equally on the speech qualities of
the speaker and the characteristics of the receiver. There are 7 communication
styles:
 Cooperative style - styles through which we develop relationships
 Resolving style - trying to solve problems
 Directional style - directs and directs certain reactions
 Style based on negotiation - used in negotiation
 Aggressive style - verbal assault, intimidation, violence
 Passive / permissive style - ignoring one's own rights and interests in favor
of others
 Assertive style - expressing emotions and beliefs without affecting and
attacking the rights of others
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https://viorelscripcariu.ro

Passive communication
Passive communicator:
- cannot express their needs concretely;
- tends to avoid personal manifestations to the maximum;
- any form of presentation of one's ideas, opinions, achievements for her / him is
very unpleasant, followed by the feeling of shame, guilt, etc.
Aggressive communication
The person who communicates aggressively:
- it achieves its personal purpose to the detriment of others;
- disregards the rights and requirements of others;
- uses much irony and offenses against others, etc.
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Assertive communication
Person assertively communicating:
- it is able to formulate his requirements and necessities;
- has a positive attitude towards self and others;
- is able to change his mind if presented with logical arguments;
- is not ashamed to ask for someone's help and is also ready to give help and
kindness.
According to an anonymous saying quoted by Steven Stein in the book The
Force of Emotional Intelligence "the more you win disputes, the fewer friends
you will have." This statement is fully true. We don't have to look at everything
as a competition. If we are confronted with a conflict situation, it is important to
keep our temper and express our point of view, without violating the right of the
other to disagree with us.

ASSERTIVE COMMUNICATION

Assertive communication consists of three components:

Ability to express
feelings
Ability to express
personal points of view
The ability to support
your rights

Assertive communication is the ability to communicate clearly, without
ambiguity, but at the same time it also means being sensitive to the needs of others
and to their response in a given circumstance. First of all it is important to
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recognize your own feelings and emotions before expressing them. Secondly,
there must be self-control of impulses to express disapproval or even annoyance
without allowing the situation to escalate into anger. Disapproval must be
conveyed in an appropriate manner and with appropriate intensity. Thirdly, their
causes, beliefs and rights must be upheld. This means being able to disagree with
others without resorting to emotional subterfuge and sabotage and to be able to
defend your wishes and at the same time respect the point of view of others, being
sensitive to their needs.
Steven Stein in The Force of Emotional Intelligence proposes the following
exercise to identify the assertive style of communication, by comparison with the
other two styles: passive communication and aggressive communication:
"14-year-old Shoshanna enters the family living room where her older
sister, Lisa, watches the TV for three hours, Shoshanna wants to watch her favorite
program that starts in five minutes. So:
Knowing that Lisa always monitors the TV when she has the opportunity,
she decides to go up to her room and listen to music rather.
He states with authority: You always watch TV. I never have the
opportunity to look. It's not fair. I want to watch. Now it's my turn. Get out of here
or tell dads!
Say: Lisa, I know you want to watch TV again, but my favorite show starts
in five minutes and I'd like to watch it too. It ends in an hour and then you can
watch TV again. "
In the first reaction, Shoshanna withdraws, is passive; in the second
situation Shoshanna adopts an aggressive style of communication. He speaks
harshly and threatens without any regard for Lisa's feelings; In the third situation,
Shoshanna communicates assertively: she clearly tells Lisa what she wants, takes
into account Lisa's needs, stating that she will only watch one hour on TV.
To deal with acceptable aggression it is important:
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 listening: accept the speaker, let him speak, do not interrupt him, do not
feed his speech;
 acceptance of emotion: dissociate emotion from problem, recognize feeling
(anger).
 solving the technical problem: analyze the situation, define the problem,
the context - who, what, where, when, how, how;
 shaping a future perspective: help the other find a solution; a person who
gets angry wants a change: propose a change, an alternative, a solution.
Avoid:
- do not recognize anger;
- allow yourself to be driven by your own feelings of anger, fear or anger of the
other;
- tell him: "You do not understand anything", "Your problem does not concern
me", "Shut up", "I have nothing to do!"
In the event that the manifestation of anger becomes unacceptable, for
example, when the interlocutor insults you, physically threatens you, gives signs
that he / she is going to act (throws at a certain object, abuses you), you must
change your relational strategy. A person who engages in a personal attack no
longer knows what the measure is, no longer recognizes their own limitations, and
to deal with the situation, it is not enough to continue to listen to or discuss it.
To cope with unacceptable aggression, you must:
 you know your own limits: clearly identify your role, legitimacy and object;
 make it clear that this mode of communication does not suit you: "I do not
agree to talk to you in this way", "I do not accept to insult me".
 proposing an alternative for the communication mode: "I am ready to talk
to you calmly and sitting down, if not, please leave / I'm leaving"!
 check the agreement: "Do you agree „?!
 in case of disagreement, implement the announced alternative.
Avoid:
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 talk to someone who insults you,
 make threats.
Effective communication techniques in case of difficult interaction
(I.O.Pânișoara, 2006):
 you can ask the abuser to change his words and address, otherwise you will
not hear his message;
 you can ask the abuser to repeat what they said because you want to be sure
that you have heard what is needed. Usually, the abuser will hesitate to do
so because he does not know the reason for such a request;
 you can discuss it later. so he will have time to calm down and adopt
another tone;
 you interrupt the abuser with an outside comment (someone who was the
victim of a verbal abuse during a coffee talk interrupted the abuser with the
question: "Do you want some sugar in the coffee?", (which gave the abuser
a chance to stop) (I.O. Pâinișoară, 2006)
Effective communication means the ability to convey a clear message, causing
a positive feedback to the person you interact with. The effectiveness of the
communication is evaluated according to the reaction obtained. If the reaction is
milder than the one you expect it is probably due to the discrepancy created
between the words and their "tone". The objective in effective communication is
not only to transmit the information, but also the emotions and feelings that the
transmitted information triggers. In order to ensure the effectiveness of the
communication and make the relationship work, there must be interest both in the
ideas of others and in themselves.
Communication is generally carried out on at least two levels:
 at the content level - what we say
 at the level of emotions - the way we say it (C&S Potts, 2017)
When we communicate, there is a much more important aspect than the
message transmitted verbally. These are: posture, distance from the speaker,
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gestures, facial expressions, head movement, eye contact, tone, volume, speed,
pauses and speech itself. The research provided the following statistics related to
communication efficiency:

EFFICIENCY OF COMMUNICATION

WORDS
VOICE
Mimicry, posture and gestures

source: C.&S Potts – Assertiveness

It is clear that the verbal message must be harmonized with elements of the
nonverbal language. These two forms of communication need to resonate. This
will facilitate impact, influence and understanding. Where there is a disagreement
between the words and the tone, we tend to believe the tone rather.
The verbal message is a product of conscious thinking, and nonverbal
behavior is a product of the subconscious. It's harder to master. We can recognize
aggression both through words and nonverbal behavior.
We can recognize aggressiveness, passivity and assertiveness both through
language and nonverbal behavior.
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Characteristic examples of body language associated with the three styles.
It is worth noting that a single element of body language is not enough to indicate
the type of behavior, but it is necessary to consider a group of elements.

AGGRESSIVE
POSTURE

A

PASSIVE

ASSERTIVE

general Falling

Open

tightening of the shoulders,
body,
becomes

and

relaxed

which internal
more disturbance

rigid

and

immobile. Chest
in

front,

clenched fists
VOICE

Firm, sarcastic, Extremely soft Safe and firm,
harsh and sharp and reassuring, appropriate
tone, shrill, high

often

the

to

context,

monotonous, it sincere and clear
drops

towards

the end of the
sentence,
hesitant
FACE

Disapproval
frowning,

False
lips masking

tightening,

insecurity

smile Mimics
and

open
relaxed,

smiles

when

scornful

satisfied,

grimaces, signs

frowning when

of anger, such as

angry,

redness of face,

mimicry
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face
is

clenched

jaws,

congruent with

chin in front

the

message,

jaw is relaxed
THE LOOK

Sustained,

Minimal

dominant look

absent

or Strong

visual

eye contact, but not

contact, looking constant, always
down most of directly
the

when

time, sending

looking

an

away, important

raised eyebrows message.
in fear of being
reprimanded or
disliked
GESTURES

Threatening with He breaks his The movements
one finger, wide hands,
gestures of the his

shrugs of the hands are

shoulders, moderate, firm

arms, chin in the covers

his and open and

air, beating with mouth with his encourages
the fist in the hand,

makes others

mass, waving his calming

to

get

involved

hands, nervously gestures
beating his leg,
arms

crossed,

inaccessible
PROXIMITY

It invades the Give too much Respects
space

of

the space to others, personal

other,

withdrawn,

disrespectful to using
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space

(depending

on

defense the situation -

the

personal barriers (various about one arm

space

of

the objects - map, length)

interlocutor,

water

inclined

arms)

bottle,

excessively
before

Certainly, body language influences us enormously, but one element is not
a predictive indicator of the other's thinking and emotions. we can form a
summary opinion about the emotions and intentions of the other person, provided
we know how that person is currently behaving. The deviations from the norm are
important.
Effective communication helps us to develop qualitatively the relationships
of love, friendship and professional with those around us and to avoid conflict
situations in our life.
The first step in developing communication skills is awareness. To become
aware of which of these communication skills you lack and you have to study
them, to develop them to master them better.
Communication skills develop over time, we are not born with them.
Depending on the environment we live in and our concerns, we learn to
communicate more efficiently or less effectively.
For proper and effective verbal communication, positive attitudes and
functional verbal behaviors, related to the qualities of speech, must be adopted
and we highlight in particular:
1. The pleasure of speaking also implies the effort to have a friendly, polite tone,
coupled with pleasant looks.
2. The natural nature of natural expression, without affecting, without the forced
search of rare words or expressions (to elude, to amaze, to shock)
3. Clarity involves systematic, concise and easy to understand, effortless
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exposure, using controlled breathing, light lip movement; assists in effortless
reception and understanding.
4. Correctness implies respecting the grammatical and logical rules of speech.
Focusing on the essentials in a logical order of the communicated contents
5. Use those words and expressions necessary for understanding and facilitating
communication
6. Harmony requires the use of words / expressions that provoke the audience with
representations in accordance with the speaker's intention, so as to delight the
speaker and to support the motivation of learning.
7. The fineness is achieved by using words / expressions through which thoughts,
feelings, ideas can be expressed indirectly.
8. Expression focused on the subject of communication, without unnecessary and
unexpected deviations. (www.31_49743_suport_curs_Tehnici_comunicare)

Recommendations for effective communication

There are seven steps to follow for good communication, seven C's that we
must aim for to communicate effectively and assertively.

https://edugeneral.org/blog/verbal-ability/tips-communicating-effectively
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1. Correct
Be correct. 'Go so far and no more' - is a proverb that means "go ahead and
not too much" that anyone should remember. We need to express ourselves
correctly, to set out our point of view, but to ask ourselves permanently whether
or not we cross the limit using certain terms or categorical expressions.
2. Clear
The way we communicate must be clear, without leaving room for
interpretations.
3. Concise
Extracting the essence of a message is the brainstorm of intelligence.
People want to hear the conclusion, the essence, not to waste their time. The
clarity of the ideas expression implies the exact utterance of what you want to say
and requires a rich vocabulary, so that you can choose those words that express
the most suggestive what you want to express. To be understood correctly it
avoids statements such as "do you know ...", "a kind of ...", "depends", I think ","
would / would not seem ", etc. These expressions are ambiguous and denote a
state of insecurity and can annoy the listener, especially if they are repeated too
often. He speaks clearly, soundly, with intonation; make logical and coherent
sentences, from which to highlight the ideas you want to expose. Eliminate from
your exposition the phrases "empty" like "You will not believe", "Not so", etc.
Uses simple words, from the usual vocabulary of the interlocutor and exposes
them in the most logical and easy-to-follow manner; Avoid professional jargon as
much as possible.
4. Coherence
Being consistent is a combination of being clear, concise and concrete. A
coherent message is a logical, harmonious, unitary message.
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5. Completely
For good communication we must make sure that we transmit the
information completely. That we do not omit something that could change the
meaning of the information.
6. Concrete.
Do not dilute the message content. It avoids the use of words and
expressions that "weaken" the content of the message, instead of reinforcing it.
The word "but" is a diluent of messages; Sometimes absurd situations arise where
this word connects an idea formulated at the beginning of its negation, formulated
at the end of the sentence, such as: Mr. X is a good professional, but sometimes
he makes serious mistakes”.
7. Be courteous
We can have more to gain if we express ourselves politely, if we behave
pleasantly. We are responsible for the well-being we convey to the people we
interact with. No one wants to interact with someone rude or aggressive. We must
be respectful if we want to be respected in our turn.
Maintain the pride of your partner. Even if, out of ignorance, disinterest or
ill-will, it makes illogical, absurd or malicious statements, your reply should not
be the same in any way; responds calmly, politely, with no trace of irony in the
voice and no air of superiority.
(https://edugeneral.org/blog/verbal-ability/tips-communicatingeffectively)
We can complete these seven C's with:
Avoid clichés
Cliches are expressions used by an exaggerated repetition, which can either
annoy the interlocutor, or generate answers in the form of cliches, or lead the
discussion on a clogged road.
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Avoid unnecessary excuses
Emotivity and lack of self-confidence are two major obstacles for a person
who wants to become a good speaker. In addition, the mistrust is transmitted, in
one way or another, to the interlocutor, who will of course not be interested in
concluding business with the company you represent, because you do not have
credibility.

Obstacles to effective communication
- The interlocutor's distrust in the usefulness of the information received
- Chaotic, disorganized presentation of information
- Offering vague, general statements
- "bombarding" the interlocutor with too much information
- Exaggerations
- Use of jargon
- The lack of attention of the interlocutor
- The interlocutor's disinterest
- Confusing facts with opinions generated by personality, education, experience,
emotional

state,

age

or

religion

(http://livethecommunity.ro/wp-

content/uploads/2015/12/comunicarea-eficienta.pdf)
To give the communication a better chance of success it is necessary to
answer the following questions (N. Straton, 1995)

WHY? (the goal)
Why do we communicate? What is my real purpose in writing or speaking?
What do I hope to achieve? A change in attitude? A change of opinion? Shall I
inform? Do I influence? Should I fraternize with someone? Have a conversation?
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WHO? (Caller)
Who exactly is the recipient of my message? What kind of person is he?
What personality does he have? Education? Age? Social statute? How will it
respond to the content of my message?
WHERE AND WHEN? (place and context)
Where will the caller (receiver) be when he receives my message? Which
elements of my message are not known, so I will need to remind him of the facts?
When is my message coming in? Can I answer a problem raised by the caller? Or
will my message be the first piece of information that the caller will hear about
the problem?
What is my relationship with the listener? Is the subject of my message a
reason for controversy between us? Is the atmosphere loaded or friendly?
WHAT? (the subject)
What exactly do I mean? What would I like to say? What does he want to
know? What information can I omit?

Secrets of effective communication
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The general requirements of efficient communication
According to the dictionary “Oxford English Dictionary”:
Effective (adj.) – successful in producing a desired or intended result
Efficient (adj.) – achieving maximum productivity with minimum wasted effort
or expense
In other words:
Effective communication: doing the right thing
Efficient communication: how to do things properly
How to create a balance between effective and effective communication.
Effective communication means that the communicator concentrates on the
interlocutor's understanding of the message. Effective communication means
converting the message into as short a sentence as possible - the communicator
concentrates so that the message is as short and conclusive as possible to be
understood correctly with minimum effort.

The impact of the message vs. how long you give the communication
Source: www.increasemyefficiency.com/how-to-speak-effectively-andefficiently
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The figure illustrates three categories of situations that we can face in a
communication

Scenario 1
Speakers in this category are focused on communicating efficiently,
focusing on the message, but not on the interlocutor. It starts from the idea that
the interlocutor is already familiar with the subject of the transmitted message,
and does not ensure that the interlocutor understood the message.

Scenario 2
The balance between effective and effective communication is perfect in
the transmission of a message. Those who pay sufficient attention to both the
interlocutor and the message, listen carefully and adapt their speech, so as to
ensure that the message has been understood, even if they need to give more time
to further explanations on their point of view.
Scenario 3
Those who talk a lot and get lost in details get bored. They tend to explain
too much of their point of view, so that the caller loses focus and the message is
diluted and difficult to understand. (https://www.increasemyefficiency.com/howto-speak-effectively-and-efficiently)
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https://www.pinterest.com

Being able to communicate assertively and empathically at the same time
is one of the most important skills to interact effectively with others, to be
successful both in the future profession and in developing human relationships.
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Chapter 5
Responsibility. Taking responsibility.
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Introduction

Responsibility is a key concept in school education. The role of this chapter
is to introduce school teachers to the different forms of responsibility, to
determine which are the specific meaning involved and how to facilitate
responsibility in students. In fact, responsibility is not only a matter of ethics, but
also of students and teacher general performance. Specific attention will be given
to social and civic responsibility and their implication in school education
settings.
This chapter is based on practice and subdivided in three areas:
 The application of Personal and Social Responsibility to School Education
Settings, with special attention to practices for increasing the social
responsibility in physical education classes. Great focus will be given to
psychometrics test to measure Personal and Social Responsibility and
Protocols to increase this factor in students
 The concept of moral disengagement. One of the most influent
psychologist, the canadian Albert Bandura conceptualized the variable of
moral disengagement for the explanation of a broad range of aggressive
behaviour. In this section, we will analyze the role of moral disengagement
in the explanation of violence, bullying and cyberbullying in schools. Indepth analyses will be done for all roles of people involved in bullying
(bully, defender, bystander etc.). Predictors, outcomes, and Tests for the
measurement of moral disengagement will be analyzed with the purpose of
identifying and preventing negative effects of moral disengagement and
promote responsibility in classrooms
 The role of responsible emotions. A cross-cultural study by Menesini and
colleagues (2013) hypothesized the importance of responsible emotions for
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the prevention of bullying. The role of emotions in the explanation of
responsibility processes will be discussed

The forms of responsibility: definition and application
According to the Cambridge Dictionary, responsibility is “something that
it is your job or duty to deal with”, to have responsibility means “to be in a position
of authority over someone and to have a duty to make certain that particular things
are done”. It is clear the normative factor of responsibility. Responsibility is a
very broad topic with clear implications and correlations with Law, Ethics,
Psychology, Philosophy. In this chapter we will explore the different forms of
responsibility, and then we will explore the implications of this broad concept in
school education settings.

The two main aspects we will explore in this chapters are:

Social Responsibility is a theory mostly applied to businesses. Social
Responsibility works on the duality between economic interests and social goals.
This theory asserts that if a company wants to maximize its value, the
Management should have the ability to keep balance between economic
performance, with social and economic performance (Ganti, 2019).
When applied to schools, that apply economic performance only in the
management of resources and their correct expenditure, social responsibility can
be defined as the adherence to social rules and role expectation (Ford, 1985).
Specifically, for the application at school: the rules and norms are related to the
role of students. In fact, students has to adhere to rules for interpersonal conduct
the specifically relates to their performance.
These rules affect a broad range of psychosocial variables, for example:
cooperation, respect for others, positive forms of social interaction. Civic
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Responsibility is defined as the “responsibility of a citizen. It is comprised of
actions and attitudes associated with democratic governance and social
participation.
Civic responsibility can include participation in government, church, volunteers
and memberships of voluntary associations. Actions of civic responsibility can be
displayed in advocacy for various causes, such as political, economic, civil,
environmental or quality of life issues (Self, 2018)
We will see, through the analysis of scientific literature, that increasing
social and civic responsibility is important for increasing students’ performance
but also to reduce negative behaviors (violence, psychological abuse, bullying and
cyber-bullying). The development of social responsibility should be understood
under systemic level, regarding parents, teachers and students themselves.
(Krumboltz, Forz, Nichols, & Wentzel, 1987)
At family level, holding responsibility is very important for determining
social adaptation and then success in life. But, under a societal point of view, the
lack of these skills can have a profound effect on students’ lifes. Antisocial
children, is statistically associated with negative effects in adulthood like: alcohol
addiction, unemployment, divorce (Caspi, Elder & Bem, 1987

Positive effects of Social Responsibility

Relationships between Social Responsibility and Ethics are clear.
Moreover, schools, differently by companies, do not have to overcome the duality
between economic gain and social purposes, since there is no profit. School
Directors has to manage economic and human resources in order to ensure at the
maximum level the sense of responsibility and avoiding negative correlates of this
variable.
However, since the 60s of the Twentieth Century, psychological research
has been focused on relationships between social responsibility and academic
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achievement. First of all, a set of studies identified the relationships between
students’ civic behaviour and social perception by teachers. A research by Sivan
(1986) identified that teachers discriminate between different types of student
positive (tendency to socialize, to learn, to perform) and negative (inattentive,
aggressive and uncooperative) behaviour, and this factor affect also teachers
preferences (Brophy & Good, 1974, Cartledge & Milbrun, 1978).
A study by Trenholm and Rose (1981) identified through a dedicated interview
the six foundational aspects of students’ behaviour:
 Appropriate responses to academic requests and tasks
 Impulse control
 Mature problem solving
 Cooperative and courteous interaction with peers
 Involvement in class activities
 Recognition of appropriate context for different types of behaviour

Strategies for teaching social responsibility in the classroom

The most common strategies for teaching social responsibility at schools
are summarized as follows:
 Intervention and lectures designed for teaching self-monitoring and selfcontrol strategies. These lectures can be focused on students that shows
impulsive or inappropriate behaviours (O’Leary & Dubey, 1979)
 Classroom management practices in order to determine group order and
control (Doyle, 1986)
There is evidence that suggests that school achievement is not the unique
criterion for the evaluation of success and competence in schools. In fact, school
plays a big socialization functions in the following ways:
 Teachers and students actively promote social responsible behaviors
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 There is a duality between the recognized importance of social and
responsible behaviour and the lack of time dedicated by teachers to teach
these important skills
 There are relationships between social competency and students family
functioning
 A study by Feldman, Wentzel, Weinberger & Munson, 1990) showed that
there are correlations between marital satisfaction and social responsibility
in preadolescence on all subscales of social responsibility (cooperation with
others, adherence to rules, control of aggression, impulse control
 Studies by Finn, (1993), Palmer, Dakof & Liddle, (1993) demonstrated that
parent interest in students’ activities, and parents’ communication, and
parents’ expectation are strongly correlated with academic success
The evidences of correlation between social responsibility and learning can
be summarized as follows:
 There are positive correlations between school performance, empathy and
prosocial behaviour (Feshbach & Feshbach, 1987)
 There are positive correlations between school performance and
appropriate school conduct (Entwisle, Alexander, Cadigan, & Pallas, 1986)
 There are positive correlations between school performance and
compliance (Cobb, 1972, Kohn & Rosman, 1973)
 A meta-analysis by Horn & Packard (1985) showed that socio-emotional
variables predicted achievement and reduced early learning problems
similarly as intellectual ability, sensory deficit or even neurological
problems
 Adaptive school behaviour at elementary school is predictive of
performance and test scores in high school (Lambert, 1972)
 A longitudinal study by Parker & Asher (1987) showed that antisocial and
aggressive behaviour is predictive of school dropout in high school
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 A study by Hopps & Cobb (1974) demonstrated that teaching appropriate
social responsibility to children (ie attending, following instruction,
performing volunteering) increase stable results in academic achievement
(Cobb & Hopps, 1973)
 Acceptance by teachers and schools students is consistently related to
achievement at all ages and grades
 Socially rejected and aggressive children are at risk for academic failure
(Feldhusen et al, 1970, Ford & Tisak, 1983)

Relationships with peers

A study about school transitions show that the loss of a familiar peer group
impact negatively on self-esteem and the student’s interest in school (Miller,
1983). Perceived isolation from peers as well as perceived lack of control in
obtaining social support at school have been related to low levels of achievement
(Epperson, 1963).

Protocol for responsibility in case of cyberbullying

A study by Willard (2007) identified a protocol for responsibility in case of
cyberbullying:
Reasonable precautions that schools should take to reduce cases of
cyberbullying
1. Establish an organized planning effort to address the concerns; regularly
conduct needs assessment
2. Evaluate policies and Internet use management practices
3. Implement more effective practices to monitor student Internet use
4. Educate students and teachers
5. Implement a cyberbullying report, review, and intervention process
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6. Engage in on-going evaluation of effectiveness

The role of service-learning and volunteering for increasing social
responsibility

A study on a big sample conducted by Scales and colleagues (2000)
demonstrated that the activities of service-learning can increase substantially the
level of social responsibility in these ways:
 The activities of service-learning can increase students’ social awareness,
concerns toward others and other skills related to cognitive ability, this final
variable lead to increased learning
 The activities of service-learning increase the sense of self-efficacy in
helping others and the true interest toward others
 Feeling concern, and having a belief that their help can make a difference,
can promote more positive citizenship behaviours

Scales for measuring Social Responsibility

Conrad and Hedin (1981) built a scale for Social and Personal
Responsibility Scale. This test has a total reliability of .83 and items are on 3 level
scale (1 = yes, 2 = sort of, and 3 = no).
The subscale of this test are:
 4-item Duty subscale: to have felt responsibility to help others
 4-item Social Welfare subscale: concern for other’s welfare
 4-item Efficacy subscale: perceived ability to be effective helping others
Li and colleagues (2008) proposed a tool for the measurement of Personal and
Social Responsibility (PSRQ Personal and Social Responsibility Questionnaire)
validated in a sample of 253 middle school students.
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The structure of the questionnaire is based on a Confirmatory Factor
Analysis (CFA) that revealed – as expected – two main scales and 4 subscales:
Personal Responsibility and Social Responsibility. The scoring method uses a 6point Likert scale, and it has been applied in order to avoiding any neutral
responses, the level (1) means “strongly disagree” and the level (6) means
“strongly agree”. The items of this scale are:
Social Responsibility Items
1. I respect others
2. I respect my teacher(s)
3. I help others
4. I encourage others
5. I am kind to others
6. I control my temper
7. I am helpful to others

Personal responsibility
1. I participate in all of the activities
2. I try hard
3. I set goals for myself
4. I try hard even if I do not like the activity
5. I want to improve
6. I give a good effort
7. I do not make any goals
The subscales items are
Respect
1. I respect others
2. I respect my teacher(s)
3. I control my temper
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Caring and Helping
1. I help others
2. I encourage others
3. I am kind to others
4. I am helpful to others
Effort
1. I participate in all of the activities
2. I try hard
3. I give a good effort
Self-direction
1. I set goals for myself
2. I want to improve
3. I do not make any goals
This scale has been validated through correlations with the Intrinsic
Motivation scale, it is a four-item intrinsic regulation scale of the Behavioral
Regulation in Exercise Questionnaire (BREQ-2; Markland & Tobin, 2004). This
scale is one of the most important predictors of actual physical activity. Example
of items are “I enjoy physical education classes”, and “Physical education classes
are fun”. This scale uses a 6-point scale ranging from “not at all true” (1) to “very
much true” (6).
The study demonstrated a correlation between constructs of responsibility and
intrinsic motivation, described in the following table.
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Table. Correlation between Social Responsibility, Personal Responsibility
and Intrinsic Motivation
Variables

SR

PR

IM

Social responsibility (SR)

-

.64*

.33*

-

.39*

Personal responsibility (PR)
Intrinsic motivation (IM)

-

Mean

4.71

4.93

4.72

Standard deviation

.87

.80

1.08

Coefficient alpha

.79

.80

.81

* p<.001

Watson and colleagues (2003) developed a self-report psychometric tool
for the evaluation of youngsters’ perception of personal and social responsibility
based on 15 items with a 4-point Likert Scale, validated through an exploratory
factor analysis. Guan, McBride and Xiang (2006) proposed a scale for the
evaluation of goals related to and Social Responsibility aligned with the goal
theory.
According to Wentzel (1991) social responsibility goal is the personal
desire to conform to social rules, norms and role expectation. Howewer this
validated scale focus only on social responsibility and do not take into
consideration also the personal responsibility variable.

How to teach Social Responsibility
The Model of Teaching Personal and Social Responsibility (TPSR)
The model TPSR has been created by Hellison (1985, 2003) as a new
approach for physical activity programmes. The early methods of TPSR has been
applied to youngsters at risks due to their social and economical conditions (ie,
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lack of economic resources, violence, drugs of family problems). The rationale of
TPSR model is that students to be successful during school education has to learn
the responsibility for themselves and others. The conception of responsibility in
schools is a moral position to respect oneself and others. Specifically the values
underlying personal responsibility are effort and autonomy. The values related to
social responsibility are respect for the feelings and rights of others, empathy and
social sensibility.
The model is organized into five levels of responsibility
1. Respect the rights and felling of others
2. Effort
3. Self-direction
4. Helping others
5. Outside the gym
Each level has specific goals. First level goals:
 The ability to learn empathy
 The ability of self-control
 The ability to solve conflicts peacefully
Second level goal
 develop in children an intrinsic motivation and interest in a job well done
Third level
 learn to manage time
 plan their own learning
 set short-term goals for themselves
 set long-term goals for themselves
Fourth level
 teach to children to help others and being sensitive and responsive
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Fifth level
 pupils are encouraged to apply their learning in the course of the program
to other contexts
The natural application of the TPSR model is to use physical activity as a
vehicle for teaching social responsible behaviors. The foundational aspects of the
model are:
1) build on the strengths that the youngster already possesses
2) emphasize competence and mastery
3) focus on the whole person (including emotional, social, cognitive and
physical dimension of the self)
4) empower youth
5) provide a physically and psychological safe environment
6) maintain a local connection
7) provide significant contact with a caring adult
The biggest evidence of model’s effectiveness has been found by Hellison
and Walsh (2002) that reviewed 26 studies investigating the impact of TPRS
model on youth development. The study found that 19 of the 26 studies analyzed
is effective in increasing respect, effort, autonomy and the capacity for leadership
among students. An example of protocol for the application of TPSR Model is
described as follows (Escarti, 2010).

Protocol for the application of the TPSR

1) Elaboration of the norms. In the first eight sessions, students themselves
established the norms to be followed during the program
2) Bat and field game. This activity was introduced in the program for two
reasons: a) being enjoyable, it increases students’ motivation and b) being
a highly competitive activity it has the potential to produce conflicts and
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emotionally charged reactions. These situations gave to school teachers the
opportunity to teach the children to solve their conflicts in a peaceful and
constructive manner, which is in linke with the working goal number 1.
3) Juggling. This is also a game, so it was appealing to school students.
However, this type of skill requires the development of level 2 of the model
(effort).
4) Learning to Skate. This activity had different levels of difficulty. Students
could choose the level at which they wanted to start, and which level they
wanted to aim to reach. This is an exercise of responsibility related with
goal number 3
5) Acrogym. This activity had a cooperative character, which was why the
teachers incorporated it into the program. To fulfil the objectives of this
activity it was necessary to employ all the previously practiced
responsibility behaviors and those of goal 4 (to worry about the safety of
others)
The programme is based on the application of the following strategies to
give control and responsibility to students. Specifically the strategies are:
 Stop (time out) to analyze difficult situations
 Group meetings to change the game
 Modeling team (group) work
 Each team (group) design an activity
 Students establish the goals to be pursued in each session
 Each student volunteers to prepare and direct a game
 Contract of good intentions
 Peace bench to resolve conflicts
A study by Escartì end colleagues (2010) applied the personal and social
responsibility model to classes of physical education in primary school and
demonstrated that this model can increase the perception of self-efficacy.
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Figure 1. Estimated marginal means of self-regulatory efficacy.

Another study done by Escartì and collegaues (2013) demonstrated that the
application of Hellison’s Teaching Personal and Social Responsibility Model in
Physical Education can improve self-efficacy of adolescents at risk of school
drop-out. For reaching this results, the researchers developed a two-sample
comparison experiment taking into consideration two classes of at-risk
adolescents of 13-14 years (n = 30). One sub-sample applied the Hellison’s
Teaching Personal and Social Responsibility Model, whereas the other acted as a
control group, doing normal classes of physical education. The study
demonstrated through quantitative indicators an increased level of:
 Self-efficacy for enlisting social resources
 Self efficacy for self-regulated learning
Moreover, it has been observed through qualitative indicators, that only
participants to the programme increased the responsibility behaviours. Also
Gordon (2013) produced a study about the Responsibility Model in a New
Zealand Secondary School during Physical Education Lecture highlighting
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opportunities and threats. The model has been applied for six-months showing
similar results obtained by Escarti and colleagues. The students’ results has been
tracked by a broad range of tools: interviews, observations and students selfassessments.
During the six months programme the main results obtained was:
- A better understanding of personal responsibility
- A better understanding of social responsibility
- A greater development of positive, supportive and well-behaved classes
during physical education lectures
However, a possible weakness identified is the level of transferability into
other sectors. For this reason, future developments of these techniques should be
focused on the way to transfer this knowledge into other fields.
Protocols for teaching responsibility through physical education classes

Jones (2012) identified a protocol for teaching personal and social
responsibility through physical education classes based on the Hellison’s model.
The protocol is described as follows
Before the lesson
Awareness talk
Goal setting – Just for today you will see me…
Class goal – to start and complete the goal setting meeting without teacher
direction
Share success criteria – for fitness
What we are trying to achieve
What it will look like if we are successful as a class
Class goal for today – to complete this activity within 5 minutes at the next
fitness session
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The lesson
Intensity scale
Continuum or “thumbometer” – how much effort are you considering putting into
your fitness this morning?
Warm up self-paced challenge
Stretching by invitation - teacher demonstrates stretches to begin with. Then
after time invites students to lead this until this can be led without teacher direction
Group task challenges
Group fitness and ball skills challenge
Team leader picks up task from the instructor

Rules
- The entire team does all of the tasks
- All must complete the task before the next one is done
- All must huddle to decide on the next task to be done
- The leader makes the final decision
- Team members must call each other by their first names
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Eden Ball-Competitive Choice
Allow three levels for this game to be played and for students to choose and
move freely the level:
1. Competitive games
2. Social games
3. Individually or peers developing skills to be applied to the game
Class Meeting/Reflection
Meeting Rules
- No disrespect
- Inclusion of all
- Peacefull conflict resolution
Teacher/leader questions – show with thumbometer –thumbs up/thumbs down
1. Who didn’t cause anyone a problem today?
2. How hard did you try today?
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3. How was your self-control during class today?
4. How self-directed have you been today?
5. Did you help anybody learn something at school/outside school?
6. Who has tried something that they need to improve (or have been learning
at home?)
Continuum – Self Reflection
- How engaged were you in your warm up/stretches?
- How well did you work in your group?
- How effective was your group in achieving their goal?
- What strategies did you use to sole group problems/ personal problems?
- What do you/we need to improve next time?
The Accordion Principle
Reduced game time vs drill time – expand and contract the game time
accordingly to promote co-operative behaviour and motivation toward a higher
level.
This also applied so the classroom – see how far you can “let out the reins”
from teacher direction to self-direction, before having to redirect students, groups
of class again.
Sport Court
Three students that have been elected to make a decision that the group
cannot decide on
Self-officiating
The child has to pull themselves up if they break a rule in the game. The
teacher pulls them up and sin bins them for a short period for not calling their own
violation. This leaves the team shorthanded. This is a great strategy to use to work
towards playing with no referee freeing the teacher to work with individuals or
small groups.
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Protocol for increasing personal and social responsibility in physical
education classes

Lesson
Format Sessions are approximately 1 hour lessons in length
1. Relational Time
This refers to the informal one on one interactions the teacher has with
students that help to create a welcoming environment and establish personal
relationships with students. It is an opportunity to chat, ask students how their day
is going, and discuss things that may be coming up or going on in their lives.
Unlike the other components that occur in a specific order, Relational Time can
happen whenever an opportunity arises, (i.e. before or after the lesson, or even
during the lesson while the students are in transitions).
2. Awareness Talk
This is a brief structured meeting that officially begins the lesson. During
this talk, usually just a few minutes, the teacher can go over the plan for the day,
invite input from students, and most importantly, remind them of the goals and
objectives of the program. Depending on the stage of the program, a teacher might
be focusing on a particular aspect of responsibility or just reminding students of
the overall emphasis in the program, (e.g. how they conduct themselves and how
they treat others as well as things about life (others, mine or the young people’s)
3. Physical Activity
Lesson Time. This constitutes the majority of the lesson and could involve
any age appropriate physical activity, exercise, or sport content that would
normally be taught to a given group in their physical education program. The key
difference is that the teaching strategies employed during this activity time shift
power to the students and put them in responsible roles. The key here is to
integrate the teaching of responsibility with the teaching of the physical activity.
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4. Group Meeting
Feedback, likes & dislikes (problems, how the program’s working, what’s
working, what’s not) After most of the time has passed in the lesson and the
physical activity is completed, the teacher gathers students together to discuss the
lesson. This provides students an opportunity to share their opinion about the
lesson, make suggestions, as well as comment on the group’s performance and
cohesion. If the day’s activities had involved student leadership, this Group
Meeting could provide a safe and structured opportunity for students to provide
feedback to their peer-leaders and vice versa. Only a few minutes are necessary
for this meeting.

5. Reflection Time
For the last few minutes of the lesson, students are asked to reflect on their
OWN attitudes and behaviors during the lesson. Using the responsibility levels as
reference points, the teacher prompts the students to think about their performance
that day relative to each. Depending on the number of students and the climate of
the program, the teacher may have students share their self-reflections at this time
verbally, with a hand signal (thumb up for ‘great’, sideways for ‘okay’, or down
for ‘needs work’), or writing in a reflective journal.
6. Counselling Time
Talking with the young people about where we are up to (if necessary)
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Tool for Assessing Responsibility-Based Education (TARE) Post-Teaching
Reflection
Description
This tool was adapted from the Tool for Assessing Responsibility-Based
Education (TARE) observation instrument. The original tool was validated and
tested favorably for reliability. It has been presented in AAHPERD’s Research
Consortium and is currently being prepared for publication. This post-teaching
reflection variation is designed to serve as a self-report compliment to the direct
observation tool. The structure and content are completely aligned to facilitate
triangulation. Dr. Paul Wright, who led the development of the observation tool
later developed and field-tested this instrument. He has used it in his own TPSR
programs to guide reflection and assess fidelity of TPSR implementation. He has
used it as a tool to train others

Name:______________________________Date:_________________________
__
TPSR Developmental Stage: _____ Physical Activity Content Taught:
______________

Responsibility-based Teaching Strategies
For the time period being reported, use the scale provided to rate your use
of each of the nine responsibility-based teaching strategies below. More explicit
definitions for these strategies can be found at the end of this form. After selecting
your rating, provide some comments to justify that rating, i.e. give concrete
examples of things you did and said that would serve as evidence. In cases where
you realize you did not make full use of the strategy, you may want to identify
ways that you could have or thatyou might in future lessons.
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0 - Never

1 – Rarely

2 - Occasionally

3 - Frequently

4- Extensively

Teaching Strategies

Modeling Respect

4

3

2

1

0

Setting Expectations

4

3

2

1

0

Opportunities for Success

4

3

2

1

0

Fostering Social Interaction

4

3

2

1

0

Assigning Tasks

4

3

2

1

0

Leadership

4

3

2

1

0

Giving Choiches and Voices

4

3

2

1

0

Role in Assessment

4

3

2

1

0

Transfer

4

3

2

1

0

Comments to
Justify
Rating

Extensively – Seamlessly addressed directly and evidenced in multiple ways
throughout the lesson through the words and actions of the teacher.
Frequently - Addressed directly and evidenced at several points in the lesson
through the words and actions of the teacher.
Occasionally – Some of the teachers’ words and actions connect to this theme
either directly or indirectly during the lesson.
Rarely –This theme is not generally integrated into the teaching but may be
reflected in some isolated words or actions on the teacher’s part.
Never –Throughout the entire lesson, none of the teacher’s words or actions
clearly convey or align with this theme.

.
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Personal-Social Responsibility
Themes
For the time period being reported, use the scale provided to assess your
overall application of these general themes. After selecting your rating, provide
some comments to justify that rating, i.e. give concrete examples of things you
did and said that would serve as evidence. In cases where you realize you did not
address a theme very strongly, you may want to identify ways that you could have
or that you might in future lessons
0 - Never

1 – Rarely

2 - Occasionally

3 - Frequently

4- Extensively

Integration: extent to which 4

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

are integrated into the physical
activity
extent

to

which 4

connections being made to the
application of life skills in other
setting
Empowerment: extent to which 4
the teacher shares responsibility
with student
Teacher-Student Relationship: 4
extent to which students are
treated as individuals deserving
respect, choice, and voice
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to

Justify

Rating

responsibility roles and concepts

Transfer:

Comments

Extensively –Theme is seamlessly addressed directly and evidenced in multiple
ways throughout the lesson through the words and actions of the teacher.
Frequently - Theme is addressed directly and evidenced at several points in the
lesson through the words and actions of the teacher.
Occasionally – Some of the teachers’ words and actions connect to this theme
either directly or indirectly during the lesson.
Rarely –This theme is not generally integrated into the teaching but may be
reflected in some isolated words or actions on the teacher’s part.
Never –Throughout the entire lesson, none of the teacher’s words or actions
clearly convey or align with this theme.

Student Responsibility

After the observation period and interval coding is completed on the first
page, provide a holistic rating for these general areas of student responsibility.
Consider observed student behavior and interaction throughout the lesson. Keep
in mind that current application of this rubric assesses the group overall and not
individual students

physically; includes/works well
with others; resolves conflicts
peacefully if they emerge
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1

0 - Never

to others verbally or

2

1 – Very weak

3

2 - Weak

harm

3 - Strong

4- Very Strong
Self-Control: Student does no 4

0

Comments
to

Justify

Rating

Participation: Student will try 4

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

every activity and take on
various roles if asked
Effort: Student tries hard to 4
master every task and focuses on
improvement
Self-Direction:

Student

will 4

stay on task without direct
instruction

or

supervision

whether working alone or with
others; does not seem to follow
bad examples or peer pressure
Leadership: Student will help,
encourage others, and offer
positive feedback

Very Strong – All students displayed this responsibility throughout the lesson
with no observed exceptions.
Strong – Most students displayed this responsibility throughout the lesson with
only minor and/or isolated exceptions.
Moderate – Many students displayed this responsibility but many did not; several
exceptions were observed.
Weak – Some students displayed this responsibility, but many did not; exceptions
were frequent and/or serious enough to impede learning.
Very Weak – Few, if any, students displayed this responsibility while the
majority struggled to do so; exceptions were frequent and/or serious enough that
at least some portions of the lesson were rendered ineffective
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Extended Description of Responsibility-Based Teaching Strategies
The following are 5 effective teacher qualities for both implementing TPSR
and more traditional approaches:
Modeling Respect: Teacher models respectful communication. This would
involve communication with the whole group or individual students. Looks like:
appropriate communication and instruction. Does not look like: rolling out the
ball, losing temper, or embarrassing students.
Setting Expectations: Teacher explains or refers to explicit behavioral
expectations. These could relate to safe practices, rules and procedures, or
etiquette.
Opportunities for Success: Teacher structures lesson so that all students have the
opportunity to successfully participate and be included regardless of individual
differences.
Fostering Social Interaction: Teacher structures activities that foster positive
social interaction. This could involve student-student interaction through
cooperation, teamwork, problem solving, conflict resolution or debriefing. [This
only counts if it is structured by the teacher; rolling out the ball does not count.]
Assigning Tasks: Teacher assigns specific responsibilities or tasks (other than
leadership) that facilitate the organization of the program or a specific activity.
This could look like taking attendance, setting up equipment, keeping
score/records, or officiating a game.
The following are 4 effective teacher qualities specific to implementing
TPSR:
Leadership: Teacher allows students to lead or be in charge of a group. This
could look like demonstrating for the class, leading a station, teaching/leading
exercises for the whole class, or coaching a team.
Giving Choices and Voices: Teacher gives students a voice in the program. This
could involve group discussions, voting as a group; individual choices, students
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asking questions, making suggestions, sharing opinions, evaluating the teacher or
program.
Role in Assessment: Teacher allows students to have a role in learner assessment.
This could take the form of self-or peer-assessment related to skill development,
behavior, attitude, etc.; it could also involve goal-setting or a negotiation between
teacher and student on their grade or progress in the class.
Transfer: Teacher directly addresses the transfer of life skills or responsibilities
from the lesson beyond the program. This could include links such as: the need to
work hard and persevere in school; the importance of being a leader in your
community; keeping your self-control to avoid a fight after school; setting goals
to achieve what you want in sports; the need to be a good team player when you
grow up and get a job; or the value of thinking for yourself to avoid peer pressure.
A definition of Moral disengagement
As outlined in his Social Cognitive Theory based on the concept of moral
agency, Bandura (1999, 2002; Bandura, Caprara, Barbaranelli, Pastorelli, and
Regalia, 2001) describes moral disengagement as the sociocognitive processes
through which the average person is able to do horrible acts against others.
Bandura (1999; 2002) describes 4 major categories of psychological mechanisms
by which ‘good people do bad things’, including:
 the cognitive restructuring of harmful behavior,
 obscuring or minimizing one’s role in causing harm,
 disregarding or distorting the impact of harmful behavior,
 blaming and dehumanizing the victim.
Cognitive restructuring makes reference to beliefs and arguments that has the
role to frame harmful conduct in a positive light through the massive use of the
following strategies:
 “moral justification”: for example, portraying the behaviour as serving a
worthy cause or some moral purpose
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 “euphemistic labeling”: using language that makes negative acts sound less
negative)
 “advantageous comparisons: making a negative act seem less negative by
comparing it to a much more negative act.
Minimizing one’s agentive role refers to cognitive strategies that displace
or diffuse responsibility for negative acts by minimizing or obscuring one’s own
personal responsibility in deference to a larger authority and/or group
responsibility.
Disregarding/ distorting the negative impact of harmful behavior involves
strategies that help to distance oneself from the harm or to emphasize positive
rather than negative outcomes associated with the dangerous behavior.
Finally, one can reduce the moral impact of negative behavior through
blaming and dehumanizing the victim, seeing the victim as somehow deserving
of these negative acts, or “bringing it on themselves” or being partially responsible
for such abuses.
According to Bandura, moral disengagement serves to disinhibit
individuals, making negative and inhumane acts more probable, as the individual
is freed from self-censure and potential guilt.
In support of this theory, Bandura (1999, Bandura et al., 2001) reviewed a
large quantity of social psychology research showing the “disinhibitory power of
moral disengagement” (Bandura et al., 2001, p. 126). In the following paragraph,
we will show the applications and results deriving from the scientific research on
moral disengagement, bullying and cyberbullying.
Items of the Scale of Moral disengagement regarding school bullying
In this section we offer you a tool for the measurement of categories of
moral disengagement in bullying. It is suggested to apply this questionnaire using
a 6-points Likert scale, in order to force answer in non-neutral responses.
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Category of moral disengagement
Cognitive restructuring
1. Bullying is just a normal part of being a kid
2. Bullying is a criminal offense (reversed)
3. It’s okay to join in when someone you don’t like is being bullied
4. Sometimes it’s okay to bully other people
5. In my group of friends bullying is okay
Minimizing Agency
6. Adults at school should be responsible for protecting kids from bullies
7. When I see another kid getting bullied, there’s nothing I can do to stop it
8. It’s my responsibility to intervene or do something when I see bullying
(reversed)
Distortion of Negative consequences
9. Bullying gets kids to understand what is important to the group
10.Getting bullied helps to make people tougher
11.Some kids need to be picked on just to teach them a lesson
12.Bullying can be a good way to solve problems
Blaming/Dehumanizing the Victim
13.Kids get bullied because they are different
14.Some kids get bullied because they deserve it
15. Some kids get bullied because they hurt other kids
16.It’s okay to pick on losers
17.If certain kids didn’t cry or give in so easily they wouldn’t get bullied so
much
18.Most students who get bullied bring it on themselvers
Scales of bullying and victimization
How often have you been bullied in schools?
1. It has happened only a few times
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2. It has happened once in a while
3. It happens about once a week
4. It happens many times a week
How often have you been part of bullying other students
1. It has not happened at all
2. It has happened only a few times
3. It has happened once in a while
4. It happens about once a week
5. It happens many times a week

The dangerous relationship between moral disengagement and bullying

A study by Obermann (2011) demonstrated that moral disengagement
affects bullying dynamics at all levels. This research examined the use of moral
disengagement among children indirectly involved in bullying. Technically those
subjects are called “bystanders”, because they observe the situation with different
roles. A sample of Danish adolescents (N = 660, M age 12.6 years) were divided
into four groups depending on their bystander roles:
 outsiders, who did not experience bullying at all among their colleagues;
 defenders, who were likely to support the victims in bullying episodes;
 guilty bystanders, who did nothing to help bullied students but felt guilty
about it;
 unconcerned bystanders, who witnessed peers being bullied, without
feeling anyway responsible.
Data of this research showed that, besides from active personal involvement
in bullying others, being an unconcerned bystander to bullying also associates
with moral disengagement.
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Unconcerned bystanders had significantly higher levels of moral
disengagement than guilty bystanders and defenders. Outsiders also showed
significant higher disengagement than defenders. Implications are discussed,
highlighting the importance of further research and theory development.
The same author (Obermann, 2013) demonstrated that several scales
measuring moral disengagement impacts on bullying dynamics
This research examined the relation between moral disengagement and different
self‐reported and peer‐nominated positions in school bullying.
The objectives of this study were to:
o analyse moral disengagement among children for whom self‐
reported and peer‐nominated bully status diverged
o compare levels of disengagement among self‐reported and peer‐
nominated pure bullies, pure victims, bully–victims, and children
not involved in bullying.
A sample of 739 Danish sixth grade and seventh grade children (mean age
12.6) was included in the study. Moral disengagement was measured using a
Danish version of the Moral Disengagement Scale and bullying was measured
using both self‐reports and peer nominations. Data showed that both self‐reported
and peer‐nominated bullying were related to moral disengagement, and also that
both pure bullies and bully–victims displayed higher moral disengagement than
outsiders.
Discrepancies between self‐reported and peer‐nominated bullying
involvement indicates that a person's social reputation has a stronger association
with moral disengagement than so far expected. Implications are discussed,
highlighting the importance of further research and theory development.
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A scale for measuring the role of bystanders in bullying

As revealed by the previous study, bullying is a phenomena involving often
many specific roles in the school-group. Bystanders play a role and affect actually
how the bullying and violence phenomena occurs. For this reason it is very
important to use tools for the identification of bystander behaviour. In this scale
you can understand which items to use for the analysis of bystander behavior
The by-stander Scale
Factor 1 – The Defender Behavior
1. I tried to get the bully/bullies to stop
2. I told a teacher
Factor 2 – Outsider behaviours
3. I didn’t do anything but I was quiet and passive instead
4. I stayed away
Factor 3 – Pro-bully behaviour
5. I joined in and began to bully the student too
6. I took the bullies’ side and joined in the bullying
7. I watched because it was fun and entertaining
8. I laughed and cheered the bullies on
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The effects of Moral Disengagement: over the loss of responsibility

As we studied on the previous paragraphs, moral disengagement and the
loss of responsibility are strictly related to bullying and cyberbullying. However,
the responsibility of school teacher is to contrast moral disengagement also
because this variable is related to several problems in adulthood that can be
summarized in the following table
Effect

Research

Moral disengagement is related to gambling in Barnes et al 2005
adulthood
Moral disengagement is related to violence toward Vollum et al. 2001
animals
Moral disengagement is related to criminal computer Rogers 2001
behaviour
Moral disengagement is related to attitudes about Osofsky et al. 2005
execution
Moral disengagement is related to antisocial behaviour Bandura et al., 1996
(in a sample of Italian boys and girls, ages ranging 1015)
Moral disengagement is related to antisocial behaviour Pelton et al. 2004
(in a sample of USA African-American boys and girls,
ages ranging 9-14)
Moral disengagement is related to antisocial behaviour Mulford, 2004
(in a sample of male juvenile offenders age 13-18)
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The developmental model of moral disengagement

It is hypothesized that children will first learn moral disengagement in the
home through early experience with parents, via harsh and rejecting caregiving,
and by witnessing the way parents treat each other (i.e., inter-parental aggression,
familiar aggressiveness). These early familial environments may be learning
opportunities for the child and have already been linked to later negative
outcomes. Parental behavior has been shown in many ways to be associated with
antisocial behavior (Criss and Shaw 2003; Owens and Shaw 2003), and more
specifically, rejecting parenting has been strictly related to later conduct problems
(Shaw et al. 2003).
Children's exposure to inter-parental violence has also been linked to
multiple types of child adjustment problems, most notably externalizing
symptoms (Cummings et al. 1989; Fantuzzo et al. 1991). Second, as the child
grows and spends more time outside of the home in the neighborhood (i.e., at
school age) and meets other children and adults who also demonstrate hostile
attitudes and behaviors, the child's emerging point of view as a dangerous and
uncaring place could be strengthened and further reinforced.
Impoverished neighborhood environments characterized by high levels of
crime and exposure to deviant peers and adults have been demonstrated to be
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related to antisocial behavior. For example, neighborhood disadvantage has been
linked in many studies to various negative outcomes, including child behavior
problems (see Leventhal and Brooks-Gunn 2000).
Whereas exposure to these harsh and unforgiving contexts is viewed as an
important predictor of moral disengagement, it is also hypothesized that by the
late school-age period, children would internalize attributions and attitudes
coherent with moral disengagement, taking the form of hostile attributional biases
and high callousness or low empathy and prosociality toward others. In most
cases, components of hostile attribution biases have been linked to antisocial
outcomes, especially aggression and particularly reactive aggression (Crick and
Dodge 1994; Dodge et al. 1997; Orbio de Castro et al. 2002).
Likewise, callous and unemotional attributes and lack of empathy have usually
been related to broad antisocial outcomes and more proactive forms of antisocial
behavior (see Frick and White 2008). As these child attributes have been shown
to be related to current and future antisocial activities, they may also represent
predictors of moral disengagement.
From a theoretical perspective, both moral disengagment and empathy
clearly share a sense of disengagement and thus should be related. However, they
can also be treated as separate constructs. In the case of low empathy, this
disengagement is directed towards other individuals with a lack of regard and care
for others' sense of well being, whereas in the case of moral disengagement,
disengagement is directed at society and its values as a whole rather than the
concerns of specific individuals. Empathy is a more person-specific construct and
though it may represent a component of MD, it is less focused on a broad sense
of disenfranchisement. Moreover, as empathy for others is the foundation for
more abstract moral concepts and broader attitudes towards society, it is likely to
be a precursor of later moral attitudes, such as MD.
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Moral Disengagement as a Mediator Between Early Risk Factors and
Antisocial Behavior

Based on findings that have linked these early risk factors (e.g., parenting,
neighborhood adversity) with later antisocial outcomes, and the potential that they
may also be correlated with MD in adolescence, MD may serve as a cognitive
mediator between these early risk factors and later antisocial behavior. Broadly
speaking there is some precedent for cognitive factors such as SIP, to at least
partially mediate associations between early contextual risk and later antisocial
behavior (Dodge et al. 1995; Schultz and Shaw 2003). Moreover, MD was shown
to partially mediate the relationship between positive parenting and delinquent
behavior 15 months later among boys from a sample of low income, African–
American families (Pelton et al. 2004). However, this study only addressed how
MD might mediate associations between parenting (but not other risk factors) and
later antisocial behavior. Furthermore, parenting was not assessed until middle
childhood, whereas MD and antisocial behavior were measured concurrently. We
tested a series of mediation models to explore whether MD may mediate links
between individual risk factors assessed in early childhood and later antisocial
behavior.

The Predictors of Moral Disengagement

An important study by Hyde, Shaw and Moilanen (2010) followed 187
disadvantages boys on a longitudinal research from ages 1.5 to 17 in order to
determine the important determinants of moral disengagement.
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The role of responsible and egocentric emotions

Literature that has focused on the psychological characteristics of bullies
claims there are two main approaches for the study of the relationship between
social cognition and social behaviour, and mainly, between emotions expression
and bullying. The first is represented by the information-processing model that
views aggressive behaviour as the result of cognitive biases in one or more steps
of the 6-stage social information process (Crick and Dodge, 1994; Dodge et al.,
1986; Dodge and Feldman, 1990). If applied to bullies, the social skills deficit
model would say that they have deficits similar to those of aggressive children,
based on attributing hostile intentions to others. They have a more restricted range
of possible reactions to problems of social situations. For this reason they easily
enact aggressive behaviour, and value it as productive for personal goals.
Differently, the second perspective stresses the role of adaptive motivation to
explain bullying behaviour (Smith, 1991; Smith et al., 1993; Sutton et al., 1999a).
This theory considers the deficit label to be inappropriate in relation to bullies.
Rather than misinterpreting social cues, or having a restricted range of reactions,
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some bullies can simply be choosing objectives whereby they keep their
dominance, in order to protect their status and reputation by aggressive methods.
Dodge (1991), although his relevant studies focus on social skills problems, warns
against trying to explain all types of aggression under the explanation of a deficit.
For this reason, this second theory suggests that bullies are skilled
manipulators who use their psychological skills to control the minds of other
students and cause them distress. Sutton et al. (1999b) found that bullies
demonstrated higher abilities than controls and victims in a second order theory
of mind test and in other measures of social cognition (Smorti and Ciucci, 2000).
Is commonly accepted the theory of the construct of ‘‘Machiavellism’’ to
describe the bullies’ attitudes, as they were often aware of others’ feelings but
unable or unwilling to allow these feelings to affect them.
A recent review by Arsenio and Lemerise (2001) affirms the question of
the opposition between the two models stating that the two theoris appear to be
using two different underlying definitions of social competence. Sutton et al.
(1999a) focus on social competence as a child’s success at attaining his or her
individual goals. In this regard, bullies appear very competent.
Conversely, Crick and Dodge (1994) consider a broader view of social
competence that includes the judgements of significant others. Within this model,
aggression can’t be considered a competent behaviour, since it is intentionally
aimed at hurting another person.
A relevant approach to clarifying the problem is the distinction between
reactive and proactive aggressiveness. According to Dodge et colleagues (1997),
these two aggressive strategies present different developmental paths and
concurrent adjustments, and they involve specific social information processing
schemas. In particular, whilst reactive aggressive children has deficits in decoding
other’s intentions, proactive aggressive children show problems in the last stages
of the Social Information Process (SIP), showing difficulties in understanding the
negative consequences that aggression can have on other children.
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They has the beliefs that aggressiveness can give them personal and
positive outcomes. Within this idea, a key role seems to be played by the moral
values and the moral emotions which can be selected and felt in certain situations.
According to Arsenio and Fleiss (1996), what proactive aggressive children and
bullies deficits are not only the cognitive ability in one or more steps in the SIP
model, but also the sense that victimizing others for personal gains is morally
wrong.
We think that this perspective explains well the situation. Students who do
acts of bullying are significantly related to their moral understanding of
consequences of antisocial behaviour, and this is line with our framework of the
concept of responsibility in school. But what is also important is the “weight” of
the emotions around moral transgressions. These emotions are also called by
Ekman “self-conscious emotions” (guilt and shame). Which emotional appraisal
do bullies have of a bullying episode? How do they perceive their role?
Do they feel proud for having done bullying acts, or do they feel guilty or
ashamed for what they have done? How do they justify their feelings and emotions
under a specific frame?
It is important to study moral emotion attributions and their reasoning
related to the perception of moral transgression in a bullying situation. The moral
emotions are: guilt, shame, indifference, and pride (Eisenberg, 1998, 2000;
Fergusson and Stegge, 1995; Lewis, 1971, 1992; Saarni, 1999; Tangney, 1995).
These emotions are strictly related to moral behaviour and play a fundamental
role in regulating the students’ behaviour and their development of the sense of
responsibility.
Researches about guilt have confirmed that a relationship between a good
level of this emotion and moral conduct exists (Eisenberg, 2000; Eisenberg and
Fabes 1991, 1995; Fabes et al., 1993; Hastings and Zahn-Waxler, 1998; Hoffman,
1998, 2000; Zahn-Waxler et al., 1992, 1995).
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For example, a study by Chapman et al. (1987) found that children who
attributed more guilt to the perpetrator of a moral transgression had higher levels
of pro-social behaviour in different experimental settings. Another research
concluded that children who showed higher levels of guilt were more likely to try
and repair a negative conduct (Tangney, 1998).
According to the researcher Lewis (1971), guilt is generally a less painful
and devastating emotions comparing to shame because its primary concern is with
a specific behaviour, something different from self.
Guilt involves a sense of tension, remorse, and regret over the negative
action. Shame, on the other hand, is an acutely painful emotion that is typically
accompanied by a sense of worthlessness and powerlessness. It often lead to an
avoidance behavior, a desire to flee from the shame-inducing situation, and to
disappear (Lewis, 1971; Tangney et al., 1992). Although these two emotions may
be different from each other to some extent, both guilt and shame can be described
as moral emotions, and a high degree of overlap between these two emotions has
been found in several studies, and this is problematic under an operational point
of view (Tangney, 1998).
This relation between the two emotions has been recently studied by
research designed to differentiate specific predictors of guilt and shame.
According to this research (Olthof et al., 2000), guilt is often provoked in a
situation in which an individual violates the rule that a person should not cause
harm to others or disadvantage them in any way.
On the opposite side, shame is not only correlated to the negative moral
value of an event, but to the personal perception of having adopted an ‘‘unwanted
identity.’’ Some behaviours can determine an unwanted identity in many different
situations.
Both lack of congruence and ability can provoke feelings of shame,
although a harmful situation or an act of transgression can also expose the self to
others’ evaluation, thereby eliciting an emotion of shame.
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According to Olthof et al. (2000), a context of moral transgression can be
characterised as an elicitor of both guilt and shame, whereas other situations
which reveal a person’s incompetence and inadequacy can be considered as
elicitors of shame by itself.
Differently, a state of indifference, expressed by the lack of negative
emotions in response to a negative behaviour, can show the absence of empathic
feelings towards victims and the need to deactivate moral controls in a context of
rule violation. Pride is always considered a positive self-evaluative emotion
(Lewis, 1992) which occurs in many situations where a person is satisfied about
his or her own performance. Of course, the function of this emotion is different in
a context of moral transgression. Here the feeling of pride has the meaning of
focusing just on personal gains and advantages of the perpetrator, and not
considering the consequences for the victims.
During an act of transgression a person who violates a moral rule can
experience guilt or shame for the harm done to the victim, or can feel sensation or
pride in his fulfillments. In this case feelings of pride may reveal an attitude of
disengagement from the victim and a lack of sense of personal responsibility on
the side of the subject. According to Bandura (1991) this process of moral
disengagement may determine the need of participants to deactivate moral
controls and personal sanctions and to justify their negative behaviour.
In summary, study shows that in response to repeated aggressive attacks
(for example, bullying) children may learn the situation in terms of responsibility,
or on the opposite side, in terms of disengagement. According to the model
represented in the following figure. Negative self-conscious emotions like guilt
and shame are on one side of a possible continuum, these being emotions of
responsibility that express moral condemnation of negative behaviour.
Here is represented the continuum between emotions of responsibility and
emotions of disengagement. As you can see there are relationships between these
emotions and related reasoning.
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These model has a direct impact on school life and also to related
expression of behaviour in participants to bullying acts (all cases including
bullies, victim and bystander). In the following graph you can see that there is a
critical increase of disengagement emotions in participants to bullying acts. This
increase is significantly higher in bullies.
The framework of emotions is specifically adequate under the Bandura’s
theory of moral disengagement and can give us interesting points of view on the
reduction of violence in schools in one side and also for the promotion of
responsibility.
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Chapter 5
The conflict. Conflict resolution.
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The definition of conflict
Conflict is defined in psychology as the perception of differences in points
of view of two or more parts. In this chapter about conflict resolution, we will
discuss topic areas of this field with special attention to the implication of school
education and conflicts between students. As you can imagine is not possible to
avoid conflict at all. It is a natural part of human interaction. People are different
and for this reason, there will always be some kind of differences in their point of
view.
Your role, as an educator, is to find the best opportunities in conflicts at an
educational level. Since it is impossible to eliminate conflicts, the only reasonable
choice is to transform conflicts in opportunities. The researchers of psychology of
conflicts (Rumiati, Pietroni, 2002) agree that is not possible to identify one
moment in history when the conflict raised for the first time. Conflict is the only
perception of differences between points of view about how to subdivide scarce
resources.
Is the perception of limited resources to create conflicts. The resources
object of the conflict, of course, can be physical, but also psychological. Limited
resources can be physical objects, games but also: opportunities, time, decision.
This factor lead to a very transversal broad concept of conflict. Moreover, conflict
is first a perception, it is not a physical thing. Effective communication can help
teachers in orienting students to find the right perspective for the understanding
of conflicts and their resolution. The history explain us how conflict management
changed in time, and why, effective communication is the best way to solve
conflicts.
The first way to solve conflicts, before the definition of laws, norms and societies
was fight. The use of violence is the most primitive way to solve a conflict. The
allocation of resources was given to the strongest, in absence of other ways of
conflict resolution.
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With the beginning of early societies, the second way we can observe in
history to solve conflicts was authority. In the past, early societies was not
regulated by Law, there was the authority, that in some cases was directly
connected to sacred entities. This model suppose a single decision makers who
has total power on people possible divergences. After this, a third form of conflict
management has been norms in written and oral form. The norms are rules that
regulated the decision to take in case of possible conflicts and at the end we have
the most complicated and final way of conflict management that has the name of
negotiation.
As you can notice, all the four way to manage conflicts are sometimes
applied today: fight, authority, norms and negotiation often occurs also today.
Moreover, we usually start to manage conflict through the most sophisticated
methods: negotiation. In case of failure, we apply norms and eventually authority,
or even fight.
This chapter has the goal to show you all secrets related to the most sophisticated
and psychological methods for the management of conflicts through the
explanation in detail of the 5-step method for Conflict Management ideated by dr.
Igor Vitale, psychologist and adapted for the purposes of school education.

The three psychological positions for the understanding of conflict
management

For evolutionary reasons, our mind is structured for the rapid understanding
of others. In the past, when resources and wellbeing was so limited, human beings
had always the need to take fast and rapid decisions. In fact, when you perceive a
risk, you have not the time to do a structured strength and benefit analysis to take
fast decisions. You act directly. We take most decision of our life in this way,
because of the brain functioning we are structured to save efforts – also
psychological ones. So, our mind usually categorize people very fast in many
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ways. Our mind is structured to understand in very fast way who is in front of us
in order to understand if he or she is a friend or an enemy.
The Stereotype Content Model (Glick, Fiske, 2001) affirms that the most
important variables describing how we categorize people is competence and
warmness. Its combination lead to the first social impression we have for people
or groups.

Table 6.1. Emotional reactions for the first impression according the
Stereotype Content Model
Competence

Warmness

High

Low

High

Admiration

Contempt

Low

Envy

Pity

The table 6.1 summarizes the automatic emotional reactions related to the
perception of competence and warmness. The emotional reaction explain quite
good how conflicts works at basic level. We basically all position ourselves in
contrast to others. Our mind works for continuous social comparisons (Festinger,
1954). In some cases our perception is clear, in other is conflictual.
For example, a person can clearly recognize another person in terms of
superiority or submission, or may have more conflictual positions. If we observe
the table 6.1, we can recognize clearly that some emotional responses offer a clear
point of view. People who experiment “admiration” recognize some form of
superiority toward the person or the group perceived as competent and warm.
People who experiment “pity” are clearly saying that the target person or group
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are inferior under a certain point of view, and this is due to the perception of scarce
warmness and low competence.
But, the situation is more complicated when there is perception of only one
of these two traits. Cases of contempt and envy are often more complicated,
ambiguous and ambivalent and, of course, more leading to conflicts. Simplifying,
when we are in front of a person of a target group we operate social comparisons
under specific traits (Festinger, 1954). These comparisons lead sometimes to the
perceptions of superiority/inferiority and these variables explains most of the
conflicts.
The role of a school teacher is to identify common grounds in conflicts,
favouring a third neutral position, a position of assertiveness and responsibility
for all students.
The three psychological positions for the understanding of conflict
management are:
 The dominant
 The submissive
 The assertive

Behavioral indicators of dominance, submission and assertiveness

As we studied in the previous paragraphs, our mind is focused on
differences between people. We often categorize others in terms of dominance,
submission or equity. Divergences between students is first a perception, the role
of the school teacher is favouring equity and similarity between students. In this
paragraph we would like to offer a framework on behavioural indicators of
dominance, submission and assertiveness, in order to make you able to detect
correctly these three positions. The paragraph is structured to offer verbal, non
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verbal and behavioural indicators for all these three conditions. In fact, a
preliminary understanding of these positions can even prevent conflicts creation.
For a complete understanding of the phenomena we suggest you to read in
detail the Chapter 3 of these manual “Types of behaviors. Behavior analysis.
Assertive behaviour”. But the understanding of these three positions submission,
dominance and assertiveness from subtle signs is crucial. In this project,
“Equilibrium by non violence”, the partners ZIVAC Group Central, Technical
High School nr. 1 of Alexandria, the International Institute of Applied Psychology
and Human Sciences and Dione Youth Organisation operated a transnational
comparison between forms of violence in schools in Romania, Italy and Cyprus.
There are many differences between countries that are described in the Research
Study, Intellectual Output 1 you can easily download and read in detail on the
official website of the project www.equilibriumviolence.com, but there is one
common ground between countries. Physical violence is decreasing, whereas
psychological violence and bullying is increasing. On the data, we even found that
psychological and bullying causes severe damage to psychological health.
Moreover, most big research on bullying showed a direct correlation between
being victimized under bullying acts, self-harm and even suicide. Certainly,
physical violence is more visible than psychological violence. For this reason is
very important to analyse and understand forms of submission, assertiveness and
dominance in verbal and non verbal behaviour.
In Psychology we distinguish three types of people:
 the dominant
 the submissive
 the assertive
Only the assertive communication is effective, ethical and produces useful
results on personal and professional life.
We all position ourselves into these three areas in different moments of our
life, we are dominant in some case, submissive or assertive in other cases.
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But in the majority of cases we should position in terms of equity in order to
manage correctly conflicts. In this section, you will discover how to transform
an aggressive or submissive behavior into an assertive behavior, or into a
behavior open to dialogue and confrontation, more present in successful
people and more effective for your communication. Discover here the key of
understanding for dominance, submission and assertiveness.
Dominant thoughts
Aggressive and Dominant communication can appeal to insecure people,
but in the long run it is absolutely ineffective communication. If you want to
create admiration and effectiveness it is more appropriate to follow the rule of
Competence + warmness model (Stereotype Content Model). Learn here
to recognize dominant behaviors to manage them effectively.
 "I am superior to others"
 "I can criticize, act, betray ... you don't"
 "I don't need anyone"
 "The others must comply what I say without criticizing me
Dominant behavior
 He takes decisions for others
 He tends to humiliate, underevaluate others
 He always wants to be right
 He does not listen and constantly interrupts
 Monopolize the conversation
 Uses categorical, absolutist and accusatory communication, for example
"You are the one who ...", "With people like you ... there is nothing to do"
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Dominant verbal behaviors
 "Always…
 "Never…"
 "I order you ..."
 "You are always the same … "
 "Do what I tell you"
 "You don't tell me the truth"
 "Don't ask me why"
 "You don't need to take action. I'll handle that…"
 If you behave this way I will be no longer with you
Dominant non-verbal behavior
You can recognize a dominant also from his body language
 Fixed and threatening gaze
 Posture of arrogance, attack and intimidation
 Thundering voice
 Chin upwards
 Accusatory gesture, pointing finger
 He invades the space of others
 He is always make you wait
 Back of the hands upwards

Submissive thoughts
The submissive is a mode completely opposed to dominance. Often, people
who are in front of very dominant people move automatically to submission – first
of all – in order to reduce the chances of conflicts. Here there is a list of submissive
thoughts
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 "I am inferior to others"
 "What others care about is always more important than the things I do"
 "When I take an initiative I risk making mistakes and making a bad
impression"
 "If I speak frankly, if I say no, the others will refuse me"
 "I'm afraid to reveal myself too good, because others will envy me
 "If I express what I think the other will be too sick"
Submissive behaviors
 He never says what he thinks
 Try to be nice to everyone
 He agrees even when he is not
 In front of two contenders he agrees with both
 Avoid the responsibility of what he/she claims
 He apologizes repeatedly and asks permission for everything
 Avoid speaking in public
 It tends to please
 It does not express what he/she wants, if not indirectly or by complaining
Submissive verbal behaviors
 "The things I care about are not very interesting"
 "I steal one minute"
 "I hope not to bore you"
 "I would not disturb"
 "I'll try if I can"
 "Sorry if ... Sorry if ... Sorry if ..."
 "I should ... I should ... I should ..."
 "I'd better…"
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 "I'm doing the best I can ... I'm sorry ..."
Submissive non-verbal behaviour
Also the submissive can be recognized by his body language
 Movements oriented to inhibition and closure
 He gestures uncertainly and anxiously
 The gaze is elusive
 The postures are closed, rigid, symmetrical
 Fears the invasion of their own security spaces
 Tends to move away
 The voice is low, timid, whispered, plaintive with numerous verbal
segregates
Now we come to the most important part, the use of assertive thoughts,
behaviors and sentences. These are ways of doing and thinking typical of
effective and successful people.
Assertive thoughts
 "I can assert my rights respecting those of others"
 "If I express my disagreement I don't think of treating others badly"
 "If I win, you win too and vice versa"
 "It is important to believe in oneself and in others"
 "An error is never definitive in certain circumstances it is possible to
remedy"
 "I trust the abilities of others"
Assertive behavior
 Listen
 Negotiate
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 Collaborate
 He asks questions for clarification: he asks for explanations when he has
not understood
 He takes responsibility for what he says and what he does
 Accept constructive criticism, reject manipulative ones
 It acts on its own initiative
 Only criticize what can be give a contribution
 Do not condemn
 Do not label
 Do not manipulate
Assertive verbal behaviors
 "I feel…"
 "I decided to ..."
 "What do you think about it?"
 "Let's talk about"
 "What alternatives do we have?"
 "Do you want this thing?”
 "I recognize that I could also have behaved differently"
 "What do you advise me"
 "I'm glad to work with you"
Assertive nonverbal behavior
 Open, cordial, firm and measured gestures
 Respect the distance signals
 The expression of the face is lively and interested
 The eye contact is direct and constant
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 He arrives serenely on time, after having arranged the place and time of the
appointment
 The volume of the voice is appropriate to the circumstances, audible and
engaging

The dynamic submission-dominance in conflict management

There has been a change in the psychological research about the perception
of submission and dominance. Most research of the 70s of the XXth Century often
used the words submission and dominance. A research by Tracy and Matsumoto
(2008) changed this idea correcting these terms and talking about pride and
shame. It may seem a little change, based only on minimal meaning, but, in reality
it is a big one. Talking about pride and shame mean to talk with emotional
language. Submission and dominance, or respectively, shame and pride are first
of all emotions. So, we are talking about inborn emotions as demonstrated by
Tracy and Matsumoto (2008). Today, in order to demonstrate if a non verbal
reaction is innate or learned, most studies observe congenitally non-sighted
people, because they cannot have learned non verbal reaction observing a model.
This is very important to determine if a behaviour is cross-cultural or not. In fact,
if non sighted and sighted people reacts with similar nonverbal reactions in similar
situations, it means that the behaviour studied is innate, non-learned by external
models. This study compared non verbal reactions of sighted and non-sighted
athletes in two natural conditions: win (pride) or lose (shame) a sportive
competition of fight.
The study found that sighted and congenitally non-sighted people reacts
similarly on these conditions, confirming the hypothesis that pride and shame are
inborn.
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Image 6.1. Pride expression in response to victory shown by a sighted (left) and
congenitally blind (right) athlete.

The same research studied moreover the nonverbal signs of pride an shame
that are summarized in the following data.
Figure 6.2. Mean levels of pride and shame nonverbal behaviors spontaneously
displayed in response to match wins and losses by sighted athletes, n = 108. *, P
< 0.05.
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Figure 6.3. Mean levels of pride and shame nonverbal behaviors spontaneously
displayed in response to match wins and losses by congenitally blind athletes, n =
12, *, P < 0.05.

The dynamic of interaction between two dominant people can be easily
imagined. Both parts would want the last word and the escalation of conflict
would be the most reasonable possibility. But are not less dangerous all the
possible interactions between dominant-submission dyad or submissionsubmission dyad.
A dyad based on two register of communication of submission lead in fact to the
scarcity of alternatives in decision making process. Simplifying, both part would
avoid to take any responsibility in taking decisions. This lead to a stagnation in
the interaction and dissatisfaction in both parts.
Also the complementary dyad dominance-submission is not a convenient
dyad. In most cases in fact, the dominant part of the dyad would impose his point
of view on the other part. The submissive part of the dyad would accept the
decisions at least formally, externally, without accepting internally. This form of
compliance do not create conflicts at beginning at least at an explicit level.
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However, complying only formally to a dominant part often create frustration,
and frustration lead to aggressiveness.
Sublimated aggressiveness can lead, especially on submissive form of
communication, to possible explosive expression of anger or to negative health
effects of stress. The expression of submission and dominance with body
language has not only a psychological effect, but also physical. A study by
Carney, Cuddy and Yap (2010) showed that brief nonverbal displays of
submission and dominance affect even neuroendocrine levels and risk tolerance.
The researchers investigated whether using dominant or submissive
positions would affect the presence of two hormones in a sample of man:
testosterone and cortisol. Cortisol is a hormone that increase in cases of stress. In
this study of course, it was asked to participant only to pose for one minute in a
particular position, no specific psychological stress procedures were used.

Image 6.4 The two high-power poses used in the study. Participants in the high-power-pose
condition were posed in expansive positions with open limbs (condition of dominance)
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Image 6.5. The two low-power poses used in the study. Participants in the low-power-pose
condition were posed in contractive positions with closed limbs.

Image 6.6. Mean changes in the dominance hormone testosterone following high-power and
low-power poses. Changes are depicted as difference scores (Time 2 – Time 1). Error bars
represent standard errors of the mean.
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As it is possible to notice with the analysis of Image 6.6. and 6.7 the only
use of high-power (dominance) and low power (submission poses) produced
significant effects on presence of neuroendocrine values. Specifically, people who
adopted for one minute the dominant pose, characterized by expansive position
and open limbs had a significant increase of the testosterone and a significant
decrease of cortisol (a predictor of stress that reduces risk tolerance). People who
adopted for one minute the submission pose, characterized by constricted
positions with closed limbs had a significant reduction of testosterone and
increased the cortisol (exposing for similar reasons to major stress and less risk
tolerance). It is possible to conclude that body language can affect not only our
external perception, affecting the process of conflicts, but even neuroendocrine
levels.
Image 6.7. Mean changes in the stress hormone cortisol following high-power and low-power
poses. Changes are depicted as difference scores (Time 2 – Time 1). Error bars represent
standard errors of the mean.
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Table 6.2. Effect of Submission and Dominance in dyadic interactions

Position

Effect

Position

Dominance

Escalation of the conflict Dominance

Dominance

Passive-Aggressive
Reaction,

possible

explosive

aggression,

fake

Submission

compliance,

deception
Submission

Poor decision making Submission
processes

Equity

Effective communication Equity
and conflict resoultion

A 5-Step model for Conflict Management

When two or more parts have different opinions, as we’ve seen in paragraph
6.1,

the

most

effective

method

for

managing

conflict

is

communication/negotiation. Communication and negotiation are method of social
influence between parts, at the end of this process we hopefully have a resolution
of the conflict that finish with a mutual agreed decision. It is important to say this:
not necessarily the joint decision is positive for both parts, not necessarily the final
decision increase the quality of the relationship between the two conflicting parts:
but it is important to have a sort of agreement at the end. The two parts may even
decide jointly to not talk anymore, they decided and solved the conflict at least
formally.
If this process fails, the parts of the conflict will be solved usually with:
 Norms
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 Authority
 Fight
But, as you can notice communication and negotiation are very broad
terms, and of course to fail into bad communication methods is very easy. For
example, the two parts may use only contrasting arguments to persuade the other
part in closing the conflict in the best direction for him. I proposed a 5-step model
for Conflict Management that I introduce in the paragraph to show you the
Conflict Management Cycle and the importance of many other part of
communication, not only the persuasive argumentation.
The 5 step of an effective conflict management procedure are:
1. Acquisition. Body language conveys too much information for be
ignored. Acquire data from the body language and its verbal language means to
access the unconscious of ours interlocutor. There are no correct messages in
absolute, there are only messages suitable for a certain target. The same rule is
valid for conflict management procedures. Before starting arguing and managing
position is very important to get information about both parts.
2. Deepening. The information collected - also based on body language – to help
to formulate questions of more in-depth analysis.
3. Alignment. Using a body language similar to that of your interlocutor will help
you to create a greater sense of connection and therefore to facilitate fruitful
communication for both of them.
4. Persuasive Argument. Some signs of the body language indicate uncertainty
of the interlocutor, the reduction of these signals increases the level of
persuasiveness of the message. There are linguistic schemes that strengthen
strength of your message when you are in the position of managing a conflict and
finding agreement between people.
5. Objection management. you can understand through body language if the
person has an objection even when he does not declare it. Moreover, you can
understand if your objection management is been effective. A dedicated
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paragraph will explain you how to use words to overcome objections. Of course,
in case of the objection management procedures will not succeed, the cycle will
begin again from the acquisition part.
Acquisition techniques
A statistic by Thompson (1998) showed that there is a main variable that
favours more than everything the conflict resolution: it is the number of
information available. Thompson also demonstrated that approximately 68% of
conflicts can be solved only increasing the number of information available. This
is the reason why in my model of conflict resolution the acquisition of
information is the first process.
So the first important rule in conflict management is making question.
I show you an example.
Some years ago I had to do a training in Padova. I was in a very remote
place in Italy called Pejo Terme for a training course of 5 days in a raw. Then I
had to go in Padova with changing several buses and trains. I lose the first bus and
then I had a 8 hour travel. I go to the hotel and I found that right under my room
there was a party. No sleep. The day after I start a lecture and after 8 minutes of
speech, one student tell me “doctor Vitale, this lecture is completely not useful, it
has no sense, it is terrible”. Now, my physical resources in that moment was very
low, and also the ability to answer that objection in a polite way was minimum.
But, this is a perfect example of conflict management.
How would you answer to this form of objection?
Our instinct lead us often to fall in one of this two main errors:
1. counter-objection
2. compliance
This mainly lead to uneffective communication. Since the person in front
of us used a dominant schema saying ie “this lecture is completely not useful”, if
we use a counter-objection we would fall in the dominance-dominance schema
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that lead to the escalation of conflict. You can imagine which communication may
follow if I would say “No, it is useful because A, B, C”.
You may use the most logic and rational arguments, can sound perfectly.
But you cannot solve with rationality an emotional problem. The second method
is the compliance. It is the formal polite answer. As we’ve seen on previous
paragraphs it relates to a submission-dominance interaction. It includes all polite
answers like “Yes, I understand this point of view”, “Yes, your sentence is
reasonable, later I will explain you in the process how you can use this
information…”
It may work to release some tension at the beginning and of course, may be
useful, but usually do not solve the objection by itself. One of the way to solve
conflicts is not based on positioning yourself in a superior or inferior way but just
by moving the point of view in a different position. But before to understand
which sentence I used to move strategically the orientation of the point of view,
let’s see when does the conflict management procedure starts. Most people may
think that right after the objection there is a conflict management procedure, in
other words, the conflict management begins after the objection. It is not true, the
conflict management begin during the objection.
In fact, especially in group communication, when a person starts the
objection, all person present will be influenced by the content of communication.
And you, who are the person who is supposed to give an answer will start to
answer to the question with body language. Any submission non verbal sign and
also some verbal behaviour can make you perceive not effective responding to the
objection. The main signs of uncertainty to avoid can be summarized as follows:
 Step backwards
 Rotating the head downwards
 Using vocalizations
 Interrupting the objection
 Moving the chin upwards
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In cases in which the objection is clearly a provocation, you can use an
acquisition tool before answering: another question. In that case I used: “which is
the goal of this question?” This allowed me to move onto more fruitful part of the
conversation: the goal of the person in front of me. After knowing the objective
of the person in front of me I used other communication strategies to answer to
the question basing on the specific characteristics of the target.

Conflict Management Techniques 1: Mirroring

One of the most suggested strategy to facilitate agreement between people
is called mirroring. This procedure is based on attraction by similar people. Is the
similarity the key variable of similarity. We do not criticize or have conflict with
people similar to us, because criticizing a similar person is like to criticizing
ourselves. And this is very complicated for most people, require a big cognitive
load.
People who share the same point of view would naturally adopt also similar
postures.

Figure 6.8 An example of mirroring by using body language. People who share similar point of
view tends to replicate also the same body movements.
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A simple example of the application of mirroring is the replication of
similar body language of our interlocutor in order to favour a perception of
similarity, helpful in the process of conflict management.
However, this procedure may also be uneffective. For this reason, I suggest
you to follow the following specific instructions:
 Do not imitate full body language. It can be too mechanic and not effective.
Moreover, to monitor all body language and replicating it is produces too
effort and distracts you from the core topics of the conflict management
procedure.
 Focus on the rhythm of conversation. It is not important only to adopt
similar postures, but also to use the same speed of movement and speech.
We synchronize often to people who has our same speech rate. Moreover,
using a similar speech rate of our interlocutor forces us to have the same
breath rate.
 Manage constantly any variation of body language, it can suggest you
possible change of perspective

Conflict management techniques 2: Identify the point of view of both parts

As we studied in the paragraph 6.1. the foundation of our mind are
instinctual. We usually categorize and do evaluation very fast during the process
of understanding of reality. This happens also in the procedures of conflict
management. You have in front of you two or more opposed parts, you
instinctively think to your opinion, to who’s right, to who is expressing the more
reasonable position. But before to do this you should identify first the exact
positions of both parts. Use the following questions to understand their exact point
of view
1. What is the motivation leading to the conflict?
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2. Is the same motivation for both parts?
3. What is the scarce resource object of the conflict?
4. When both part can be considered satisfied?
5. Which is the underlying value leading to the conflict?

Conflict management techniques 3: the silence

A part of abusive language cannot be object of counter-objections. This is
often related to the fact that dominant people are not expressing a real argument,
they are trying to position theirselves in some way. In this case, in reality, every
counter-objection aliments the dominant person to use again abusive language.
It is a form of trigger for other verbal abuse. The only possibility in some
cases is the use of silence, that sometimes reduce the use of abusive language and
transforms it in a monologue.

Conflict management techniques 4: The Harvard Method

The Harvard Method of Negotiation is a set of assumption for effective
negotiation in conflict management situation.
Figure 6.9. The Logo of Harvard University
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“Often the people who are "forced" to deal with others, know only two types
of negotiation: the hard negotiation (dominant) and the soft (submissive)
negotiation.”
The differences are immediately perceptible because each of us is
constantly experiencing these two settings in the daily negotiations we face (from
the alarm clock, in the family, to work, with colleagues or the employer, to leisure
time, with friends or divergent opinion in group of peers). When the soft line
strategy prevails we want to avoid personal conflicts, shortening the times of
conflict, and we easily make concessions to close with a peaceful agreement that
often brings with it the bitter aftertaste of being exploited and not being totally
satisfied with the solution.
When instead it is the hard line we choose, we are convinced that the one who
will demonstrate the most iron-will, who will show the most extreme and
intransigent position, resisting with all forces and lengthening the duration of the
conflict as much as possible ; this way of negotiating often finds a proportionately
hard response, leading to a very difficult process of negotiation, often exhausting
energy and resources available, frequently compromising personal relationships
with the other party, undermining the duration of any agreement.
The Harvard theory has instead taken into consideration a third way of
negotiating, neither marrying the hard line nor the soft one, but trying to mix the
characteristics of the two methods described: it is the so-called method of
objective negotiation or negotiation of principles.
What is the negotiation of principles?
Simple, it aims to objectively assess the facts, consider and decide the
disputes based on their importance and their objective content, not resorting to
mere haggling, giving rise to transactions that often displease all parties. The
negotiation goes exactly in the opposite direction: it seeks mutual benefit,
insisting that the result of the negotiation is based on principles that are correct
and independent of the will of the two parties. The classic transaction ("I want
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100, you offer 50, we close at 75") is based on the utilitarian concept of mercantile
attitude of one's position, whose positive solution leads to an agreement that often
does not fully satisfy both parties, with the consequence that their relationship
is very difficult to improve, threatening the length of the laboriously reached
agreement.
Moving the conflict to the real interests in the field succeeds, according to
Harvard's method, in bringing the parties closer to a shared solution that takes
into account their mutual real needs.
The Conflict Manager must therefore be particularly skilled in returning
attention to the problem and possible solutions, effectively verifying which other
interests hide the manifest attitude of the parties. The stubborn defense of one's
position does not help in fully perceiving all the terms of the conflict. It is of
enormous importance, therefore, that the mediator knows how to let the parties
learn how they can be convinced of their own primary interests / needs, but also
how important a certain amount of flexibility is towards the other party and his
behavior, for avoid creating deadlocks that will probably lead to a dead end. The
mediator knows very well (while the parties are not always fully aware of it ...)
that the subjective relationship between the parties themselves must be addressed
and managed separately from the objective question, while realizing that,
inevitably, one will influence the other. Here is the importance of empathizing
with the parties ... will serve to manage perceptions, emotions and communication
between them.
The school teacher has in these cases the role of mediator.
Special efforts SHALL see the mediator involved: bring the problem in its
self-centered perception "Me and my problem", to the assumed "we and our
problem." Taking

into

account

that

any

conflict,

even

if

between companies or multi-parties (for example the three students conflicting),
sees in the field of people and that emotions have a great weight, very often bigger
than the words spoken; emotions flow, fluctuating waiting to be recognized and
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externalized, with the mediator's commitment not to eliminate them but to identify
and catalog them, motivating their origin and not holding them because they are
a source of information and the possibility of knowing the real problem that
originates the contrast.
The role of communication is fundamental in this broad and complex
context. We will deal with this topic in the next chapters, even if we do not
completely dissect it because the vastness of this subject and the techniques to
make it effective deserve a manual that deals exclusively with this. We will try to
provide some basic concepts and some code that could be useful in the activity of
mediator, soliciting and stimulating the interest of the reader to deepen this
fascinating science.
The communication is a bidirectional phenomenon, where there is an
issuer and a receiver. It may seem absurd, but in the presence of more people,
communication always takes place: even the attitude of a person's silence and
absolute silence communicates that that individual does not want to
communicate, thus becoming, in spite of himself, a form of communication
towards others.
It communicates voluntarily and involuntarily, with the word (verbal
communication) but also with one's own body ( non-verbal communication ):
through gestures, posture , the expression of the face or of the look , the tone
of the voice, the cadence, clothing, etc. By communicating, not only information
is transmitted, but an authentic interaction process takes place. In order to
understand the emitter and the receiver they must have the same "wavelength" or,
in any case, they must be able to encode and decode the message. It
happens but often as part of a conflict that the parties to the dispute are avoided,
does not directly address, by stopping those forms of participation necessary to
try to solve the problem. In this phase the parties need a subject that makes it
possible to reactivate the contacts between them and let emotions and thoughts
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flow, managing to codify them together with the parts, reading the details and
the non-verbal communication.
The School teacher must aim as far as possible at the advantage of both
students and in the event that the interests of the students are in opposition,
he must try to direct the result basing it on principles that are correct and
independent of the will of the parties.
Reading the many texts on the subject (the important "The Art of Negotiation"
by Ury, Fisher and Patton is one of them) we can list the four foundations that,
according to the Harvard School, are necessary to positively face a negotiation:
1. We need to separate people from problems.
2. What matters are the real interests, not the apparent positions.
3. The parties, both individually and collectively, must generate alternatives
that are advantageous for both.
4. The agreements must be based on objective criteria, by means of which it
is possible to measure the result of the agreement

Separate people and problems
As we have already explained before in every conflict, every comparison,
in any subject, between private individuals, organizations or associations, we will
have to do with people. Men and women who are guided by feelings, passions and
values, which influence their points of view and ways of thinking. It is quite clear
that the human relationship, perceived and established between the parties, can
offer advantages or represent a brake on the development of negotiations. A close
personal relationship, the feeling and trust and respect in the other party can make
us reach an agreement more quickly.
The anger, the desire for revenge, fear and frustration threaten, sometimes
irreparably, the path that leads to a positive result. In a negotiation we must
commit ourselves not to confuse personal relationships with the objective
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contrasts that led to the dispute. How to do? A good starting point is to consider
the counterpart as a person, with its limitations and merits, avoiding that
differences of opinion, feelings or misunderstandings prevent one from fully
understanding: if the ideas are not precise and well defined, look for a
clarification. If emotions take over, look for ways to dampen excitement and
negative

situations. If

there

are

any

misunderstandings,

improve

communication.
In the aforementioned reference texts it is proposed to respect twelve
simple rules that help to separate people and "personal conflicts":
1. Put yourself in the other's shoes. Try to understand his way of thinking and
his point of view.
2. Talk about the ideas and proposals of both parties.
3. Do not blame the problems on the other party.
4. Involve the other party in the result: ensure that it is involved in the
negotiation process and does not suffer from it. Must be and feel an active
part in the negotiation.
5. Tend to find conversational strategies to allow the other party to save face,
adapting any proposals to the reference values of the other person.
6. Recognize and express emotions, legitimizing those of the other party.
7. Relieve tensions without reacting to the emotional outbursts of those
experiencing the conflict.
8. Give great importance to symbolic gestures (a handshake, apologize, etc.).
9. Listen carefully to each opinion and give feedback on what has been said.
10.

Look for more possible to make himself understood, to avoid

misunderstandings.
11.

Talk about us, not the other party.

12.

Build active relationships by learning about others.
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Bring out interests, don't focus on positions
We will not tire of repeating it: we must bring out the interests of the parties,
not focus on the positions that these reveal. The painstaking work to do is to find
out what the true motivations of the position externalized more or less vehemently
are. The result of a negotiation that takes interests as a reference has a
good chance of representing a satisfactory and stable goal over time. We have to
make is that the parties clearly manifest their own interests and that they are
mutually perceived as an objective element of the problem.
A scholar of negotiation techniques argues that " the important thing is
to look forward and not backward. The question "why" has two dimensions. One
is aimed at the past and seeks a cause or a reason, believes that our behavior is
determined by previous events. The other looks ahead and looks for goals,
considers our behavior as a result of free will. The answers to the latter "why",
the interests oriented towards the future and the objective, are those for which it
is worth negotiating ".

Create decision-making opportunities for the benefit of all negotiating actors

More and more often the parties in conflict consider that they know the
solution to the dispute and are pushing for their vision of things and the problem
to prevail. They are so convinced of their idea that if we were to reduce it to a
graph, they would often form a straight line between their position and that of
their counterpart. This absolute position socket prevents a creative resolution
process, that instead of being a straight line is a curved line that, before joining
the parts, explores a thousand possibilities, in the search for a more beneficial
results for both the students taking parts of the conflict.
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Apply objective criteria
Setting a negotiation on objective, measurable, quantifiable criteria can lead
to the closure of an effective and reasonable agreement. Strive in the
determination of a series of criteria. Once this is done, we can / must follow three
principles:
Transforming every aspect of the controversy into a common search based on
objectively established objective criteria. Accept and be open to arguments based
on reasonable criteria and contain practical and feasible indications on how to
implement the agreement. Never give in to prejudicial and speculative pressures,
but think and meet only reasonable principles.
It is clear that everything we have listed in this paragraph represents one
way among the thousands of possibilities to get closer to a dispute; moreover, if
the parties were capable, they could follow these lines by solving many of the
conflicts that they face on a daily basis. But the parts, let's not forget it, are often
so involved in the dispute and in the problem that it is difficult for them to have
an objective view of the situation. The mediator then assumes the role of a person
who guides the parties in understanding the problem, accompanying them towards
their solution.
Teachers skills for promoting a culture of conflict resolution 1 – Promoting
at school an approach of emotional intelligence

In the past the school was configured as the "temple of knowledge", that is
a place of transmission, where culture was made in the sense to which this term
still adhered, such as that of "precept", "knowledge", "notion". Today, the school
opens up to innovative dimensions, investing with them the same term of
"culture", finally understood therefore no longer as a store of knowledge, but as
an ethical-experiential and therefore adaptive dimension.
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It is in fact thanks to the advent of the new pedagogical reflections started
with the first speeches about the "new" "active" school that the educational
purpose includes, in addition to the acquisition of knowledge, also and above all
the acquisition of "skills" as well as "competences". The school, that is, becomes
a "gym of life" (from gr. Paideia), to the extent that it extends the gaze to the
"human" formation of the learners, foreseeing in the pupil the dimension of the
"person" which as such is the part of a whole that is cultural, social, political and
human: "the entity that expresses itself in the act in which it intends, wants and
loves". Today pedagogy, therefore, moving in the dimension of values, reflects
on the ways of becoming educated, on the criteria of choice of teaching, on the
most functional methodologies - in view of the continuous changes of cultural and
social paradigms - to learning, in a school that changes because they change the
times and with these the modalities of the same.
Pedagogy is therefore a practical and yet descriptive science because its
object is education and it is reflected in a constant tension towards research.
It is a question that infinitely arises without ever finding "the answer. Today
sets its objective in identifying all those transversal competences necessary for the
construction of the full development of the personality understood as the
construction of the self, which lead to correct and meaningful relations with the
other, as well as to a positive interaction with natural reality and social; bases
functional methodologies to "learn to learn" (organizing one's own learning), to
design (using the skills learned), setting specific objectives and identifying
strategies to solve problems, to identify links and other relationships, critically
interpreting and evaluating the reliability and usefulness with due distinctions.
Therefore, pedagogy - precisely in this continuous effort - has recently had
the merit of scientifically demonstrating the diversity of subjects in the learning
modalities, favoring the emergence of technical tools and methodologies capable
of enhancing individual abilities during the educational process, looking at the
pupil's personality, consisting of his social and cultural background, his abilities,
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attitudes, his talents, his motivations and his fragility, in order to support him in
his life project in a motivating and concrete way.
The contribution of pedagogy, in its constant reflection on the educational
fact, makes sense today in the reason why, every human society, from the microlevel of small groups to the planetary, faces together the problems of continuity,
of reproduction, of change, of innovation, of the integration of young people in a
coherent system, and in the relationship with other coherent systems, reflecting
on the problems of consensus, conflict and defense of the individual from social
pressure: it is these functions that participate in that activity what we call
"education".
In fact, education is not only socialization, development, but also teaching
and learning, it must be developed in the complicity of a demanding dialogue
around the reasons of life and the daily events that give substance to those reasons.
If the purpose of education is to achieve the consolidation of an increasingly
supportive and civil society, pedagogy cannot ignore reflecting on the values to
be conveyed in the educational moment, that is those linked to gender education,
psychology, cooperation, responsibility, individual, social and environmental
ethics, which goes from care of self and others. A pedagogy that in short thinks
of a system of values reflecting on their hierarchy, on those that today, in the
society of consumption and individualism, appear to be priorities with respect to
the social but also political purpose of teaching. In brief, it must not be allowed to
include one of the sciences that everyone must know in the educational process:
the art of living well with oneself and with others, art that translates into the word
"ethics".
The teacher today claims to have metabolized all those skills necessary to
approach the new type of teaching required by a dynamic social and cultural
context, which is able to build day by day - how to make it an art - the lesson, ì
drawing from its own emotional intelligence, from its readiness to intervene with
useful and creative stimuli and - not least in order of importance - taking into
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consideration the most futuristic educational models. Among these it is worth
remembering, following the responsibility that the teacher has in the question , a
form of personal training, of self-criticism, an awareness of his own limits and
strengths, considering that - as Bruner maintained - “it is culture (of belonging)
that creates the mind in a circular process without end, so much so that in fact, the
teacher is concerned not only with how to teach, but also with what contents and
vehicular knowledge, therefore it follows that: the decision on what to teach
derives and is influenced by the culture of belonging.
This "cultural" aspect, that is the suggestion that we unconsciously receive
from the historical and social context to which we belong is therefore something
on which we are called to reflect, if the aim is always to form in view of the society
we have in mind for our sons.
Consistent with this assumption, Dewey underlines, in turn, how - given the
complexity of the educational phenomenon - pedagogy is bound to maintain
significant relationships with other educational sciences, because the collection of
data derived from the researches coming from these fields, prove to be precious
for the pedagogical investigation itself. Our fact, focusing on the interaction
between individual and society, rethinks a training path that makes learning
happen through doing. From that moment on, the school must teach to act in
society, it follows that the disciplines can no longer be taught in an abstract
manner, while the events, the problematic situations, the experiences of everyday
life, are worth instead as a starting point for teaching. Discipline, which in turn,
becomes a tool aimed at a greater understanding of reality: in this way the contents
of the same do not reach the learners in the form of boxed, uncritical and dogmatic
knowledge, but as processes that are useful in life. The group-class represents in
fact that microcosm which reproduces in a small way those social dynamics that
one day students will find themselves in work or in society in general, a
consideration that does not allow us to skimp in the classroom, on a correct
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promotion of a spirit of solidarity, collaboration, understanding and respect for
others.
Pedagogically thinking then of the teaching disciplines means adopting a
systemic and systematic reflection, a reflection that underlies some questions
related to the how and why of their teaching:
 "Why do I teach my subjects and what do I want to achieve?
 How can I transfer competences to these students and through these
disciplines?”
"And I answer: meanwhile I should be able to convey material notions, that
is the contents that the philosophical and humanistic education ensures; then,
formal notions, that is the knowledge concerning logical, practical, aesthetic,
methodological principles; then operational knowledge: the deductive, inductive,
analogical methods, the use of metaphor and paradox.
In short, the teacher comes to use a multitude of strategies - active listening,
open inquiry, provision of appropriate settings - to orient, support and facilitate
learning paths not disconnected from the experience and the horizons of meaning
of each student. “Pedagogy today is called to offer its contribution to the
formation of man and of the citizen starting from the consideration of their being
registered in the space of pervasive communication. [...] Therefore, it requires
each of us to seek meaning through the negotiation of meanings, that is, through
the attempt to establish communities / communities of discourse, mutual
recognition based on the discovery of affinity. What we therefore need is a
pedagogy capable of giving us the values of an ethics of communication that is an
ethic of difference, of dialogue, of reciprocity”
And again: "No educational experience is resolved in satisfying needs and
imposing models and rules of behavior; rather it must be concerned with refining
the subjective capacity to give meaning and value to the world, to stimulate
awareness of its specific and unavoidable contribution in the construction of
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reality and to develop the capacity to negotiate with the other the interpretations
and meanings attributed to the world ".
If "educate" comes from the lat. educĕre (= to draw out), this means then
that the teacher must place himself in the figure of the facilitator / mediator,
favouring,"pulling out" the experiential knowledge of the learners, to whom the
new knowledge can be attributed, adapting the teaching time on children's
learning time. This is the subject of didactics, which becomes metacognitive, as
the teachings finally conveyed take place through the launch of stimuli, group
work aimed at learning the habit of cooperation, respect for group dynamics,
prosociality, inclusion, to the overcoming of the sense of the "different", because
everyone is different and yet wonderfully the same.
In the development of the teaching units, therefore, the teacher is called
upon to draw on both the theoretical skills learned during the training course), as
well as on consultancy skills, for example: reflexivity, empathy, self-control and
creativity.
Therefore, developing a teaching activity has nothing to do with merely
presenting in the frontal lesson, a topic chosen from the textbook, an end in itself
or in view of completing the planned ministerial program.
Today the contents presented in class are not so much the goal as the means
of the training process. They are a tool for a wider learning, whose purpose is
therefore a complete and adaptive training of the person, in view of his own wellbeing, contents that, if transmitted precisely through cooperative methodologies
(not only among students but also between teacher and learner) allow the
acquisition of essential transversal skills in the process of global formation of the
student's personality, of his education as a democratic citizen and of his education
as an adult. By "modality" of the learning process we mean the didactic
methodologies that the teacher chooses to act, as educational practices that favor
the acquisition of the mentioned transversal skills, some of which are well
proposed for this purpose: the cooperative learning (which educates to work in
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horizontal groups, that is peers, thus favoring the development of a democratic
conscience), laboratory teaching (which promotes learning in free cooperation
with others), tutoring (method of mutual teaching among peers), mentoring
(project to support pupils in learning difficulties), peer education (information
exchange of learners at different levels, between different classes or schools even
by degree) reinforcement techniques, such as modeling , chaining (learning
strategies in complex cases ), just to name a few.
Many studies conducted on these educational strategies declined in the
perspective of cooperation between students, in fact, have shown how, for
example, these teaching strategies are functional to educate to non-violence:
working on the acquisition of a critical knowledge allows to influence the
acquisition of skills needed to grasp and describe a hardship. The cooperation that
invites reflection and work on certain proposed contents, placing learners in
"controversy", becomes the tool to increase self-esteem and enhance social skills:
precisely cooperation, assertiveness, empathy, self-control. Nevertheless, this
type of methodology favors intercultural awareness, which is fundamental for a
democratic society and is configured as an intellectual activity peculiar to its
approach to the investigation of the world.
In this sense, the class becomes a real research community, which is both a
teaching-learning context and an educational goal that cannot be ignored. Through
it we build intellectual research for the development of awareness and reflection,
of sharing meanings and of promoting human solidarity founded on an emotional
basis. It is a community of practice, in the sense that it is a way to live and act; it
is a community of discourse, because it dialogues and argues, about learning
because it builds knowledge, it is a socio-cultural community because it is a place
of relationships of identity and diversity.
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The profile of the Professor - Counselor
The current teaching model, which has the learner as its only objective,
starts from the consideration that "experience" and "truth" are two very distinct
things and that truth is continually transformed through experience. That is, the
student and the teacher undertake a journey in which neither of them knows any
truth: the teacher does not know in advance what is best and how it is best to teach,
but he changes his ideas and grows during the training course together to his class
group. A curriculum should therefore constitute - as repeatedly mentioned - the
possibility that children are trained according to their times and needs: training
and education is a new path for the teacher and the learner every time, in which
the relationship it is characterized by exchange and dialogue; learning is therefore
never one-way, nor does it take the form of "taking something that belongs to
someone else".
Now, although all knowledge is characterized by a specific epistemic
structure and regulated by a series of characteristics of access to knowledge, the
knowledge of a knowledge cannot be treated as the acquisition of a product; it is
instead necessary to master the tools to "enter" the disciplines; to be able to start
the subjects in training for specific learning, it is therefore necessary to analyze
these tools. From this derives, on the part of the teacher, a focus on the epistemic
structure of his own knowledge that highlights on one hand the zetetic
configuration - still Kant - and on the other the heuristic matrix (Dewey highlighting the dimension of construction as essential, to ensure meaningful and
formative access). In this dimension, access to knowledge is then configured as
heuristic and operative, such as to guarantee the subjects in formation to enter
directly into the epistemic structure of the matter, to master its exploratory and
cognitive tools, participating in an increasingly "legitimate" way to knowledge
processes.
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On this basis, the most responsive training model is still that of "social
matrix", which is proposed as an epistemic subject in dynamic evolution, in which
all participants play an active and responsible role and contribute to the
construction of a common cognitive product. Therefore, the teacher is called to
the practical sense, which effectively translates into working on the expectations
of the students, offering opportunities and tools to identify the difficulties they
encounter and helping them to overcome them.
Therefore the involvement of the student himself in his personal evaluation
is of fundamental importance, because it represents for him the basic condition
for committing him responsibly in future activities. Another winning strategy is
to encourage curiosity, enhancing one's strengths rather than focusing on
weaknesses.
If in fact the starting situation of the learners is known and which learning
styles are more effective, it is possible to organize a teaching so that it acts as an
educational path and not only in the school sense. It should be borne in mind that
the pedagogical theories that underlie modern teaching challenge the traditional
conception of intelligence (that mere IE) as a mere calculation, affirming rather
that nine types of intelligence can be distinguished: this implies that identifying
in the learners for example, distinct mental abilities means having the possibility
of giving rise to different ways of learning, thus stimulating a more profitable
search for new creative and effective teaching and learning styles. On the other
hand, it must be considered that the students themselves often provide the tools to
find adequate criteria to investigate the reality and if the teacher is able to create
a research community in the classroom, he allows at least three types to be
developed of thought:
 Critic: to analyze the criteria of investigation of reality, through the
experience, sharing and interpretation of the other's vision of the
world. Children learn to correct their judgments by self-correction
and the admission of error;
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 Creative: to develop the tendency to create new ways of relating to
others, improving oneself;
 Empathetic: to acquire a greater sensitivity in perceiving the mood
of others and taking care of them. A class in fact considered as a
research community, represents the ideal place where the concepts
are shared central and controversial, that is where it is possible to
analyze themes and problems that stimulate the search for knowledge
by undertaking different logical paths of interpretation of the world.
Teachers skills for promoting a culture of conflict resolution – The
principle of congruence

Very often the teacher of today is in the condition of having to "negotiate"
attention, if not the respect of his own learners. Whether it is simply a matter of
recovering the attention of a pupil or of the class - which is among the most
desirable - it is possible that he finds himself in contexts in which he must review
the modalities of his relationship with the pupils, if the contexts - for the reasons
more several - they can escape its management, thus compromising the objective
of learning.
For he or she who has not had the good fortune to be born with an
"attractive" talent, much literature has recently expressed itself about the
advantages of a relationship oriented towards emotion rather than cognitive.
Regardless of the aforementioned research, it is quite intuitive to think that
constructing a "meaningful" relationship - where in this case meaning a deep
attention towards the other and without judgment - can produce a stronger
affiliation (precisely) and constructive on the part of the learners, such that it
motivates them further in their learning process.
In other words, if the students feel accompanied and cared for in their
scholastic and experiential growth, in a relationship that rather than judging the
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flaws, tends to promote and positively reinforce even small successes, these, not
only is it possible for them to participate more responsibly to the teacher / learner
relationship, but they will probably acquire all those transversal competences
related to the care of the self and the other, of which so far discussed.
Managing the classroom with positivity and creativity determines a certain
resonance, motivating the teacher and the pupil, even in complex contexts.
In this paragraph, therefore, we intend to deepen an aspect of the personal training
of the teacher, which goes beyond his own disciplinary knowledge but not last as
to importance.
Whoever undertakes a profession of this kind cannot, in fact, disregard the
awareness of the importance of the relationship and, if the relationship is only
possible thanks to the other, it must necessarily feed on the "predisposition" to the
other. It feeds on the acceptance of the other, of his experiences and his symbolic
representations, which must be interpreted with patience and care, of verbal and
non-verbal behaviors, such as to describe an uneasiness - and unfortunately almost
never immediately evident - a induced habit or not, a bad management of its
resources, and limiting the judgment as much as possible.
The teacher has an ethical obligation - a word from which his profession
cannot transcend - to accompany the children in a corrective evolution, but
starting from the resources they already possess, with attention and devotion.
That is, he must "widen the frame of meanings", move away as much as
possible from the narcissism of his role as a teacher and make the heuristics of the
boys and of himself.
To do this, however, he must first of all know his own limits of himself even before those of the boys - his own weak points as well as his own resources
and act on them, creating a climate of participation and humanity. That is, he must
learn to be an individual first, and then an empathic teacher, where by empathy is
meant the art of identifying himself with the other, in his experience and state of
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mind, to then "come out" of it in order to objectively frame the most suitable path
learning.
Teachers skills for promoting a culture of conflict resolution – The
principle of coherent communication

Another ability that the teacher-conflict mediator must possess is that of
coherent communication. Habermas had already distinguished two types of
communicative activity: communicative interaction and strategic interaction. Of
the two, the latter aims exclusively at effectiveness and success, using for this
purpose the threat and sanction, the prospect of gratification or the persuasive arts
of sophistical rhetoric: direct expression - on the communicative side - of
instrumental rationality. Habermas therefore judged this as a type of
communication in which the concept of truth and ethics were lacking as
meaningless. Rather, authentic communication could only occur through three
major criteria:
 Truth of fact, referable to the world of objective and verifiable facts;
 Justice, in interpersonal relationships;
 Sincerity, with respect to the subjective world of personal experience.
Even for Apel, authentic communication was based on three principles:
 Justice;
 Solidarity;
 Co-responsibility.
In fact, as Apel himself points out, in the tradition of transcendental
philosophy that from Descartes - through Kant and Hegel - is fulfilled in Husserl
, language and communication are understood as simple means for fixing and
communicating knowledge already acquired by the individual in its independent
subject-object relationship, therefore, ethics also stands out in the horizon of the
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cognitive structure from which it follows that of values. To think of ethics today
means to deepen the understanding of communication and its conditions of
possibility: without authentic communication ethics is not possible and vice versa,
as a result of the consensus reached in the discussion.
Having made these philosophical premises, they are right to be argued here
in view of the importance of effective communication, whose premise lies in the
authentic relationship from which the teacher cannot disregard, in his role as
educator and trainer. Therefore, coherent communication is realized by the
counselor as well as by the teacher, when there is consistency between its verbal
component (the signals), the non-verbal and para-verbal component , possible if
the professional / teacher assumes an authentic dialogical position both with
respect to self (as he really is) and with respect to the learner / client: only in this
way is it possible for a "participation" to be established, that is when the client
warns that his counselor "is" in that relationship.
Another point on which we intend to reflect, shifting the axis of reflection
from a conceptual level to a strategic one - but functional and coherent in terms
of communication - has to do with another concept, that of creativity. One of the
most beautiful definitions that have been given is the following: "inertia is
essentially a physical property, a correlative of conservation, which is a
recognized characteristic of both the field of physics and the psychic field. On the
other hand the psyche, being a factor of innovation, is the anti-conservative
property present in nature”
In the communicative context, creativity uses lateral thinking where the
passages are not necessarily sequential, focusing also on what is apparently not
relevant. The genius of certain insights, the ' insight can be trained: to be creative
you have to "go", get involved, do not be afraid to make mistakes, encourage selfesteem, the' empowerment: working on the creative potential of the students
becomes a way through which to make people learn skills to improve their quality.
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At the same time, creativity applied to the school context also optimally influences
learning for the teacher.

Effects of Emotional intelligence on students health. The importance of
prevention and identification of emotional dysregulation and its relations
with violent behaviour.

The concept emotional intelligence is the ability to motivate oneself and
persist in pursuing an objective despite the frustrations; to control impulses and
delay gratifications; to modulate one's moods by avoiding that suffering prevents
us from thinking; and, again, the ability to be empathetic. In its fundamental
definition of emotional intelligence, Salovey includes the personal intelligences
of Gardner, extending these abilities to five main areas: the knowledge of one's
emotions; emotion control; the motivation of oneself; the recognition of the
emotions of others; relationship management.
A good mastery of oneself - that is, the ability to resist the emotional storms
caused by adverse fate, without being slaves of passions - is a virtue praised since
the time of Plato. The only Greek word that indicated this quality was sophrosyne,
or, according to the translation of the Greekist Page DuBois, "care and intelligence
in leading one's life". The Romans and the early Christians called it temperantia,
in other words, they identified it with the ability to curb emotional excesses. In
fact, the goal of temperance is balance, not the suppression of emotions: every
feeling has its value and its meaning.
According to Goleman the emotionally competent person stands out
because he has five very specific characteristics:
 knowledge of one's emotions;
 control and regulation of one's emotions;
 ability to know how to motivate;
 recognition of the emotions of others (empathy);
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 management of social relations between individuals and in the group.
The first official definition of emotional intelligence was "the ability to
control one's own and others' feelings and emotions to distinguish them from one
another and to use such information to guide one's thoughts and actions". (J.
Mayer & P. Salovey, 1989/90) .
This definition perfectly combined the ideas that emotion makes thinking
more intelligent and think more intelligently about emotions: therefore, it
perfectly linked intelligence to emotion. Individuals differ in their ability to
manage their emotions and how to solve problems. Moods and emotions subtly,
but systematically, influence some of the components of the strategies involved
in problem-solving (DJ Mayer, 1986). Positive emotions can facilitate the birth of
future plans, they can alter the organization of memory so as to allow the
integration of more cognitive material and to relate different ideas (AM Isen,
1987), they allow us to focus more on needs pressing and, in conclusion, emotions
and moods can be used to motivate and support the fulfillment of complex
intellectual tasks. (R Albert, R. Haber, 1960; C. Showers , 1988).
The characteristics of emotional dysregulation Saarni (1999) provides a
conceptual framework for defining emotional competence. Emotional
competence includes the ability to experience a wide range of emotions and to be
aware of them, the ability to adequately respond to the emotional states of other
people, to evaluate and understand one's own and others' emotions, of giving value
to the need to regulate emotional states and the awareness that the structure and
nature of relationships are more defined by how emotions are communicated
within such relationships, and a sense of emotional self - efficacy (Saarni , 1999).
The dysregulation emotional can be distinguished from emotional
regulation patterns that make up the emotional competence when we consider the
symptoms associated with the various forms of psychopathology.
Thus, dysregulation implies emotional responses characterized by the
following characteristics (Cole et al., 2008):
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 the persist emotions and control efforts are ineffective;
 the emotions interfere with appropriate behaviors;
 the experienced and expressed emotions are not appropriate to the context;
 the emotional states or they change too quickly or too slowly.

These qualities are not mutually exclusive and share the fact that they are
unpredictable, inappropriate and maladaptive. Therefore, dysregulation arises not
from being very angry, sad, anxious, shameful, guilty, proud or happy, but from
the deviations of the typical ways in which emotions are regulated. As far as the
first characteristic is concerned, it must be emphasized that intense and lasting
emotions are not necessarily dysfunctional, as long as they are effectively
regulated. On the other hand, symptoms such as prolonged irritability, sad mood,
generalized anxiety and manic states differ from the more typical examples of
proven adaptive emotions.
These symptoms, combined with depressive symptoms, reflect prolonged
emotions that do not respond to the efforts of modulation (Erk , Mikschl , Stier ,
Ciaramidaro, Gapp , Weber, & Walter, 2010); this happens because of several
reasons, such as the lack of ability to implement the proper regulatory strategies ,
the dysregulation of biological systems that deal with emotions, and a secondary
advantage in maintaining emotion prolongation (Cole et al., 2008 ). In these cases,
the strategies used to modulate the emotions or are ineffective (for example, the
avoidance of new situations reduces anxiety but is not adaptive in many
situations) or are typically effective but used inappropriately (for example, the
distraction technique to stop depressive thoughts cannot be maintained long
enough to alter mood).
A great variety of regulatory strategies can be used to modify the temporal
and intensive dynamics of an emotional response, reducing its intensity,
decreasing its duration or passing from one emotion to another by performing a
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reinterpretation of the stimulus to modify precisely the emotional response
(Ochsner & Gross, 2005; Thompson, 1994).
Problem solving, cognitive restructuring, acceptance, seeking support are
classified as adaptive strategies; avoidance, denial, emotional suppression, worry,
rumination , aggression and self-criticism are among the less optimal strategies
(Aldao & Nolen-Hoeksema , 2012; Grolnick , Bridges , & Connell , 1996; Gross
, 1998; Hayes , Wilson, Gifford , Follette , & Strosahl , 1996).
The second point concerns emotions that interfere with appropriate
behavior. Emotions, in fact, are defined in part by their immediate activation in
particular situations: anger is activated when it is necessary to face an obstacle
with force, fear when it is necessary to move away from a feared and dangerous
situation, sadness when it is necessary to renounce a goal desired, to name a few
(Cole et al., 2008). This aspect of emotions is a crucial component of their
adaptive function, that is, the fact that they are immediately ready to intervene to
maintain and recover individual well-being. But the environment around us is
complex and changeable, and as a result many situations imply that there are
several social constraints and conflicting objectives. Therefore, although
sometimes the purpose of an emotional state is to maintain individual well-being,
the behaviors implemented to achieve this goal may be appropriate or
inappropriate. Actions can be understandable and effective in a short time (like a
child beating another child to win a toy), but if they become stable patterns they
interfere with development goals, which are essential to becoming a healthy and
competent person (Cole et al., 1994).
Summing up, both positive and negative patterns of emotion regulation are
dysregulated when they lead to behaviors that violate social standards or
compromise development goals. The study of behavioral-emotional sequences
helps us examine the effects of emotions on behavior, an important aspect of
emotional dysregulation (Baumeister, Vohs , DeWall , & Zhang, 2007).
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The third characteristic of emotional dysregulation concerns the lack of
adaptation between the emotional response and the situation in which it manifests
itself. While we first focused on how inappropriate behavior results from an
emotional response, we now focus on the appropriateness of the emotional
responses themselves, both experienced and expressed.
It must be emphasized that both positive and negative emotions can be
inadequate in relation to the context, such as experiencing joy in inflicting pain
on someone. Moreover, the situation in and of itself does not absolutely determine
the emotional response. In fact, emotions reflect the meaning that each person
attributes to certain circumstances: the emotional response may vary from
individual to individual as a result of the same situation (Cole et al., 2008).
Despite this, there are contexts that tend to elicit a particular category of
emotions, such as anger, frustration and irritation, which provide a way to identify
atypical emotional responses in children, even from a neurobiological point of
view (Locke, Davidson, Kalin, & Goldsmith, 2009). Finally, the major cause of
individual differences in assessing circumstances is the child's level of
development. The child's ability to understand the situation and to value its
complexity will influence his emotional process.
Thus, an emotion is inappropriate when it violates the social and cultural
norms of a particular situation, such as laughing in class, in church or showing
insensitivity (lack of empathy and guilt) when someone gets hurt (Kring &
Werner, 2004; Liew, Eisenberg, Losoya, Fabes, Guthrie & Murphy, 2003). The
expression of socially inappropriate emotions is related to many risk factors and
psychopathological problems, such as mistreatment (Shipman, Edwards, Brown,
Swisher & Jennings, 2005), anxiety (Turk, Heimberg, Luterek, Mennin & Fresco,
2005) and problems with disruptive behavior (Casey, 1996). This latter type of
problem is linked to emotional insensitivity to situations in which children usually
respond with anger and related emotions (frustration and irritation). Furthermore,
this emotional insensitivity to situations that would typically elicit positive
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emotions in children is associated with internalizing problems. Children who
express low levels of positive emotion during fun situations are more likely to
show symptoms of disruptive behavior from an early age, and, having grown
older, to manifest a depressive mode of thinking (Hayden, Klein, Durbin, & Olino,
2006).
In general, insensitivity and emotional flattening are associated with
psychopathology in adulthood. Emotional inexpressiveness predicts selfinjurious behavior among college students (Gratz, 1996), a test in favor of the idea
that parasuicidal behavior is a way to trigger feelings and emotions in individuals
who have lost the ability to feel emotions like normal responses to their
environment (Crowell, Beauchaine , McCauley , Smith, Vasilev , & Stevens,
2008). In conclusion, inappropriate emotions in the context are a symptom of
emotional dysregulation. This aspect seems to be important to understand the
development of psychopathologies, but research on both typical and atypical
development in relation to inappropriate emotions in the context is quite limited.
The last characteristic of emotional dysregulation concerns the way in
which emotional states change, either too quickly or too slowly. In everyday life,
among the frequently recognizable emotional expressions, there are long periods
characterized by mostly neutral expressions (not emotionally connoted). This
typical pattern is in contrast with emotional states that persist over time, that is,
that do not resolve quickly, or that change frequently. A slow emotional recovery
(as in cases of dysphoria and anxiety) and affective lability (emotional instability)
are symptomatic aspects of psychopathologies (Fergus et al., 2003, Koenigsberg
et al., 2009). Emotional responses normally develop and resolve over short
periods of time and the ability to recover from negative emotions is a sign of
emotional health (Cole et al., 2008). In childhood, patterns of affective lability
can predict the development of disorders in adulthood, such as Bipolar Disorder
(Fergus et al., 2003; Kochman, Hantouche, Ferrari, Lancrenon, Bayart & Akiskal,
2005). Furthermore, affective lability, in adults, is associated with Borderline
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Personality Disorder (Koenigsberg et al., 2009). Instead, the resistance of
emotions to change is a feature of Mood Disorders as well as Anxiety Disorders.
In depression, for example, sadness and prolonged irritability represent central
symptoms in both adults and children (Cole, Luby, & Sullivan, 2008).

Conclusions

The teacher as a model can be a facilitator of positive emotional response,
but also a valid observer for identifying possible cooperation with school
psychologists in order to identify the underlying factors related to emotional
dysregulation, lack of control of impulses, scarce emotional intelligence, that at
the end are the most rooted causes of psychological, physical violence and
bullying at school, preventing at the beginning the escalation of conflict. A good
school teacher should balance in his training the described necessary
competencies and the communication techniques suitable for managing conflicts
in classrooms.
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Chapter 7
Cultural behavioral differences. Perception of violence in each of
the partner countries - Romania, Italy, Cyprus - Mentalities,
differences and similarities in behaviors, perceptions,
communication
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Introduction

It is very important to understand how much the habits, perceptions, beliefs,
values and behaviors of a society are reflected at the level of each family and how
they affect the education and behaviors exercised in families and further
perpetuated by children. Numerous reports and studies have investigated,
measured and highlighted various types of discrimination that exist in general in
all European countries. These discriminations are made on many criteria such as:
gender, race, nationality, special needs, etc.
All discrimination in society is inevitably reflected at the school level and
promotes school violence manifested both physically, emotionally and
psychologically by the growing phenomenon of bullying.
Chapter 7 aims to highlight similarities and differences between the
discriminatory and violent behaviors existing in schools in Romania, Italy and
Cyprus. Thinking of the three countries we can see that there are many cultural
differences between them related to the language spoken in each country, customs
and folk traditions, culinary art, folklore, folk port, music, religion, family
relationships, attitudes and beliefs, society's wants and beliefs, etc.
All these visible and invisible features can be found in the cultural "Iceberg"
applicable to any culture.
What we can observe and know by reading and informing about a culture
different from ours represents only 10% of what makes up the cultural Iceberg.
The other 90% part that we cannot easily identify (is invisible) we can only
understand if we go into details and know people from another culture, we observe
and understand them.
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Sourse: “Cultural awareness guide for expats working in Romania” – Oana Hanganu si
Valentina Dicu (2018)

OVERVIEW

As Daniela Stoicescu / Otilia Stefania Pracurari / Marcela Claudia Calineci
shows in their work "Behavioral values and reducing violence in school" and
according to the United Nations Study on school violence of October 11, 2006:
"Violence in school" is "any form of manifestation of behaviors such as
inadequate or offensive expression (mockery, teasing, ironicity, imitation,
threatening, harassment);
 sharpening, pushing, hitting, injuring;
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 behavior that falls under the law (rape, drug use / sale, vandalism provoking damage with good science, theft, etc.);
 offense against the teacher's state / authority (language or irreverent
conduct towards the teacher, etc.). "
N. Vettenburg talks about the existence of three forms of school violence
in schools:
1. normal juvenile violence;
2. social violence, in which the school itself is the victim of violence
manifested in society, at a general level;
3. anti-school violence (destruction of school goods, aggression and violence
towards teachers).
In the ENCARTA (1999) dictionary violence is defined as: use of physical
force to cause injury or damage to someone; illegal use of unjustified force or
effect created by threat.
The World Health Organization believes that violence means the threat or
intentional use of physical force or power against one's own, against another,
against a group or community that engages or is at high risk of trauma, death or
psychological harm, improper development or privations.
E. Debarbieux (1996), a specialist in the problem of violence in the school
environment, captures the phenomenon of violence as a whole: "violence is the
brutal or continuous disorganization of a personal, collective or social system,
which results in a loss of integrity that can be physical, mental or material. This
disorganization can operate by aggression, by the use of force, conscious or
unconscious, but violence can exist only from the point of view of the victim,
without the aggressor having the intention of doing harm".
 between 20-65% of preschool children are physically or verbally
intimidated; Is physical punishment (hand to hand, bat, etc.) a common
practice in schools, in a large number of countries, and largely determines
school dropout?
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 126 million children worldwide work in dangerous conditions, often endure
sexual harassment and aggression from employers?
 are 150 million girls and 73 million boys around the world annually raped
or subjected to sexual assault, with aggressors being, in most cases, family
members or relatives?
 is it estimated that between 133 and 275 million children are witnessing
domestic (family) violence annually?
 most acts of violence against children are performed by those in their circle
of friends and known or relatives and carers: parents, teachers,
schoolmates, employers, tutors?
X. A. Michaud believes that there can be no universal discourse on
violence, because each society struggles with its own form of violence, according
to its own criteria and treats the forms of violence more or less successfully.
"Historically and culturally, violence is a relative notion, dependent on the social,
legal and political codes of the society in which it manifests."
The weight of bringing to the same denominator the considerations about
violence is also given by some confusion that is made with the notion of
aggression. Some specialists make a distinction between the two, considering that
aggression is a behavior or a series of provocative behaviors, while violence is
already the translation into action of intentions, respectively the injury.
"Violence is the concretization of aggression, its superior and decisive
stage. The dissociation of the terms is conventional, in the concrete behavior it is
very difficult to draw a clear line of demarcation. Most of the times the two
attitudes intersect, with a rapid transition from talking to the act, aggression
preparing violence".
M. Floro differentiates between violence and aggression based on three
criteria:
"1. the functional criterion - the aggressiveness is a potentiality that allows to
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direct the action; it is more about thinking, analyzing, while violence is about the
order of our action, an action adapted to the objective to be achieved;
2. the topological criterion - aggression would be especially internal, while
violence is especially external;
3. the ethical criterion - while the aggressiveness, understood as potentiality that
allows the individual to face the problems, can be considered acceptable, violence,
in its quality of action that produces pain, is unacceptable.
Most analyzes emphasize the idea that aggression is more than instinct,
while violence is dependent on culture, education and context. "In the European
cultural and political context, the idea that the school must be a privileged space,
of security, free of conflicts and manifestations of violence is accepted and
promoted. The interest and concern for school violence is today on the political
agenda of some institutions. and national and international bodies, but also in the
center of attention of structures of civil society and of academics and academics.
The fact that many schools are facing the problem of violence is well known at
global and national level”.
Guiding principles developed by the Council of Europe ref. at school
violence:
"- conceiving the prevention of violence as a dimension centered on education in
the spirit of democratic civicism (tolerance and intercultural relations, gender
equality, respect for human rights, pacifist management of conflicts, valorization
of the person, non-violence);
- considering young people as key actors and partners in any action taken in this
direction;
- designing some types of action before the acts of violence start, taking into
account the awareness of all the actors involved and the early prevention of
violence;
- the provision of quick and balanced means of reaction in case of triggering the
acts of violence;
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- awareness of the need for action to all actors involved and strengthening of
mobilization thereof;
- promoting the development of exchanges, dialogues at all levels within the
community;
- giving priority to the protection and care of victims;
- supporting families in exercising their educational role”.
Other documents describing the same thing vis-à-vis the violence
manifested in schools at European level: UNESCO Report - En.unesco.org

School and school violence
“Violence in the educational environment is a daily reality that denies
millions of children and young people the fundamental right to education.
An estimate made by Plan International suggests that 246 million children and
adolescents experience violence around the school every year. Girls are
disproportionately affected, as are those perceived to be inconsistent with gender
and gender norms. Schools that are not safe or inclusive violate the right to
education, as enshrined in the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child; and violates the Convention against discrimination in education, which
aims to eliminate discrimination and promote the adoption of measures to ensure
equal opportunities and treatment. Ensuring the access of all children and young
people to safe, inclusive, health-promoting learning environments is a strategic
priority for UNESCO.
The key results for UNESCO's work in this area are:
• Eliminating violence in school and aggression, including gender-based violence;
and
• Preventing health and gender discrimination against students and educators.”
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Types of existing violence in schools:
Gender violence, homofoba and tranfoba
“Gender-based violence (SRGBV) affects millions of children, families and
communities. This involves acts or threats of sexual, physical or psychological
violence occurring in and around schools, committed because of gender norms
and stereotypes and imposed by the unequal power dynamics. SRGBV has very
real consequences in the life of students, from low self-depression to early and
unintended pregnancy and sexually transmitted infections, such as HIV. This
violence also has a serious impact on educational outcomes, with many students
avoiding school, succeeding in reaching their potential or dropping out
completely. In each country and region of the world where SRGBV was studied,
incidents were reported. While SRGBV is exacerbated in conflict-affected
countries, it is otherwise ubiquitous, transcending cultural, geographical and
economic barriers.
UNESCO's objectives in supporting the education sector's responses to
homophobic violence and transphobia are as follows:
• to collect solid evidence on the nature, extent and impact of homophobic and
transphobic violence in the educational environment, especially in regions and
countries where available data are little or no;
• document and share best practices for action;
• raising awareness and building coalitions at national, regional and global level;
• to facilitate actions in selected countries to prevent and combat homophobic and
transphobic violence in the educational environment.
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Violence based on sexual orientation and gender identity / expression is
often directed at lesbian, gay and bisexual students (homophobia) and transgender
students (transphobia) and others whose gender expression does not fit into gender
binary norms, such as perceived boys as effeminates and girls perceived as
masculine. As such, it is a form of gender-based violence. This includes physical,
sexual and psychological violence and aggression. "

Prevention and combat of school violence

"(Evidence and practice for strategies for inclusive and safe schools in the
European Union, 2016)
School bullying refers to all EU Member States.
It is an affront to the common values of freedom, tolerance and nondiscrimination. Its effects are serious and can be long-term. It is not a problem
only for educational policy. It is also a matter of health and well-being relevant to
the protection of the child.
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School abuse can affect the mental and physical health, as well as the
academic performance of children and young people, and can lead to early school
leaving. In many cases, aggression leads victims to suicide or attempted suicide,
anxiety, depression and self-harm. Being a perpetrator of aggression is associated
with later violent behavior and antisocial personality disorder.
It must be understood as physical, verbal, and relational behaviors, which
involve a party intent on repeatedly injuring or hurting them, in a relationship of
unequal power, where the victim cannot defend himself (Olweus, 1999)”.

School violence
“Violence in the school environment has many forms. These include
discriminatory aggression against minority groups, homophobic harassment and
bullying against students with special needs or any student who appears
vulnerable to his or her peers.
- There is a clear gender difference in school bullying in Europe, with boys being
higher than girls in most countries.
- Both victimization (being a victim of school bullying) and perpetuation (being
a person who is harassing others) are more common among boys.
- The prevalence of harassment varies considerably across Europe. Lithuania,
Belgium, Estonia, Austria and Latvia are some of the countries with relatively
high victimization rates of between 20% and 30% 1, compared with lower rates
of Denmark, Sweden, Czech Republic, Croatia, Italy and Spain below 10%.
- The rates of the aggressive aggressor increase significantly from 11 to 15 years.
In most European countries, growth is relatively small, but in some countries more
than 10% of boys (eg Latvia, Greece, Austria, Luxembourg)".
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The need to adopt complete strategies

"Aggression can be a complex problem to solve, which requires a
comprehensive, multidimensional approach. The lack of a systematic approach to
combating bullying is a concern for many Member States, including some with
particularly high rates of aggression.
- National strategies for school bullying and violence prevention are missing in
many European countries.
- Homophobic bullying does not have a strategic focus in many EU member
states.
According to the survey of the European Agency for Fundamental Rights,
the highest levels of hostility and prejudice on LGBTI groups registered in the
EU. It is noteworthy that very few countries approach the prevention of
homophobic aggression in schools in a strategic manner.
- Similarly, preventing discriminatory aggression in schools (against groups such
as Roma, minorities, migrants, as well as those facing poverty and socioeconomic exclusion) requires stronger strategic focus in many EU Member States.
- Inter-departmental political synergies between education and health are needed
to prevent school aggression more effectively ".

Success factors

"- International reviews of school-wide approaches to aggression
prevention do not endorse a particular model, but they outline some key features
of successful interventions.
- The most effective elements of the program associated with a reduction of
others: training / parent meetings, teacher training, improved playground
supervision, videos about the consequences of aggression, disciplinary methods
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(which cannot be reduced to punitive or zero tolerance approaches) between
professionals, school assemblies, support for parents, proper management of
classes and rules and a policy against schools as a whole.
- Strong international evidence concludes that a curricular approach to social and
emotional education is essential for personal development in order to challenge a
culture of violence in school. Sufficient class time for social and emotional
education in schools across Europe is an important success factor in school
bullying and violence prevention.
- Working with parents is strongly associated with lowering aggression and
bullying in school. However, many approaches to involving parents in preventing
aggression are "top-down" approaches, rather than approaches that actively
involve

parents.

- Discriminatory bullying requires challenges through a democratic school culture
that promotes the different voices of students. Young people in minority or
excluded groups must contribute to the creation of concrete curricular resources
that address harassment and prejudice.
- While there are not necessarily the same people who are at risk of early school
leaving and aggression, the possible answers are very similar and therefore a
common strategy, including common support systems, such as a transitional focus
on post-primary teams, multidisciplinary complex needs, language support,
family support and professional development of teachers on issues relevant to
preventing both problems.
- Family support services for early intervention are essential for preventing school
aggression and violence, as well as for positive mental health. A "one-stop shop"
where multidisciplinary health and education services are available locally is the
most effective way to involve families with a range of emotional and
communicative support needs.
- A specific community information strategy, which provides opportunities for
intercultural contacts, is an important approach to overcome prejudice between
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groups. This can be facilitated by the communal communal spaces, which unite
different groups, such as community-based lifelong learning centers, sports arts
and facilities, libraries, green spaces, community children's centers, family
resource centers, centers religious schools and gyms. "
According to the study by the World Health Organization - "The Health
Behavior School Checklist (HBSC)".
"The HBSC is a study conducted by the World Health Organization every
four years on the health and well-being of children and young people in Europe
and North America. The study is based on a questionnaire completed by students
of 10, 13 and 15 years (a total of 3000 students from each country separately).
The European prevalence of reported victimization among young people aged 1115 varies from 2% (15-year-old women in Italy) to 32% (11-year-old men in
Lithuania) (see table 1).
The Baltic States, Greenland, Austria, Belgium and Romania are some of
the countries with relatively high prevalence rates compared to the low rates of
Denmark and Sweden, the Czech Republic and the Mediterranean countries of
Italy

and

Spain.

There is a clear gender difference in Europe, boys report being more aggressive
than girls in most countries, but again, prevalence rates vary considerably from
country to country, from 28% to 4% for boys and from 23 % to 3% (gender
difference, usually less than 10%).
Prevalence rates have also dropped from 11 to 15 years, both for girls and
boys in most countries and regions of Europe (from 13% among 11 year olds to
9% among to those aged 15); the difference is usually less than 10% (Currie et al.,
2012).
How to prevent and combat bullying and bullying in schools in Europe.
There is a clear difference between women and men, the overall rate of boys being
double compared to girls, and the prevalence rate for boys is higher than for girls
in all countries and regions of Europe, at all ages (with a few exceptions).
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This study shows that victimization and aggression are predominant behaviors
among young people in Europe, but prevalence rates differ considerably across
all European countries, indicating the influence of socio-cultural factors on the
conceptualization and tolerance of this behavior; the report found that prevalence
increased with increasing family affinity in several countries (Currie et al., 2012).
The study clearly shows that victimization is more common among boys than
girls, a trend observed in international harassment research.
Aggression on children with special educational needs and disabilities
Children with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND) are particularly
vulnerable to aggression and are more likely to be overrepresented in experiences
of aggression. Blake et al. (2012), using the longitudinal study on special
education and national longitudinal transition studies, recorded higher rates of
victimization prevalence among students with disabilities in elementary, middle
and high school compared to the rest of students (24, 5%, 34.1% and 26.6%
respectively).
Both children and young people with SEND are more likely to be victimized, but
are

more

likely

to

beat

others

compared

to

their

peers.

The finding that students with SEND are more likely to bully their peers than the
average can be explained by factors such as type of disability and placement
(McLaughlin, 2010).
Students with behavioral problems, one of the categories of special
educational needs / disabilities, are more likely to engage in bullying activities
due to their disability (Swearer, Wang, Maag, Siebecker and Frerichs 2012; Rose
and Espelage, 2012); on the other hand, students with social skills and
communication problems, such as children and youth with Asperger's syndrome
and autism, are more likely to be victims of aggression (Rose et al., 2011).
In reviewing the international literature on victimization among children
with SEND McLaughlin et al. (2010) found that those children with SEND face
an increased risk of victimization in both the main and special contexts, ranging
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from 80% for children with learning disabilities, 70% for children with autism up
to 40 % for children with speech and language difficulties; some studies have
indicated that students with mild or hidden disabilities may be even more at risk.
They also found that aggression tends to be more relative than direct, such as
isolation, ostracization, nicknames and social manipulation, although the latter is
present, including physical and sexual abuse.
They reported that social skills and communication problems are the main
problems that characterize the greatest aggression with children and young people
with SEND. Students in primary school with SEND are twice as likely as their
peers to experience chronic aggression.
At age 15, students with special educational needs were more likely to be
frequent victims of physical and relational aggression, even after controlling for
a wide range of demographic, socio-economic and family factors.
The authors concluded that students with SEND face the double
disadvantage of contextual barriers and aggression during critical periods in their
development and education. However, the cluster analysis revealed a group of
children with learning difficulties as victims of violence. Bejerot and Mortberg
(2009) interviewed 168 adult patients, either with social phobia or with an
obsessive-compulsive disorder about their experience.
Compared with a reference group of 551 adults, they found a significant
difference in the prevalence of harassment between OCD (50%), patients with
social phobia (20%) and the reference group (27%).
They reported that students with SEND reported being more frequently
assaulted (47%) than peers without such needs (36%). Parents' reports that their
child was bullied were also more frequent for the latter (36% versus 19%).
The students most at risk of aggression were those with SEBD, dyslexia
and ASD (student reports), and the latter, according to parents.
Caring had a more negative impact on students with SEND than those
without such needs, according to student reports. Radliff et al. (2015) note that
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the use of self-report questionnaires for students in special education struggling
with reading may contribute to an underestimation of victimization rates.

Racism and harassment

Research on bullying has largely neglected the issue of racism and, where
studied, the methods used were unconvincing (Eslea and Mukhtar, 2010).
However, issues of racism have increased in importance in the EU over the last
few decades, and especially in recent years, with changes in North Africa and the
Middle East and the current influx of migrants crossing the Mediterranean
towards Europe.
The Elamé study (2013) on discriminatory aggression involved a sample of 1352
immigrant and Roma students, as part of a larger sample of 8817 students from
10 European countries (Bulgaria, Cyprus, France, Germany, Greece, Italy,
Portugal,

).

Most immigrant and Roma students said they felt at home with other children
attending school.
However, it should be emphasized that this study was a population sample
drawn from a large number of schools and was not a random sample; nor was it
appropriate between countries, so comparability is limited. Another difficulty for
comparability is that immigrants are far from a homogeneous group with different
backgrounds. Also, the average of only a sample of 1352 immigrant or Roma
students from 10 countries is relatively small, although the larger sample is
nonetheless substantial. These restrictions should also be applied to Elamé's
(2013) finding that aggression by other students towards immigrants or Roma was
"more common" in Cyprus (81%), Germany (76%) and Spain (71%). overall
average of 58% for this sample in the 10 countries. These figures, although not
necessarily representative at national level, nevertheless indicate a serious
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problem of discriminatory aggression that needs to be addressed at the policy
level.
In a recent study, with more than 7000 children aged between 7 and 13
years in the Nordic countries, Bjereld et al. (2015) examined victimization of
victimization at two different points, namely in 1996 and 2011, focusing on
differences in prevalence between immigrants and native-born children from
different countries.
Study based on harassment reported by parents, which may be less accurate
than self-reporting. In cross-cultural analysis of racial aggression, including
Europe, Scherr and Larson (2010) suggest that racial aggression interacts with
other variables such as school context and that isolating ethnicity in examining
the prevalence of aggression may limit our understanding of what actually
happens.
They provide examples of how the composition of the school population
and the size and differences within minority and majority groups influence
aggressive behavior; for example, whites are more likely to be harassed in
minority schools, while African Americans are more likely to be harassed in
schools dealing with this population (Hanish and Guerra, 2000, Graham and
Juvonen , 2002); the majority of students were harassed about race (Lai and Tov,
2004), while ethnic aggression was also reported within the same ethnic group
(Eslea and Mukhtar, 2010).
Thus, while examining racial and ethnic aggression, it is very important to
protect minority children from abuse and violence and their negative impact
(McKenney et al., 2006).
A more accurate understanding of what actually happens requires an
examination of other factors involved, such as the school context, including
social, cultural, political, linguistic and religious contexts, membership of more
specific groups, and estimates of bullying prevalence in general.
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Discrimination and homophobia or harassment of LGBTI are a serious
concern in many schools around the world, including Europe, even though it is
one of the most undeniable forms

of aggression

(Walton, 2006).

Rivers et al. (2007) reported that over 1.6 million US students are being harassed
because of actual or perceived sexual orientation.
A report by Stonewall (2015) showed that 52,000 LGBTI students, about a
quarter of the estimated total, will miss school because of homophobic aggression,
70,000 will have problems with schools, 37,000 will change their future plans for
homophobic aggression.
Even in the absence of direct homophobic aggression, students may still
face isolation, isolation, and increased anxiety and depression, in schools where
homophobic language is widely used (Swearer et al., 2008). In the last five years
since the first study in 2007, the rate of homophobic aggression has dropped to
55% from 65%; twice as many LGBTI students reported that their schools say
that homophobic harassment is wrong (50% versus 25%), while the number to
LGBTI people who feel unable to speak when they are bullied has dropped from
58% to 37% since 2007.
The report concluded that, as of 2009, half of the number of secondary
school teachers said that students are often or very often victims of homophobic
aggression and that fewer teachers have anti-LGBTI language among students,
but fewer teachers. who hear anti-LGBTI from other staff.
In the online survey of LGBTI by the European Union Agency for
Fundamental Rights (2014), almost half of the 93,079 respondents (47%) say they
felt personally discriminated against or harassed on the basis of sexual orientation
in the year preceding the survey. Data from the Education Discrimination Report
show that, during schooling before the age of 18, more than eight out of ten
respondents from each LGBTI subgroup and from each EU Member State have
heard or seen negative comments or behaviors because a colleague was perceived
to be LGBTI.
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Two thirds (68%) of the respondents who answered the question said that
these comments or behaviors occurred frequently or always during school before
the age of 18. The school was the area where LGBTI youth in Europe experienced
the most prejudices and discrimination - 61%, as opposed to 51% in the family,
38% in other communities and 30% in circles of friends.
Current responses to violence prevention in schools in EU Member States
The survey results from this review of strategies to combat violence and violence
in schools across Europe raise a number of concerns. First, a large number of EU
Member States have no national strategy for school bullying and violence
prevention.
In addition, most do not have integrated attention between preventing
school dropout and preventing aggression; most do not focus specifically on
preventing homophobic aggression. In general, countries that have antiharassment strategies do not have a strategic focus on differentiated needs and
different levels of prevention - most are limited to universal prevention
approaches. Differentiated emphasis is needed. Moreover, discriminatory
aggression does not have a strategic focus. Although systematic emphasis is
placed on curricular social and emotional learning in almost all EU Member
States, it is unclear to what extent an explicit curricular focus on violence
aggression and prevention is constantly present. Even in those Member States that
have a national anti-bullying strategy for schools, it is rarely clear that their
approaches are directly informed about evidence or that national inspection
systems or school self-assessment processes incorporate a strong focus on
preventing violence and violence. review processes of violence in their school.
While there are at least systematic procedures for student voices to be heard
in the education system of many Member States, such as through student councils,
a much stronger focus is needed on student participation in developing antibullying approaches, especially for older students. There is now widespread
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recognition of these different levels, although the question arises as to the rigor of
their application in the different studies and interventions of aggressive research.
For bullying at school, moderate risk can again mean being a bully, a victim
or a violent victim. Moderate risk can also refer to a person who is currently a
perpetrator of bullying and is perceived as having moderate rather than extreme
resistance rooted in changing this behavior. Although moderate risk applies to
individuals, it is also particularly relevant for the selective prevention of groups.
Although it may work on an individual level, a selected prevention focus tends to
engage with groups; it is not the intense individual work of the prevention
indicated.
A selected prevention approach may involve individuals or an intensive
intervention, but not both, as this becomes the indicated level of prevention.
For present purposes, a selected prevention approach primarily means group
intervention or focus on groups at moderate risk of being harassed or bullied.
The preoccupation of the selected prevention by distinct groups is somewhat
neglected in the international research on aggression and violence in the school”.

ROMANIA
Violence in Romanian schools
“According to the website educatieprivata.ro in 2018, the National
Authority for the Protection of the Rights of the Child and Adoption (ANPDCA)
has reported about 15,000 cases of violence against children, of which 1173 cases
of physical abuse. Of the cases of physical violence, 1005 occurred in the family.
Although the legislation prohibits physical violence against the child, according
to article 33 paragraph 1 of Law 272/2004 on the protection and promotion of the
rights of the child, only one in ten parents would not hit their child, according to
the study Why do we hit children?, carried out by the World Vision Foundation
Romania.
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World Vision Romania launched, in December 2017, the research report
"Why do we hit children?", Here are its conclusions:
 1 in 2 parents (51%) think that the hit is for the good of the child;
 Only 1 in 10 (9%) Romanian parents would never hit their child;
 1 in 10 (10%) considers that the hit occurs because of the child;
 8% would hit the children, but would not want this to happen;
 8% invoke religious motivations;
 6% hit children for free, for no reason;
 5% say they would hit the child because everyone does the same;
 3% feel very guilty after they hit".
The full report can be read here: https://worldvision.ro/media/presa/studiisi-rapoarte/raport%20REVEAL_De%20ce%20lovim%20copiii.pdf.
From "International Journal of Asian Social Science - Violence in
Romanian Schools Experimental Results" - Stan Nicolae Cristian
"In the report the author shows that" compared to 2008, when the report
"Violence in schools: epidemiology, history and prevention" prepared by the
World Health Organization showed that 37% of the students in grades VII-VIII
in Romania were they were afraid to go to school, this category is now 28%.
Although not very significant, this decline is an indicator that the measures
taken at national level to equip schools with video cameras and to conclude
contracts

with

specialized

security

companies

have

shown

results.

However, it should be noted that, due to these measures, school violence did not
decrease in intensity, but moved out of school”
The forms of violence existing in Romanian schools are according to the
same report: blows, willful insults, threats and blackmail under threat of violence,
while attacks using sharp / sharp objects or sexual harassment are unusual events.
Those who perpetuate such acts of violence are generally students from other
schools (29.5%) classmates (27.5%), older students from the same school
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(25.9%).
The bullied respond as follows: 26% of students prefer to look for a classmate,
23% seek another student / friend and 22% seek the help of school staff.
Only 10% of students ask their families for help in school violence, and 18% do
not respond in any way”
Bullying phenomenon in schools in Romania - According to Irina Popescu's
article Romania-Insider.com:
“In the Romanian schools one in four children is humiliated in front of their
colleagues.
This can happen in several ways:
 From students to students
 From students to teachers
 From teachers to students
The existence of conflict between the generations can amplify these
negative behaviors.
Difference in perspective between students and teachers:
Students
They want to be treated as responsible,
mature beings
They want a style of school discipline
based on negotiation that takes into
account their capacity for selfdirection
They place a premium on the
immediate usefulness of their
knowledge, which helps them move
towards the desired profession.
They want answers to questions from
everyday life and are not interested in
theory

Professors
They perceive students as dependent
on their science
They prefer style based on oversight
and control

They value school education, culture
and morality

They have a subject to teach,
according to a certain program,
because "inspection comes in control"
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They are more interested in note than They are especially interested in
they are in learning
students' acquisitions in the cognitive
plane
They want understanding teachers, They want quiet and compliant
close, open to dialogue, empathetic
students who do not personalize the
pedagogical relationship
Communicate unauthorized, on topics
that are outside the lesson
According to a study by Save the Children in Romania, three out of ten
children are repeatedly excluded from the group of colleagues, a similar number
are threatened that their colleagues might beat them and one of four children is
humiliated in front of their colleagues. Two out of ten children admitted that they
repeatedly excluded classmates and three out of ten did not allow some children
to play with other students in the classroom, reports Local Mediaax.
The study also shows that:
23% of the children were threatened with exclusion from the group,
31% were excluded,
39% were in the situation where other children were told not to play or talk to
them.
About 37% of the children who participated in the study said that
humiliating rumors about them were widespread in the school.
84% witnessed a situation in which one child threatened another child,
80% saw when one child humiliated another child
78% witnessed a situation in which a child was suddenly abused by colleagues.
More than 70% of the children witnessed a situation of aggression at school, and
58% saw such a situation in their own homes.
The study focused on how children and parents perceived their aggression,
attitude and behavior in different social contexts.
It targets multiple behaviors associated with bullying, such as exclusion
from the group, humiliation, physical violence, or destroying someone else's
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things. UNICEF studies show that half of Romanian children have been victims
of aggression, verbal violence against children is a widespread phenomenon in
Romania, and cyberbullying is increasing in Romania.
According to the article "Symbolic violence in schools" by Bujorean Elena
"Symbolic violence" - the term aims to include in certain structures of analysis of
violence in schools:
1. At the macro level: educational policies that do not recognize diversity (gender,
ethnicity, language, skills, socio-cultural) and which do not guarantee equity in
the school system;
2. At intermediate level: curricular decisions that reproduce the power relations
in the society by imposing values and concepts belonging to a dominant fraction;
limiting the democratic character of educational management by imposing power;
3. At the micro level:
a) marginalization, ignorance, exclusion, lack of appreciation of the categories of
"non-dominant" parents and students; preferential treatment, lack of equality and
social justice;
b) the authoritarian attitude during the teaching and in the interpersonal relations
with the students.
The study shows that the perceived level of symbolic violence varies
depending on the student's family environment, the biological sex, the type of
school and the evaluation results, as well as the level of direct violence in the
class.
At the school system level:
 by inequality, manifested by the students' lack of faith in meritocratic
ideology, lack of equal opportunities depending on ethnic background,
social category and learning opportunities,
At the school level:
 through the non-inclusive educational climate,
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 by marginalizing by classmates, depending on the ethnic situation, financial
status, religious beliefs or beliefs and conceptions different from those of
the majority;
At the level of the teacher:
Through the authoritarian style of sharing knowledge accentuated by the
pedagogical attitudes encountered in several teachers: by imposing didactic ideas,
failure to challenge the authority of the textbooks lack of critical debates for some
concepts and ideas the sanction of expressing students in terms other than those
of the teacher reduced use of interactive strategies. There are a large number of
responses that suggest that teachers tend to impose their own teaching ideas in
areas such as Romanian, mathematics, history, geography. The teachers of
mathematics and science, as well as those who teach Religion, do not doubt the
ideas presented in the textbook.
Regarding the sanction of students for expressing themselves in different
terms or for addressing some clarifying questions, this attitude is more present
among Romanian teachers and less among religious studies teachers, according
to the students.
From the professor's perspective, the empirical results showed that
symbolic violence manifests itself as follows:
 at the level of the official curriculum, by imposing power at the level of the
education system,
 through curricular policies and managerial decisions: imposing curricular
changes,
ignoring the traditions of the Romanian school with the new curriculum,
imposing European mentalities in the curriculum,
 reduced flexibility when choosing textbooks;
In the textbooks through the reduced recognition of diversity.
The non-discriminatory character of the textbooks is limited by: the
presence of nationalist ideologies, the ignoring in the textbooks of social
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privileges and power, as well as the viewing of cultures and civilizations equal
(cultural relativism), the presence of stereotypes and prejudices regarding gender
and ethnicity;
- at the lesson level, by not recognizing the diversity manifested by reducing the
interest for: the objective objective of social inequalities during lessons, informing
students about cultural influences in language and curriculum;
- at the level of the educational environment through the low awareness of certain
barriers caused by the differences between the school cultural environment and
that of the family and the insufficient means at the school level to overcome these
obstacles;
- at the level of the school management through insufficient structural changes
that would create a more equitable environment, weak involvement of parents in
decision-making and policy-making, reduced offer of training programs for
learning through cooperation and supporting different cultural groups.
Protective factors against symbolic violence indicate that, in fact, there are
attempts to combat symbolic violence with:
- educational policy aimed at increasing equality of opportunity (increasing the
length of the compulsory learning period, desegregation in schools, positive
discrimination measures, early education, counseling parents, promoting cultural
diversity);
- promoting tolerance values and respecting human dignity at the level of
textbooks;
- promoting lessons based on the different life experiences and knowledge of
students, creating culturally heterogeneous teamwork opportunities, stimulating
cooperation and recognizing individuality, caring for developing the ability to
critically interpret the ideas presented in textbooks.
From the perspective of combating symbolic violence through the formal
and real curriculum, a series of measures are suggested that could contribute to
the improvement of interpersonal relationships in the educational space:
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Stimulating multiple intelligences through extracurricular activities.
Acknowledging the contribution that many students and parents can make
to school will contribute to diminishing the impact that different capitals (social
and material) have on determining the status of students in school.

Promoting emotional education in schools.
Feelings play an essential role in developing a solidarity policy that shows
the care of others, a fundamental aspect for the functioning of an inclusive and
democratic society. Feelings of failure, lack of perspective or isolation faced by
many students in schools can only be discussed if emotional language is allowed
within the educational discourse.
Improving the pedagogical relationship by negotiating authority.
Through educational activities, students need to be helped to reorient their
attitude towards success.
Success, power, consumerism are all central values of society, imposed
through all channels of communication, including symbolic channels of school
culture. The introduction of the Education for Values discipline in the core
curriculum in high school would help to balance the cognitive and affective goals.
By promoting values such as solidarity, tolerance, honesty, dignity, educational
activities, it could open up the necessary ways to re-establish equitable relations
between the different social categories (minority majority, dominant dominated).
Without minimizing the importance of preventing and combating other forms of
violence, the fight against symbolic violence offers the opportunity to fulfill their
individual and collective potential for as many students as possible, while
reducing the level of direct violence by students".
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ITALY
Our research has shown that there are not many sources of information in
English about violence in schools in Italy. Therefore, the documents found are
presented below.
"Violence in school: an investigation of physical, psychological and sexual
victimization reported by Italian adolescents" - Claudio Longobardi, L.E. Prino,
Matteo

Angelo

Fabris,

Michelle

Settanni

(www.tandfonline.com)

“In Italy, there have been numerous studies on the phenomenon of aggression;
however, studies on the individual incidence of sexual, physical and
psychological victimization in school remain limited.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to examine the phenomenon of
school violence from a broader perspective, as well as all potential perpetrators,
including adults. The sample consisted of 277 adolescents (64% female), ranging
from 6th to 13th grade (mean age = 13.29, SD = 2.19). Sixty-four percent of the
participants were high school students, the rest being high school students.
The results show that the most commonly reported type of victimization is
psychological violence (incidence = 77%), followed by physical incidence (52%)
and sexual victimization (incidence = 24%). These forms of violence are mainly
caused by colleagues. "
According to the article: "Bullying in schools and exposure to domestic
violence" by Anna C. Baldry
"Almost half of boys and girls reported different types of aggression and
victimization, with boys more involved than girls in assaulting others.
Exposure to physical violence and direct aggression were significantly associated
especially for girls: girls exposed to father violence against mother and those
exposed to mother violence against father among those most likely to directly
intimidate others compared to girls who did not interpersonal violence was
exposed to no act.
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Hierarchical analysis of multiple regression revealed that aggression and
victimization were predicted by exposure to interpersonal violence, in particular
violence against the mother by the father, the one based on age, sex and abuse of
the child by the father.
Conclusions
Exposure to interpersonal violence is associated with bullying and
victimization in school, even after the child is directly abused. Violence within
the family has harmful effects on the child's behavior; schools, in this regard, can
play a fundamental role in the early detection of problems.
The only Italian study to date regarding the relationship between parenting
aggression and parenting practices was conducted by Baldry and Farrington
(1998, 2000) who found that the perpetrators had parents in conflict of authority;
no study examined the relationship between exposure to domestic violence and
schooling and victimization in school separately for boys and girls.
There is now clear evidence of the relationship between domestic violence
and the development of aggressive and antisocial behavior in children living in
these families (Widom, 1989).
Children exposed to domestic violence are at greater risk of developing in
the short and long term (negative) compared to those who are not exposed
(Herrera & McCloskey, 2001; Kolbo, Blakely, & Engleman, 1996).
At school they tend to be more aggressive, or even commit delinquent acts
or otherwise are at risk of becoming victims of subsequent school abuse.
Sternberg et al. (1993) found that:
- abused children and those who were abused and who witnessed domestic
violence were more likely than children in the control group to outsource
behavior, such as bullying toward colleagues (see also the review by Edleson,
1999).
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- girls have several internalized problems, such as depression and anxiety
(O'Keefe, 1994, 1995);
- girls are less likely to develop behavioral disorders compared to boys (Fantuzzo,
Boruch, Beriama, Atkins, & Marcus, 1997), but
- girls become more susceptible and possible targets of aggression at school
(Kerig, 1999; Widom, 2000).
Even less is known about the Italian context; one of the few comprehensive
studies on domestic violence in Italy was conducted by Bardi and BorgogniniTarli (2001) who examine parental abuse of the child, but not much information
on interpersonal violence or aggression has been gathered. This study examines
the relationship between exposure to domestic violence and child behavior at
school, such as aggression and victimization.
It was hypothesized that aggression and victimization were associated with
interpersonal violence, and in particular:
1. Children living with violent parents who use more direct forms of violence
against each other (ie, hurting, hitting, throwing objects, compared to verbal
abuse) are more likely to engage in direct aggression (ie, physical harassment),
whereas verbal exposure to insult and threat leads to more indirect types of
aggression against colleagues;
2. According to the theory of social learning and the modeling process, girls
exposed to father violence against the mother are more likely to be victimized at
school, while boys are more likely to bully others; In addition, it has been
hypothesized that girls exposed to mother violence against their father are more
likely to be bullied.
In Italy there is no official ethical commission for evaluating research
projects; researchers have specific ethical and deontological orientations that they
must address when conducting studies, especially if they are done with young
adults and if sensitive topics are addressed.
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Students were asked to indicate how often they have harassed others or been
victimized in the last 3 months. In order to measure "direct aggression", students
were asked how often they shouted, mocked, physically hurt, were threatened.
"Aggressive bullying" including spreading rumors or not talking to anyone.
Respondents could choose one of five options for each of the six different types
of aggression listed: "it never happened"
"It happened once or twice," it happened sometimes, "it happened once a week,"
or "it happened a few times a week. '
To measure "direct victimization," students were asked how often they
were nicknamed, offended, physically harmed, how often things were taken or
threatened.
"Indirect victimization" included widespread rumors, isolation and
ignorance. Again, students could choose one of five options for each of the seven
different types of victimization listed: "it never happened", it happened once or
twice ", it happened sometimes" it happened once a week "or" happened several
times a week. "
Exposure to domestic violence.
The young man's exposure to interpersonal violence was measured with
a modified version of the Conflict Tactics Scale (CTS, Straus, 1979), adapted for
the young Italian language by Baldry (2003). The types of violence measured are:
verbal (nickname), physical (hitting and throwing objects against the partner), and
emotional (threatening), plus a general question measuring "evil" could be given
on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = 'it never happened' to 5 = 'it always
happened.'
As Straus and Gelles (1990) point out, nonclinical community samples
are reported to report lower levels of extreme forms of violence. For this reason
and for the purpose of the present study, as well as for ethical warnings, more
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extreme forms of violence, such as "threatening with a weapon," killing "or"
sexual violence "have not been measured.
This procedure may have altered the original properties of the scale; In
order to verify the psychometric properties of the scale, the principal component
analysis was performed on the 10 elements. The final solution consists of a first
factor that measures "father-mother violence" (fvm) explaining 51.8% of the total
variation, and the second measuring violence "mother-father" (mvf), explaining
15.1% of the total variation. The two new scales had scores ranging from 1 (no
mvf or fvm, ie "no exposure") to 5 (high exposure to violence against violence or
violence).
Questions about sex, age, parents living together and occupation of father
and mother were also included in the questionnaire.
In order to verify the direct abuse of the child by both parents, two
additional questions were asked which measure the report of the child regarding
the wrong done by the mother or father and were included in the questionnaire.
Descriptive analyzes were initially performed to measure the prevalence of
harassment of the victimization, as a whole and according to the gender difference
through the use of tests. Subsequently, to determine the association and strength
of the relationship between violence and direct and indirect victimization and the
various forms of interpersonal violence, as a whole and separately for boys and
girls, the percentages of all beatings and victims were crossed with those of
exposure to interpersonal violence. The items were dichotomized here to classify
respondents as either "never exposed to domestic violence" (separately for each
parent) or "not exposed."
The most relevant predictor variables (exposure to interpersonal violence)
were introduced in a final model to determine the extent to which aggression and
victimization can be predicted by exposure to interpersonal violence, beyond and
beyond the socio-demographic variables that harm the child. which was
introduced in the first model.
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Students who use the different types of aggression or victimization "at least
sometimes" (including "once a week" and "several times a week") have been
labeled as being involved in this type of behavior; those who check "it happened
once or twice" or "it never happened" were classified as "not involved". With this
criterion, 48.3% of all students reported generally harassing others sometimes or
more often in the last 3 months. Boys reported aggression more significantly than
girls for all types of aggression, especially in the case of physical intimidation and
nicknames. Gender differences also appeared with reference to indirect acts of
aggression, but only in the case of the spread of rumors with boys more involved
than girls (14.6% versus 5%). More than half of the students (59%) reported
general victimization, at least sometimes within a 3-month period.
Gender differences showed that boys reported more direct episodes of
victimization than girls, with the sole exception of "taken objects", which were
equally distributed between boys and girls. Girls reported a higher prevalence of
indirect victimization only for "social exclusion" (14.3% versus 10%); in all other
cases there are no significant differences between the sexes.”

Fig. Bullying in schools and exposure to domestic violence in Italy

(Source: „Bullying in schools and exposure to domestic violence” de Anna C.
Baldry)
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CYPRUS

The documents discussed below present the peculiarities existing in the
Cypriot society and the causes of the perpetuation of violence both within the
society and in the school and how it can improve and diminish conflicts and
violence.
According to the document – “ Education in a Multicultural Cyprus” Iacovos Psaltis, Nicos Anastasiou, Hubert Faustmann, Maria Hadjipavlou,
Hakan Karahasan and Marilena Zackheos
CAN EDUCATION PLAY A PLAY IN BUILDING A CULTURE OF
PEACE IN CONFLICT SOCIETIES?
"While we may need utopian ideas about the potential of education to heal
divided and multicultural societies such as Cyprus, the process of effectively
implementing coexistence and peace education policies and practices - as will be
shown in the chapters here - there is no walk in the park; it is a complex and
difficult task”.
The role of education in conflict resolution and in building a culture of
peace in post-colonization conflict societies that are multiethnic is well reviewed
by both scholars and practitioners (Hadjipavlou-Trigeorgis 1993; Bar-Tal 2000;
Solomon and Nevo 2002; Spyrou 2002; Hadjipavlou 2004; Zembylas,
Charalambous & Charalambous, 2016).
Some challenges that the educational institution must address, both in its
formal framework and informal programs, include aspects of historical collective
trauma, selective memories, misperceptions, competing, ethnic, prejudices and
deeply rooted beliefs.
Concerns therefore arise about how to transform a culture of conflict into
a culture of peace that values coexistence, accepting differences of cultural and
ethnic origin, and learning to cooperate and live with "others", by which "self"
and "other" are equally valued. What is involved in multicultural education is the
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same as what is involved in the development of a democratic public. Thus, the
major task of education in a multicultural and democratic society is that by which
students are able to identify their own position as addiction by knowing and
understanding other cultures and can change this position. Thus, to be educated
in a multicultural way you must understand that this is a dynamic process, in order
to avoid essentialism.
In the context of Cyprus, it is essential that past mistakes are not repeated.
In fact, the emergence of the conflict between two main communities on the island
is closely linked to how education was organized and institutionalized during the
British colonial period.
When the British "rented" the island from the Ottoman Empire in 1878 they
were not willing to take the education expenses. They left them in the care of the
two majority communities to ensure the education of the respective groups.
As a result, the community leaders responded by bringing teachers from their
respective "mother areas" to the island or were trained there Cypriots.
Following the period of "National Awakening", the two majority
communities focused on pursuing "their own national interests" by pursuing
maternal societies. All the educational systems, curricula, textbooks and teachers
from outside came from the respective nations for which the other ethnic group
was considered historical enemy and "barbarian".
Thus, from the beginning, the educational systems of both communities
developed separately from each other antagonistically, with only a few Englishlanguage schools acting as the only places of common education.
This separation was maintained and institutionalized at the time of independence
in 1960 with the establishment of two Communal Chambers in charge of the
respective educational systems. These two Municipal Chambers then allowed the
influence of Greece and Turkey on educational systems to continue.
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The breakdown of the constitutional order function and the partial
separation of the two communities in 1963- 1964 intensified the hostile perception
of others within the history of school discourses.
These events were used to reinforce ethnic identities, projecting the other as an
enemy - either Cypriot to Turkish, rebels against the legal Republic of the
Republic of Cyprus or as killers of TCA rights.
In 1965, based on the Law of Necessity and after the Greek Cypriots (CG)
unilaterally abandoned their Communal Chamber, the Ministry of Education was
established. In theory, it was a work for both communities, but in practice it was
an exclusively ministry responsible for GC education.
The forced division of 1974, when a Greek coup against the President of
the Republic took place, was followed by the invasion and division of the island
by Turkey. This completed the physical separation of the two main communities
and further aggravated the hostile narrative. The story of the south gradually
changed to a separation of the idea of the good of TC compatriots against
culturally different colonists.
In the Talat Era, both sides tried to change the textbooks in the direction of
bringing the two communities closer together.
In the northern part, the revised textbooks were used between 2004 and 2009, but
in 2009 another revision took place, which again restored the nationalist discourse
in the taught history. In the south, the attempt failed and the old books have
remained until today, despite the remarkable work done to reform the associated
curriculum.
Therefore, in the context of Cyprus, historically, the politicization of ethnic
cultural loyalty has been a threat to the development of a common citizenship
since, from the beginning, education has acted as an instrument that creates
national subjects.
Alternatively, it is important for the future Cypriot citizen to be free to
choose between different parts of his identity.
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A new citizen spirit should be built on networking and "together with"
instead of "competing with" the other groups. The main historical communities
that make up the multicultural makeup of Cyprus are: GC, TC, Maronites, Latinos
and Armenian Cypriots. But the ongoing conflict between GC and TC has
geographically, politically, psychologically and socially segregated these
communities for decades.
The influx of economic migrants, especially after Cyprus's accession to the
European Union, has created new challenges for Cyprus on how to approach more
cultures and their needs and rights.
How has education over time contributed to the problems introduced by the
multicultural complex in Cyprus?
How can education be better, contribute to the vision of coexistence in
Cyprus?
All existing research shows that the process of identity building is
extremely sensitive and that external attempts to impose a new identity, especially
at the group level, are more likely to return than to bring positive results. Building
a common identity involves building a shared vision for the future, while at the
same time respecting the uniqueness of each subgroup.
However, this does not necessarily provide that education should or should
be divisible; Alternatively, a coordination mechanism could be set up at the
federal state level, whose principle responsibility will be to oversee programs as
to what may or may not be included.
Therefore, it is necessary to elaborate the basic principles, the values with
which the new curricula must be aligned, such as the promotion of secular and
democratic human rights and the exclusion of hate speech and discriminatory
references. Religious knowledge should be replaced by the name of proselytism
and the functions of the state and religion should be separated at both the federal
and the constituent states.
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At the same time, the inter-commune institutions with an integrated
curriculum could be an alternative place for the schooling of the model along the
buffer zone for those who are ready to follow this educational structure. ”

According to the study: EDUCATION AND ETHNIC VIOLENCE: A VIEW
FROM THE COMPARATIVE HISTORY OF MATTHEW LANGE
“The tolerance of education has been reconsidered. It's hard to think of
something more revered than education. Whether rich or poor, black or white,
Mormon or Muslim, Congolese or Canadian, educated or uneducated, apparently
everyone praises education as a huge benefit to individuals and humanity.
The UN and others equate education with human development because its
value is intrinsic and because education is generally perceived to mean other
aspects of human well-being.
In addition to these potential benefits, many believe that education
promotes peace and tolerance, with countless claims that education is a cure for
gossip-type violence, racial bigotry, spousal abuse, and even terrorism. This
perspective of tolerance education suggests that education helps to increase
critical thinking and empathy skills, emphasizes instead of differentiates, and
emphasizes individual rights, all of which promote common tolerance.
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO, 1995) described education as "the most effective means of preventing
intolerance". The second mechanism deals with the way schools socialize
students. He proposes that schools routinely socialize individuals to hold and
uphold human rights and equality, and these values are more likely to promote
tolerance towards people from different backgrounds. There is no doubt that
education has the potential to promote tolerance in both directions, but the
universal claims that education promotes peaceful social relations need to be
questioned for a variety of reasons. The results of previous analyzes are often
more mixed than most recognize. Some analyzes fail to find a meaningful
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relationship, and others even find a negative relationship between education and
tolerance. One of the oldest studies of its kind in the United States, for example,
found that 34% of respondents with higher education expressed dissatisfaction
with Jews, as opposed to only 18% of people with a high school education and 14
percent of people with a high school education. studies of grammar education
(Campbell, 1952). Further analysis also finds that the relationship between
education and tolerance varies greatly depending on the problem and the
formulation of the questions (Jackman and Muha, 1984; Kane and Kyyro, 2001).
A notable example is that the more educated are less likely to hold traditional
stereotypes, favor discriminatory policies, and reject occasional contacts with
members of the minority group, but more likely to hold certain derogatory
stereotypes, favor some forms of informal discrimination, and I oppose intimate
contact with minorities (Stember, 1961). Another potential problem with the
above findings is the selection of the case. Previous studies are primarily focused
on the United States and are trying to generalize to the whole world based on the
rather unique American experience. A study of anti-Semitic attitudes in Austria,
France, Germany, and the United States, for example, finds great variation in the
relationship between education and tolerance between countries (Weil, 1985).
Similarly, studies exploring changes in time-tolerant attitudes in the United States
find that tolerant attitudes have changed and become more widespread, showing
that any relationship between education and tolerance is not static and should be
considered temporarily. Self-reporting, which usually gives incorrect results to
questions that have socially appropriate answers, could also be biased findings.
For example, people frequently give inflated answers to questions about the
presence of the church and the amount donated to charity. In the case of education
and tolerance, one could be educated socialized to believe that tolerance is
appreciated and, therefore, more likely to respond in ways that are presented in a
favorable light to maintain a positive self-image, to gain respect interviewer or
both.
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Beyond the potential empirical problems with the previous analyzes,
logistical considerations require a reconsideration of the impact of education on
tolerance. Most literature suggests that formal schools can promote tolerance, but
this result requires an adequate curriculum focused on diversity and mutual
understanding, as well as on a large, motivated, and capable staff.
In the real world, there has to be such a meticulous curriculum built and
usually faced with strong and rooted rigid opposition, and few schools are
fortunate enough to have a large number of talented and inspired teachers (Anyon,
1997; Education and ethnic violence: a view from comparative history 5 Hagan
and McGlynn, 2004; Vassilichenko and Trasberg, 2000).
A look at comparative-historical sociology also suggests the need to
question the fundamental assumptions of tolerance in education.
Several historical comparative analyzes find that the impact of education on
tolerance depends fundamentally on what is actually taught. And instead of using
schools to teach tolerance-promoting curricula, states and other powerful actors
routinely control education and manipulate it to pursue certain interests and goals
(Bryan and Vavrus, 2005; Darden, future; Lange, 2012, 2016; Weber, 1976).
Education also provides very important resources that can mobilize violent ethnic
movements.
Ethnicity is usually regarded as a concrete thing: it is a coherence and welldefined group related to the common culture. Ethnicity is, first and foremost, a
type of consciousness that shapes how people perceive themselves and the social
ones around them (Brubaker, 2004; Jenkins, 2008). It shapes the way people
perceive, interpret and represent the people of the world think that there are certain
ethnic groups, identifies with an ethnicity, values their ethnic communities and
classifies people according to ethnicity. Sociologists and psychologists regard
ethnic consciousness as a type of cognitive framework; in the following pages,
which use this terminology and refer to it as an ethnic framework.”
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Ethnic violence Combating homophobic and transphobic harassment in
schools Project number: 764746 Call: REC-DISC-AG-2016 - National report:
Cyprus “Overview of attitudes towards LGBTQI people in Cyprus. According to
the latest ECRI report (2016), Cyprus is a country characterized by attitudes of
intolerance against LGBT people. This is supported by the results of the EU
LGBT study published by FRA (2014), which showed that 61% of Cypriot
participants reported that discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation is
"widespread" in Cyprus.
It is an important percentage that must be examined considering that the
equivalent EU average was 31%; a finding that underlines the degree of
intolerance and discrimination of LGBT people in Cyprus. This dominant climate
of homophobia seems to have a negative impact on how LGBTI people are
confronted in their social context. In this regard, the same study showed that the
vast majority of LGBT people in Cyprus (9 out of 10 participants) reported that
they did not disclose their sexual orientation or gender identity as a way to protect
themselves.
This finding seems to be consistent with the results of a previous study in
Cyprus that represented the socio-political climate, as well as the experiences and
needs of the LGBT community (Kapsou et al., 2011). Specifically, the study of
136 LGB participants showed that LGB people experienced discrimination and
were moderate to low levels of acceptance. Furthermore, participants reported that
transgender people receive minimal social acceptance and are generally not
accepted at all (ibid., 2011 p.114).
It was found that the experience of discrimination took place in a number
of different situations, including in the work environment of the participants, in
school, in the army and in other regions.
In the same sense, the EU LGBT study (FRA, 2014) showed that 56% of the
participants in Cyprus reported being harassed or discriminated against on the
basis of their sexual orientation. Again, the percentage of LGBT people who
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reported being harassed or discriminated against in Cyprus far exceeds the EU
average that was reported to be 47%. Regarding the situation in the school
environment, in 2012, the Ombudsman published a report on homophobia in
education in Cyprus, which emphasized the extent of homophobic aggression in
schools and emphasized the harmful psychological impact on children
(Demetriou, 2014). It is important that the public discourse on LGBTI issues is
built and formed through the media.
The significant role of the Media is highlighted by the study of Kapsou et
al. (2011), which shows that the media in Cyprus has not changed much over the
years in terms of how they represent LGBTI people; a culture that for the most
part describes gay men as caricatures that have exaggerated and stereotypical
attributes, rarely feature lesbians and clearly ignore the presence of trans and
intersex individuals.
Overall, one could argue that a mainstream media culture not only ignores
and denies LGBTI identity, but constructs it as "abnormal" and "unnatural." It
would be remiss not to refer to the role of the Orthodox Church in Greek Cypriot
society, which promotes, perpetuates and continues to establish negative attitudes
and positions towards the LGBTI community.
In this connection, the Archbishop of the Greek Cypriot Church has stated
on public television on other occasions that homosexuality is a sin and a
perversion. This vision was also shared in a press release from the Church that
took place before the first gay parade in Cyprus (Holy Synod of Cyprus, 2014).
Similarly, in 2014, the head of the Greek Cypriot Church declared his opposition
to civil partnership and marriage rights by committing an aggressive and
malicious speech on homosexuality and by openly inviting people to condemn
and oppose it.
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Anti-discrimination policies and actions
To reduce the phenomenon of homophobia in schools, the government has
taken specific steps. Specifically, in 2011 topics related to sexual orientation and
gender identity were introduced in pre-primary, primary and lower secondary
education (Ministry of Education and Culture, 2017). Cyprus was one of the six
countries that participated in the joint EU / Council of Europe "Training to Teach
Controversial Issues" program that addressed issues related to homosexuality.
About 180 primary school teachers participated in the training. Finally, in 2016,
the Ministry of Education and Culture published the revised version of the Code
of Conduct against Racism and Guide for the Management and Registration of
Racist Incidents (Ministry of Education, 2016). The code finds that zero tolerance
must be shown in relation to incidents of racism or any form of discrimination due
to gender, nationality, appearance, religion, sexual orientation, disability or other
aspects of identity.

Conclusions and recommendations
Overall, although Cyprus has taken important steps to ensure LGBTI rights,
it is no less true that discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender
identity is a major social problem that is not adequately addressed. Discrimination
on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity is a problem that occurs in
all sectors and in the social environment, including the work environment and
school.
Unfortunately, the school environment seems to be particularly vulnerable
to discrimination, homophobic and transphobic violence and aggression.
Obviously, the homophobic attitudes that appear in the school environment are a
reflection of the homophobic attitudes that exist within the Greek Cypriot
community; attitudes that are deeply rooted in a rigid heterosexual
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conceptualization of the family, which revolves around the notion of
heteronormativity.
On a different note, the study participants stressed the importance of the
school's role in preventing and combating homophobic and transphobic
aggression and acknowledged the negative impact that bullying could have on the
lives of LGBTQI students.
In the same way, the majority of participants stressed the importance of
school education on sexual issues and the provision of information on issues of
sexual orientation and gender identity.
It is important that the research has highlighted the great need to provide
training for the prevention of homophobic and transphobic aggression, as well as
for the degradation of any form of school staff, parents and children, and has
brought to the fore the need for cooperation between different bodies. and
organizations.
Inter-institutional cooperation seems to be the basis for a more coordinated
approach to preventing and combating homophobic and transphobic aggression
in the school environment and in society in general.
As mentioned, one of the findings that emerged is the great need for
specialized educational training for all professionals working in the school
community, as well as for parents and children. These courses should focus
primarily on changing citizens' perceptions and attitudes towards diversity.
Specifically, the training should aim to help people understand diversity and
establish an open and acceptable position towards it. In addition, training courses
should be designed in a way that helps professionals gain scientific knowledge on
relevant topics, including relevant policies and directives, and develop skills in
how to approach and treat cases of aggression. It should be noted that the
recommendations of Cypriot participants and, more specifically, their need to
include elements such as pedagogical skills, factual information, and knowledge
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of how to approach specific cases, support LGBTQI students, and deal with them
need to be taken into consideration. with school authority and policies.
Policy
Taking into account the research findings, as well as the current situation in
Cyprus in terms of the legislative context, anti-discrimination policies and general
attitudes on LGBTQI issues, a few recommendations are provided:
 A plan to combat homophobia and transphobia in all areas of daily life must
be designed and implemented by the government.
 Based on the Ecris recommendation, the plan must be in accordance with
the recommendation CM / Rec (2010) 5 of the Committee of Ministers of
the Council of Europe on measures to combat discrimination on grounds of
sexual orientation or gender identity.
 Educational programs on LGBTQI rights and discrimination against
LGBTQI people should be designed and implemented for employers and
professionals in general, in all professional areas of government.
 Legislation should be amended to allow for the change of personal data that
reflects the gender identity of individuals without the need for surgery.
Schools
According to the results of the research, the school environment in Cyprus
appears to be particularly vulnerable to discrimination, violence and homophobic
and transphobic aggression. Specifically, the school community is a space that
reflects and often perpetuates the homophobic and transpopathic attitudes that are
portrayed by the media and the church. For these reasons, certain interventions
must take place within the school community.
Some of these are:
 Specialized courses on LGBTQI rights and issues must become a structural
component of the professional training of teachers in public and private
universities throughout the country.
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 The educational courses and the additional educational workshops that will
address and target the homophobic and transphobic attitudes of the
educators must be designed by specialized specialists.
 School authorities and parents should also participate in such courses.
It is important for this effort to take place with government bodies and,
more specifically, with universities and units aimed at promoting diversity in
society. Currently, in the Greek Cypriot community, the only NGO active in the
field of LGBTQI rights and issues regarding the LGBTQI community is Accept
Cyprus.
However, there are other NGOs, such as the Family Planning Association,
the Association for the Prevention and Combating of Family Violence, CARDET
and others that can collaborate with Accept, the Ministry of Education and
Culture, the Pedagogical Institute, Commissioner for Administration and Rights.
Human Rights Commissioner and municipalities to establish common ground to
combat homophobic and transphobic aggression in schools.
Overall, it can be clearly seen that Cyprus still has a long way to go to
become an inclusive society, encompassing all forms of diversity and ensuring
equal human rights for the LGBTQI community.
Despite the negative and hostile global climate, there have been a number
of major positive changes in LGBTQI rights in Greek Cypriot society in recent
years. It is extremely important that positive changes continue to occur in society
and that relevant policies are implemented to prevent and combat all forms of
discrimination and aggression, in particular on the basis of sexual orientation and
gender identity.
Only through a common and constant effort will the rights of the LGBTQI
community be safeguarded and protected. Also, through awareness, campaigning
and education, the society will develop zero tolerance towards all forms of
violence.
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Bullying
In 2018, 18 cases of bullying in schools were reported to the PAO. Of these,
16 were in secondary education institutions and two were in primary education.
Eight were reported in Nicosia, nine in Limassol and one in Famagusta. Compared
to 2016-2017, there was a considerable decrease in reported aggression cases,
when 46 cases were reported, PAO figures show.
Again, the majority were in secondary education institutions (37), four were
in technical education institutions and five were in primary education. Of these,
19 were reported in Nicosia, 18 in Limassol, 8 in Larnaca and 1 in Paphos.
However, according to Phileleftheros, the distinction between delinquency
and aggression is unclear.
PAO is a unit of the Ministry of Education, composed of psychologists, educators
and other counselors, who intervenes in cases of delinquency and aggression at
the request of the school.
They work with delinquents, victims of bullying and schools to manage
delinquency phenomena in education.

National strategy against violence in schools
The Cabinet approved a National Strategy for the prevention and
management of violence in schools. The strategy was implemented in 2019 and
will end in 2022. It includes provisions for creating a system for collecting, coding
and analyzing data, as well as the types and extent of violence in school.
According to the strategy, the data will be collected by the schools themselves and
then recorded in a database of the Ministry of Education."
According Cyprus-mail.com – Lizzy Ioannidou
A six-pillar strategy for combating school violence was developed as
follows:
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“A national strategy in six pillars for the prevention and management of violence
in schools was announced by the Minister of Education of Cyprus.
The promotion of a safe school environment and the most effective
response to students' emotional and social needs was a central concern for the
Cypriot state.
The measures and actions included in the national strategy are organized
around six pillars:
The first pillar is the creation of mechanisms for collecting, coding and
analyzing data and then reporting the key results regarding the phenomenon of
violence at school. "These data are needed for mapping the situation of the scale
and forms of violence at school, identifying needs, developing action plans and
interventions and assessing the effectiveness of these interventions and the extent
to which they contribute to reducing violence," he said.
The second pillar refers to legal and administrative measures designed to
protect students from all forms of violence and to facilitate their access to
rehabilitation and support services, as well as to strengthening regulations for
public primary and secondary schools.
The third pillar of measures, Hambiouris continued, aims to strengthen
the structures around the phenomenon of prevention and management of violence
in schools. "In particular, it intends to strengthen the multidisciplinary service
model that is used, which includes social welfare, health, education, psychological
support and guidance of children and their parents or guardians."
The fourth pillar refers to the enrichment of knowledge and the
improvement of students' abilities to develop peaceful attitudes and behaviors.
The fifth pillar focuses on promoting the active participation of students
in preventing and combating the phenomenon of violence at school. "The
participation of children contributes to the acquisition of personal knowledge and
to the development of skills, ensures that interventions respond to their needs,
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contributes to their effectiveness and thus helps to reduce incidents of violence at
school," he added.
The sixth pillar of action aims to assist parents or guardians, teachers and
the management team. "This includes measures aimed, on the one hand, at
strengthening the family institution and its social functions, and, on the other, at
the support function that the school framework must have."

Conclusions on the main elements of the third countries:
ROMANIA, ITALY AND CYPRUS

Although the reports presented show that school violence is present in all
European countries, there are certain similarities and differences between the
three countries studied in this chapter - Romania, Italy and Cyprus regarding the
elements that influence school violence. At the beginning of the chapter I showed
that the society directly influences the behavior of the family, and therefore the
education of the children. The school is an extremely important element in making
conscious efforts to reduce the phenomenon of school violence.
Some aspects of the violence manifested in schooling are specific to each
country, but most are common. For example, in Cyprus the clashes between two
main cultures (Greek and Turkish) until about 30 years ago led to the creation of
numerous conflicts reflected in the way of living of the families of the two
communities, but also in within the schools. These were separated for each
population (Greek and Turkish) and did not have a common concept of integrating
the two populations. The fact that the two majority cultures could not be
integrated, led to the present situation, namely the absence of a unitary education
system based on tolerance. The differences between the orthodox and the Muslim
religion are another major stagnation factor.
In general, the Orthodox religion urges discrimination based on sexual
orientation, which prevented the society from advancing towards the acceptance
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of the respective group, but it further supported them in discriminating against the
respective group. Other discriminations perpetuated by religions are those of other
religions.
The same can be observed in Romania, where the Orthodox religion is that
of the majority of the population and although the theoretic is not a mixture of the
Orthodox church in the state leadership, the mentality of the leaders takes into
account the religious teachings with which they were raised.
Gypsy discrimination is a special thing in Romania. There have not been
sufficiently documented programs to increase tolerance for this community or to
educate the Gypsy community which is still in an educationally difficult situation,
many Gypsy families do not allow their children to go to school, thus condemning
them a life without means of survival.
Both in Italy and in Romania family violence is reflected in the violent
behavior at school of the children in these families. Violence against women and
children is still a widespread phenomenon in both countries.
In Cyprus, another aspect is that of economic migrants after the country's
accession to the European Union, these have brought challenges regarding the
multicultural approach of the society.
In all three countries, there is a high degree of discrimination on the basis
of gender, age, sexual, religious, monoritarian, racial and disability. All this is
reflected in the schools in violence between children on these criteria. It is
particularly important that education take into account the tolerance and
understanding of the other, which is not the main priority at present. Also, the
measures recommended by the European organizations should be implemented in
schools in the three countries immediately, as it takes years to change mindsets at
the society level.
Efforts should be made to accept living near another culture to understand
it, to be able to live together, not to try to integrate it. This mentality creates
conflicts and should be changed.
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Measures proposed by the European bodies regarding discrimination
According to Eurobarometer Report 296 on discrimination in EU countries
and what measures need to be strengthened and improved, we find the
following:
“The report examines the six forms of discrimination legally prohibited in
the EU: discrimination on the basis of gender, ethnic origin, religion or belief,
age, disability and sexual orientation.
The report has the following structure:
♦ Establishing the context, including whether people think of themselves as
belonging to a minority group and to the diversity of the social circles of the
respondents.
♦ Perceptions of discrimination covering attitudes towards different groups and
perceived discrimination in Europe.
♦ Measures of discrimination in the EU, whether they were directly experienced
by the respondents or witnessed a meeting with a third party.
♦ Evaluation of the efforts made to combat discrimination.
♦ Knowledge of the rights of people as potential victims of discrimination.
♦ Perspectives on equal opportunities in the workplace.
♦ A detailed analysis of discrimination on individual grounds.
♦ Examining discrimination on several grounds.
♦ Age, sex, education, urbanization and place of birth (typical socio-demographic
questions of the Eurobarometer);
♦ Diversity of the social circle of the respondent (a socio-demographic question
added especially for this study7);
♦ If the respondent was discriminated against or assisted (two questions which are
also analyzed in this study8). In addition, some results are closely related to key
attitudinal positions, namely:
♦ Perception on how the discrimination is spread in the country of the respondent;
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♦ Whether the respondent considers that he is part of a minority group. In the
report, individual countries are represented by their official abbreviations.
More than half of all Europeans have friends or acquaintances who are of a
different type of religion or have different beliefs (61%), who are disabled (55%)
or of different ethnic origins (55%).
It is relatively rare for respondents to have gay friends or acquaintances
(34%) or to have gipsy friends (14%). There are large variations between
countries, which is partly explained by demographics. For example, 47% of
Bulgarians say they have friends who are gipsy, compared to only 2% of Maltese
who give the same answer. This is clearly related to the respective proportions of
the local populations that are gipsy. However, cultural attitudes play a factor,
especially with regard to homosexuality. Here, 69% of Dutch respondents say
they have gay friends, while only 3% of Romanians say the same.
This reflects - among other things - different attitudes towards
homosexuality, which will be explored in more detail below. We can observe the
contact of people with others who are "different" from the others themselves,
depending on the socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents
characteristics10. For each type of friend / acquaintance included in the survey,
the main determinants are:
♦ Having friends / acquaintances of different ethnic origin:
It becomes less common with age.
The longer people stay in full-time education, the more likely they are to be.
It is somewhat more common among men than women.
It is more common in urban areas than in rural areas.
Of course, more common among those who do not live in their country of birth.
♦ Having Romanian / known friends:
It is least likely in people 55 and over.
♦ Having gay / dating friends:
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It is much less likely among those aged 55 or over.
A respondent is still more likely to remain in education.
It is somewhat more common in urban areas than in rural areas.
♦ Having friends or acquaintances disabled:
It is more common when people themselves have chronic physical or mental
health problems.
The longer people stay in full-time education, the more likely they are to be
♦ Having friends / acquaintances from another religion or different beliefs:
It is less likely among people over 55 years of age than among the youngest.
The longer people stay in full-time education, the more likely they are to
be. Few Europeans think they belong to a minority group - Very few respondents
from the European Union consider themselves to belong to a minority group11.
In general, 87% do not define themselves as part of a minority in any respect,
while only a minimum quota is considered to belong to any of the minority groups
discussed here12. Four percent of Europeans cannot answer this question.
Attitudes towards diversity in the private and public spheres
In general, the European average is comfortable with diversity; a noticeable
difference is when it comes to having a Roma neighbor
In general, for both scenarios, respondents tend towards the "comfortable"
end of the scale. This is especially true of the "neighbor" example, where the
average respondent is very comfortable with a disability (an average score of 9.1
out of 10), different religion or belief in himself (8.5) and homosexuality (7.9).
While on average there is a high level of comfort with the idea of having a
neighbor from another ethnic origin (8.1), the comfort level drops to 6.0 in the
perspective of a neighboring Roma (6.0). As shown in the detailed section on
Roma (see section 7.5), it is also the fact that 24% would feel uncomfortable to
have a Roma neighbor. These global figures mask the variations according to
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socio-demographic groups and between countries, which are subsequently dealt
with in the report (see chapters 7-10 and 12).
EXPERIENCE DISCRIMINATION
As might be expected logically, there are a number of differences
depending on the social situation and demographic factors related to the different
types of discrimination:
● Discrimination against sex manifests itself more in women (5%) than in men
(1%).
● Discrimination on the grounds of ethnic origin is particularly common among
respondents who were born outside Europe21 (23%). It is even more common
among people born in Europe, but outside the EU (10%) and people living in
Europe another EU country than the one where they were born (9%) than for those
living in the country their country of origin (2%). 8% of the respondents with
chronic experience with physical or mental problems discrimination on the
grounds of disability, compared to only 1% of those without such disabilities a
problem.
● People between the ages of 25 and 39 are less likely to be discriminated against
by age (15-24, 6%, 25-39, 3%, 40-54, 6%, 55+, 7% ). - There is a clear connection
between the perception of discrimination and the party facing a minority
There is a strong correspondence between the respondents who define
themselves as part of a minority group and the experience of discrimination, with
this being particularly remarkable for discrimination on the grounds of disability
or ethnicity.
This suggests either that self-perceived minorities are more likely to
experience discrimination or that the experience of discrimination or harassment
is a significant factor in the fact that people perceive themselves to be a "minority"
in these terms.
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Experience multiple discrimination
- 3% of Europeans say they have experienced multiple discrimination in the last
year
- Of the 15% of Europeans who have experienced discrimination in the last 12
months, 12% had "unique" discrimination, and 3% experienced this for several
reasons (ie they offered more than one answer to the question). on the basis of
which they faced discrimination)
• Regarding the absolute number of respondents, age discrimination is the most
common reason for discrimination (1550).
• However, when looking at the percentages of those who have experienced
multiple discrimination as a proportion of those who have experienced
discrimination for each of the reasons mentioned here, we see that respondents
who have encountered discrimination on the grounds of religion / belief and
sexual orientation are the ones more likely to have (57% and 50% respectively).
• Regarding the absolute number of respondents, age discrimination is the most
common reason for discrimination (1550). As a result, it is also in this group that
the largest number of respondents indicate that they were discriminated against
on other grounds (509, 2% in the EU as a whole);
• However, when looking at the percentages of those who have experienced
multiple discrimination as a proportion of those who have experienced
discrimination for each of the reasons mentioned here, we see that respondents
who have encountered discrimination on the grounds of religion / belief and
sexual orientation are the ones more likely to have (57% and 50% respectively).
Witnessing the discrimination of others
- About 3 out of 10 Europeans report having witnessed discrimination or
harassment last year
- An alternative measure of the degree of discrimination is to ask the question
whether the respondents witnessed other people being discriminated against or
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harassed. Just under 3 in 10 (29%) say they have seen this in 12 months leading
up to their interview.
It is quite logical that this figure is higher than that for self-discrimination,
for several reasons:
● There are several witnesses to an incident of discrimination (ie "Double
reported").
● A particular respondent may witness more than one incident of discrimination
during a year and thus be "double counted" in this way.
● Perceptual factors: if a respondent is to a certain extent sensitive to the idea that
they are more likely to perceive an incident as discrimination. We also note that
when we examine specific grounds for discrimination, the order of results differs
from person to person and from person to person.
Given the latter, ethnicity is the most common, with 14% saying they are
witnessing discrimination on this issue, while age is the second most common,
7% saying they are witnesses to this.
Combating discrimination
Evaluation of the efforts made to combat discrimination
Opinion on national efforts to combat discrimination is divided by half and
half between those who believe that they are sufficient and those who do not Taking aggregate results at EU level, we can see that this opinion is divided
equally if sufficient efforts are made to to fight in all the countries of the
respondents all forms of discrimination: 47% think this is the case, with 48%
expressing the opposite view.
Only 5% give an answer "I don't know", which indicates that he is aware of
this subject27. The opinion tends to be more qualified than absolute, with answers
for "yes", for some (36%) they exceed those for "yes, certainly" (11%); and "no,
definitely not" (12%). The highest proportion who believe that sufficient efforts
are being made are found in Finland and Cyprus (both 66%), followed by the
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Netherlands (64%). At the other end of the scale, 30% of Poles and 31% of
Swedes and Latvians consider that their current efforts are sufficient.
There seems to be no clear relationship between effort assessments to
combat discrimination and the perception that it is widespread or not. Regarding
the general socio-demographic factors, respondents are more likely to feel that
more efforts should be made in their country if they are:
● Woman: 50% of women consider that current efforts are not enough, compared
with 45% of men.
● Young people: 53% of those between the ages of 15 and 24 say that not enough
effort is made, compared with 43% of those over 55 years.
We also note that there is a political element in the point of view here, with
respondents having left views (52%) more likely than respondents with right
views (44%) to believe that more efforts should be made. Those who believe that
discrimination is widespread are more likely to feel this current efforts to combat
it are not enough - It is important to note that evaluations of measures taken at
national level are largely related to views on the permeability of discrimination in
society. Respondents who perceive discrimination that is widespread are more
prone to this, they feel insufficient efforts. Similarly, the experience of
discrimination - whether it happened to the personal respondent or if they claim
to have witnessed it to someone else - is also an important influence on the opinion
about the sufficiency of the efforts made to combat discrimination.
Knowledge of human rights as a victim of discrimination
 Most Europeans do not know their rights related to discrimination or
harassment
 One third of EU citizens say they know their rights, should be the victim of
discrimination or harassment (33%). Over half (53%) give the opposite
answer, the rest saying it "depends" (11%).
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Variations in perception of ethnic discrimination do not correspond to
variations in discrimination reports. This big difference between the country's
results is a complex phenomenon that defies simple explanation. First, the
perception of ethnic discrimination as widespread is not related to more people
facing discrimination in these areas: in all countries where at least three quarters
consider ethnic discrimination to be widespread, no more of 3% of them being
discriminated against (compared to the EU average of 2%). Again, an explanation
for this could be that the perception of ethnic discrimination in Romania national
contexts are driven by the prominence of issues related to national media and the
visibility of ethnic minority populations. However, there is a relationship between
ethnic discrimination reported as a witness (rather than experienced) by the
respondent and the belief that discrimination is widespread.
Finally, we mention that the belief that ethnic discrimination is more
widespread is:
 More frequent among the youngest group of respondents (66%) than the
oldest (57%).
 More frequently in respondents who spent the most time in education
(65%) than those who spent the shortest time (59%).
 They are more likely to be held by respondents with left-wing political
views (68%) than those with centrist (61%) or right (60%) views.
As will be seen below, these distinctions are seen for most types of
discrimination, rather than being specific to ethnicity.
The countries where ethnic discrimination is most widely perceived to be
the least widespread are Cyprus (74%), Poland (67%) and the Czech Republic
(60%).
In general, Europeans are very comfortable with the idea of having
someone of a different ethnic origin from their neighbor. The composition of a
respondent's social circle is an important influence. Here, respondents with friends
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or acquaintances of different ethnic origins are more likely to feel comfortable
having the same thing as a neighbor (an average of 8.6 compared to 7.5 for those
without such friends or neighbors). In this regard, the groups that are most
comfortable with a neighbor of a different ethnic group than their own are also
the ones that we saw earlier, are most likely to have various social circles.
About a quarter of Europeans would feel uncomfortable with a neighboring
gipsy: a striking difference in comfort level with a person of different ethnic origin
in general.
- The attitudes towards gipsy in the private sphere were examined using the
"neighbor" scenario, whereby the respondents were asked to assess how
comfortable they would be having different neighbors on a ten-point scale, where
10 represents the highest level of comfort.
The average comfort level of the EU is much lower than that of having
neighbors of different ethnic origins (6.0 compared to 8.1).
While 36% of the respondents give one of the three most comfortable
answers (8, 9 or 10 points), 24% would be uncomfortable (1, 2 or 3 points) with
this idea.
In comparison, only 6% of EU respondents give one of these uncomfortable
answers for someone of a generally different ethnic origin. On the one hand, there
is the case of Spain, where a large part of the respondents have Roma or known
friends (32%) and there is also an average higher level of comfort with a Roma
neighbor (6.8).
We also see that in Romania 42% have Roma or known friends, and the
average comfort level (6.2) is marginally higher than the average. However, we
can also see that many countries where a very large proportion of people have
Roma friends tend to move towards the lower term of the comfort ranking. This
is especially true for Bulgaria (47% of respondents say they have Roma friends;
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average comfort level 4.8), Hungary (42%, average comfort level 5.5) and
Slovakia (37%, average comfort level 4 ,5).
Perceived extent of disability discrimination
- About half of Europeans perceive disability discrimination on a large scale. A
slightly larger proportion of respondents perceive disability discrimination as rare
(49%, 15% very rare, 34% quite rare) in their country. widespread (45%, 10%
very widespread, 35% quite widespread).
- Three percent believe that discrimination based on disability is non-existent in
their country and another three percent say they do not know. Discrimination is
considered the largest by far, with France (61%), Italy (56%) and Portugal (55%).
the countries where this perception is least frequent are Malta (21%), Ireland
(25%) and Cyprus (30%).
Perception of discrimination based on sexual orientation
Discrimination based on sexual orientation is seen as the second widespread
form of discrimination in the EU, behind it based on ethnic origin. More than half
think the first is widespread (51% widespread, 13% very widespread, 38% fairly
widespread), as opposed to 41% who consider it rare (30% quite rare, 11% very
rare).
For example, the three countries where it is seen as the largest by far are
Cyprus, Greece (both 73%) and Italy (72%). Portugal (65%) and France (59%)
also have results above the EU average of 51%.
Attitudes towards homosexuals
- Most Europeans feel comfortable having a gay neighbor
- The European average is largely comfortable with the idea of having a
homosexual as a neighbor, with an average of 7.9 out of ten "Comfort Scale". In
addition, 45% say they will be fully aware of this (ie a score of 10/10). Nine
percent give the spontaneous answer that they will be indifferent.
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Although the general level of comfort with the scenario of having a
neighbor homosexual (gay or lesbian) is high, there are a number of distinctions
that can be made between different groups:
 Respondents who remained in education up to age 20 or older (8.5) are
more comfortable than those who completed education when they were 15
or younger (7.2).
 Women (8.1) have a higher level of comfort than men (7.6).
 Respondents over 55 years of age have a lower level of comfort than the
average (7.4).
 Respondents with left views (8.3) are more comfortable than those with
centrist (8.0) or right views (7.4). These distinctions follow the familiar
pattern, although in this specific case, the difference between the results for
women and men is a remarkable finding, as is the extent of the difference
made by the levels of education.
MULTIPLE DISCRIMINATIONS
Multiple discrimination occurs when a person is discriminated against on
multiple criteria and can be experienced in different ways:
● Someone experiences discrimination on different grounds, but each type of
discrimination occurs in different cases.
● "Additive" discrimination, if someone experiences discrimination at the same
time on several lands, the cumulative effect being greater than if they experienced
discrimination on one reason.
● "Intersectional discrimination", which may be similar to "additive"
discrimination except that the bases of discrimination can be very interconnected
and thus difficult to separate.
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Perception of multiple discrimination
- More than 1 in 3 Europeans consider multiple discrimination as a large-scale
existence. 37% of respondents say that they consider multiple discrimination is
widespread (4% very widespread, 33% relatively widespread), while 48% are rare
(16% very rare, 32% quite rare).
- This puts multiple discrimination roughly in line with most of the unified types
of discrimination addressed in the above chapters. "

CONCLUSIONS
Combating discrimination:

Starting with the demographic perspective, while the vast majority of
Europeans do not define themselves as belonging to any "minority group" (87%),
the average European social circle is characterized by a fair degree of diversity,
especially regarding religion. / faith (61% have friends with another religion or
religion) their beliefs), ethnicity and disability (55%).
Regarding the perceived size of discrimination, large proportions of
Europeans believe that discrimination is widespread in their country:
62% for ethnic origin (33% rare),
51% for sexual orientation (41% rare),
45% for people with disabilities (49% rare),
42% for age (52% rare) and for religion / belief (51% rare)
36% for sex (56% rare).
In general, discrimination is seen as being rarer than widespread.
This should be qualified by the fact that discrimination on the grounds of
ethnic origin and sexual orientation is seen by the overwhelming majority as
widespread. Interestingly, discrimination is seen as declining - though not
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dramatically so - both in the short and medium term: current perception of
widespread discrimination has decreased to some extent since 2006, and also by
respondents expressing their belief that discrimination it is now less widespread
than it was five years ago.
Three results are particularly noteworthy:
• An evolution in the perception of discrimination based on disability compared
to the previous survey: the belief that this is widespread decreased by 7 percentage
points from 2006, and the idea that disability would put a job seeker at a
significant disadvantage decreased with 8 points.
• As in 2006, ethnicity is perceived as the most widespread source of
discrimination.”
• While Europeans seem to be very comfortable with ethnic diversity in Romania
in general, they are significantly less comfortable in the specific case of attitudes
towards Roma. Nearly a quarter of Europeans (24%) say they would be
uncomfortable with living in the neighborhood of gypsies, compared to only 6%
who say the same thing for living from a different ethnic origin than theirs.
This is certainly true when it comes to disability (average 9.1 "comfort
level" out of a maximum of 10), someone with another religion or belief (8.5),
other ethnicity (8.1) or homosexual (7.9).
This survey also offers a new starting point in providing an initial
examination of multiple discrimination if people are discriminated against on
several grounds, either on the same or different occasions.
This is an insignificant phenomenon, with 3% facing this during a year
(12% experience a single discrimination ground) and 37% of the general public,
considering it to be widespread (approximately in line with most forms of
discrimination). unique ground discrimination).
Especially as regards the types of discrimination "intersect" and their
cumulative effect on the discriminated persons. Regarding opinions on efforts to
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combat discrimination, we can see that in general the assessments of their
sufficiency in national contexts are uniformly divided: half of Europeans think
that current efforts are sufficient, while the other half considers that more effort is
needed. When it comes to employment issues, there is generally strong support
for a number of measures aimed at increasing equal opportunities for all the
reasons examined. This includes monitoring the recruitment procedures and the
composition of the workforce for ethnic minorities (supported by 71% and 57%
respectively).
Special discrimination
It is possible to conclude by saying that the different results summarized
above, are characterized by diversity when they are broken down for examination
on the basis of different social groups. Although these differences vary from one
question to another, it can be seen that the youngest respondents, women, those
with the longest education and those with left-leaning political views form a
distinct cluster: in general, these respondents are more likely to have a diverse
social circle, to consider that discrimination is widespread say they saw this and
felt more comfortable with more groups in both public and private life. "
According to UPMC - Children, school and violence:
What measures can parents take and how they can prevent the extension of
violet behaviors:
“Violence is part of our world today, but there are many things parents can
do to prevent violence among young people.
Homes and schools should be paradises for children. The following
guidelines help parents strengthen positive children's behaviors and reduce
aggression. Using these tips, parents can teach their children to be nonviolent and
communicate their feelings. Early warning signs help parents identify children
who may become violent and respond to their needs before problems escalate.
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Parents learn nonviolence by setting an example, demonstrating good problemsolving skills and communicating with their children.
In addition, spending time together helps parents build love relationships
with children, which reassures children that parents will do everything they can
to keep them safe.
Violence reduction begins at home
• Maintain a supportive, loving relationship with your children. Spend time with
them on a regular basis.
• Reinforce the positive behavior of your children with praise.
• Build self-respect for children. Children who trust them are more capable of
opposing difficult social situations.
• Set limits, such as "No hit or nickname".
• Rather than physical punishment / punishment, use alternatives such as time out,
consequences or withdrawal of privileges.
• Set an example by being nonviolent and patient with your children. Learn how
to manage your anger and your children will learn from your example. Express
your feelings in words and teach the children that when they are angry, they can
use words instead of hitting.
• Learn how to solve problems by staying calm, involving children in discussions
and working together to resolve conflicts. When you stay calm in stressful
situations, your children will also learn to control their strong feelings.
• Talk to the children and acknowledge their feelings. When parents listen, their
children are less likely to resort to aggressive behavior.
• Limit children's access to media violence. Explain that the violence I see on
television shows is acknowledged and discuss the consequences of violence in
real life.
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• If children hear about violence in the news, allow them to talk about how it
makes them feel. Take time to listen to your feelings of fear, sadness or confusion.
Make sure you provide them with safety.
• Limit TV viewing to 1-2 hours a day and keep the TV out of children's rooms.
• Monitoring of children's use of television sets, Internet and video games and
computer games.
• Teach children to never touch a weapon and inform an adult if they see a weapon.
• If the parents own a weapon, keep it unloaded and locked separately from
ammunition. Keep firearms away from children.
• Learn the tolerance of others. Don't discriminate!
• Always know where children spend their time after school and teach them to
meet their friends.
• Read books with your children
• Identify the risk factors that can cause children to become violent.
Identify violent behavior early
Early warning signs allow parents and schools to address a child's needs
before escalating problems.
If you notice any warning signs, talk to your children about any problems
they may have. Consider getting professional help for them. Discuss with teachers
or school administrators.
Warning signs
• Any dramatic change in the normal behavior of the child
• A significant decrease in interest in school or social interactions
Child:
• Feels alone, rejected or withdrawn
• Has access to firearms / firearms in the house
• Feels targeted or has been the victim of aggression / violence
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• Makes threats with violence or is too aggressive (hits, is aggressive or verbally
abusive)
• Can not control anger
• Expresses violence in drawings or writings
• It is cruel to pets and other animals
• Has a history of behavioral problems
• Is intolerant of differences
• Fight, it frequently has conflicts
• Watch a lot of violent TV shows or play a lot of violent video games
• Use drugs or alcohol
• It is part of a band - notify the competent authorities in your country.
School safety measures
• Establishing partnerships with schools and community organizations to promote
child safety. Teach other parents and discuss safety issues. Be an advocate for
your children.
• Attend school meetings, which become even more important as your child grows
up.
• Develop a parent-school policy that will make it convenient and comfortable for
parents to visit the school. Start the program with a small group of parents who
can spread the school policy.
• Working with schools to promote school safety programs, such as mediation,
conflict resolution and anger management.
• Learn about school district policies regarding discipline, violence and
aggression.
• Discuss zero tolerance policies with your children. Violent threats are
unacceptable.
• Have the children report any incidents of aggression or violence.
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• If you hear about any threat of violence, report it to school administrators
immediately.
• Discourage clicks. Encourage your children to be accepted by all their peers and
accept all their peers even if they are different.
• Bullying is a common form of school violence. Teach children to maintain
control and be assertive, not aggressive, when faced with aggressors. Role-playing
games with children are helpful in helping them practice these non-violent
approaches.
• Teach children to ignore or move away from a bully. If a bully causes bodily
injury, teach your child to try and escape and ask for help.
• Fighting against a bully can cause more harm and should not be encouraged.
• Explain to the children that it is not their fault if they are harassed.
• Aggressors often choose children who are alone. Teach children to always stay
with other children or other people. "
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CASE STUDIES ON VIOLENCE AT THE TECHNOLOGICAL HIGH
SCHOOL NR. 1 ALEXANDRIA

Preventing and combating violence in the school environment is an
important prerequisite for creating a climate conducive to conducting
instructional-educational activities, meeting safety needs under multiple aspects.
The phenomenon of violence as a whole is a complex one, having particular
characteristics specific to the type of violence we are talking about. Being a branch
of the phenomenon of violence in general, violence in school can be defined as
"any form of manifestation of violent behaviors such as:"
- inappropriate or offensive expression, such as: mocking, teasing,
ironizing, imitating, threatening, harassing;
- sudden, push, hit, injury;
- behavior that falls under the law (rape, physical aggression, drug use and
marketing, vandalism - provocation of damage knowingly, theft);
- offense committed to the state / authority of the teacher (language or
irreverent conduct towards the teacher);
- Inadequate school behavior: late hours, leaving the classroom during class
hours, smoking in school and any behavior that contravenes the current school
regulation.
- the introduction and / or use in the perimeter of the educational unit of any
type of weapon or other pyrotechnic products, such as ammunition, firecrackers,
firemen or the like, tear sprays, paralyzing or the like, which, by their action, can
affect physical integrity and psychology of the students and staff of the
educational unit.
At the school level there is a permanent concern for the immediate
resolution of all types of conflicts that occur during the educational-educational
process and not only, the high school offering the possibility of an optimal
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communication between all the factors that can have a role in resolving conflicts
(students - parents - teachers-teacher-counselor-police).
A first level of analysis of school violence - before exploring the concrete
types of its manifestation - takes into account the system of relationships at which
it manifests itself, operating a distinction between the following forms:


Violence between students;



Student violence against teachers;



Teacher violence against students.
From the questionnaires applied to the students and teachers in our high

school, it was found that the most common form is violence between students, the
other two forms being situations rarely encountered, both in frequency and in
number of those who manifest them.
The most common forms of student-student violence are in the field of
verbal violence: strife, conflict, insult. Another type of violent behavior that
frequently occurs among students concerns offenses with reference to the physical
or mental traits of their colleagues, references to aspects such as: the socioeconomic status of their colleagues, their religious or ethnic affiliation. The
offenses addressed take direct forms, the words being addressed directly to the
target, sometimes they take indirect forms, referring to the family or other people
close to him.
Physical violence is mentioned with a relatively low weight. This behavior
frequently occurs either between students in the same class or among students in
different classes. There are also situations in which certain students are victims of
people outside the school (which are usually related to a classmate or school).
Being questioned about the place and time when inappropriate behaviors
occur between students, they consider that the forms of violence presented above
are most often manifested during school recreations, being a period when they
feel "escaped" from the supervision of the teachers. As a place of manifestation,
besides the spaces within the school premises, usually the hall, especially if there
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is a conflict between students from different classes, is mentioned also the
immediate vicinity of the school or the school bus, given that the geographical
position of the high school requires moving from and to the city, being located in
a neighboring area.
The violence of the students towards the teachers, revealed by the
questionnaires applied, refers more to aspects related to the attitude at the time of
the course (lack of attention, use of the mobile phone, disturbance of the class
time) gestures or looks considered as threatening, offenses (related to the skills
professional or physical appearance). There have been no reported cases of
physical violence manifested by a student in relation to a teacher.
Regarding the forms of inappropriate behavior of the teachers mentioned
with the highest frequency by the students refers to: ironization, insult humiliation
by using inappropriate expressions. Non-objective evaluation was mentioned as
inappropriate behavior of teachers by some of the students questioned, but also
non-verbal aggression (threatening glances, ignoring or marginalizing some
students).
Exclusion from hours or non-timely attendance of a late student are common
behaviors, practiced by some of the teachers, considered as a punishment for
students. The causes that cause the teacher to "expel" a student from a teaching
activity can be various: the students' indiscipline; the fact that the students did not
solve certain tasks in the classroom or at home. In the teachers' councils, the
management and part of the teachers supported the renunciation of this practice,
especially as it can generate various forms of indiscipline, amplification of the
phenomenon of absenteeism, decrease the motivation for learning, and the
possibility of exposing the unsupervised student. to some forms of violence.
The cases of violence and the deviations of behavior we are facing are, in
order of the frequency with which they occur:
 inappropriate language, mockery, insults, insults, threats, addressed by some
students to other colleagues
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 destruction of school goods
 the use of the mobile phone during the classes, for purposes other than
educational ones, according to the regulation
 inviting / introducing foreign persons into the school premises
 sudden, striking (between students, but also, in one case we will detail a
parent of a student, along with other people, compared to a student of the
school)
 possession of white weapons and irritating sprays
Following the analysis of the risk factors that led to the emergence of
various forms of violence within the unit we were able to identify:
1) Individual factors
* Communication problems;
* Complex, low tolerance to frustrations;
* Difficulties of adapting to the school discipline;
* Negative self-image;
* Emotional instability;
* Difficulties in concentration;
* Serious mental disorders.
2) Socio-family environmental factors
 The socio-affective climate in the family (relations between parents;
attitude of parents towards the child; attitude of the child towards the
family)
 Family type (organized / disorganized by divorce or death / reorganized);
 Economic conditions of the family (occupational status of parents; family
income)
 Family size (number of children in the family);
 The level of education of the parents.
 Taking on some family relationship models;
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 Poor economic conditions of the family;
 Low level of family education;
 Indifference, insufficient care given to children and their education;
 Lack of supervision of children, in the case of families where one or both
parents are temporarily leaving for work abroad.
3) Factors related to the school environment
* Group communication and communication deficiencies;
* Overloaded school programs and overcrowded programs.
* Defective class management
* The gap between the aspirations / values of the students and the offer / the
school practice;
* The injustice of the teacher;
* Prejudice of teachers
The main types of activities for the prevention of violence phenomena that
are organized in school, either periodically, as a result of their inclusion in certain
calendars and topics, which are related to planning the school program, but also
activities organized as intervention measures in specific situations, with which the
unit faced, are:


Actions to raise awareness of the negative effects of violence by students:
hours of counseling and orientation with anti-violence theme, debates on
the need to respect the Regulation of Organization and Functioning of the
school unit;



Organizing cultural activities with the involvement of students from
different classes;



Development of school partnerships with other institutions at local level Police, Gendarmerie, local authorities, NGOs



Thematic debates organized with students, with the participation of
teachers and / or social partners;
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Extracurricular activities;



Counseling students who have committed acts of violence, but also their
parents;



Counseling activities for students who are at risk of manifesting violent
behaviors, but also for students who do not fall into this category and in the
one mentioned above, but who ask to be counseled.



Increased safety in school, by expanding video surveillance



Sanctioning of the violent behavior and indiscipline of the students,
according to the school regulations (see annex 1 - extract from the
Regulation of Organization and Functioning of the Technological High
School no. 1 Alexandria)



Actions to mediate conflicts between students or between students and
teachers
From the annual reports for the last 5 school years, the situation is as

follows:
Situation of cases of aggression / school violence 2014-2015
Number of cases of aggression / violence identified at the school

10

unit level
Number of students individual counseling
Number of students advised in the group (cabinet or classes)
Number of individually counseled parents (parents of children

7
152
1

identified as having violent behavior)
Number of cases improved following the counseling process

374

3

Situation of cases of aggression / school violence 2015-2016
Number of cases of aggression / violence identified at the school

5

unit level
Number of students individual counseling
Number of students advised in the group (cabinet or classes)
Number of individually counseled parents (parents of children

3
143
--

identified as having violent behavior)
Number of cases improved following the counseling process

1

Situation of cases of aggression / school violence 2016-2017
Number of cases of aggression / violence identified at the school
unit level
Number of students individual counseling
Number of students advised in the group (cabinet or classes)
Number of individually counseled parents (parents of children
identified as having violent behavior)
Number of cases improved following the counseling process

5
3
143
-1

Situation of cases of aggression / school violence 2017-2018
Number of cases of aggression / violence identified at the school
unit level

2

Number of students individual counseling

-

Number of students advised in the group (cabinet or classes)

113

Number of individually counseled parents (parents of children
identified as having violent behavior)

2

Number of cases improved following the counseling process

-

Number of cases of aggression / violence identified at the school
unit level

8
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Situation of cases of aggression / school violence 2018-2019
Number of cases of aggression / violence identified at the school
unit level

2

Number of students individual counseling

1

Number of students advised in the group (cabinet or classes)

655

Number of individually counseled parents (parents of children
identified as having violent behavior)

-

Number of cases improved following the counseling process

1

Number of cases of aggression / violence identified at the school
unit level

1

Number of students individual counseling

45

Since our unit is a technological high school, where predominant are boys
(75% of the school population), as shown in the annual reports, there is a large
number of cases of aggression / violence identified at school level, which are more
quickly in the form of bullying (harassment, intimidation, insults) that sometimes
lead to physical violence.
In most cases, cases of violence are investigated and solved in the unit, but
in some cases the intervention of the authorities was needed. We describe below
three cases we faced, in which the police intervened in two of them, reaching
court.
Within our school unit, guarding is provided with its own staff. Because in
the last years a personnel deficit has been created, by the retirement of some
employees and the impossibility of hiring other people in the remaining vacant
positions, due to the failure to fit in the budget, the management of the unit, which
must ensure permanent security (7 days / week, 24/24 hours ) was forced to resort
to supplementing the security service during the day, through personnel from the
workers (installer, electrician, carpenter), these being requested for other urgent
work in school. This creates an unwanted situation, in which foreign persons and
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schoolchildren can infiltrate school, especially students from other units in the
city, often with bad intentions. The aspect is also favored by the failure of the
students to carry the distinctive sign (badge, uniform).
Added to this is the impossibility of forbidding family members to enter the
school, as well as the area on which the high school stretches, as it has a very large
courtyard and three buildings.

Case Study:
On 23.XI.2018, an incident took place at our high school, involving four
students from other school units in the city. Thus, during the break between the
third and fourth hours (at 10.50 am) the leadership of the 9th class, it was informed
by the students that four girls, who are not part of the high school group, want to
enter the school. the classroom, looking for one of their colleagues. The teacher
informed the assistant principal by telephone and went to the classroom. The latter
informed the police and went to the respective classroom. Both teachers asked the
four girls to show up and go to the board office, until the police crew arrived. The
four presented themselves as students at another technological high school in the
city (three of them) and at a theoretical high school (the fourth), and the purpose
of being present in our high school premises was a discussion that they want to
discuss. carries with one of the students of the 9th grade class, with whom they
have a conflict (insulting discussions carried by telephone messages).
At the arrival of the police and gendarmerie crew, the four students were
taken continued according to the procedures of these institutions, our unit being
informed that sanctioning measures were applied on them.

Case Study:
On November 15, 2017, at 12.45-12.55, in the high school yard, the RL
student, from the 11th grade, was attacked by a group of three individuals, one of
them being the father of the BI student, from the 1st grade. IX. Student R.L. he
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was beaten and stabbed, causing slight injuries. Emergency number 112 was
called, by the teacher of physical education, at the high school arriving a
gendarmes crew, one of police and ambulance.
Following the discussions with the students of the school, the following
film of events resulted:
During the morning, approximately at 11.50, student B.I. had an aggressive
attitude towards several colleagues in the 9th grade. In their defense, the student
RL class XI, the warned student BI. In response, the latter tried to hit the student
RL that he withdrew and then reacted by applying to a shot student BI.
Student B.I. he called his father, who entered the high school courtyard with
two individuals.
In the period after the conflict with the student B.I., the student R.L.
participated in the school library for an activity for one hour. Upon leaving this
activity was expected by the father of the student B.I. together with two other
individuals. These two individuals beat the student R.L., they threw him to the
ground, receiving blows from the student B.I. and his father, being stabbed with
a key knife.
Meanwhile, the gendarmes crew arrived, as the physical education teacher
called 112. The aggressors were detained by the gendarmes.
Student R.L. he went to the medical school, where he received care until
the arrival of the ambulance, being transported to the County Hospital.
We make the following clarifications:
- student B.I. was transferred to our unit at the beginning of the 2017-2018
school year, from a high school in Bucharest, for close proximity to the
domicile, being domiciled in commune B, from the county.
- from the discussions carried out subsequently with other students,
domiciled in the same commune, as well as with representatives of the
Police, it turned out that the father of the student B.I. is a person with a
history of violence. The school is not in a position to verify aspects related
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to the social behavior of a student's family members and cannot limit the
access to education of students from potentially criminal families. At the
same time, we mention that the natural mother of the child had left the
family, the father being in the second marriage, the step mother not being
involved in the education of the student B. I., especially that, at that time,
she had a newborn child.
- student R.L. he also had some school problems, especially related to
frequency, late hours, poor teaching results. Also, from a family point of
view, he lived only with the father, who was not involved in the school life
of the child, the mother being away to work, abroad. One thing to note,
from this point of view, is that the mother assured the student R.L. a fairly
consistent monthly income, which differentiated him from the other
students and made him have a superior attitude, which can be considered a
factor meant to feed a refractory attitude of some of the students of the
school towards him. The mother, despite the material support, was not
interested in the school situation of her child. The student was advised at
the Psycho-pedagogical Assistance Office of the high school, due to the
problems of absenteeism.
- in the school yard, physical education teachers provide breaks service, so
that the teacher who was in the court at that time reacted immediately to the
appearance of foreign persons, who refused to legitimize themselves.
- the school unit cannot limit parents' access to the institution and cannot
guess their intentions and the reactions they may have at the moment.
- at the school level there is "General procedure regarding the access of
foreign persons within the unit".
R.L student was visited at the ward of the County Hospital by his teacher, he
was out of any danger and refused to file a complaint. The case was taken over by
the police, by self-assessment.
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All the students involved were sanctioned according to the school
regulations. Student B.I. he did not attend classes until the end of the school year
and, together with his family, left the country. Also, R.L student dropped out of
high school. Thus, neither of the two "actors" of this conflict have benefited from
intervention from the school unit, regarding the behavioral problems.
As a result of this conflict, the number of surveillance cameras was
increased, both inside the high school and in the courtyard, to increase the safety
of the students and to supplement the shortage of guard staff.

Case Study:
On 03.04.2019, the management of our unit was informed by the mother of
the student PFC, from the 9th grade that, following discussions in the family, the
child said that, on February 1, 2019 and March 1 2019, would have been submitted
by DIF students - cls. IX, PGM - cls. 9th IG - cls. 9th, DTC - 10th grade, SFL 10th grade, sexual assault (oral sex). According to the PFC student, these facts
would have taken place, inside the high school, behind the workshop.
The student's mother filed a complaint with the Municipal Police on
3.04.2019, a police crew moving to our unit. We were able to make available to
the police a record from 3.04.2019, from the halls of the high school, which
reveals the existence of a conflict between the student who claims he was abused
and the students mentioned above, in their pictures being caught pushing him.
The student PFC comes from an extended family, where both parents went
to work abroad, and he remains in the care of his paternal grandparents. The
mother returned to the country when the child started ninth grade. From the point
of view of individual development, PFC is dyslexic-dysgraphic, a fact that is
noticed by all the teachers in the class. His mother told the school management
and the head teacher that there are indeed intellectual development problems, but
the child wants to be in school, to be in the company of the same age. Regarding
the behavior, the mother ensured that there were no problems, and the school,
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promoting an inclusive policy, considered that the student could be integrated and,
with efforts from the teachers, could acquire minimal information in order to
promote the study years.
Conscious of the child's problems, most of the time the mother would come
and pick him up from school with her personal car, sometimes bringing and taking
students from the same village, among them and two of the incriminated students.
Although, according to the complaint, the student PFC has been subjected to
aggression for at least a month (he gives February 1 and March 1), it is at least
strange that he did not tell his mother anything about the two colleagues nor did
he had a changed behavior in their presence, according to the mother.
The disciplinary commission for students, set up at the high school for
investigating this incident, has interviewed the classmates of the students
involved, the teachers from the 9th and 10th grades, has investigated the absence
of the days when the student claims that was sexually assaulted and analyzed the
space in which the student claims to have been assaulted.
The space described by the student as the place of aggression is a circulated,
exposed area, and there are cameras at certain points. Due to the fact that the
recording system does not store images older than 10 days, the facts could not be
verified with its help, but, from the point of view of the disciplinary committee
and the teachers of the unit, the claimed facts could not pass. unnoticed.
At the same time, both the discussions with the students in the classroom
and the teachers show the following aspects:
- the student did not go out of the classroom alone until the hall, and when
they went to the workshop for practice, they went with the class group,
- not absent during a day, from one hour, to then return to class,
- the teachers never observed that, at a certain time of the class, the student
appeared upset, scared, in disarray, as it is supposed to happen in case of an
abuse of the type reported.
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- also from the discussions with the students of the 9th grade, but also with
other students in the school, who were asked by the teachers if they are
aware of the occurrence of such events, it turned out that the student PFC
often had inappropriate manifestations towards the classmates. class,
starting from the comforts on the shoulders or head, in the first part of the
school year, reaching the intimate areas, in the second semester. Some of
the colleagues reacted vehemently to this, arguing with the student PFC,
and he threatened to tell his grandfather that he was going to cut him with
the ax.
- All these manifestations were not brought to the attention of the head
teacher and the teachers except during this incident, the students putting
them on the condition of their colleague, who is a child with intellectual
deficiencies, being diagnosed with "limit intellect", according to the
certificate medical files attached to the admission file. The family has not
made available to our unit a certificate of school guidance or a more indepth diagnosis regarding his health and is not in the records of the CJRAE.
- Classmates also said he was sending them footage in which he was in
inappropriate situations (masturbating in an annex of the house), which
they deleted from the phone, fearing parents.
- Another manifestation of the student PFC, which colleagues complained
about was taking pictures with the phone, then kissing them and telling
them that he wanted to have children with them. Several students from other
classes said he was spotted at the bus stop while rubbing a pipe.

The following conclusions were drawn:
 the PFC student, despite the fact that he did not have any medical
documents or guidance certificate attached to the file, is a child with quite
serious problems, but the family refused to certify them properly (or, at
least, he did not inform the school) , and take measures to keep the behavior
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under control. Moreover, the school was informed only that it is a child
with a later intellectual development and, since it is not the first and the
only student with learning problems, it was integrated as such, the teachers
trying to bring it to a minimum level of knowledge.
 in the presence of the teachers there were no suspicious manifestations,
during the period September-April (until the complaint made by the mother
appeared), but the internal investigation revealed that during breaks some
colleagues, both from the class and from other classes , noting that the PFC
has towards them the above mentioned manifestations: it comforts them, it
makes various declarations, it tries to reach them in certain parts of the
body, they have treated these things with amusement and, moreover, they
have taken advantage of the condition of their colleague, to sing, to go to
boys and to tell them things or to touch them, so that they accentuated his
imbalance.
 Unfortunately, none of the students considered this behavior inappropriate,
did not inform the teachers what was happening and did not show empathy
towards the colleague whose manifestations put him in delicate situations
and were not at all appropriate to the school context. It is worth mentioning
that, during this period, the student, his classmates and all the other students
participated in a series of activities, including bullying, organized both by
the teacher advisor of the unit and activities that were part of the campaigns.
wide awareness, with the participation of police representatives and other
authorized institutions. We can say that in the case of some of the students,
where the ability to make positive choices, to be shaped, students with deep
educational shortcomings, over whom an unbalanced family and social
environment has put a very strong footprint, these activities fail to make
changes.
 at the same time, the problem of school-family communication and of the
tendency of families to hide certain information about the child arises, the
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problem of compromise following which quite serious problems are
silently passed until events like this one start. The prevention and awareness
activities would be much more effective if the families were involved in the
school life of the children and participated in them, or they would respond
positively to the invitations to participate in the lectures with the parents,
organized by both the principals and the parents. to the teacher advisor.
 the high school has no data from the Police about how the investigation was
conducted in this case, and the student PFC did not show up at school in
the 2019-2020 school year, being withdrawn. Although he did not officially
inform the school about the evolution of the case, it seems that the family
gave up the complaint, finally accepting that the child's problems are not
only intellectual development, but are much more complex, going to
treatment in Bucharest.
We should not neglect here the situation of the four accused students, who
all this time faced investigations, both at the Police and at the school. All are
domiciled in the rural area and the information has been circulated quickly, the
case being presented also in the media. Although no names were pronounced, they
found out about them in the communities they belong to, being subjected to public
pressure. Also, in school, although all the colleagues supported their innocence,
in the form of seemingly innocent jokes, they received various names, arising
from the accusations brought, the four and their families going through a very
difficult period. They benefited from support and counseling from the teacher
counselor, one of the students presenting to the cabinet together with the family.
It is a fact that pupils with CES, enrolled in mass education, represent a real
problem, especially where the parent refuses to acknowledge the problems faced
by the child and ask for specialized help, yes, the more they hide the reality.
Thus, in our unit there are students with CES, who have certified school
and professional guidance, which are integrated both in the classroom and at
school level. In this regard we present the case of the student G.I., a student with
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CES, which is an example of integration, having a special relationship with the
teachers and colleagues in the classroom and school, being even a member of the
high school theater band, with which he participates in numerous activities. In this
case, the family is very involved, collaborates with both the school and the
CJRAE, is regularly interested in his school situation, and the child respects the
appointments at the psycho-pedagogical assistance office and the medication
prescribed by the specialist doctor.
At the opposite pole are students who, although not certified as such, it is
obvious that they are in the category of students with CES. There are cases in
which students with a very low intellect reach the high school (the admissions
methodology allows this, being admitted students with average under 5), and
things are aggravated when psychic problems are added, which do not manifest
themselves so badly. small child, but it increases with puberty and adolescence.
In recent years, the number of high school students who have negative
behavioral manifestations has increased. Even in the above cases, it is noted that
each time were involved students of class IX, which raises a question mark on the
ability of interventions for correcting negative behaviors at early ages in the
kindergarten, primary school and the secondary school, but especially on the
involvement of the family in the education of the child and the pre-adolescent.
It is obvious that we are witnessing a change of generations and that the
influences of the social environment are becoming increasingly difficult to
control. The values of the company have changed and, at the same time, respect
for authority and responsibility has disappeared or diminished.
We frequently encounter situations such as:

Destruction of school property.
The most common "victims" of violent student starts are furniture items,
doors, switches, which are snatched, broken or tampered with, despite the
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supervision of the class both during the hours, but also during breaks, by the
service teacher and even by to the leaders. Also added is the video surveillance,
which exists in the classrooms and on the hallways.
The regulation of organization and functioning of the unit provides for such
cases, in addition to the compulsory recovery of the goods, the sanctions existing
in the Statute of Students, which can go from written reprimand to expulsion.
Here, however, occurs the extremely precarious material situation of most of our
students and, not once did we encounter situations in which the family of the
student who produced the damage refused to send him back to school if he was
asked, for example, to repair the door to the classroom, or to replace the board he
broke. The school prefers to replace the destroyed property, rather than losing the
student and thus creates a compromise that can only encourage further
manifestations.
It is a fact that schools, being constrained by the payment for capital, and
the fact that until the 10th grade education is compulsory, they no longer apply
the sanctions as drastically as the regulation provides. At the same time, families'
lack of interest in their children's schooling has increased enormously, especially
in the case of a certain segment of the population, our students mostly belonging
to this segment.
Case Study:
At the beginning of the current school year, a classroom was completely
renovated, in which a 9th class was distributed, from the Mechanical field, a class
made up of students with very low admission levels, provided in 100% of the
environment. rural, some of them arrived at the high school after the second stage
of distribution (in which students who did not pass the National Assessment or
passed the exams of correctness or conclusion of the situation after the first stage
of distribution) are distributed.
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Despite the fact that the class leader is a rigorous teacher, who supervises
the class carefully, who endeavors to develop students' sense of responsibility, the
students of this class have managed to cause damage from the first week, so it was
decided to make a class exchange, with the students from the 12th grade, much
more responsible, who were delighted to learn in a renovated classroom and
therefore take care to keep it in the same state.
At the same time, the students of the 9th grade were advised by the head
teacher, the school management and the school counselor. Declaratively, they
want to review their behavior and there is a slight change in attitude, but we
remain dissatisfied with the fact that the school is left alone in its efforts, the
reaction of the families is not the expected one: very low attendance at meetings
with parents, trying to find apologies and not solutions for the manifestations of
the children.

Insulting colleagues, mocking, marginalizing some students
Quite often, teachers and school leaders face complaints from students
about the language they have for their colleagues.
One thing that is noticed, also in the students of the ninth grade, in
particular, is that they come to the school with a "rich" insult, which they do not
hesitate to use, very often in - a rather strident way. It is often the case that, every
hour, several minutes will be devoted by each teacher, regardless of discipline, to
discussions related to the behavior between colleagues, generated by conflicts that
took place during breaks and during which insulting words were addressed.
It is obvious that every teacher makes every effort to make the students
aware that the school is a space of civilized behavior, that the discussions they
generate do not have a constructive role in shaping their personality, that they
should to show tolerance, empathy, a spirit of collegiality and mutual respect and
that, without them, neither can the acquisition of the knowledge and the
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development of the professional competences they need and for which they are in
school.
At the same time, during the last school years, at least once a semester all
the students in the school have been involved in awareness and prevention
activities of bullying and other forms of violence. However, we are left with the
idea that the school does not receive adequate support from society, in general and
the family, in particular, being the only one struggling to correct these negative
behaviors. As mentioned earlier, our high school has the disadvantage of
educating students from difficult social environments, where the level of
education is quite precarious and where the material problems amplify these
educational deficiencies.
Case Study:
The pupil L.P, 17 years old, a student in the eleventh grade, went through
the lower cycle in the professional education (3 years). He chose to continue high
school in day education, because he did not turn 18 after completing vocational
school and is part of a relatively new group for him, because in class there are
only 3 colleagues in the same situation (most of the students who finish school
professional and I am 18 years old, I choose to go to evening education).
The class leader observed that, despite an apparent integration, the student
has frequent exits in front of colleagues and even teachers, the conclusion being
that his purpose is to be recognized as an imposed leader.
Student L.P comes from a single parent family, living with his mother and
three brothers, a younger sister and two older brothers, who work in construction
and contribute to the family's income. According student of their financial
situation is relatively good and he himself contributes to the family income, during
holidays, working as a day laborer in agriculture.
It was surprising that the student volunteered at the Psycho-pedagogical
Assistance Office of the high school, declaring that he is doing this out of
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curiosity, wanting to see what it is like in such a cabinet, because he knew the
counselor professor at the psychology hour, from class X It seems that the
discussion he had with the lady teacher was beneficial for the student, returning
to the established schedules. Gradually, gaining confidence, he began to confess
to the teacher that he is aware that he has these fits of anger, which he cannot
control, but that they are generated by the behavior of colleagues who have a
totally inappropriate language and frequently address each other, insults, which
most often refer to the family (especially the mother). Although he did not
compromising this language student L.P. he says he is deeply hurt when he is
addressed to these words and can no longer control himself, sometimes resorting
to blows he applies to those who disturb him. The teacher counselor recommended
this student to start practicing a sport, under the guidance of an instructor, in order
to discharge energy and manage emotions, as well as for self-control. The student
began to practice boxing, with an instructor, in a city hall, the results becoming
visible in his behavior.
In the following school year, the student appeared again at the counseling
office, saying that, in the meantime, he had given up sports training with an
instructor, continuing with a friend and that he was observing the return of anger.
The student was programmed for counseling, being observed by the teacher in
both group and individual activities, the teacher finding a difference between the
two situations, in the sense that at group counseling activities the student
manifests loudly, tries to impose in front of the other students, to prove their
leadership, which they attribute to themselves. On the contrary, in the individual
activities, the student has an active-participative, appropriate behavior, is calm,
discusses civilized, is open, expresses his feelings.
The counselor's conclusion was that, despite a good background, the
student wants to conceal a strong, dominant personality, who does not admit to
being harmed in any way, both he and his loved ones (family). In the counselor's
opinion, the causes of this type of behavior are found in the absence of the paternal
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figure within the family, but also in the aggressive behavior of the father before
separation.
To remedy the behavior, the counselor recommended relaxation methods and
techniques, involvement in as many extracurricular activities, increasing selfesteem and constructively spending free time, resuming sports training,
necessarily under the guidance of an instructor.
Case Study:
At the beginning of the second semester of the 2018-2019 school year, the
deputy head of the unit observed, walking on the hallways during breaks, that the
CD student, from the 11th grade, each time, sits alone in the hall and buttons the
phone, in none of the situations being denied in the company of a colleague or a
group of colleagues. Asked why he is alone every time (the student remained in
the hallway always until the teacher's arrival), he replied that he does not feel well
with his colleagues, that he feels marginalized and that he prefers to spend his
breaks alone. He went on to say that, in general, colleagues mock everything he
says and does, frequently ignoring him and when addressed to him, they do it with
offensive words and insults.
The deputy principal discussed with the head teacher and the advisor
teacher and suggested that they go together in class and discuss with the students.
The class we refer to is one that is considered by teachers to be a
homogeneous class, with a closed group, made up of quite quiet students, who
have not raised behavioral problems over time. In this context, the student's
statements were slightly at odds with the general image of the class, which
participated in numerous activities focused on bullying. During these activities
they were involved, they easily identified the problem of harassment, recognizing
that, often they happen to make jokes and harm, without intention and without
realizing at the moment that some of their jokes can be disturbing. . Also, the
teacher counselor said that this is one of the classes that were very impressed with
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the violence videos presented to them, saying that they did not think that they are
very different, that each one comes with a different bag of emotions and that there
are also students who leave school with a strong emotional load.
At the time of the visit to the classroom, the teacher counselor
communicated to the students of the eleventh class, that, after all appearances,
there is a colleague who feels marginalized and towards whom they do not have
a precisely correct behavior and has expressed himself astonishment, finding that
this contradicts the discussions they have had and the image they have about the
class. Immediately, the students identified what the situation is referring to, named
the colleague in question and stated that it is a behavior they generally have, that
the words they address are just jokes and that CD he uses insulting language in
his turn, does not try to integrate and that many of the teasing start from him.
In order to avoid the prolongation of the conflicting discussions, in which,
each of the two parties would have continued to blame the other, the three teachers
present, after briefing them, the students' point of view regarding the effects of
bullying. on the emotional state of the adolescents, they proposed to the students
an exercise, during which, after a few minutes thinking, each student should write
on a sheet what are the things that he does not want to be exposed by his
colleagues, and then read in the front of the class. Thus, they all found that very
many of their teeth hardly tolerate precisely the things they previously described
as jokes.
Student C.D. he understood that he was wrong, first of all by the fact that
he set up a barrier between himself and his colleagues, that he had no patience and
did not want to get to know his colleagues better. Colleagues were aware that not
all jokes can be tolerated and that not all people tolerate jokes, that, for many,
what some people think is joking can be an offense to someone else.
The teacher counselor explained to the students that the way a joke is
perceived is due to self-respect, the ability to understand, the ability to self-
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control, so it is a complex fact, which requires caution when choosing to joke with
someone.
The head teacher emphasized that your efforts have always been directed
towards creating a cohesion of the class, a desirable thing for any group, so that
the discussions regarding the isolation of a colleague and the language used in the
classroom will continue at the classroom hours, at which he invites. to participate
also the teacher advisor.
Subsequently, the class was enrolled by the head teacher for several
extracurricular activities (a football competition between the high school classes,
an environmental activity within a school project and a trip).
Student C.D. was integrated into the group, all the students in the class show
a much more open attitude, the conclusion being that, although the students are
involved in the prevention and counseling activities, their effect can be short-term,
this depending on the individual and group particularities, being needed of
continuity and the support of this kind of activities through extracurricular
activities. The latter increase cohesion, communication and empathy in the
collective.
Case Study:
Because the school also has boarding schools, where 100 students live from
Monday to Friday, the school management faces, due to the budgetary problems
that do not allow the employment of an educator on the existing vacant position,
with difficulties in ensuring the supervision of the students with the existing staff
(two night supervisors). Problems arising from the boarding students are, in
particular, the disputes between the roommates due to the non-observance of the
rest and study program, theft of objects or food, the departure to the city without
dispatches and attempts of older students to impose themselves in front of their
colleagues. small. For the organization of the boarding activity there is a
regulation, which is approved by the Board of Directors of the unit, students have
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been appointed as chief of level, both girls and boys and a program of visiting the
boarding school has been prepared by the staff. teaching.

Excessive use of mobile phones and the Internet, even during class hours,
cyberbullying

Lately, the generalization of the possession of smartphones and the
dependence on their use, increasingly met in the younger generations has also
determined in our school unit a series of situations in which the teachers face the
inattention and even the non-participation in the classroom hours. course by some
students who are increasingly fascinated by the phone, to the detriment of the
classroom activities.
Although the use of the phone is forbidden by the school regulations, most
students do not comply with these provisions, the teacher in the classroom being
forced to allocate during the class time discussions regarding the use of these
devices anytime and anyway. The teacher does not have the legal framework to
confiscate the phone and very often, discussions are generated, with certain
students, who do not feel constrained by the sanctions provided by the unit's
organization and functioning regulations, respectively the individual observation
and the written reprimand. And in this situation we can see the impact of the
educational deficiencies of the students, with whom we face upon their arrival in
high school, the weak involvement of the family in the formation of appropriate
behavioral skills.
What is more serious is that students use phones to record and broadcast
aspects of class hours or breaks, conflicts between colleagues, embarrassing
situations of colleagues, which put them in adverse situations, etc. Also through
the phones, threats are transmitted, the insults are requested, the intervention of
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people outside the school to resolve conflicts (usually minor, but which gain scope
through the intervention of family members or friends).
Case Study:
Professor I.M., at class (mathematics), in the 10th grade, vocational
education observed that student R.D. he uses the mobile phone, which he buttons
under the bank. Despite repeated observations of the teacher he did not stop,
reasoning that he had a discussion with a family member and asking to leave to
discuss in the hall, because it is a very important issue. The teacher thought that
this was really a family problem and allowed it, but later, it turned out that the
student was lying.
In the break after the class time I referred to, a student from another high
school in the city, along with three students from the 9th grade, from our high
school, assaulted the PC student, from 11th grade. They were surprised by the XI
class leadership, who announced the leadership. The internal investigation carried
out revealed that the student R.D. when he was using the phone during the hour,
he was actually arguing through messages with P.C., addressing each other
insults. When he asked to speak in the hall with his father, he actually called his
friend from another high school in the city and the other three students from our
high school and asked for their help in the conflict with P.C. During the break, the
four physically assaulted student P.C. did not participate in the aggression, leaving
the school meanwhile. After P.C. told how things went, the families of all
involved, as well as the school unit from which one of the four aggressors came
from, were announced. And this time, I was dealing with a parent, respectively
the father of the student R.D. who refuses to accept that his son could be involved
in the conflict and even initiated him.
The students involved were sanctioned, according to the regulation, by
lowering the note on behavior.
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Case Study
Many of the situations our students are exposed to arise as a result of
adolescent-specific emotional relationships. The whole family environment is
most often a determinant of these problems, because the educational level of the
families, the absence of one or both parents, their prejudices and their mentality,
cause insufficient communication of the adolescent with those at home. Many
times students, especially girls, turn to teachers or the teacher counselor for
advice, but unfortunately this is sometimes quite late.
PA pupil, from the 10th grade, coming from a single-parent family (left by
the mother), who was raised more by her paternal grandmother, the father being
an alcoholic, from the desire to "align" with the girls in the class, which at the
time respectively they had a sentimental relationship, or at least a suitor and being
quite complicated by the status of "single girl", complex enhanced by the very
low height, sought at any price to make a friend. The opportunity arose in the bus
with which the student was commuting to the home town, where he met a person,
older than his own (over 20 years), from another locality, with whom he
exchanged numbers of phone and contacted one of the social networks. Pleased
to have a relationship, P.A. in response to his requirement to send a nude photo.
Subsequently, the person resorted to blackmail, asking for more photos, under the
threat that he will publish on the social networks the photo already sent.
Pupil P.A., although quite late, had a presence of spirit and, against the
background of a very good communication relationship with her classmates, the
teacher counselor and the director, she confessed to them, asking for help. The
head teacher asked the student to do so in order to foster a meeting between him
and the respective person and, taking over the role of the father, absent from the
child's life, by the nature of his manifestations, he managed to convince him to
delete the compromising photograph and break any connection. with the student,
otherwise he will go to the Police.
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Following this case, P.A. she benefited from counseling at the psychopedagogical assistance office, as well as the support of his classmates and the
director, so that the event remained only a life lesson, which made him revise his
priorities.

The introduction and / or use in the perimeter of the educational
establishment of any type of weapons or pyrotechnic products
Although the school regulation completely forbids the introduction of any
kind of weapon or pyrotechnic product into school, we have encountered in the
course of time several situations in which various white weapons (boxing, knives,
knives) and spray were detected on some students. irritating sores. As a
justification, the students invoked the uncertainty during the trip to and from
school and tried to defend themselves, claiming that they would not be used in the
unit. They also offered other justifications, such as the one presented below.

Case Study
In October 2019, the management of the unit was informed by the service
teacher, who paused during an altercation between the student AB, from the ninth
grade and another student, that he asked the student AB, who had a suspicious
behavior. , frequently bringing his hand to his pocket and being very restless, to
remove the objects he has in his pocket, thus finding that he had a knife. The
service teacher brought the student to the management office, the class leader was
informed, who notified the parents.
The student claimed to have found the knife on a bench in the high school
yard. The presence of the parents at the school was requested, the student
maintaining his point of view also in the presence of the mother, who, in fact,
supported him in his statements. Asked why he did not deliver the knife at the
time of finding, the student said he did not know how to do it.
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In this case, even if the student's excuse is admitted, who claims to have
found the object, it is not allowed to keep it. It is noticed that the students, although
they are informed at the beginning of the year about the provisions of the school
regulation, do not know or ignore the duties that they have, they are not aware of
the seriousness of some facts and the consequences that they can have, that the
parents are trying rather to obtains clemency for the moment situation, possibly
overlooking certain facts, rather than supporting the school in correcting risk
behaviors. The student received written reprimand and was directed to the school
counselor.

Case Study
In December 2019, a teacher announced that in one of the classrooms on
the first floor, located near the toilet, there is a suspicious, pungent odor, and the
students in the classroom claim that it has started to be felt on the floor. during the
break. Some of the students felt themselves, claiming headaches and stinging
eyes. The teacher, after announcing the leadership, moved the students to another
classroom, from the second floor and led two students, who felt a little worse, to
the school medical office, inside the unit.
Due to the fact that the school unit has video surveillance on the halls, the
MG students, from the 9th grade and the CS, from the 10th grade, who although
they were learning in another building, were present during the break, in the toilet
area on the first floor, from the main body and which, according to the statements
of students present in the hall, would be the ones who sprayed irritant spray. The
two recognized and were sanctioned with the temporary withdrawal of the
professional scholarship, according to the regulation.
Student M.G. comes from a single-parent family, the father being deceased,
and the student C.S is in the care of the grandparents, the parents being away to
work, in Italy. Their deeds were brought to the attention of the family and were
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directed by counselors to for counseling at the psycho-pedagogical assistance
office.
We return to the causes that favor such behaviors and note that, in the
absence of family involvement, age-specific terribism, misunderstanding of
minimum rules of behavior, lack of values and adoption of wrong behavior
patterns, it is added that the society supports them, in firstly, by freely selling to
minors these products. Even police representatives said that they can be found in
different shops with specific hunting and fishing, in the city, which can be bought
by anyone.

Physical violence

The cases of physical violence do not have as high a frequency as those of
verbal violence, but there were also some cases in which the exacerbation of the
verbal violence led to the physical violence, manifested by pushing, bumping,
hitting. In most of the cases of physical violence were involved pupils from
disinterested families, who did not show interest in the situation of the child,
pupils with one or both parents left for work abroad, families with a negative
socio-affective climate (violent parents) or alcoholics). At the same time, there
were cases when the family exercised an exaggerated control over the child,
generating frustration states and moments of discharge of the negative energies
accumulated.
Case Study
In the 2017-2018 school year, the headmaster of one of the 9th grades
pointed out that the SA student, besides the fact that during the hours he had
frequent inappropriate behavioral manifestations (she was contradicting the
teachers and colleagues, she was not asked questions, not related to the topic of
the hour, ignored the teacher's explanations, used the mobile phone, generally a
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rebellious and rebellious attitude). Also during the breaks, the student wore her
colleagues, triggering quarrels, during which she became physically aggressive:
she slammed her colleagues, pulled her colleagues hair, and at the observations
that the teachers made she reacted in a confident tone, accusing each of them.
given that it does these things because it is actually provoked, although all the
data (its overall behavior, the testimonies of those involved, the images viewed
on the surveillance cameras) led to the conclusion that SA is the trigger for
conflicts.
The student was part of a nuclear family, both parents being employed, and
the material situation of the family being good. The parents were paying close
attention to the student's school situation, frequently contacting the headmistress.
Being aware of the above mentioned behavioral manifestations, the parents
rebuked the student and punished her, taking her cellphone and limiting the time
she was allowed to meet with her friends.
The student was referred to the psycho-pedagogical assistance office for
counseling. At the first meeting, the student had a very defensive behavior,
claiming that all the time it is provoked by certain colleagues and even by some
teachers, showing upset and misunderstood. She refused to cooperate, claiming
he did not understand why she was being directed to the cabinet. It was
programmed further and did not show up for a good period of time, when it was
visible in the classroom that it was trying to control and change its behavior. At
one point he volunteered at the cabinet, with a visibly impaired attitude, saying
she would like to talk to the advisor professor, who confessed that she
acknowledged her guilt for the outings he had during the semester, realizes that it
has a volcanic behavior, that it cannot control its emotions and that for all these
reasons the family's constraints, whose control exceeds, in its opinion, the limits
of normal. The girl said that the family still considers her a child, imposes many
rules and limits, that the father is very rigid, that he is not listened to and that she
is not allowed to make decisions. At the same time, especially the father, he
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criticizes her all the time. As for the colleagues and certain teachers, SA said that
the feeling she has is that she is not understood by them and is not found in the
class, her desire, which the parents did not respect, being to study at another high
school in the city, where her friends were teaching.
The teacher counselor recommended the head teacher to propose to the
parents to attend a counseling session. They accepted, and during the meeting, the
teacher led the discussion so as to find out if the relationship between family and
child is the one described by SA student, noting that, indeed, the parents had very
strong opinions regarding education, supporting -and the point of view that SA
she is a girl and needs to be "kept short", their communication is limited to the
practical aspects of life, without addressing the emotional aspects and the intimate
side. The teacher asked for the student's presence and called for a role play, during
which the parents became "the child", and the child took over the role of the parent
and put on stage a situation that they experienced concretely, namely the choice
of high school, asking their questions and the answers they asked at the time.
Although initially the parents were reluctant, they eventually became involved in
the role play, during which they looked in a "mirror", noting the mistakes they
make towards each other.
As a result of the counseling activity, the parents became much more open
in their discussions with the daughter, they learned to listen to her, which, in turn,
had no uncontrolled outbursts. The girl kept on adapting to the class she is in and
the desire to move to the high school where her friends are teaching. Realizing
that there may be consequences for school performance, but also for her overall
behavior, parents have decided to respect her decision to be transferred to the high
school she wants.
In approving the transfer, our unit took into account the emotional wellbeing of the child and the avoidance of possible negative consequences of keeping
her here, against her will.
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In the first semester of the following school year, S.A. came to visit the
teacher counselor, thanking her for her help, saying that she was comfortable in
the new class, along with her friends. In the family things are discussed much
more openly, the parents have become more permissive, and she tries not to
disappoint them. During the visit, the girl also went to her former class,
apologizing to both her former colleagues and her former manager for their
unwanted behavior.

Case Study
At the opposite pole regarding the involvement of the family in the child's
life is the case of student N. S., from the 11th grade, in the 2016-2017 school year.
Several teachers from this class noted that NS, despite showing a high
intellectual level, a good knowledge of the rights of the child, as well as the rights
and duties of the student, showed an attitude of non-compliance with the rules. ,
refusal to participate in activities, inattention at class hours and an attitude of
superiority towards colleagues (in his opinion the colleagues were intellectually
inferior), frequently aroused polemics with the teachers (starting from the
information transmitted during the lessons, information on which they had found
from various environments and which they subject to debate, not related to the
class time). The colleagues, besides the fact that they were offended by the N.S.,
manifested, every time he interrupted the hours for comments, rebellion and
boredom.
N. S.'s parents went to work abroad, the teenager being in the care of his
grandparents. The parents supported him materially, however, they did not
maintain contact with the school. Since the beginning of high school, the class
leader has been contacted only once by the student's mother, to be interested in
his school situation. The grandparents, being old and living in a locality far from
the city, also did not keep in touch with the school.
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The student participated in counseling sessions, in the psycho-pedagogical
assistance office of the high school and during their time, exhibiting the same
polemical spirit, especially as the specific activity, aroused him even more for the
controversy.
In February, at the beginning of the second semester, the NS student, in the
break after the second hour, started a discussion in contradiction with one of the
classmates, BG. He expressed his disinterest and boredom with the discussion and
against the insistence of NS, who insulted him, calling him stupid, disabled,
stupid, telling him that he was unable to cope with the discussion and did not rise
to his intellectual level, BG, notwithstanding the insults, swore at him. N. S. hit
him in the stomach. A classmate announced the leadership, which led the two into
the management office. After describing the way the events happened, the
principal asked both the teacher and the head teacher to go with you to the
classroom, to listen to the opinion of colleagues who attended the conflict. They
confirmed the fact that NS insisted on BG, and this is a frequent one, the teacher
saying that during his hours NS has the same tendency to elicit collateral
discussions, to which he often had to interrupt the evolution of the hour to explain
it. the fact that he can answer the topics he raises, but these are not related to the
topic of the class and he must understand that it is not normal to occupy the time
allotted to the whole class. Also, colleagues argued that it was saturated that the
hours should be interrupted by N. S., with his ideas and insulted whenever they
did not want to start the discussions. The main topics addressed by the NS
concerned the political, economic situation, various events presented in the media,
the importance of legalizing cannabis (we cannot justify this concern by the fact
that they had consumed psychotropic substances, because they did not present
specific manifestations and they were not in police records), debates on court
cases, etc. The student acknowledged that he is doing these things, that he realizes
that he is disturbing and that physical aggression is a culmination of his
inappropriate behavior and promised that he is trying to revise his attitude.
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Regarding the conflict, the two were sanctioned according to the regulation,
and N. S. continued counseling.
The counselor teacher put NS's behavior on account of the absence of the
parents, besides the fact that there was no control over him, being evident that he
felt the lack of communication with them, the grandparents not facing the
discussions on his topics of interest and not having the necessary skills to guide
him. Also, the emotional deficiencies were evident, feeling the need to be in the
center of attention, especially of some adults, who appreciate him for what he
knows, thus losing the sense of measure.
The teacher-counselor observed that the topic of drug use returns
frequently, although it was obvious that N. S. intentionally approaches this topic,
because it is a very sensitive one, which arouses the adult's concern and turns its
full attention to it. In the next period, at the school level, there were several
activities of awareness and prevention of drug use, in partnership with the
National Anti-drug Agency, and the teacher instructed NS to participate not only
in the session in which his class was distributed, but and at all other sessions.
Another method used by the teacher counselor, together with the manager
of educational programs and projects was the identification in the program of
extracurricular educational activities of the school of some activities, on various
topics, to which N.S. he was co-opted as the “partner” of the coordinating teacher.
Thus, N. S. had the opportunity to document himself, to interact with the teacher
in the preparation of the activity, to present his knowledge, benefiting from the
guidance of the teacher with whom he worked. He realized that, in order to initiate
and participate in a discussion, a careful selection of the contents needed, which
must be appropriate to the theme, clear, concise, adapted to the level of the
recipients, to present interest, to arouse curiosity, must be used with an appropriate
language, the climate must be one of mutual respect, civilized. N. S. has also
figured out what it means to be in the role of an activity coordinator, who, like the
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teacher, in the classroom, has to deal with interruptions, collateral discussions and
other disruptive factors.
NS changed its attitude towards the others, colleagues and teachers, and, at
the recommendation of the counselor teacher, he joined a debate and oratory club,
initiated by a cultural association in the city, and in order to control impulsivity
and educate self-control he chose to practice sports shooting.
The parents of the student, who were informed by telephone by the
headteacher about the case, became more attentive to his needs and began to be
interested regularly in his evolution. The connection with the school was also
maintained by telephone, as they did not visit the country until the son finished
high school.
N. S. was no longer involved in any acts of violence, on the contrary, he
became a responsible student and a good colleague, in 2018 completing high
school studies and obtaining a specialization in the technical field. Unfortunately
he did not pass the Baccalaureate exam and chose to go to his parents abroad.

CONCLUSIONS
The intervention of the school in order to remedy the violent behavior is
limited by the regulations which subject the organization and functioning of the
pre-university education at national level, the human and material resources it has
and the degree of involvement and the opening of the family and the society for
collaboration.
A beneficial measure, in the last years has been the generalization of the
psycho-pedagogical assistance offices in the high schools, so that both students,
parents and teachers can benefit from counseling services. This positive aspect is
still affected by the reluctance of some (of all the categories listed above), to resort
to such services, there being a general prejudice, according to which, in this
situation, they would automatically raise question marks on their mental integrity.
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We also observed that involving students with potentially violent activities
in extracurricular activities has a positive impact on them, by occupying free time
in a constructive way, by educating the personality, channeling energies,
socializing, personal development, increasing self-esteem. and the esteem of
another and of other aspects that underlie pro-social behavior.
The social partners (Police, Gendarmerie, City Hall A.N.A, Directorate of
Public Health, D.G.A.S.P.C., representatives of different NGOs) have always
responded favorably to the unit's requests to participate in awareness and
prevention activities.
Sanctioning is a measure that produces its effects only to an unexpectedly
small extent, against the backdrop of a disinterested attitude towards education
and vocational training, which we find both in our students and in their families.
Next, one of the major problems, which instead of being remedied, seems
to deepen, is the lack of involvement of families in the lives of children, frequently
confronting them with their disinterest, with the inability to collaborate with the
school, to identify and to take their own measures to remedy negative behaviors.
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Annex 1
Extract

from

the

Rules

of

Organization and Operation of High
Technology No.1 Alexandria
No.
crt.

1

2

3

THE PROPOSED SANCTION
according to the gravity of the act

DEVIATIONS

Destruction, modification or
completion
of
school
documents, such as catalogs,
sheets, student books and any
other documents in the same
category

a) individual observation;
b) written reprimand;
c) temporary
or
definitive
withdrawal of the merit
scholarship,
the
social
scholarship,
"High
school
money",
the
professional
scholarship;
d) the disciplinary move to a
parallel class from the same
school;
e) the expiration notice;
f) expulsion.
Mandatory recovery of goods

a) individual observation;
b) written reprimand;
c) temporary
or
definitive
withdrawal of the merit
scholarship,
the
social
Damage to the school's property
scholarship,
"High
school
money",
the
professional
scholarship;
d) the disciplinary move to a
parallel class from the same
school;
e) expulsion.
The
introduction
or a) written reprimand;
or
definitive
dissemination,
in
the b) temporary
withdrawal of the merit
educational unit, of materials
scholarship,
the
social
that, through their content,
scholarship,
"High
school
threaten the independence,
money",
the
professional
sovereignty, unity and national
scholarship;
integrity of the country, which
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cultivate violence, intolerance
or which harm the public
image of a person;

4

5

6

c) the disciplinary move to a
parallel class from the same
school;
d) the expiration notice;
e) expulsion.
a) the disciplinary move to a
parallel class from the same
Blocking of access routes in
school;
educational spaces;
b) the expiration notice;
c) expulsion
a) written reprimand;
b) temporary
or
definitive
withdrawal of the merit
Possession or consumption of
scholarship,
the
social
drugs, alcoholic beverages or
scholarship,
"High
school
other prohibited substances,
money",
the
professional
cigarettes,
ethnobotanical
scholarship;
substances and to participate in
c) the disciplinary move to a
gambling;
parallel class from the same
school;
d) the expiration notice;
e) expulsion.
The introduction and / or use in
a) written reprimand;
b) temporary
or
definitive
the
perimeter
of
the
withdrawal of the merit
educational unit of any type of
scholarship,
the
social
weapon or other pyrotechnic
scholarship,
"High
school
products, such as ammunition,
money",
the
professional
firecrackers, firemen or the
scholarship;
like, tear sprays, paralyzing or
c) the disciplinary move to a
the like, which, by their action,
parallel class from the same
can affect physical integrity
school;
and psychology of students and
d) the expiration notice;
staff of the educational unit.
e) expulsion
 Students may not be
deprived
of
personal
property that does not affect
the personal safety or of the
other persons in the
educational
unit,
in
accordance with the legal
provisions;
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7

Dissemination of electoral
materials,
religious
proselytizing, obscene or
pornographic
in
the
educational establishments;

8

Use of mobile phones during
class hours, exams and
competitions; except from this
provision, it is allowed to use
mobile phones during the
course hours, only with the
consent of the teacher, in case
of their use in the educational
process or in emergency
situations;

9

Launch false advertisements to
emergency services;

10

Offensive,
indecent,
intimidating, discriminatory
and manifesting violence in
language and behavior towards
colleagues and staff;

11

Provocation, instigate and
participation in acts of
violence in the school and
beyond;
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a) individual observation;
b) written reprimand;
c) temporary
or
definitive
withdrawal of the merit
scholarship,
the
social
scholarship,
"High
school
money",
the
professional
scholarship;
a) individual observation;
b) written reprimand;
c) the temporary or definitive
withdrawal of the merit
scholarship,
the
social
scholarship,
"High
school
money",
the
professional
scholarship;

a) written reprimand
a) individual observation;
b) written reprimand;
c) the temporary or definitive
withdrawal of the merit
scholarship,
the
social
scholarship,
"High
school
money",
the
professional
scholarship;
a) individual observation;
b) written reprimand;
c) temporary
or
definitive
withdrawal of the merit
scholarship,
the
social
scholarship,
"High
school
money",
the
professional
scholarship;
d) the disciplinary move to a
parallel class from the same
school;
e) expulsion

12

Leaving the perimeter of the
educational unit during the
school program, with the
exception of the major students
and the situations provided by
the regulation of organization
and functioning of the
educational unit;

13

Use of trivial or invective
language
in the school
perimeter;

14

Inviting / facilitating the entry
of foreign persons into school,
without the consent of the
school management and of the
principals.
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a) individual observation;
b) written reprimand;
c) the temporary or definitive
withdrawal of the merit
scholarship,
the
social
scholarship,
"High
school
money",
the
professional
scholarship;
a) individual observation;
b) written reprimand;
c) temporary
or
definitive
withdrawal of the merit
scholarship,
the
social
scholarship,
"High
school
money",
the
professional
scholarship;
d) the expiration notice;
e) expulsion
a) individual observation;
b) written reprimand;
c) temporary
or
definitive
withdrawal of the merit
scholarship,
the
social
scholarship,
"High
school
money",
the
professional
scholarship;
d) the expiration notice;
e) expulsion
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